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ABSTRACT
This study investigated Nigerian junior secondary science teachers' beliefs about
effective science teaching, their pedagogical content knowledge and how these
influence their classroom teaching behaviour. The research is underpinned by a
conceptual framework, which establishes a strong relationship between teachers' beliefs
about teaching, teachers' pedagogical content knowledge and classroom teaching
practices.

The study was carried out in two phases. The first phase involved a survey of all junior
secondary science teachers (N=70) from the 30 secondary schools in two Local
Education Districts of Lagos State, Nigeria. The second phase involved in-depth case
studies of three science teachers who were purposively selected. The case study data
were collected through interviews, classroom observation sessions and document
analysis.

Findings from the study revealed that the teachers hold narrow, objectivist or realist
views of the nature of science, and narrow and elitist views of the purpose of science
teaching in schools.

They also espoused beliefs consistent with knowledge

transmission, teacher-centred, teacher-dominated classrooms in which students should
play mainly passive roles of listening, observing the teacher and copying notes whilst
under strict supervision of the teacher so as to maintain a quiet classroom for science
teaching. Assessment practices are based on short paper and pencil periodic tests and
terminal examinations, which are mainly for summative purposes.

The teachers' classroom behaviour reflected accurate know ledge of science content and
an understanding of the social and physical environment in which their students are
learning. However, their teaching practices reflected pedagogical knowledge and skills,
and knowledge of student learning derived from the traditional knowledge transmi5sion
pedagogy, which is not consistent with current understanding, and best practices in
science teaching and learning. Their teacher-centred practices are consistent with their
knowledge transmission beliefs and their pedagogical content knowledge in relation to
pedagogical strategies and how students learn in science.
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The study revealed that shortages of science textbooks, insufficient teaching fgcilitics

'
and large classes, limit teachers' effectiveness in science teaching. More contem:porary
approaches that actively engage students in learning and develop scientific literacy in
the Nigerian context have been recommended. The implications of these findin't~s for

'
initial teacher education, professional development, science curriculum and sCience
teaching have been outlined.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Introduction
The focus of this study is to describe Nigerian science teachers' beliefs about effective

science teaching and their pedagogical content knowledge, and the influence of these on
classroom teaching behaviour. The intention is to understand why teachers teach the
way they do ati.d develop ways to help them adopt best practices that fit within their
own framework. This Chapter presents the background to the study, the rationale and

significance of the study, statement of the problem and the research questions.

Background to the Study

The Nigerian national policy on education (Federal Ministry of Education (FME), 1998)

stipulates, among other things, that teaching of science subjects should be greatly
emphasised and given priority in secondary schools.

The policy document also

emphasizes the need to provide qualified science teachers with intellectual ability for
the school system so as to be able to meet the country's educational goals in the face of
the fast growing world of science and technology. It is several years since the national
policy came into being but the science educational goals are far from being achieved.
Concerns have continued to be raised about the school system and particularly about the
poor achievement of secondary school students in science (West African Examination
Council, 1994). Studies have also questioned the quality of science teaching and
learning in secondary schools (Above, 1997; Ajewole, 1990; Odubunmi, 1981). The
situation calls for reform, and as science teachers are central to any educational refonn,
this study focuses on teachers' beliefs, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), and
teaching behaviour.

Bybee (1993) is convinced that "the decisive component in

reforming science education is the classroom teacher ... unless classroom teachers move
beyond the status quo in science teaching, any reform will falter and eventually fail" (p.
144).

Cuban (1990) implies that reforms return again and again because policy makers ignore
local factors including teachers' beliefs. If science education reformers desire to focus
on the classroom teacher then teachers' perceptions of refonn issues and their assumed

1
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roles in the process should be taken into account. In reviewing science education
research, Tobin, Tippin and Gallard (1994) summarised this point by stating:

Future research should seek to enhance our understanding of the
relationship between teacher beliefs and science education refonn. Many
of the reform attempts of the past have ignored the role of teacher beliefs
in sustaining the status quo. The studies reviewed in this section suggest
that teacher beliefs are a critical ingredient in the factors that detennine
what happen in the classrooms (p. 64)

Science teachers and their beliefs may play a major role in science education refonn
since science teachers' beliefs lead to actions, and these actions ultimately impact on
students (Clark & Peterson, 1986).

This critical relationship between the beliefs of'

teachers regarding implementation of science education reform efforts and instructional
decisions has been recently documented (Czerniak, Lumpe, & Haney, 1999; Czerniak &

Lumpe, 1996; Lumpe, Haney, & Czerniak, 1998). According to Bandura (1997) beliefs
are thought to be the best indicators of the decisions people make throughout their lives.
Beliefs have been defined in a variety of ways. Oliver and Koballa (1992) indicated
that beliefs are oftentimes equated with knowledge, attitudes, and personal convictions,
or reflect a person's acceptance or rejection of a proposition. Yet beliefs are often
confused with other related concepts such as attitudes, values, judgments, concepts and
dispositions.

Pajares (1992) explained that clusters of beliefs around a particular

situation fonn attitudes, and attitudes become agendas that guide decisions and
behaviour. In other words, people act on what they believe. The connections among
clusters of beliefs create an individual's values that guide one's life and ultimately
determine behaviour (Ajzen, 1985). Science teachers' beliefs regarding teaching and
learning will therefore influence their decisions about teaching and assessment
strategies.

Concerns about poor science teaching and learning in our schools have raised questions
about the quality of science teacher education, Teachers tend to teach the way they
were taught (Kubota, 1997). In her description of the traditional method of teacher
preparation in most colleges of education and universities, Kubota (1997) notes that
science teachers being prepared in their science majors have listened attentively to
lectures, gazed at materials presented on the overhead projectors or the chalkboards and

2

taken copious notes that are nonnally memorised for examinations. They have
participated in laboratory science courses usually requiring them to conduct experiments
that have pre-determined conclusions and are presented in a 'cookbook' fashion. It is
no surprise then, that many of our science teachers tend to close their classroom doors
to their colleagues, ignore the rich sources outside the classroom, focus on the textbook,
and teach to the examination.

Research in cognitive psychology indicates that deep understanding of a topic requires
not only individual construction and reflection, but also dialogue, discussion
justification, and presentation of ideas with others (Roychoudhury, Roth & Ebbing,
1993; Schon, 1993). In addition, research also indicates that individuals construct their
own theories of how the natural world works based on their prior experiences and
knowledge and that these theories may be naive and extremely difficult to change

(Driver, Gueshe & Timberghien, 1985).
A number of reviews (Calderhead, 1996; Carlsen, 1987; Good, 1990) of science
education have implied that improvement in teachers' content knowledge would lead to
better teaching and hence better learning in science. Indeed, what actually constitutes
the 'science content' required by teachers of science is rather more complex than that
implied by a 'background in science'. One aspect of this required background is some
knowledge of the subject itself; the other is teacher's appropriate comprehension in the
subject. Shulman (1987) aptly emphasised this in his statement: "indeed, we have
reason to believe that teacher comprehension is more critical for the inquiry-oriented
classroom than for its more didactic alternative" (p. 7).

Through the 1970s and the 1980s, the approach to the teaching of science in the UK and
USA was largely process oriented (Kruger, Summers & Palacio, 1990). There was a
focus on observation, hypothesising, recording and interpreting data, and application.
The development of conceptual knowledge was masked by the emphasis on the
development of skills and attitudes and by the rather simplistic view of the role of the
teacher. Interactive teaching models that were proposed to take account of students'
existing ideas (Biddulph & Osborne, 1984) led some to believe that the teacher needed
only to be a 'fellow traveller' in the learning process. There has been a move to give
greater emphasis to the teaching for conceptual understanding in science (Linn, 1992).
As well as developing process skills and attitudes, students are expected to develop
3

knowledge and understanding of, and about science (Kruger et al., 1990). There is also
a demand to ensure that the content and skills of science are set within relevant contexts
(Fensham, 1985). These initiatives put additional demands on the teacher of science
and highlight the limitations of the teacher who has only knowledge of the 'facts' and
ideas of science and of the processes involved.

Teachers of science need not only

knowledge of the content and process of science, but also a view of the dynamic nature
of science itself.
Teachers also require the ability to translate content knowledge into pedagogicaJ content
knowledge (Peterson & Treagust, 1992).

Tamir (1991) maintains that such

transfonnation is only useful when it becomes personal practical knowledge. Tamir
agues that the problem a novice teacher faces is to absorb and internalise knowledge of
the subject and of teaching in such a way that it becomes his or her personal practical
knowledge which can be subsequently applied in teaching. Shulman (1986) suggests
that the ability to transform subject knowledge into pedagogical subject matter
knowledge is assisted by reflective practice.

Indeed, Shulman introduced the concept

of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) in a paper in which he argued that research
in teaching and teacher education has undeservedly ignored research questions dealing

with the content of the lessons taught (Shulman, 1986). The concept of PCK refers to
the teachers' interpretations and transformations of subject matter knowledge in the
context of facilitating student learning (van Oriel, Valoop & De Vos, 1998).
Shulman (1986) introduced PCK as a specific category of knowledge, which, according
to him, "goes beyond knowledge of subject matter per se to the dimension of subject
matter knowledge for teaching" (p. 9). The key elements in Shulman's conception of
PCK are knowledge of representations of the subject matter on the one hand and
understanding of specific learning difficulties and student conception on the other.
Obviously, these elements are intertwined. According to van Driel et al. (1998) "the
more representations teachers have at their disposal and the better they recognise
learning difficulties, the more effectively they can deploy their pedagogical content
knowledge" (p. 5).
In a later article, Shulman included pedagogical content knowledge in what he called
"the knowledge base for teaching" (p. 9).

This knowledge base consists of seven

categories, three of which are content related (i.e., content knowledge, pedagogical
content knowledge (PCK) and curriculum knowledge). The other four categories refer

4

to general pedagogy, learners and their characteristics, educational contexts and
educational purposes (Shulman, 1987). Thus Shulman's knowledge base encompas~es
every category of knowledge, which may be relevant for teaching. This can therefore be
explained as follows. PCK implies an integration or transformation of subject matter
knowledge and knowledge of general pedagogy so that it can be used effectively and
flexibly in communication between the teacher and learners.

While elaborating on Shulman's work, other scholars have adopted the two elements of

PCK mentioned above i.e. knowledge of comprehensible representation of subject
matter and understanding of content related learning difficulties. Moreover, each of
them has extended the concept by including in PCK some other categories of
knowledge distinct in Shulman's knowledge base for teaching. For example, Grossman
( 1990) perceived PCK as consisting of strategies and representations for teaching
particular topics, and knowledge of students' understanding, conceptions and
misconceptions of these topics. In Grossman's model of teacher knowledge, PCK is at
the heart, surrounded by three related categories; namely, knowledge of subject matter,
general pedagogical knowledge, and contextual knowledge.

Grossman identified the

following sources from which pedagogical content knowledge is generated and
developed: observation of classes, disciplinary education which may lead to personal
preferences for specific purposes or topics, specific courses during teacher education of

which the impact is nonnally unknown, and classroom experience.
Science Teaching in Nigerian Secondary Schools
All the 42 universities and the 58 colleges of education in Nigeria are involved m
preparing teachers for the school system. The colleges of education prepare teachers for
the primary and junior SP,condary schools while the universities prepare teachers for the
senior secondary schools. Even though the enrolment of students in the colleges of
education has increased from 84,742 in 1991/92 to 105,817 in 1996/97 (FME, 2000), it
is far from satisfying the demand for quality teachers. The school system is faced with
the problems of inadequate supply and quality of science teachers and a high dropout
rate of students. The rationale, context and expectations in science teaching and learning
in the Nigerian education system are discussed in this section.

Issues of workforce planning, economic growth, and social refonns among others led to
the inauguration of the 1969 education conference in Nigeria. During this conference it

5

was noted that the school curriculum was not relevant in content and pedagogical
approach especially in the area of science (Fafunwa, 1974). The 6-3-3-4 system of
education, which translated into six years of primary, three years of junior secondary,
three years of senior secondary and four years of tertiary education, was the outcome of
the conference and it specifically stipulated the introduction of science at the primary
school level, Integrated Science at the junior secondary level and Physics, Chemistry,
and Biology at the senior secondary level (Federal Republic of Nigeria (FRN), 1982).
This, no doubt, was in response to the worldwide call for greater attention towards the
improvement of scientific and technological literacy. The expected effect of this was to
produce citizens who are better empowered to lead, productive lives and to enjoy the
best possible quality of lives having acquired at least: a basic understanding of science.

In 1993, a UNESCO report argued that scientific and technological literacy is essential
for achieving responsible and sustainable development (UNESCO, 1993).

As already

pointed out, the Nigerian educational policy document stipulated that science should be
taught at junior secondary schools in the 'integrated fonn' which was based on the
principle of the 'broad-field curriculum design' that implies that the different fonns of
knowledge are not entirely distinct. The integrated principles are intended to produce a
science course, which:
•

is relevant to the child's need and experience;

•

stresses the fundamental unity of science;

•

lays adequate foundations for subsequent special studies; and

•

adds a cultural dimension to science education.

(FRN, 1982)

Integrated Science teaching is recognised as being fundamental to the strengthening of
scientific and technological understanding at higher levels of education. Odubunrni
( 1981) observed that exposure to the core curriculum of Integrated Science would
provide enough scientific experience in understanding basic concepts in biology,
chemistry, and physics to prepare students for the study of science in the senior
secondary years. Similarly, Adeyegbe (1993) noted that many students who enrol for
senior secondary school science subjects do so only on the strength of their perfonnance
in the junior secondary school Integrated Science examination results. Teaching of
Integrated Science in the junior secondary years is therefore fundamental to the
effective participation of students in sciences at higher levels of education.
6

Consistent with the national education policy document (FRN, 1982), science is made
compulsory at the junior secondary school level. At the senior secondary school level,
science is taught as core learning areas: Chemistry, Biology, Physics, and Agricultural
Science. In order to ensure that every child who completes secondary school education
is scientifically literate, it is compulsory that every student completes, at least, one
science subject and mathematics in each of the three years of senior secondary school
education.

A national primary science curriculum document (FME, 1981) guides the teaching of
science in boih private and public primary schools. A :iational curriculum also exists
for junior secondary Integrated Science, which is used in all the States of the Federation
in both public and private schools. The same also applies to each of the core science
subject areas taught in the senior secondary schools. The Nigerian secondary science
curriculum document (Federal Ministry of Education (FME), 1985) has been described
as student-centred and activity-based and recommends that science be taught by a
guided discovery approach. An assessment practice in science teaching at both the
primary and the secondary levels is based on continuous assessment tests and quizzes.
Assessment of student outcomes in secondary science is usually formal, typically norrnreferenced, summative and is usually focused on content.

Despite the fact that the National policy on education stipulates that science and
mathematics be given priority in secondary schools, the level of student participation in
the sciences remains quite low.

An expected return on government investment on

education, on the other hand, has not been encouraging. The responsibility for science
teacher education rests with both the Federal and State Governments in Nigeria.
Rationale and Significance of the Study
The Nigeria national policy on education (FME, 1998) stipulates, among other things,
that science teaching and learning be given priority at all levels of the education system.
Based on the policy document, the junior secondary school curriculum has been
designed to provide academic, vocational and pre-vocational background for students. A
student completing junior secondary schooling is expected to either proceed to the
senior secondary school, vocational school, or enter the world of work (Ojeme, 1988).
The senior secondary school cuniculum is a continuation of the junior secondary
7

curriculum. It is more comprehensive, and has the following general aims for science
education:
(a) To equip students to live effectively in our modem age of science and technology;
and,
(b) Produce a generation of people who can think reflectively for themselves and
respect those values which we live for.

Therefore, the Nigerian system of education is focused on developing sound and
effective citizens as well as equipping them to contribute to building a technologically
and industrially buoyant nation. Governments of the federation have realised that
without science education as a tool, the national aims and objectives would be difficult
to achieve and subsequently they have continued to direct the bulk of the government
resources to science and technology education.

Considering the financial, material, and human investments in education in Nigeria
since the inception of the National policy on education as well as the high priority
placed on the study of the sciences, the returns are not commensurate with the level of
investment. This can be seen in the poor level of students' performances in science
subjects in the West African Examination Council (WAEC, 1994) and Joint Admission
and Matriculation Board (JAMB, 1995) reports (Obemeata, 1995; Onwuakpa, 1997;
Uwadiae, 1997).

Moreover, teachers are ar. integral part of any educational policy. This is because no
matter how relevant a curriculum document can be, its implementation relies heavily on
the teachers if it is to yield any successful results (Nwosu, 1991 ). It is right to assume
that the effective implementation of any curriculum and the attainment of their lofty
objectives rest on the quality of teachers implementing them (Adeyegbe, 1993). This
therefore, calls for teachers to be knowledgeable in their various disciplines.
Observations have shown that many of the teachers in the school system are not
professionally qualified and are in short supply. Supporting this view, Balogun (1991),
in her study revealed that 62.5% of secondary science teachers possess a Bachelor of
Science degree in various subject areas while about 25% have a Nigeria Certificate of
Education (NCE). There may be as many as one third of secondary science teachers
who do not have either a Bachelor of Science education degree or an NCE. This is
likely to contribute to students' poor achievement in science. Efforts have continued to
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be made to prepare more and better science teachers both by the universities and the
colleges of education. These efforts are not perceived to have positively influenced
students' achievement in science.

It is in the light of the above, that the Researcher is motivated to undertake this study
with the central aim of investigating the beliefs of science teachers about teaching
effectiveness in science and their pedagogical content knowledge, and how these
influence their classroom teaching practice. Furthennore, the desire to undertake the
study also arises from the Researcher's curiosity and involvement in science teaching
and teacher education at the college of education in Lagos State of Nigeria. It is
anticipated that the findings from this study will help teachers and teachel' educators
understand why Nigerian junior secondary science teachers teach the way they do, and
hence infonn teacher education and curriculum refonns in science education.

Statement of the Problem

The second Nigeria National Development Plan recognised education as a tool for
achieving national aims and objectives (Federal Republic of Nigeria (FRN}, 1982), and
hence identified four national educational aims and objectives. The objectives, among
others, include "the acquisition of appropriate skills, abilities and competencies both
mental and physical as equipment for the individual to Jive in and contribute to the
development of his society" (FRN, 1982, p. 6). Education in science and technology is
the most appropriate vehicle for the transfonnation of the individual and society

(Jegede, Lagoke, Okebukola & Nzewi, 1996; Okeke, 1996). This can be achieved if
effective science teaching is achieved in the secondary schools.

However, it is now

obvious that using education as a tool for realising national objectives might remain a
dream for a long time, based on current low standards and student achievement
particularly in science education in our secondary schools (Obemeata, 1995; Onwuakpa,
1997; Uwadiae, 1997). Considering the financial, material and human investments in
education in Nigeria since the inception of the National Policy on Education, as well as
the high priority placed on the study of science, the returns are far from being
commensurate with the level of investment. This can be seen in the poor level of student

perfonnance in science subjects as recorded by WAEC (1994) and JAMB (1995)
reports.
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Maduabum (1995) reported the results of the Third International Mathematics and

Science Study (TIMSS) (OECD/PISA, 1999; STAN, 1992), in which different countries
participated.

Nigerian pupils ranked last in primary science and second to last in

secondary science.

The report is quite disheartening and suggests that Nigerian

secondary school science does not meet international benchmarks of student
achievement. Earlier studies (Nwosu, 1991; Okebukoia, 1985) have also indicated poor
quality teaching of science subjects, including Integrated Science, and poor performance
of students in the science subjects. There is therefore, the need for reforms in order to
bring about effective teaching and learning of science.

Purpose and Research Questions
Teachers are believed to be central to any educational reform. Adequate knowledge of
teachers' beliefs, PCK and teaching practices is necessary if teachers are to be helped to
adopt best pedagogical practice appropriate for their Nigerian context.

This study

focuses on junior secondary science teachers' beliefs about teaching effectiveness in
science, their pedagogical content knowledge, and how these influence their classroom
behaviour.

The following research questions have been formulated to provide a focus for the
investigation:
(1). What are Nigerian junior secondary school science teachers' beliefs about

effective science teaching?
(2). What are the characteristics of the science teachers' teaching behaviour?
(3). What aspects of teachers' pedagogical content knowledge are manifest
in the teachers' classroom behaviour?
(4). What factors inhibit science teachers from achieving teaching effectiveness in

science?
(5) To what extent do the teachers' classroom teaching practices appear to be
influenced by their beliefs about effective science teaching and by their pedagogical
content knowledge?
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction

This literature review is presented in four parts. The first section discusses science

education in Africa and the state of secondary science education in Nigeria. The second
section focuses on issues relating to effective science teaching and learning and

specifically addresses the nature of science and science teaching, the need for scientific
literacy, science teaching through inquiry, constructivist teaching and learning, effective
teaching behaviours, student learning behaviour, and assessment as an integral part of
science teaching and learning. The third section considers issues relating to teachers'

beliefs and their influence on science teaching and learning. The last section discusses
science teachers' pedagogical content knowledge and the relationsWp between
pedagogical content knowledge and teaching behaviour.

Science Education in Africa

Science education in Africa has been greatly influenced by the educational systems in
the United States of America and the United Kingdom (Ogunniyi, 1986). Before the

early 1960s, the science curriculum in most African countries was geared toward the
fulfilment of overseas examination requirements, namely the Cambridge School
Certificate Examinations, the London General Certificate of Education for the
Anglophone countries and the Baccalaureate Parts one and two for Franco-phone
countries. Uptil now, some African countries including Lesotho, Swaziland and
Botswana still gear their science curriculum towards the Cambridge school certificate
examinations. Science education objectives commonly found in curriculum documents
of practically all independent African States, starting from the early 1960s, include (1)
development of the spirit of inquiry; (2) understanding of the nature of science; (3) the
teaching of problem solving using scientific techniques; (4) acquiring the culture of
scientific literacy; (5) development of manipulative skills and scientific attitudes; (6)
understanding the interaction between science and society; and (7) transfonnation of the
environment (Ogunniyi, 1986).

. the lower secondary school level, subjects from the fields of science and technology

At

have often been integrated within the curriculum.

Haggis (1980) advanced three
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reasons for this: (1) the interdisciplinary nature of science; (2) the multifaceted nature
of education; and, (3) socio-political concern about science teaching and learning.
Other reasons that have been given include the fact that primary science was taught as
an integrated curriculum rather than as different science disCiplines, and the fact that
this stage marks the end of science for a large proportion of students (Cole, 1975).
Whether or not the content of the Integrated Science cuniculum depicts the unity of
science adequately has been a matter of great concern (Yoloye, & Baj ah, 1981).

At the upper secondary school level, there has been a gradual shift in emphasis from the
mere acquisition of scientific facts and principles to inquiry and problem-solving
activities. The main constraint, however, has been the strong influence of external
examinations on the whole educational system. Within the past two decades the West
African Examination Council and the East African Examination Council have
completely taken over the conduct of examinations from the Cambridge Overseas
Syndicate.

Greater emphasis was placed on rural transformation through the teaching of
agricultural science and the inclusion of technological topics in primary and lower
secondary school science curricula (Ogunniyi, 1979). The theme 0f the first African
International Conference for Science Education (FSE), which took place in Harare in

1982, was "How Relevant is Science Education to the School Dropout." Delegates at
the conference anticipated that by 1990 most African States would have achieved a
reasonable level of scientific and technological literacy. The experience of the past two
decades, however, has brought about a strong awareness throughout Africa that the
present form of science being taught in the schools does not prepare pupils to function
well in a society undergoing transition from a rural to a modem economy (Balogun,

1975). This concern was enunciated in the FSE conference resolutions (Ogunniyi,
1986):
We are aware of the goal of education to produce human beings that are
self-reliant. We are aware of the failure in many ways of our current
science education programs to prepare students, be it at the secondary
school level or at the primary school level for useful living. We observe
that most African governments have in no way supported and sustained
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action programs to make science education functional with a view to
replacing or complementing academic preparation .. , (p. 118)

After gaining their political independence, many Afiican countries embraced reforms in
education influenced by (Jegede, 1988):
1. the apparent dysfunctionality

of the inherited educational programs that were

largely imported through colonialism;
2. the experience some members of the African scientific and science education
communities gained by their sojourn abroad in search of further education; and
3.

the prevailing climate of political independence which, by implication, extended to
other areas of the aspirations of the newly independent countries.

While several countries took part in the development and implementation of the African
Primary Science Program (APSP), some embarked on developing new programs (e.g.
the Bendel State Primary Science (BSPS), Primary Education hnprovement Program
(PEIP) and the Nigerian Integrated Science Project in Nigeria) and others adopted
wholesale some foreign programs (e.g. Uganda, Kenya and Lesotho imported the
Nuffield materials).

Abimbola (1978) asserts that those major post-independent steps

in science education in Africa were wrongly taken for two major reasons. First, the
adaptation or adoption of other programs was not preceded by any prior determination
of what the new science education programs were expected to achieve for the students
or the countries. Second, only minimal changes have been noticed in the learners' level
of achievement, even though, as found out by Taiwo (1975) .and Jegede (1987), the new
programs offered a more progressive method for science teaching.

Iroegbu (1987)

explains that most African countries held positive vi'ews of their various programs
because of their erroneous beliefs that the heavy loading of the curriculum with facts
and information is essential for the much-needed technological development in Africa.

In most of the countries little attention is focused on the philosophical bases of science
education (Glaser, 1991). The main problems with reforming science education in
Africa can be summarised as follows:
. 1. Science education reforms in pre and post independent Africa have been diffuse and

cosmetic, not having a well defined focus and could not be justified from any
conceivable philosophical stand-point (Glaser, 1991; Jegede & Okebukola, 1990).
2. The importation, adoption or adaptation of science curriculum materials into African
classrooms fell short of the minimum expectations. On the one hand, they were not
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grafted on any philosophical foundations, while on another it was not realised that,,
these new curricula did not achieve soi:ne of the targets envisaged in their countries·

of origin (Hodson, 1988).
3. Science teaching in Africa has not identified with context-specific issues of the
countries ofthe continent (Gallagher & Dawson, 1984; Jegede, 1988).
4. It is obvious that the socio-cultural backgrounds of leamezs of science in Africa
have been ignored and not taken into consideration in the quest for an appropriate
curriculum that can bring about scientific literacy in Africa (Ogbu, 1992).

Science has become an international currency for national and global technological
development. Any nation that disregards this role of science does so at its own peril
(Ogunniyi, 1997).

Indeed, the level of science and technology development in a

country or region serves as an indicator of the general standard of living (Balogun,
1997; UNESCO, 1993). An encouraging start was made in 1992 with the establishment
of the project, Development of Science Culture in Africa (DESCA) by the Afiican
Academy of Science. Issues considered by the project include the· effect science and
technology has on traditional cultures (Abdulahi, 1982; African Academy of Science,
1991). Various other projects such as Science in Ghanaian Society Project (SGSP),
Environmental Awareness and Science Education Project (EASEP) in Nigeria. the
Zimbabwe Science Project (Zim-Sci), and the Kenyan Literacy Progr.1;1m (KLP), are all
committed to having a broad-based scientific culture in Africa.

Furthermore, other regional programs e.g. the Science Education Program of Africa
(SEPA); and within individual countries, such as the Nigeria Integrated Science Project
(NISP), are positive indications that Africa is prepared to move with the current global
trend in science education to achieve scientific literacy for its own development.
Despite the efforts, not much has been achieved in terms of achieving scientific literacy
in Africa because of the inability to effectively teach science in the schools. The science
curriculum in many of the countries has been described as basically irrelevant (Balogun,
1975, 1997); most schools lack laboratories and facilities and adequately qualified
science teachers (Bajah, 1997), and instruction is largely didactic (Ivowi, 1995).
Because of the focus of this study, the state of secondary science education in Nigeria is
further discussed in the next section.
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''
Secondary Science Education in Nigeria

The state of secondary science teaching and learning in Nigeria has been the subject of
recent research. Research has examined issues of classroom and laboratory facilities,
curriculum and curriculum delivery, as well

as student and teacher morale. Regarding

classroom and laboratory facilities, the World Bank evaluation of the secondary
education sector, conducted in Nigeria in 1991, revealed that laboratories in all of the
Colleges owned by the federal government were adequate in tenns of size, number and

type, and in good state of repair (Okebukola, 1997; UNICEF, 1992). Most laboratories
in non-federal schools were found inadequate in number, type, and size. Maintenance

was reported to be generally poor. Only 15% of science teachers reported that safety
measures in the state school laboratories were adequate, with the least adequate
provisions in Physics, Chemistry, and Integrated Science (UNICEF, 1992). Gas supply
is a problem especially in rural secondary schools.

Reports by Okebukola (1995) and Bajah {1997) indicate that the classrooms and
laboratories where teaching and learning of science are conducted in Nigeria, are
grossly inadequate in tenns of furniture, fittings and equipment. In a study by Fraser,
Jegede and Okebukola (1992) a significant gap was found to exist between Nigeria
students' preferred and actual science laboratory environments.

Although students

preferred their science laboratory environment to be investigatory, open and with
materials to work as 'scientists' do; the study shows the actual laboratory environment
to be confirmatory, closed and not having enough materials to work with.

The junior secondary science curriculum is intended to be characterised by the spiral
approach to the teaching of concepts, using the guided discovery approach in teaching
as a way of ensuring that learning as an activity talces place during exploration,
experimentation and discussions. Content is arranged in a logical, developmental and
sequential order with an array of identified performance objectives for each topic of the
curriculum (Ivowi, 1995).

Ikeobi (1995) observed that while the science curriculum in Nigeria is elegant in terms
of intended goals, the achieved curriculum is hampered by teaching techniques that are
not aligned with the spirit of inquiry in science. He asserts that in over 70% of the
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science lessons studied the main teaching strategy is the lecture. Students in the science
stream in secondary schools, in spite of the limitations in terms of facilities, are highly
motivated to study science (Ikeobi, 1995). The findings of the study by Okebukola
(1995) in Biology also confirm the positive motivation of the students. In contrast,
science teachers have low levels of motivation because of some stressful factors in the
school environment (Jegede & Okebukola, 1993). Jegede and Okebukola (1993) assert
that Nigerian science teachers generally perceive administrative conditions, class and
laboratory facilities, and students' attitudes towards science, to be 'harsh' and not
supportive of the delivery of good quality science teaching.

Science and mathematics are allotted about 25% of curriculum time (divided equally
between the two subjects) and this is regarded as being insufficient for students and
teachers to cover the two syllabuses (Okebukola, 1997).

Science teachers prepare

lesson plans, but these are essentially lists of facts to be disseminated (Ivowi, 1995).
Science teaching is virtually alienated from the environment and usually examination
focussed. Classes are marked by lack of students' involvement in the classroom
teaching and learning processes, and inadequate instructional materials (Ivowi 1995;
Ikeobi, 1995).

A survey of the causes of students' under-achievement in science conducted by the
Science Teachers Association of Nigeria (STAN), (1992) identifies several causes.
These include gross under-fonding, inadequate reward for teaching, overloaded
syllabus, low morale, teachers' inadequate knowledge of subject matter, lack of
adequate pedagogical skills, shortage of qualified science teachers, poor attitude of
students towards science, overcrowded classrooms, inadequacy of facilities, negative
influence of cultural beliefs, and lack of provision of educational needs by parents
among other things. Reports by Ikeobi (1995) and lvowi (1995) confirm that these
problems still lingered in the mid '90s.

The degree of relevance of the science being taught in schools has been questioned
(Cobern, 1996; Ogunniyi, 1986). Cobern (1996) asserts that individuals and cultures
have their views of the world, which form their foundation of thought, emotion and
behaviour. Thr: African child may have peculiar views of the world, which deviates
significantly from the way science is presented to him or her. These views
notwithstanding, there are no records indicating that science education derived from the
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Western world constitutes any educational problems in the Nigerian context. It is a fact
that most of the curricular materials including texts in use to date are derived from the
Western education and the majority of the scien9e teachers have acquired a Western
education. Moreover, educational reform efforts in this part of the world have always
been appraised in relation to the ideals in the western world and are geared towards
achieving such ideals. This author believes that the western ideals of effective science
teaching are achievable within the constraints and socioMcultural context of the Nigerian
schools.

Cultural issues are regarded as important in this investigation only to the

extent that they are regarded as part of the contextual factors that may influence science
teachers' beliefs and classroom practice. Science teachers that possess adequate
knOwledge of what science is and what it does should also have the capacity to make it
relevant in any context.

The state Of science education in Nigerian secondary schools reviewed in this section
indicates that effective science teaching and learning is hampered not only by
inadequate infrastructures and facilities but also by quality of teaching. Some questions
are also being raised about the relevance of the type of science taught in the schools.

The Nature of Science

It is important that science teachers recognise the need to portray science as an attempt
being made by a group of people to understand how the world around us works
(Dawson, 1997). As students grow older they come to understand the world better and
better, and it has been claimed (Cobern, 1996) that this results from learning processes,
which closely resemble those used in science. Cobern (1996) asserts that scientific
literacy is achieved only when the teacher is able to bring about a change in students'
original ideas about the world and they begin to see the world scientifically. Students
need to understand that science tries to develop better explanations for natural
phenomena and does this by continually identifying problems and seeking provisional
answers to them (Dawson, 1997).

Knowledge of the nature of science is fundamental to the achievement of scientific
literacy.

Indeed, students' understanding of the nature of science is currently being

emphasised as an important educational objective worldwide (Lederman, 1992). The
United States' benchmarks for science literacy (American Association for the
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Advancement of Science (AAAS), 1993) and the National Science Education Standards
(National Research Council (NRC), 1996) have a strong emphasis on the nature of
science as a common theme. Ledennan (1992) points out that the strong emphasis on
the nature of science by the educational refonn documents stems from the fact that
students' understanding of the nature of science has been identified as an educational
outcome in the United States since 1907. Such understanding is considered to be a
significant aspect of scientific literacy (Lederman, 1992).

In his study of pre-service teachers' knowledge of the nature of science, Lederman
( 1992) found that students exhibited change in understanding only in the areas in which
explicit instruction on the nature of science was provided. Griffiths and Barham (1993)
found that few upper secondary Australian high school students understand what
Sl"ience is trying to do, or how it proceeds. According to their finding, a good number
perceive science as lacking a human dimension and not being creative, and believe that
neither scientific facts nor scientific laws can be changed. Quite simply, the assumption
that students are likely to learn about the nature of science through implicit instruction
(i.e. performance of scientific inquiry with no reflection on the nature of the activity)
should be called into question. Providing students with experiences in scientific inquiry
is certainly a start, but students need to have the nature of science made explicit through
discussions and reflections about the nature of inquiry.

The significant misunderstandings that both students and teachers hold regarding the
nature of science are particularly damaging to general scientific literacy because they
affect students' attitudes towards science and science classes, and that clearly h'as an
impact on students' learning and the selection of further science classes. For example,
Tobias {1990) interviewed a number of science students and reported that they had
become disenchanted with science classes and had chosen different majors partly
because they did not understand the nature of science and what is all about. Teachers
had ignored the historical, philosophical and sociological foundations of science.
According to McComas, Clough and Almazroa (1998), a better understanding of the
nature of science, scientists and the scientific community will enhance:
•

an understanding of science and it's limitations;

•

interest in science and science classes;

•

social decision making;

•

instructional delivery; and
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•

the learning of science content (p. 2).

Thus, in the bid to achieve scientific literacy, science teachers, through explicit/'
discussions and processes of inquiry, should help students to understand that the
scientific way of knowing differs markedly from that used everyday (Dawson, 1997).
A universal, ahistoric scientific method does not exist and indeed science is nOt
completely objective or democratic. Science teachers should know that there is no
hierarchical relationship between theory, law and hypothesis. While scientific laws are
generalisations or universal relationships concerning the way that some aspect of the
natural world behaves under specific conditions, scientific theories predict and explain
the laws and provide the conceptual frameworks for further research (Kuhn, 1970).
Ideas that are speculative, gaining support, but are not yet established are often referred
to as hypothesis; it can also mean a guess or a well.informed speculation (Clough,
2000). Science teachers need to help students to understand that science is bounded. It
deals with the natural world and consequently, its explanations are couched in natural
expressions with no recourse to the supernatural. That anomaly in scientific findings do
not always result in rejection of ideas in science and more importantly that science
involves a unique way of thinking that significantly departs from everyday thinking
(Cromer, 1993; Matthews, 1994; Pinker, 1997; Shamos, 1995).

To be effective in teaching the nature of science, teachers must believe that such
knowledge is both important and crucial to achieving scientific literacy and then design
instruction deliberately to achieve the goal. The United States National Science
Education Standards {NRC, 1996) identify the study of issues relating science,
technology and societal needs and values in a developmentally appropriate way as an
essential part of any efforts to teach the nature of science to students.

The literature reviewed in this section indicates that knowledge of the nature of science
is as an important aspect of scientific literacy. The next section focuses on scientific
literacy as a general goal of science education.

Scientific Literacy

The sustained prosperity of a nation depends in part upon the level and quality of its
education system.

Science education empowers individuals and maximises national
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intellectual resources in order to sustain social and economic progress for the benefit of
all (Zymelman, 1990). Nations of the world are becoming increasingly aware of the
need to develop the intellectual capacity of their citizens, especially in science and
technology.

Science educators and major science education organisations are also

increasingly advocating the preparation of scientifically literate individuals.

In 1989, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), through
its Project 2061, published Science/or All Americans, defining scientific literacy as a
general goal of science education. A subsequent project established the National

Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) for American school system, which are
designed to guide the nation towards a scientifically literate society. The Standards
describe a vision of the scientifically literate person and present criteria for science
education that will allow the vision to be1;ome a reality.

According to the AAAS

document (1989), "science understanding and ability will enhance the capability of all
students to hold meaningful and productive jobs in the future. The business community
needs entry-level workers with the ability to learn, reason, think creatively, make
decisions, and solve problem" (p. 13). Among the goals for school science, which
underlie the National Science Education Standards, are to educate students so that they
can:
• experience the richness and excitement of knowing about and understanding the
natural world;
• use appropriate scientific processes and principles in making personal decisions;
• engage intelligently in public discourse and debate about matters of scientific
and technological concern; and,
• increase their economic productivity through the use of the lrnowledge,
understanding, and skills of scientific literacy in their careers. (AA.AS, 1993,
p. 13).
The New York State Department of Education, in responding to the caII for new
educational goals and standards in science teaching at high school level, has re-written
its curriculum to reflect a more inquiry based approach to learning (NRC, 1996;
National Science Teacher Association (NSTA), 1998). This shift in policy reflects the
belief that scientific· literacy encompasses mathematics and technol~gy as well as
natural and social s'ciCnces, has numerous aspects or facets (NSTA, 1998).

The many.

'

facets, as defined by the NSTA, include:
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being familiar with the natural world ·and. respecting it's unity; being
aware of some important ways in which mathematics, technology and the
sciences depend upon one another; understanding some of the key
concepts and principles of science; having a capacity for scientific ways
of thinking; knowing that science, mathematics and technology are
human enterprises and knowing what that implies about their strengths
and limitations; and being able to use scientific knowledge and ways of
thinking for personal and social purposes (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1990,

p. 15).
The Michigan Department of Education in its vision for science education describes
science as' the basis for the design of technologies that solve real-world problems
(Michigan Department of Education, 1991). The document further states: "not all
students will become scientists or engineers. But science and technology occupy everexpanding places in our daily lives. As citizens, we are often asked to make decisions
about social issues that involve science and technology. As workers, we have
occupations that increasingly involve science and technology and in this 21 51 century as
adults, we need to be comfortable and competent in a complex scientific and

technological world" (p. 2).
The recently concluded two-year project in the United Kingdom, funded by the Nuffield
Foundation, explored ways in which a new science curriculum might be constructed as
a result of dissatisfaction with the current one (Millar & Osborne, 1998). The project
was to pay particular attention to the aims and goals of education in the United
Kingdom and Wales, and among other things was to consider four main questions:
What are the successes and failures of science education to date? What science
education do young people need today?

What might be the fonn and structure of a

suitable model for a science curriculum for all young people? What problems and
issues would be raised by the implementation of such curriculum and how might these
·be addressed? Reiss, Millar and Osborne (1999) commenting on the curriculum and
science educational goals in England and Wales state:

Education, at the end of the 20th century, no longer prepares individuals
for secure, lifelong employment in local industry or services. Our view
is that the form of science Education currently offered to young people in
England and Wales is out modelled, and is too strongly influenced by the
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need to be a preparatory education for the small proportion who will
become our future scientists ... there are further problems with the
curriculum with too much emphasis on content, which is often taught in
isolation from the kinds of context which could provide relevance and
meaning. We lack a well-articulated set of aims and an agreed model for
the development of pupil's scientific capability over the 5-16 age range

and beyond (p. 68).
Millar (1996) had recognised the problem of the dual purpose facing the science
curricula in the U.K. The purpose of providing the first stage of training in science for
the minority of students who go on to science related careers; and, to provide basic
scientific literacy for the majority who don't. Millar observed that these goals could
hardly be achieved with any one curriculum. In the light of the perceived strength and
weaknesses of the current state of science education in the U.K, the Nuffield Foundation
report: Beyond 2000: Science Education for the Future, (Millar & Osborne, 1998) made
recommendations, which include:

•

that science curriculum for students from 5 to 16 years should be seen
primarily as a course to enhance the general goal of 'scientific literacy'.

·•

that at Key Stage 4, the structure of the science curriculum needs to
differentiate more explicitly between those elements designed to enhance
'scientific literacy' and those representing the early stages of specialist training
in science, so that the requirements for the latter do not come to distort the
former,

•

that work should be undertaken to explore how aspects of technology and
applications of science currently omitted could be incorporated within a
science curriculum designed to enhance 'scientific literacy' and so on (p. ~8).

The Western_ Australian Curriculum Framework (Curriculum Council, 1997), defining
the rationale for scientific literacy states:
Science is part of human experience and has relevance for everyone. All
people need a knowledge of science so that they can understand the
world in which they live, value the systems and processes that support

life. on our planet, and take a responsible role in using science· and its
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applications in their daily lives ... The applications of science transform
large parts of social, political and economic life" (p. 211 ).

It is apparent that many science educators support Bybee's (1997) description of
scientific literacy as being the overaII aim or general purpose of science education. The
tenn scientific literacy expresses major purposes of science education, which is, the
achievement of society's aspirations and development of individual's understanding
about science and technology (Bybee, 1997).

The National Science Education Standards (NSES) (NRC, 1996) defines scientific
literacy as the knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts and processes
required for personal decision making, participation in civic and cultural affairs and
economic productivity. The content standards of the NSES explain:

Scientific literacy means that a person can ask, find or determine answers
to questions derived from curiosity about everyday experiences. It means
that he/she has the ability to describe, explain and predict natural
phenomena. Scientific literacy entails being able to

read

with

understanding articles about science in the popular press and to engage in
social conversations about the validity of the conclusions.

Scientific

literacy implies that a person can identify scientific issues underlying
national and local decision and express positions that are scientificaIIy
and technologically informed (p. 22).

Showalter (1974) outlines some perspective of scientific literacy:

The scientifically literate person understands the nature of scientific
knowledge, accurately applies appropriate science concepts, principles,
laws and theories, in interacting with the universe. He uses processes of
science in solving problems, making decisions, and for further
understanding of the universe ... (p. 20).

,: Bybee (1993) proposes that general education is the dominant perspective suggested by
.:· the term scientific literacy. He points out that the development of science education
programs should begin with purposes aligned with general education. The intent of a
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general education approach to science curriculum is to introduce those experiences,
relationships, and ethical matters that are common to all members of a society at a
particular historical moment. Showalter (1974) states that scientific literacy should be
viewed as a continuum along which an individual can make progress. In agreement
with Showalter's view, Bybee (1997) observed that scientific literacy is best defined as
a 'continuum of understanding' and that the term should be represented as a continuum
along which one develops for a lifetime.

In their review on science education in· Australian schools, Goodrum, Hackling and
Rennie (2001) define scientific literacy as:

the capacity of persons to be interested in and understand the world
around them, to engage in the discourses of and about science, to be
sceptical and questioning of claims made by others about scientific
matters, to be able to identify questions and draw evidence-based
conclusions and to make informed decisions about the environment and
their own health and well being" (p. 15).

The OECD Program for International Student Assessment (OECD/PISA), m its
operational definition of scientific literacy states:
Scientific literacy is the capacity to use scientific knowledge; to identify
questions and to draw evidence-based conclusions in order to understand
and help make decisions about the natural world and the changes made to
it through human activities (OECD, 1999, p. 60).

According to the international body, scientific literacy involves the use of'key scientific
concepts' in order to understand and help make decisions about the natural world. It
also involves being able to recognise scientific questions, use evidence, draw scientific
conclusions and communicate these conclusions. The OECD/PISA 's view of scientific
literacy is quite consistent with those of others stated earlier in this review; it represents
a strong international agreement about the nature and importance of scientific literacy as
an outcome of schooling.
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The notion of scientific literacy is very important. Many authors and science educators
agree that it is not only important that new generations of practicing scientists be highly
competent, but that, in one way or another, the level of scientific literacy of the g-aneral
populace should also be a major concern of modem society. Sagan (1995) emphasises
this line of thought in the introductory part of his book:

.. the consequences of scientific iliiteracy are far more dangerous in our
time than any that has come before. It's perilous and foolhardy for the
average citizen to remain ignorant about global wanning, say, or ozone
depletion, air pollution, toxicant radioactive wastes, acid rain, topsoil
erosion, tropical deforestation, exponential population growth...

Jobs

and wages depend on science and technology ... (p. 6).

Trefil (1996) seemingly states the same issue more succinctly:

. ...a person 1s.

scientifically literate if he or she has enough background in science to deal with the
scientific component of issues that confront him or her daily ... " (p. 543). This view
also is shared by Bybee (1997) for whom the most promising solution to the problem of
scientific literacy is curriculum organised according to one or more of the various
'flavours' of Science-Technology-Society approaches. In his extensive discussion of
scientific literacy, Bybee (1997) suggests a framework, which exemplifies how
scientific literacy can develop and deepen. He explains that the degree of scientific and
technologic literacy demonstrated by any individual at any time is a function of many
factors, such as age, developmental stage, life experiences, and quality of science
education. Science education according to Bybee includes all of an individual's fonnal,
infonnal, and incidental learning experiences about science. He distinguishes between
nominal, functional, conceptual and procedural, and multidimensional scientific
literacy: four levels which progress from simple recognition of scientific tenns to a high
level of scientific literacy in which individuals understand the philosophical, historical,
and social dimensions of the discipline.

The multi-dimensional level being the level

where individuals should have developed a reasonable level of understanding and
appreciation of science and technology, as a whole, as part of culture, and be able to
make connections between science and technology and larger social problems and
aspirations. This notion of progressive development in scientific literacy is fundamental
to the development and growth of students' knowledge and understanding of science as
they move through schooling.
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Even though, there is no complete agreement on the meaning of scientific literacy
among science educators (Bybee, 1997; Hurd, 1998), several aspects of scientific
literacy are commonly identified. First, scientific literacy includes broad conceptual
understandings that enables citizens to comprehend media reports on science related
issues, and scientific ways of thinking, including investigating and handling evidence in
daily life. Second, scientific literacy may be valued either as an individual's intellectual
capability or accomplishments or primarily for its value in building socially responsible
and competent citizenship in a democratic society.

Various views and perspectives about scientific literacy have been discussed in this
section. Many countries include scientific literacy as an educational goal because it is
regarded as fundamental not only to the development of individuals but also to the
technological growth and development of any nation. Achievement o.f scientific literacy
is grounded on effective science teaching and learning in schools. The next section
focuses on effective science teaching and learning.

Effective Science Teaching and Learning

If science teachei's are to teach for understanding, they must be prepared to adapt much
of the content in student texts and many of the activities suggested in teachers' manuals
to make them more suitable for the context of students' experiences (Good & Brophy,
1991). This modern view of the teacher as a decision maker and curriculum developer
suggests that science teachers need not only have sufficient content knowledge but also
knowledge of a variety of instructional methods and awareness of when and why such
methods are used (Good & Brophy, 1991).

Past debates on instructional methods

indicates that often they were based on dichotomies (e.g. open or traditional methods),
as if the goal were to discover the single best way to teach at all times, when in fact
different curricula, students, goals and many other variables call for various
instructional methods. Since the 1980s research on science teaching has shifted focus
from examination of teachers' behaviour to a view of the teacher as decision-maker who
creates a classroom environment that facilitates students' understanding of subjer::;t.
matter (Shulman, 1986).
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The past years have witnessed a rapid growth in research, which examines classroom
processes.

Progress in this type of research has been enonnous and variously

documented (Hashweh, 1996; Ravitz, Becker & Wong, 2000; Richardson, 1996). Today
the literature includes replicated findings showing how changes in instructional
behaviour can improve student learning of science (Gage & Needels, 1989).

This section of the literature review considers instructional issues, strategies and
classroom behaviours. The discussion focuses on science teaching through inquiry,
coristructivist teaching and learning, effective teaching behaviour, student learning
behaviour and assessment of learning outcome. These issues are regarded as
fundariiental to effective science teaching and learning.

Science Teaching through Inquiry

The process of inquiry as it occurs in science classrooms is complex and variable.
Inquiry should not be reduced to a set of steps called the scientific method.

The

processes of inquiry must be taught, practiced and learned, but the reason for engaging
students in inquiry goes beyond the. development of isolated skills to the inculcation of
approach and attitude toward engagement with the world (Haury, 1992). Presenting the
Scottish Council for Research in Education's perspective of inquiry in science teaching
and learning, Harlen (I 996) states:

.. .inquiry is a major means for learners to extend their understand~ng of
the natural and made environment. It is essentially active learning,
inseparably combining both mental and physical activity. The mOtiv~ion
for inquiry is within the learner and the learner's relation to the things
around him or her, it starts with something that intrigues, that raises a
question in the mind of the learner, something that is not presently
understood ... The process of inquiry involves linking previous experience
to the new experience in an attempt to make sense of the new (p. 2).

DeBoer (1991) states: "if a single word had been chosen to describe the goals of
educators during the past 30 years period that began in the 1950s, it would be inquiry"
(p. 206). The US Department of Education and the National Science Foundation (1992)
together endorsed science curricula that "promote inquiry, problem solving and other
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instructional methods that motivate students" (p. 21). Likewise, the National Committee
on Science Education Standards and Assessment (1992) has said, one goal of science
education is "to prepare students who understand the modes of reasoning of scientific
inquiry and can use them" (p. 5). Science teaching by inquiry is therefore fundamental
to promoting scientific literacy.

Dewey (1958) describes inquiry as a dialectical relationship between the inquirer and
the inquired. Keller (1985) describes the relationship as dynamic objectivity. Research
on teaching through inquiry reflects the dynamic and multifaceted nature of this
construct. Bybee (1997) indicates that students should be encouraged to learn to think
and act in ways associated with the processes of inquiry: asking questions, pla1U1ing and
conducting an investigation using appropriate tools and teclmiques, thinking critically
and logically about the relationships between evidence and explanations, constructing
and analysing alternative explanations and communicating scientific arguments. Schino
(1996) describes inquiry as:

a process of pursuing a question and figuring out the solutions to
problems through a process of observation, development of explanations
(theories), testing these through experimentation, discussing the outcome
and adjusting theories based on the outcome ....Embedded in all these is
the assumption that the classroom is a place in which students feel safe to
articulate ideas without fear of ridicule or judgement; a place in which
they know their comments will be given serious consideration and
respect (p. I).

Inquiry involves the development and use of higher order thinking to address openended problems. The path to a solution to such problems is not discernible from a single
vantage point.

Multiple solutions are possible, and the inquirer may have to use

multiple, some times conflicting criteria to evaluate his or her options.

Inquiry is

characterised by a degree of uncertainty about outcomes. Traditionally, critical thinking
has been embedded in the application of the various science processes. Schwab (1962),
for example, wanted instructional laboratories to offer opportunities for miniature
scientific investigations.

To that end, he proposed that science teachers present

laboratory problems at three levels in developing an orientation to inquiry. At the first
level, teachers present problems not discussed in the text, with description of different
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ways to approach the solution. At the second level, teachers pose problems without
methodological suggestions. At the. third level, teachers present phenomena designed to
stimulate problem identification. Each level requires more facility in using process
skills than the previous level.

Trowbridge and Bybee (1990) also discuss three levels of inquiry, beginnin~ with

discovery learning, in which the teacher sets up the problem and processes but allows
the students to identify alternative outcomes. The next level of complexity is guided

inquiry, in which the teacher poses the problem and guides the students to detennine
both the processes and solutions. The third and most demanding level is open inquiry,
in which the teacher merely provides the context for identifying problems that students
can identify and solve. A scale devised by Schwab in 1962 that describes levels or
openness of inquiry has been elaborated (Tamir, 1989) to vary from the zero to the third
levels of inquiry. At the zero level of inquiry, the problem to be investigated, the
equipment to be used, the method to follow and the answer to the problem are all given
to the students by the teacher or by the worksheet. This level corresponds to the
verification of scientific results, which is common in the traditional transmission models
of classroom teaching and learning (Tamir, 1989). According to the scale, the next level
(level 1) in which only the answer is left open corresponds to the guided inquiry while
the second level, in which both the method and the answer are left open, corresponds to
the open-guided inquiry. At the highest level of inquiry (level 3), the students are
required to detennine all of these things for themselves.

Garnett, Garnett & Hackling (1995) describe a science investigation "as a scientific
problem which requires the student to plan a course of action, carry out the activity,
collect the necessary data, organise and interpret the data and reach a conclusion which
is communicated in some form" (p. 27). Hackling (1998) argues that modelling,
coaching and scaffolding are important strategies to support students conducting open
investigations.

Since science teaching by inquiry (from the constructivist perspective) is to lead
students to construct their own understanding, questioning is an important skill. Open
questions promote inquiry and often lead to conceptual discussion. It is also important
to encourage students to ask questions and help them to frame. questions. Questions that
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promote inquiry and lead to conceptual discussion are important for the success of
inquiry teaching and learning in science (Dantonio, 1987).
More recently, inquiry has been viewed as having a discursive and social dimension
(Klaassen et al., 1996; Tobin et al., 1997) that complements the dimensions of critical
thinking and individual skill with science processes. Studies of small group interactions
have revealed the power of verbal expression and social interaction to promote inquiry
and student engagement. Teachers use small group interactions to stimulate discussion,
increase engagement with materials, distribute responsibility for functions of activities,
and distribute expertise around the class. These actions are particularly common in
laboratory settings or during hands-on activities in science classroom. Student
understanding improves when small groups are structured through assigned roles and
scripts for reviewing, rehearsing and discussing results (Cohen, 1994).
It should be noted, however, that a science teacher who provides too much structure for

a task might defeat the purpose of inquiry. Cohen (1994) states a subtle but important
dilemma for teachers that have implications for conducting small group instructions in
science:
If teachers do nothing but supply the task, the students may focus on the
mundane or concrete features of the problem without exploring its more
abstract and, presumably, more meaningful aspects. If teachers do too
much by assigning roles and responsibilities, they may destroy
opportunities for students to carry out inquiry and express novel

approaches or ideas (p. 10).
It is important in closing that inquiry-based instruction can have three meanings in
practice. Inquiry~oriented instruction can mean teaching about the nature anc,l processes
of scientific inquiry, being in that sense a learning outcome. Furthennore, it can mean
that students learn science concepts by using the processes of scientific inquiry. In this
sense, it is a means to achieve an end. It can also mean that students, in an appropriate
environment, learn to identify problems and also provide the processes of providing the
solution to the problem. This learning is associated with an open inquiry or an open
investigation strategy. Science teachers are more likely to use didactic teaching methods
when teaching about inquiry by introducing key tenns and providing guided practice.
The application of inquiry as a teaching method is more likely to be indirect, with the
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teacher asking more open-ended questions and stimulating more student-to-student

discussion (Brophy & Good, 1986).
The need for scieilce teachers to see science as inquiry and to teach through inquiry has
been discussed in this section. Science teachers should know that inquiry is process
driven and involves students' interest or passion to explore their natural or material
world. As the processes of inquiry unfolds, more observations and more questions
emerge, giving occasion for deeper interactions between the students with the teacher
acting as a guide. Teachers can teach about the nature and processes of inquiry; students
can learn science concepts through the processes of inquiry. The level of inquiry in
science teaching and learning varies from verification of scientific facts through guided
inquiry to open inquiry. Students must be encouraged to learn to think and act in ways
associated with inquiry. An inquiry-based approach is fundamental to effective science
teaching and learning.

Constructivist Teaching and Learning
Constructivism is basically a theory about how people learn. It is a view of learning
based on the belief that knowledge is not a thing that can be transmitted by the teacher
to the student. Rather, learners through an active, mental process of development
construct knowledge; learners are builders and creators of meaning and knowledge.
Resnik (1983) asserts: "meaning is constructed by the cognitive apparatus of the
learner" (p. 477). In Von Glasersfeld's (1990) view, "knowledge is not a commodity
which can be communicated" (p. 3).

Fosnot (1996) defines constructivism by reference to four principles: learning, in a way,
depends on what we already know; new ideas occur as we adapt and change our old
ideas; learning involves inventing ideas rather than mechanically accumulating facts;
meaningful learning occurs through rethinking old ideas and coming to new conclusions
about new ideas which conflict with our old ideas. Steffe (1990) explains that
constructivists view learning as the adaptations children make in their functioning
schemes to neutralise perturbations that arises through interactions with our world. The
basic tenets of constructivism are that learners' past experiences, including feelings, are
organised into related ideas called schemes that are used to interpret and make sense of
new experiences (Osborne & Freyberg, 1985). Constructivism examines the ways in
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which learners make meaning from experience. Learners do not transfer knowledge
from the external world into their memories; rather they create interpretations of the
· world based on their past experiences and their interactions in the world. Cunningham
(1992) asserts: "how someone construes the world, their existing metaphors, is at least
as powerful a factor influencing what is learnt as any characteristics of that world" (p.

36).

i

Constructivism draws on the developmental work of Piaget (1977) and Kelly (1991).
Piaget (1977) asserts that learning occurs by an active construction of meaning, rather
than by passively receiving it. He explains that when, we as learners, encounter an
experience or a situation that conflicts with our current way of thinking, a state of
disequilibrium or unbalance is created. We must then alter our thinking to restore our
equilibrium or balance. To do this, we make sense of the new infonnation by
associating it with what we already know, that is, by attempting to assimilate it into our
existing knowledge. When we are unable to do this, we accommodate the new
infonnation to our old way of thinking by restructuring or changing our present
knowledge to a higher level of thinking.

Similarly, Kelly (1991) in his theory of personal constructs proposes that people look at
· : the world through mental constructs or patterns that they create. Kelly explains that
'·,people develop ways of understanding the world based on their experiences; when

,

.

.',people encounter a new experience, they attempt to fit these patterns over the new
·. experience.

.Constructivists view science "not as a body of knowledge existing separate. from the
'

knower but as a set of socially negotiated understandings of the events and phenomena
that comprise the experienced universe" (Tobin & Tippins, 1993, p. 4). Scott (1987)

.

defines a constructivist in science as one who "perceive students as active learners, who
.crime to the science lessons already holding ideas about natural phenomena, which they
'

usC to make sense of everyday experiences ... such a process is one in which learners
act~vely make sense of the world by constructing meaning" (p. 10).

Aira5ian and Walsh (1997) assert that constructivism is a learning theory and not an
instructional strategy and that science teachers can teach in ways which are called
'constructivist' .by being aware of, an~ teaching i~ a manner consistent with how their
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students learn. Employing the constructivist approach in science teaching requires
different strategies from those usually followed in science classrooms (Brooks &
Brooks, 1993; Sivertsen, 1993). In most classrooms in Nigeria, the teacher's role is
mainly directive and rooted in authority. The teacher disseminates infonnation to
students; students are recipients of knowledge.

Fosnot (1996) recommends that a constructivist approach he used to create learners who
are autonomous, inquisitive thinkers who question, investigate and reason and that this
approach frees teachers to make decisions that will enrich students' development in
these areas. Science teachers need to recognise how students use their own experience,
prior knowledge and perceptions as well as their environment to construct knowledge
and meaning. This perspective of learning presents an alternative view of what is
regarded as knowledge (Tobin & Tippins, 1993; Von Glasersfeld, 1995), suggesting
that there may be many ways of interpreting or understanding the world. The teacher is
no longer seen as an expert who knows the answers to questions he/she has constructed,
while students are asked to identify their teacher's constructions rather than to construct
their own meanings. In a constructivist classroom, students are encouraged to use their
prior experience to help them form and reform interpretations. The teacher throl.lgh
dialogue helps students to construct their own knowledge; his/her role is interactive and
rooted in negotiation (Von Glasersfeld, 1996).

A constructivist classroom is student-centred since it places more focus on students'
learning than on the teacher's teaching. Linfors (1984) advises that how teachers teach
should originate from how students learn. Ideas are negotiated in a constructivist
classroom. This tends to unite student and teachers in a common purpose. Smith (1993)
asserts that negotiating curriculum means, "custom-building the class everyday to fit the
d~sires of individuals who attend" {p. 1). Boomer (1992) asserts that it means:

a delib.erate plan to invite students to contribute and to ~odify the
educational program so that students have real investment both in
learning and outcome. Negotiation also means making explicit, and
. confronting the constraints of learning contexf and the non-negotiat~ble
requirements that-apply (p. 14).
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Cook (1992) explains that negotiation of curriculum makes learners work harder and
better and that what they learn will mean more to them if they are developing their own
ideas, asldng their own questions and striving to answer them for themselves. He
asserts: "out of negotiation comes a sense of ownership in learners for the work they are
to do, and therefore a commitment to it" (Cook, 1992, p. 16).

Lester and Onore (1990) suggest that a teacher's constructivist beliefs, specifically those
related to the belief of students' as constructors of knowledge, make it possible to create
a democratic environment for learning. They describe a democratic classroom as 'selfregulating' in the sense that the teacher only needs to structure the classroom such that
both teacher and students share in the control. A constructivist teacher offers his/her
students option of choices in their work, engages their trust and invite them to
participate in processes that allow them to be involved in decisions about their learning.
However, those choices may be contained within parameters set by the teacher
_(Sheridan, 1993). A constructivist teacher does not wield power in the classroom and
control is not imposed on the students. Instead, he/she uses an indirect control and
empowers students by involving them, by giving them responsibility · and by
encouraging them to be autonomous and self-controlling.

This aspect of the review has been focused on the definition and rationale for
constructivist teaching and learning. Some characteristic features of a constructivist
classroom are also examined. The discussion indicateS that teachers' beliefs and ideas
about constructivism and about how students learn in science can shape their
instructional strategies. It also indicates that constructivist teaching and learning fosters
critical thinking, creates active and motivated learnen:., gives students ownership of
what they learn, stimulates and encourages students and promotes social and
communication skills by creating a classroom environment that emphasises
collaboration and exchange of ideas. These goals are consistent with those stated in the
current· Nigerian Integrated Science curriculum for junior secondary schools (FME,
1984). The next section further ,explores effective classroom behaviour in science
teaching and learning.
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Effective Teaching Behaviour
Planning a lesson involves a number of instructional decisions. Science teachers must
be able to identify the content and processes to be addressed, the strengths, needs and
interests of learners and the most effective instructional approaches. Teachers should
understand that such decisions are critical and must be made consciously and
purposefully. In his view of effective teaching, Glickman (1991) states:

Effective teaching is not a generic practice, but instead a set of contextdriven decisions about teaching. Effective teachers do not use the same
set of practices for every lesson .... Instead what effective teachers do, is
constantly reflect about their work, observe whether students are learning
or not, and, then adjust their practice accordingly (p. 6).

Because there are so many variables for teachers to consider when making decisions
about teaching and learning, it is essential that they understand the various levels of
instructional decision-making. These levels of instructional approaches range from
instructional model, strategies, to instructional skills, which represent a specific
teaching behaviour or technique. Within each level the potential exists for the teacher
to develop the science or the art of teaching (Arends, 1988).

Instructional models represent the broadest levels of instructional practices and present
a philosophical orientation for instruction (Borich, 1988). Models are used to select and
structure teaching strategies, methods, skills and student activities for a particular
instructional emphasis.

Joyce and Weil (1986) identify four instructional models:

information processing, behavioural, social interaction, and personal.

Within each

instructional model the teacher can make use of sevt:ral strategies. Strategies determine
the approach the teacher makes to achieve learning objectives and they can be classed as
direct, indirect, interactive, experiential or independent (Joyce & Weil, 1986).
Instructional methods in tum1 derive from the teacher's adopted strategy, and are used
by the teacher to create learning environments and to specify the nature of the activity in
which the teacher and learner will be involved during the lesson (Borich, 1988). While
particular teaching methods are often associated with certain strategies, some methods
may be found within a variety of instructional strategies. Instructional skills are the
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most specific instructional behaviours {Arends, 1988). These include such techniques aS
questioning, discussing, direction giving, explaining, and demonstrating. Instructional
s~ills also include such teacher actions as planning, structuring, focusing and managing.

Direct instruction is highly teacher-directed and is among the most commonly employed
by science teachers (Odubunmi & Balogun, 1991; Okebukola & Jegede 1988). This
strategy includes methods such as lecture, didactic questioning, explicit teaching, drill
and practice and demonstrations. Direct instruction may be effective for providing
information or developing step-by-step skill and for introducing other teaching methods
or actively involving students in lrnowledge construction (Henson, 1988). However,
teachers need to recognise the limitations of its predominant use for developing
abilities, processes, and attitudes required for critical thinking, and for interpersonal or
group learning. Inquiry, induction, problem solving, decision-making, and discovery
are terms that are sometimes used interchangeably to describe indirect instruction
{Martins, 1983). In indirect instruction, the role of the teacher shifts from that of a
lecturer/director to that of a facilitator, supporter, and resource person. The teacher
arranges the learning environment, provides opportunity for students' involvement, and,
when appropriate, provides feedback to students while they conduct the inquiry
(Martins, 1983).

Teachers also usually employ an interactive instructional strategy, which relies heavily
on discussion and sharing among participants. Seaman and Fellenz (1989) suggest that
discussion and sharing provide learners with opportunities to "react to ideas, experience,
insights, and lrnowledge of the teacher or of peer learners and to generate alternative
ways of thinking and feeling'' {p. 119). The success of interactive instruction and its
many methods is heavily dependent on the expertise of the teacher in structuring and
developing the dynamics of the class. The strategy allows for a range of groupings and
interactive methods.

Teachers also make use of experiential learning as an instructional strategy. This
strategy is effective if 'hands-on' experience is needed and in a situation where the
teacher is required to motivate the students to actively participate and teach one another
by describing what they are doing (McNeil & Wiles, 1990). According to Pfeiffer and
Jones ( 1979), experiential learning occurs when learners participate in activities,
critically reflect on their work, draw useful insights from such analysis, and are able to
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put what they have learned into practice in new situations. Teachers can make use of
experiential learning as an instructional strategy both in and outside of the school.

A primary educational goal is to help learners become self-sufficient and responsible
citizens by enhancing their individual potential. Teachers can help students to grow as
independent learners. If the knowledge, abilities, attitudes, and processes associated
with independent learning are to be acquired, the teacher must teach them and enough
time must be provided for learners to practice (Roth, Anderson & Smith, 1987).
Teachers can employ independent study as an instructional strategy for the whole class,
in combination with other strategies, or it can be used with one or more individuals
while another strategy is used with the rest of the class. Students should be able to
continue to learn after they have left the structured learning environment of the school

(AAAS, 1993).
After deciding on appropriate instructional strategies, the teacher must make decisions
regarding appropriate instructional methods. As in the case with strategies, the
distinction between methods is not clear-cut. Teaching methods usually employed by
teachers vary significantly and may range from the lecture, concept fonnation, inquiry,
reflective study, concept mapping, concept formation, field observation, demonstration,
computer assisted instruction, discussion, question and answer, cooperative learning and
so on to simulations (Lawson & Thompson, 1988; Peters, 1982; Wandersee, Mintzes &
Novak, 1994; Zoller, 1990). Although there are many ways to teach science effectively,
all require that the teacher have knowledge of three things: the material being taught;
the best instructional strategies to teach the material; and how students learn (Lord,
1994). New teachers typically know far more about the content of their discipline than
they do about instructional strategies, and therefore tend to use teaching styles similar to
those used by their own teachers (Shulman, 1990). In most cases, they use elements of
all three general teaching styles: discipline-centred, teacher-centred and student-centred
teaching, and

as they gain experience their teaching styles tend to change.

From the constructivist perspective, the role of the teacher is to organise information
around conceptual clusters of problems, questions and discrepant situations in order to
engage the students' interest. Their roles include assisting the students in developing
new insights and connecting them with their previous learning. Postlewaite (1993),
asserts:
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Teachers should present ideas holistically as broad concepts and have
it broken down into parts. The activities are student-centred and
students are encouraged to ask their own questions, carry out their
own experiments, make their own analogies and come to their own
conclusion (p. 2).

Clearly, a lesson based on constructivist learning differs greatly from the traditional
teacher-centred type. The first objective in a constructivist lesson is to engage students'
interest on topic that has a broad concept. The teacher should seek and use students'
questions and ideas to guide the lesson, accept and encourage students initiation of
ideas, and encourage the use of alternative sources of infonnation and so on (Yager,
1991).

Instructional skills are the most specific category of teachers' teaching behaviours. They
are used constantly as part of the total process of instruction and are necessary for
procedural purposes and for structuring appropriate learning experiences for the student.
Such skills include explaining, demonstrating, questioning, listening, giving feedback,
scaffolding, coaching and so on.

Among instructional skills, questioning holds a place of prominence in most
classrooms. Good questions should be carefully planned, clearly stated, and to the point
in order to achieve specific objectives. Teacher understanding of questioning technique,
wait time, and levels of questions is essential. The teacher should also understand that
asking and responding to questions is viewed differently by different cultures and must
be sensitive to the cultural needs of students (Jegede & Okebukola, 1989).

Several researchers (Kounin & Gump, 1974; Kounin & Doyle, 1975; Reiss, 1982)
s"tudied classroom management activities in relation to student achievement.

For

example, in the Science in a Social Context Project (Layton, 1994), classroom
management is seen, among other things, as the device to create time for learning and,
more specifically, to ensure that students actually spend time on their tasks. Teachers'
management behaviour and instructional behaviour can be said to overlap substantially,
both on theoretical grounds and on the bases of analysis of classroom events (Kounin &
Gump, 1974).
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Indeed, instruction not only requires management and control, but seems to create
classroom control as well (Doyle, 1986). Management is an important characteristic of
effectiveness, but it should be combined with other characteristics of effective

instruction (Pollard, 1982; Pollard & Menter, 1997; Pollard & Tann, 1989).
On the basis of tlJ.e above argument it could be concluded that teachers' management
and instructional behaviour are closely related. Adequate skills in both areas are
fundamental to effective science teaching. Opportunities for learning are enhanced by
teaching behaviour and by students' approach to learning. Students' learning behaviour
is therefore discussed in the next section.

Students' Learning Behaviour
How do students learn best? How can understanding of student learning influence
science teaching? These are a few questions science educators have begun to ask
themselves as they gain more knowledge about how students learn.

Most science

teachers view knowledge as existing outside the bodies of cognising beings, as being
separate from knowing and 'knower'. Knowledge is 'out there', residing in books,
independent of a thinking being. Science is then conceptualised as a search for truths, a
means of discovering theories, laws and principles associated with reality. Objectivity
is a major component of the search for truths, which underlie reality; learners are
encouraged to view objects, events and phenomena with an objective mind, which is
assumed to be separate from cognitive processes such as imagination, intuitions,
feelings, values and beliefs (Johnson, 1987). As a result, science teachers who hold this
erroneous view about scientific knowledge tend to implement a curriculum to ensure
that students cover relevant science content and have opportunities to learn truths,
which, usually, are documented in the texts.

Research (Driver, 1989; Lorsbach & Tobin, 1998; Tobin, 1990) indicates that students
have a profound influence on learning outcomes. Reflective teachers have realised for
decades that learner plus instruction does not equal intended science outcomes
(Fensham, 1983). Constructivist epistemology asserts that students come into the
classroom with their own experiences and a cognitive structure based on those
experiences. These preconceived structures may either be valid, invalid or incomplete.
The learner will reformulate his or her existing structures only if new information or
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experiences are connected to knowledge already in memory. Inferences, elaborations
and relationships between old perceptions and new ideas must be generated by the
student in order for the new idea to become an integrated, useful part of his or her
memory. Memorised facts or infonnation that has not been connected with the learner's
prior experiences wiII be quickly forgotten. It is only through seeing, hearing, touching,
smelling, and tasting that an individual interacts with the environment and with the
messages from the senses the individual builds a picture of the world (Lorsbach &

Tobin, 1998; Wheatley, 1991).
Furthennore, cognitive psychologists have stressed that students do not passively
receive or copy infonnation they get from the teachers, but instead actively mediate it
by trying to make sense ofit and relate it to what they already know or think they lrnow
about a topic.

Thus students develop new knowledge through a process of active

constrnction (Driver, Leach, Millar & Scott, 1996).

In order to go beyond rote

memorisation to achieve true understanding of new information, learners need to
develop and integrate a network of associations linking new infonnation to pre.existing
knowledge and beliefs anchored in their memories.

Learning has been described as an active process in which the learner uses sensory input
and constructs meaning out of it (Osborne & Wittrock 1983). The more traditional
fonnulation of this idea involves the terminology of the active learner (Dewey's tenn)
stressing that the learner needs to do something; that learning is not the passive
acceptance of knowledge that exists 'out there' but that learning involves the learner
engaging with the world (Dewey, 1916). Active learning is defined as any strategy that
involves students in doing things and thinking about the things they are doing (Bonwell
& Eison, 1991). Active learning includes a range of learning activities, which may

include students' involvement in activities that make them think about and comment on
the information presented to them. The students will not just listen; they will be
involved in analysing, synthesising, and evaluating information, in discussion with other
students, through asking questions, or through writing. The students will be engaged in
activities that force them to reflect upon ideas and upon how they are using those ideas.
Active learners are actively involved in the classroom processes, initiate their own
activities, make decisions concerning their learning, engage in self-evaluation, display
their competences in various ways and feel good about themselves as learners {Bentley

& Watts, 1989).
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The notion of active learning is also consistent with that of hands-on learning in science.
Hands-on science means learning from the materials and processes of the natural world
through direct observation and experimentation.

Professional scientists develop hypothesis and then test these ideas
through repeated experiments and observations. They cannot simply
'know' that something is so; they must demonstrate it. The education of
children· in science must also provide for this kind of experience, not
simply to confirm the 'right' answer but to investigate the nature of
things and arrive at explanations that are satisfying to children and that
make sense to them (National Science Resource Centre, 1988, p. 1).

Rutherford (1993) asserts that hands-on learning activities used appropriately can
transform science learning by engaging the students in the processes of science. He
reiterates:
Unfortunately, these activities are not widely used. It could be because so
few teachers have had the opportunity to develop skills needed for handson instruction. Another factor is that hands-on learning takes time ... and
the pressure to get on with the overstuffed curriculum discourages many
teachers from taking that time (p. 1).

In hands-on learning students learn by doing, using materials such as plants, batteries
and bulbs, water, or instruments such as microscope, meter rules, or test tubes.
Instructional materials must be sequenced to facilitate students' construction of
meaning. Students' activities, which lack connections drawn among them, can lead to
isolated bits of knowledge or skills, which do not promote understanding, but rather the
forming of naive conceptions. Therefore, rather than present students with bits and
pieces of information or scientific ideas and leave it to them to piece these together, the
teacher needs to help them see the interconnections among those ideas.

Leaming is also a social activity (Edwards & Mercer, 1987). Students' learning is
intimately associated with their connections with other human beings, their teachers,
peers, family as well as casual acquaintances. Therefore, the interactive discourse and
activities that occur during science lessons facilitate the construction of meaning
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required to develop understanding. Learners must be provided with th~ opportunity to
ask and answer quer.t\ons about content, and debate its meaning and implications. These
activities allow students to process content actively and to integrate information by
relating it in their own words, exploring its relation to other knowledge and to past
experience, appreciating the insights it provides, or identifying its implications for
personal decision making or action.

Much of the traditional education, as Dewey

poin~ed out, is directed towards isolating the learner from aU social interactions and
towards seeing education as a one-to-one relationship between the learner and the
objective material to be learned. In contrast, 'progressive education' recognises the
social aspect of learning and uses conversation, interaction with others, and the
application of knowledge as an integral aspect of learning (Edward & Mercer, 1987).
Leaming in science is contextual. As explained by Cole and Griffin (1987):

We do not learn isolated facts and theories in some abstract ethereal land
of the mind separate from the rest of our lives. We learn in relationship to
what else we know, what we believe, our prejudices and our_ fears. On
-reflection, it becomes clear that this is a corollary of the idea that learning
is.active Rrld social. We cannot divorce learning from our lives (p. 8).

The action of constructing meaning by the teamer is_ a mental activity; it happens in the

'
mind; physical actions, hands-on experiences thol.lgh
very necessary for learning
·.".,

'

especially for children, is not usually sufficient, science foa~hers n'eed to provide
activities which engage the mind as well as the hands (Henriques, 1997).

Dewey

(1916) called this reflective activity. Furthermore, motivation is a key component in
science learning. The idea of motivation as described in this review is broadly
conceived to include an understanding of ways in which the knowledge learned can be
used. Unless the learner knows the 'reason why?' he/she may not be very involved in
using that knowledge that may: be instilled in him or her, even by the most severe and
direct teaching (Henriques, 1997).

Therefore new scientific knowledge and ideas

should be introduced using issues that are relevant to and rri~aningful in students' lives.
Sometimes integrating science activities and content with other learning areas may
serve to make the process of learning science morf! relevant to students.

In summarising, the on-gOng discussion reveals that students learn through a process of
·'

:·

active construction.

,.

'.'

.

Leaming 'is not a Passive acceptance of infonnation; learners
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construct meanings out of it. Active learners are actively involved in the classroom
processes grounded in social interactions and are also involved in the processes of selfassessment. Discussed in the next section is how assessment can improve science
teaching and learning.

Assessment of Learning Outcomes

Assessment is an integral part of teaching and learning process and it should enhance
the quality of both teaching and learning. Assessment in science is the collection and
interpretation of infonnation about learner's knowledge, understanding, skiils and
attitudes relating to the science outcomes. It refers to alignment of goals, instruction
and outcomes with respect to the intellectual, social, and personal development of the
learner in all aspects of science (Miller, 1996). The three main purposes for assessment
are concerned with the support of learning, reporting the achievement of individuals and
satisfying the demands of public accountability (Goodrum et al., 2001). Summative
assessment indicates how well something has been learned after teaching has been
completed, whereas formative assessment provides feedback to both the teacher and the
learner during the process of teaching (Biggs & Moore, 1993 ).

The information from

summative assessment is used to report progress to students, parents and others, and
contribute to establishing accountability. Information from formative assessment
provides feedback, which informs the future action of both learners and teachers (Black.
2003; Black & Wiliam, 1998).

Assessment is the first step in a continual learning cycle, which includes measurement,
feedback, reflection, and change (Frye, 2001). The purpose of assessment is not just to
gather information; it is to foster improvement (Miller, 1996). Frequent assessment of
students helps them to refine concepts and deepen their understanding; it also conveys
high expectations, which further stimulates learning. Wiggins (1997) asserts: "students
overwhelmingly acknowledged that the single most important ingredient for making

~

course effective is getting a rapid response from assessments" (p. 11).

Paper. and pencil testing has been and continues to be the dominant assessment method
for outcomes of formal education, and acquisition of content is often the dominant goal.
However, most educators acknowledge that written tests assess only a very limited
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range of students' abilities and may restrict the ability of capable students to express
themselves in other mediums {NRC, 1996).

Assessment is not a punitive action. Its purpose is not to catch and punish students who
have not learned. Instead, assessment is a process of learning by both the teacher and
the student. Good assessment strategies help students learn about their strengths and
weaknesses, building upon the former and remedying the latter. Assessment has failed
when it results only in a sense of failure or incompetence for sincere students. As Webb
(1997) notes, "we must measure what we claim to value as student skills, including
ability to contribute productively as members of society" {p. 3).

A variety of assessment tasks accommodate preferred learning styles and differences
among learners in order to give them the opportunities to demonstrate what they know
and can do in science. Opportunities can be provided to the teachers and students to
negotiate the nature of assessment tasks and the way in which the tasks will be
conducted.

Many efforts are currently undeiway to develop methods to authentically assess the
knowledge and skills of students. Central to the process of authentic assessment is the
concept of alignment, which refers to consistency between goals, actions and
assessments (NRC, 1996). A relevant question to ask when aligning instruction, goal
and assessment is: Is instruction likely to lead to attairunent of the identified goals?
Assessment may be invalid ifit (a) does not address the content in the assessment; (b)
, does not align the assessment with the goals; (c) does not align assessment with the
way instruction takes place (Webb, 1997).

In a climate of positive assessment,

learners and their teachers look for evidence to document growth and for new ways to
show what students can do.

The effectiveness of formative assessment in improving learning outcomes is strongly ,
related to the quality of the feedback given to the learner following the assessment
(Black & Wiliam, 1998) and the action taken by the students in relation to the feedback.
Portfolios are often used to collect evidence of growth and change. Multiple assessment
methods including demonstrations, practicum observation, discussion, reports,
simulations, exhibitions and many . other outcomes are useful alternatives to the
traditional written tests. Peer assessment in cooperative learning groups is especially
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useful for assessing demonstrating skills using laboratory equipment and other practical

skills.
Involving students in designing the rubies that will be used to assess their work is often
effective. Anderson and Page (1996) provide examples of how this can be done. They
assert that preparation of teachers should include opportunities for them to take part in
designing and defending rubrics of their own reflective self-assessment. Reflective
teachers continually seek evidence for their own success in helping their students
achieve learning objectives. They may use audio and video recordings to exatt'ine their
performance and often invite peers, and supervisors to observe them and make
suggestions for improving their practices.

They frequently construct professional

portfolios with artefacts and reflective commentary, recording their perceptions of their
success and failure as a teacher. Such teachers use information about how students are
doing 'on the average' to analyse the success of their instructional strategies. They
know how to align instructional practices and materials with outcomes as measured on
carefully selected assessment instruments (Webb, l997).

This discussion of assessment indicates that it is an integral part of teaching and
learning in science.

The types of assessment and their purpoSes have also bee~'

outlined. Both the teacher and the students should be involved in the process . ~f
assessing learning outcomes. Effective science teaching is grounded on teachers• selfassessment and personal reflections about their failures and successes and these in 'tum
'

inform their future actions.

Teachers' Beliefs and their Influence in Science Teaching

This seCti'on represents the third part of the literature review. It focuses on teachers'
beliefs system, beliefs about the nature of science and science teaching, beliefs about
their students, and beliefs about cultural issues that may impact on science teaching and
learning.
/' ',•
'',"

Teachers belief system

Beliefs are mental constructs that repreSent the codification of people's experiences and
understandings. Theorists generally agree that beliefS are created through a process of
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enculturation and social construction (Pajares, 1992). People's beliefs shape what they
perceive in any set of circumstances, what they consider to be possible or appropriate in
those circumstances, the goals they might establish in those circumstances, and the

knowledge they might bring to bear in them (Schoenfeld, 1998).

In the cognitive science literature, there is a significant amount of research on individual
belief s)stems. Belief systems are regarded as integrated systems of concepts, scripts
and scenes that lend meaning to the action systems of classrooms (Gentner & Gentner,
1983). Clark (1988) defines teachers belief system as "eclectic aggregations of cause
effect propositions from many sources, rules of thumb, generalisations drawn from
personal experience, values biases, and prejudices" (p. 5).

c;1ark and Peterson (1986) adopted the sociocultural approach in their definition of
teachers' belief system. They define it as; "a reflective, socially defined interpretation
of experience that serves as a basis for subsequent action ... a combination of intentions,
interpretations, and behaviour that interact continually'' (p. 28).

They assert that

teachers' beliefs are seen as situation~specific and action oriented and include both the
beliefs teachers have about their work including goals, purposes, conceptions of
children, curriculum, and the "way in which they give meaning to these beliefs by their
behaviour in the classroom" (p. 28). Science teachers' beliefs, like all cognitive
processes, can only be inferred from behaviour.

One of the difficulties in examining science teachers' beliefs, in addition to the fact that
they are not directly observable, is that there is some disagreement over the differences
between beliefs and knowledge (Clandinin & Connelly, 1987). For instance, Nespor
(1987) asserts that beliefs are basically unchanging, and, when they change, it is not
argument or reason that alters them but rather a "conversion or gestalt shift" (p. 321).
According to him, knowledge systems are open to evaluation and examination; beliefs
are not. Nespor (1987) added that belief systems are unbounded in that their relevance
to reality defies logic, whereas knowledge systems are better defined and receptive to
reason.

There is increasing recognition, particularly among educators, that the beliefs that
individuals hold are the best indicators of the decisions that they make during the course
of everyday life (Bandura, 1986). Beliefs are instrumental in defining tasks and in
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selecting the cognitive tools with which to interpret, p\an, and make decisions regarding
such tasks; hence they play a critical role in defining behaviour and organising
:(

knowledge and i~fonnation (Abelson, 1979; Bandura, 1986; Lewis, 1990; Schommer,

1990).
~ducational researchers trying to understand the nature of teaching and learning in ,
classrooms have usefully ·.exploited this focus on belief systems.

They have used

teacher beliefs as a tool to understand why teachers act, react, and implement science
eduCation refonns efforts (Beck & Lumpe, 1996). There is a growing body of literature
that suggests that the beliefs teachers hold impact on both their perceptions and
judgements, and that these in tum affect their behaviour in the classroom. Further,
changing these belief systems is an essential part of improving both professional and
teaching effectiveness (Ashton, 1990; Ashton & Webb; 1986; Brookhart & Freeman,

1992; Buchmann, 1984; Cole, 1989; Goodman, 1988).
Teachers hold many untested assumptions that influence how they think about
classroom matters and respond to particular si.~uations.

Little has been written on

qualitative differences in types of belief,. although there are five main areas in which
teachers have been found to hold significant beliefs - about learners and learning,
I

teaching, subject, learning to teach, and teaching role (Calderhead, 1996). Such areas,

\
!

however, could well be interconnected, so that beliefs about teaching, for in.~tance, may
be closely related to beliefs about learning and about the subject.

In his study towards a theory of teaching-in-context. Schoenfeld (1998), asserts'that the
following classes of beliefs affect tea1;bers' classroom actions and should be examined
in a comprehensive model of teaching:

• beliefs about the nature of subject matter in general and with regards to
·specific topics being taught;
• beliefs about the nature of learning process, both cognitive and affective;

.

• beliefs about' the nature of the teaching process and ihe roles of ·various
.

kinds of instruction; and
• be.liefs about individuals and classes of students {p, ·:1).
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Hashweh (1996) detennined that teachers holding constructivist beliefs were more
likely to detect students' alternative conceptions; have a richer repertoire of teaching
strategies; use potentially more effective teaching strategies; report more frequent use of
effective teaching strategies; and highly evaluate these teaching strategies compared
with teachers holding· empiricist beliefs. Brickhouse (1990) also found that the
classroom actions of two experienced teachers reflected their beliefs of what science is
and how students learn science. However, a beginning teacher in the study used
unpredicted actions that were not aligned with his beliefs. Pajares (1992) found that
understanding the belief structure of in-service and prospective teachers was
fundamental to improving their professional development and teaching practices.

Findings from the studies by Abelson (1979), Buchmann (1984), and Buchmann and
Schwille (1983) reveal that beliefs are fanned early and tend to self-perpetuate,
persevering even against contradictions caused by reason, time, schooling, or
experience. According to the findings by Clark (1988), Lewis (1990), and Munby
(1982), the earlier a belief is incorporated into the belief structure, the more difficult it is
to alter. They assert that newly acquired beliefs are most vulnerable to change.

In the framework provided by Hofer and Pintrich ( 1997), the structure of beliefs is
considered to comprise core and peripheral beliefs whereby the peripheral beliefs are
, filtered by core beliefs. The more a belief is connected with other beliefs within the
_belief system, the more central the belief and the more impervious to change (Pajares,
1992; Peterman, 1991).

Teachers' beliefs are often context-dependent argues Schoenfeld (1998); they have
differing strengths in differing contexts and they tend to be activated in clusters. One
highly activated belief may trigger the activation of other closely related beliefs and
conflicting beliefs can 'compete' for priority, he explains. Brownlee and Carrington
(2000) explain that beliefs relating to individual learning, such as learning strategies,
motivation, influences on learning and conceptions of learning, are more likely to
change depending on the particular learning context. For example, a teacher may be
introduced to a new approach as a result of workshop or in-service training, which
he/she tries out in the classroom with a positive response from students. This, inturn,
reinforces that particular classroom practice with subsequent effects on the teacher's
beliefs about .teaching, understanding of the nature of the subject and hence his PCK.
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Furthermore, a student may surprise a teacher with some comment or a piece of work.
This may become a growth point for change in the teacher's beliefs about the teaching
context, about his students and about teaching.

Beliefs and PCK are inextricably intertwined (Veal, 1998). Beliefs inform teachers'
classroom practice and knowledge gained in the classroom or through in-service
training infonns teachers' beliefs; the teachers' knowledge base also informs his/her
PCK (Carlsen, 1999). Veal (1998) states that the relationship between teachers' beliefs
and PCK is synergistic and that such a relationship creates a unified understanding of
their teaching practice.

There are factors which may enable or constrain how the teacher implements his/her
beliefs. The teacher's science background, peers, and personal traits may facilitate the
translation of his/her beliefs into practice (Palmer, 1990). Context, socio-cultural and
institutional factors may constraint the implementation of teacher's beliefs into
classroom practice (Palmer 1990; Roth & Roychoudhury, 1994).

The discussion in this section points to the fact that the beliefs of teachers can infonn
educational practices in many ways. Beliefs can be identified that are consistent with
.effective teaching practices and student cognitive and affective growth.

Science

teachers' beliefs are instrumental in defining teaching and learning tasks, in selecting
cognitive tools, in planning for instruction, and in adopting teaching strategies.
Teacher's beliefs are often context specific. A teacher's personal beliefs about effective
or good science teaching lies at the heart of his or her teaching practices.

Beliefs about the Nature of Science and Science Teaching

Science .teachers hold varying beliefs about the nature and purpose of teaching. Some
may view teaching as a process of knowledge transmission, others as a process of
guiding children's learning. Some teachers may view teaching more in tenns of
developing social relationships in a classroom community; others may see their task in
much more academic tenns.

Several studies suggest that student teachers frequently start professional training with
views of teaching as telling and learning as remembering (Calderhead, 1988; Russel,
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1988), and this presents difficulties when student teachers are encouraged to adopt a
more constructivist approach towards science teaching and learning in which children's
own commonsense thinking is recognised and challenged (Stoddart, 1992).

Student teachers' belief systems about science teaching have been assessed using the
Context Belief About Teaching Science (CBATS) attitude scale (Hoy & Rees, 1977).
Such studies have typically found that student teachers start with control-oriented belief
systems that emphasise the importance of maintaining order and good discipline and
guiding the activities of the children. These attitudes change slightly during training,
becoming more liberal and child centred in the course of training. But when science
teachers enter full-time teaching they revert to control-oriented belief system again
(Lacey, 1977).

Such findings have often been interpreted in terms of a powerful control-oriented
ideology that exists within schools and reinforces the beliefs that student teachers have
acquired from being students themselves. Findings from the study of Lawrence (1992)
suggest that many student teachers hold beliefs that learning and teaching involve a
process of transmitting information from the teacher to the learner. When individuals
hold such beliefs they are more likely to adopt surface approaches to teaching and
learning (Marton & Saljo, 1976) which are considered to result in fragmented learning
outcomes.

Therefore, science teachers should be encouraged to develop

transformative beliefs about teaching and learning (Marton & Saljo, 1976). The
transformative belief is consistent with the constructivist teaching involving an active
engagement of students, for whom they are responsible, in the process of making
meaning (Lawrence, 1992).

Findings from the study by Lederman (1992) indicate that only experienced teachers
exhibit beliefs of the nature of science consistent with those identified in the various
reforms i.e., views consistent with the contemporary views of science. However, the
study shows that less than 50% of them exhibit classroom practices consistent with their
professed views about the nature of science.

That is, few teachers included many

inquiry-oriented activities that require students to collect data and infer explanations
from the data that had been collected. None of the teachers studied ever had students'
understanding of the nature of science as an instructional objective or specified it as a
goal (Ledennan, 1998).

Abd-El-Khalick, Ball and Lederman, (1998), and Wright
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(1989), assert that teachers rarely consider the nature of science when planning for
instruction or making instructional decisions.

Understanding of the nature of science has been described as being central to the
achievement of scientific literacy (Clough, 1995). Indeed, recent efforts to reform
science education in the United States also strongly emphasise the understanding of the
nature of science as an essential outcome and also an essential attribute of scientific
literacy (AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996). According to McComas, Clough and Almazroa
(1998), a better understanding of the nature of science will enhance students'
understanding of science's strengths and limitations, interest in science and science
classes, social decision making and learning of science content. To be effective in
teaching the nature of science, teachers must hold the belief that such is both important
and understandable, and then design instruction deliberately to achieve it. While science
teachers should strive to provide students with experiences in scientific inquiry, they
should also make them understand the nature of science through explicit classroom
discussions and reflections about the nature of inquiry (Ledennan, 1992).

Researchers and science educators are increasingly arguing that for teachers to make
meaningful changes in their instructional practices, they must become more reflective in
their teaching practices in ways that make their knowledge and beliefs about pedagogy,
their students and the nature of their discipline more explicit, and they must be more
willing to reconsider their practices on the basis of these reflections (Clift, Houston, &
Pugach, 1990; Schon, 1991).

Science teachers' beliefs about the nature of science are central to the achievement of
scientific literacy (NRC, 1996). Any misunderstanding that both students and teachers
hold regarding the nature of science will affect students' attitude towards science and
science teaching, and that clearly has an impact on student learning (Tobias, 1990).
Teachers' beliefs about their students are discussed in the next section.

Beliefs about their Students

The assumptions that teachers make about their students and how their students learn
are likely to influence how they approach their teaching tasks and how they interact
with their students. Anning (1988) found that teachers of young children held various
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beliefs and theories about children's learning that influenced how they structured tasks
and how they interpreted infonnation about the children. The teachers' conception of
children's leaming focus on the importance of active involvement, for example or on
the·need for an emotionally secure environment in which failure is non-threatening, or
on the value of exploration in open-ended activities where learning is through trial and

error (Anning, 1988).
Teachers with different beliefs about children's learning tend to provide different types
of classroom activities and support different patterns of classroom interactions.
Experimental studies of teacher attributes have suggested that various features of
students influence teachers' judgements of students and their behaviour towards them
(Levine & Wang, 1983). Such features include the efforts that students appear to put
into their studies (Peterson & Barger, 1984), their personal characteristics (Rohrkemper

& Brophy, 1983), and even their attractiveness (Ritts, Patterson & Tubbs, 1992).

Beliefs about Cultural Issues in Science Teaching

Social constructivism characterises the nature ofleaming to include the following:
•

knowledge is not a passive commodity to be transferred from the teacher to learnersj

•

learners cannot and should not be made to absorb knowledge in a sponge-like
fashion;

•

knowledge cannot exist separately from the knower;

•

learning is a social process mediated by the learner's environment; and,

•

the prior or indigenous knowledge of the learner is of significance in accomplishing
the construction of meaning (Jegede, 1995; Von Glassersfeld, 1990).

All learning takes place in a social context. The role of the social context is to scaffold
the learner, provide hints and help to foster co-construction of knowledge while
interacting with other members of the society (Linn & Burbules, 1993). Contemporary
literature has shown that recognising the social context of learning, as well as the effect
of the learner's socio-cultural background in the teaching and learning of science, is of
primary importance for successful learning in science (Cobern, 1994; Jegede, 1995).
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Cobern (1993) asserts that students' views are grounded in a cultural milieu and
students' culture influences significantly their construction of meaning. Teachers must
not suppose that cultural identification is limited to such conspicuous group identifiers
as race, language or ethnicity (Schatzman & Strauss, 1996). Other significant factors
that influence students' construction of meaning and also fonn part of their cultural
identity, include economic and education levels, occupation, geographic location,
gender, religion and philosophy (Schatzman & Strauss, 1996).

A student constructs knowledge so that the knowledge is meaningful in the student's

life situation. Contextual constructivism carried to its logical conclusion compels the
investigation of students' views within cultural context, which gives meaning to those
views. Writing about the difference between students' traditional culture and the
culture of western science, Ogawa (1989) states:

Science, the product of western modernisation, should be taught
in the context of a foreign culture in school science in a
non-western society. On the basis of this position, science
teachers need not only know western science itself but also to be
aware of the traditional and scientific ways of thinking, and
views of nature {p. 47).

Findings by Jegede et al. (1989) indicate that there are five indicators of socio-cultural
influences on the learning and teaching of science in Nigeria. These include
authoritarianism, goal structure, traditional worldview, societal expectation and
sacredness of science.

Authoritarianism refers to a traditional society where only the elders exert authority in
decision-making. Such locus of authority is sometimes transferred into the classroom
where the teacher is seen as the elder who knows all about science. Goal structure refers
to people's interaction pattern that is predominantly cooperative in nature and everyone
works towards the same goal. This contrasts with an individualistic competitive
orientation that school science portrays to students. Traditional worldview refers to the
African people's strong beliefs in supernatural forces. This creates conflicts when the
learner's scientific knowledge is not in agreement with his/her traditional worldview.
Societal expectation refers to a common situation where a student views his/her
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achievement in school as a reflection of home, friends and conununity. This is because
the behaviour of any member in the community is linked to and governed by the
behaviour of the larger community. Sacredness of science on the other hand refers to the
pervasive view held by a large proportion of Africans that the study of science is special
in that it requires magical explanations (Jegede et al., 1989). They concluded that: (i)
any Western science curriculum in a non-western environment which does not take
particular consideration of the traditional worldview of the learner risks destroying the
framework through which concepts are likely to be interpreted, (ii) a student might
perfonn excellently in a western science classroom without assimilating significantly
any scientific knowledge or being enthusiastic about displaying the associated values
and attitudes. The good scientist at school, can at home, be a 'traditionalist' without any
feeling of cognitive perturbation or dissonance (Jegede et al., 1989).

It is important for science teachers to understand the fundamental, culturally based
beliefs about the world that students bring to the class, and how these beliefs are
supported by students' cultures (Cobern, 1993) because science education is successful
only to the extent that science can find a niche in the cognitive and socio-cultural milieu
of students (Jegede & Okebukola, 1993). The learner's worldview is grounded in his or
her cultural setting and acts as a framework within which the constructed knowledge of
science concepts are assimilated. Science teachers should ensure that learning begins
from where the learner is, what he or she already knows, and takes account of the social
and cultural context and the needs of the learner. As the teacher develops more
understanding of the cultural context, he/she begins to incorporate other beliefs into
his/her existing belief structure. Ultimately, the incorporation and addition of beliefs
may lead him/her to alter his/her original beliefs about the students, about the context or
even about teaching with a subsequent influence on his/her classroom practice.

Science Teachers' Pedagogical Content Knowledge

This fourth and last part of this review considers the nature of pedagogical content
knowledge and the relationship between science teachers' pedagogical content
knowledge and teaching behaviour.
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The Nature of Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Literature from refonn initiatives such as the Holmes Group (1986) and the Renaissance
Group (1989) and the recently developed United State's National Science Education
Standards (NRC, 1996) and the Benchmarks for Science literacy (AAAS, 1993), have

further emphasised the importance of subject matter knowledge in science teaching and
learning. These documents contain not only key subject matter concepts for students'
learning, but they also infonn pedagogical issues related to pedagogical content
knowledge. Indeed, it has become clear that both teachers' pedagogical knowledge and
teachers' subject matter knowledge are crucial to good science teaching and student
understanding (Buchmann, 1982; Tobin & Garnett, 1988).

The concept of pedagogical content knowledge was originally suggested as a third
major component of teaching expertise by Lee Shulman (1986) and his colleagues
(Carlsen, 1987; Grossman, Wilson & Shulman, 1989; Mark, 1990). The idea represents

<,

a new and brr,ad~r perspective in the understanding of science teaching and learning.
Pedagogical content knowledge is a type of knowledge that is unique to teachers, and is
based on the manner in which teachers relate their pedagogical knowledge (what they
know about teaching) to their subject matter knowledge (what they know about what
they teach). It is the integration or synthesis of teachers' pedagogical knowledge and
their subject matter knowledge that comprises pedagogical content knowledge.
According to Shulman (1986):

Pedagogical content knowledge embodies 'the aspects of content most
gennane to its teachability. Within the category of pedagogical content
knowledge I include, for the most regularly taught topics in one's subject
area, the most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most
powerful

analogies,

illustrations,

examples,

explanations,

and

demonstrations; in a word, the ways of representing and fonnulating the
subject that make it comprehensible to others .. .It also includes an
understanding of what makes the learning of specific concepts easy or
difficult: the conceptions and preconceptions that students of different
ages and backgrounds bring with them to the learning (p. 9).
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In a latter article, Shulman included PCK in what he called "the knowl~dge base for
teaching". This knowledge base consists of seven categories, three of which are content
related (i.e. content knowledge, PCK and curriculum knowledge.)

The other four

categories refer to general pedagogy, learners and their characteristics, educational
context and educational purposes (Shulman 1987). The key elements in Shulman's
conception of PCK are knowledge of representations of subject matter on the one hand
and understanding of specific learning difficulties and student conceptions on the other
(van Oriel et al., 1998). Teachers may derive and develop their PCK from their
understandings of content, and their own school experience (Shulman, 1987).

Even though other scholars seem to adopt the two key elements of PCK in Shulman's
conception (i.e., knowledge of comprehensible representations of subject matter and
understanding of content related learning difficulties); each of them has extended the
concept by includi,ng in PCK some other categories or aspects of knowledge. For
example, Grossman (1990) perceived PCK as consisting of knowledge of strategies and
representations for teaching particular topics and knowledge of students' understanding,
conceptions, and misconceptions of these topics. In addition, PCK is composed of
knowledge and beliefs about the purposes for teaching particular topics and knowledge
of curriculum materials available for teaching. Grossman asserts that teachers can derive
and develop their PCK from observation of classes, both as a student and as a student
teacher, disciplinary education, specific courses during teacher education, and
classroom teaching experience.

Mark (1990) also broadened Shulman's model by including in PCK, knowledge of
subject matter and knowledge of media for instruction. Cochran, DeRui!er and King
(1993) in their revision of the Shulman's original model of PCK assert that their own
version is more consistent with a constructivist perspective of teaching and learning.
They describe PCK as pedagogical content knowing. They conceptualise PCK much
broader than Shulman's view. They defined PCK as a teacher's integrated
understanding of four components of pedagogy, subject matter content, student
characteristics and the environmental context of learning (Cochran et al., 1993, p. 266).
This model of PCK not only includes subject matter knowledge and specific
pedagogical knowledge but also teachers' understanding of students' characteristics and
knowledge of the environmental context of learning. Teacher's understanding of
student's

characteristics

includes

student

abilities,

and

learning

strategies,
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developmental levels, attitudes, motivations and prior conceptions. Context includes
teacher's understanding of the social cultural and physical environment. Their model
that views teachers' PCK as an integrated understanding of the four components of
teachers' knowledge outlined above is summarised in Figure l.

Pedagogical
Knowledge

Subject Matter
Knowledge

PCK

Knowledge of the
Social and Cultural
Environment

Knowledge
about Students'
Abilities and
Learning
Strategies

Figure l. A model of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) derived from Cochran et
al. 's (1993) model.
Cochran, King and DeRui ter ( 1991) also used Venn diagrams to show how the four
components or domains of teacher knowledge overlap and how PCK is centralised
within the overlaps. The diagram also shows that greater overlap symbolises increased
integration of the four components and thus greater PCK developm nt.
The idea of integration of knowledge components is also central in the
conceptualisation of PCK by Balboa & Stiehl ( 1995). They identified five components
of PCK which include: knowledge of subject matter, knowledge of students, knowledge
of instructional strategies, knowledge of teaching/learning context and one's purposes
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for teaching. Carlsen (1999) asserts, "PCK is a form of teacher knowledge, distinct
from other forms and defined by its relationship to those fonns" {p. 135). He described
teacher's knowledge as consisting five general domai11s: PCK, subject matter
knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, knowledge about specific educational
context and knowledge about general educational context.

While some scholars hold the integrative view of PCK, others believe in the
transformative model. The transfonnative model describes PCK as resulting from the
transformation of different fom1s of teacher knowledge bases (e.g Magnusson, Krajcik

& Barko, 1999). PCK in Shulman's conception implies a transformation of subject
matter knowledge, so that it can be used effectively and flexibly in the classroom
teaching process. Shulman's (1986) explains that what is unique in PCK is that it
requires teachers to transform their subject matter knowledge for the purpose of
teaching. This transformation occurs as the teacher reflects and interprets the subject
matter, finds multiple ways to present the information as analogies, metaphors and
examples, adapts the materials to the developmental levels and abilities of the students
and finally tailors it to those specific individuals or group of students to whom the
infonnation will be taught (Shulman, 1986). Gudmundsdottir (1987) describes the
transformation process as a continual restructuring of subject matter knowledge for the
purpose of teaching.

Magnusson, Krajcik and Barko (1999), while arguing for uniqueness of PCK, take a
strong stance on the existence of PCK as a separate domain of knowledge that is
iteratively fuelled by its component parts: subject matter knowledge, pedagogical
knowledge and knowledge of context. Gess-Newsome (1999) compares the
lransfonnative and the integrative models of PCK. She describes the transformative
model of PCK as a transfonnation of subject matter knowledge, pedagogical knowledge
and of contextual knowledge. She states that from the transformative perspective: "the
PCK that helps students understand specific concept is the only knowledge used in
classroom instruction" (p. 12). She explains: "while knowledge bases containing subject
matter. pedagogy and context exist; they are latent resources in and of themselves and
are only useful when transformed into PCK" (p. 12). This view is that knowledge of
subject matter, pedagogy and context are transformed into PCK, which is the
knowledge base used for teaching. Teachers therefore, can justify their practices and
decisions within the domain of PCK. An effective teacher in relation to this model is
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one who has a well fmmed PCK for the science concepts that are commonly taught by
him/her. Gess·Newsome also describes the integrative model of PCK as one "in which
the teacher's task is to selectively draw upon the knowledge bases of subject matter,
pedagogy and context and integrate them as needed for effective learning opportunities"
(p. 11).

The preceding di~cussion is by no means exhaustive; it has only tried to demonstrate
that there is no universally accepted conceptualisation of PCK. Between scholars,
differences occur with respect to the elements they include or integrate in PCK, and
with respect to specific descriptions of these elements. Yet, scholars seem to agree that
PCK differs from knowledge of general pedagogy, of educational purposes, and of
learner characteristics in a general sense (Van Oriel et al., 1998), They seem also to
agree that though it is difficult to separate PCK from content knowledge, it appears as
though a thorough and coherent understanding of content is necessary for effective PCK
(Van Oriel et al., 1998). Moreover, scholars seem to agree with the notion that PCK is
developed through an integrative process rooted in classroom practices, implying that
experienced teachers have higher level of PCK at their disposal.

Gess-Newsome (1999) describes the continuum that exists between the integrative and
transfonnative models of PCK and concludes that most authors position themselves
between the two extremes; asserting that such positions "recognise both the
fundamental knowledge bases of subject matter, pedagogy and context and their
reciprocal and nurturing relationship with PCK" (p. 13). PCK then can be regarded as
an important domain of teachers' knowledge that does not totally subsume other aspects
of knowledge.

The position of this author lies within the continuum and particularly favours the
integrative idea as presented in the Cochran et al.'s (1993) model. This position
recognises that integrated understanding of the fundamental domains of teacher
knowledge: knowledge of subject matter, pedagogy, knowledge of student learning and
knowledge of context would help generate and develop teachers' PCK. Changes in
teachers PCK could also infonn further developments in teacher knowledge domains.
For example, contextual factors have been shown to lead to the creation of new PCK
and new PCK (such as the capacity to see insights in students' ideas) may stimulate the
teacher to understand students differently and to re·create the classroom setting or to
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change the context of instruction (Carlson, 1999). The advantage of this position is that
knowledge integrated to teach a particular lesson can continuously be reflected upon,
deconstructed into their parent domains, reorganised or further integrated (GessNewsome, 1999). This may lead to further understanding of the knowledge domains
with the consequence of further development of teacher's PCK.

This researcher acknowledges the different usage of the word integrate by both
Cochran et al. and Gess-Newsome. For the remainder of this thesis the use of Cochran
et al.'s expression is adopted. That is, the use of the term integration is meant in the
same way that Cochran et al. used it and not intended to flt within the Gess-Newsome's
categorisation.

The author's integrative position is also consistent with the on-going efforts in his
college of education to integrate, by design, all courses in education, major sciences and
other related courses in their teacher preparation efforts so as to improve teachers'
classroom practices. How PCK relates to effective science teaching and learning is
discussed in the next section.

Relationship between PCK and Teaching Behaviour

Lee Shulman (1987) developed the construct of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)
in response to some of the problems of teaching and teacher education. This important
addition to thinking about teaching is recognised in the content section of America's
National Science Teachers Association standards (NSTA, 1998).

The NSTA's

pedagogy standards also suggest that science teachers should know about organisation
of classroom experiences (NSTA, 1998).

However, to be able to effect such

'organization' requires a deep understanding of content and pedagogy. The fact that
science teachers must have adequate content preparation, a substantial part of which
usually takes place outside of the colleges of education in Nigeria, presents problems
for pre-service teachers and science teacher educators.

The NSTA Standards accurately identify some of these problems when the authors
state:
There is a poor match between learner needs and teaching
methodology.... In many of these traditionally taught courses the
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emphasis is on learning large amounts ofinfonnation at a rapid pace and
this division of knowledge, for convenience into disciplines, fields and
sub-fields that may contain the development of linkages among concepts
across fields (NST A, 1998, p. 5).

Most science teacher content knowledge comes from disciplinary fields, while
understanding of teaching comes from the field of education. This separation reveals
the problem referred to above and reinforces a model of scientific discipline that differs
from models of teaching and learning science.

Several studies have exari'1ined the practical connection of PCK to science teaching. A
recent study by van Oriel, Valoop and de Vos (1998) found changes in teachers'
classroom behaviours as a result of developing pedagogical content knowledge. They
found, through empirical study, that there might be value to having prospective teachers
study subject matter from a teaching perspective. Vonk (1984) after studying the
problems of beginning teachers, concluded:

Many problems originate from the fact that beginners have too little
pedagogical content knowledge, they lack an overview, which makes
classroom teaching so complex; that problem of classroom discipline and
classroom management is inevitable ... have perspective of their role as a
teacher, which is too optimistic and are not prepared for meeting and
dealing with unmotivated students (p. 5).

Other studies have also shown that new tea,;hers have incomplete or superficial levels
of PCK (Carpenter, Fenneman, Peterson & Carey, 1988; Feiman-Nemser & Parker,
1990). A novice teacher tends to rely on unmodified subject knowledge (most often

directly extracted from the curriculum or texts) and may not have a coherent framework
or perspective from which to present the infonnation. The novice teacher also tends to
make broad pedagogical decisions without assessing students' prior knowledge, ability
levels, or learning strategies (Carpenter et al., 1988). In ad· ~tion, pre-service teachers
have been shown to find it difficult to articulate the relationships between pedagogical
ideas and subject matter concepts (Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1993); and low levels
of PCK have been found to be related to frequent use of factual and simple recall
questions (Carlsen, 1987).
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These attitudes also indicate that new teachers have major concerns about PCK, and
they struggle with how to represent the concepts and ideas in ways that make sense to
the specific students they are teaching (Wilson, Shulman & Richert, 1987). Grossman
(1990) shows that this concern is present even in new teachers who posses the
substantial subject matter knowledge gained through a masters degree in a specific
subject matter area, and Wilson (1992) documents that more experienced teachers have
a better overarching view of the content field and pedagogical knowledge on which to
base teaching decisions.

Science teachers can increase their level of PCK if they begin to more often reflect on or
think about why they teach specific ideas the way they do and begin to think about the
following types of questions. Which ideas need most explanation? Why are those ideas
.more difficult for the students? What examples, demonstrations, and analogies seem to
work the best? Why did they work or not work? Which students did they work for
best?

Contemporary research has focused on how to describe teachers' PCK and how it
influences the teaching process.

We have yet, however, to fully understand how

components or attributes of PCK reflect in science teachers' classroom practice and how
they really develop. There are ongoing research efforts also to fully understand how to
enhance pedagogical content knowledge in pre-service and in-service teacher education
programs. Components or attributes of PCK exhibited by science teachers and how
they influence classroom practice, among other things, have been examined in this
investigation.

Summary and Conceptual Framework
Evidence from the various studies cited in this literature review indicates, among other
things, that the development of a nation depends in part on its level of science
education. Science education empowers individuals and maximises national intellectual
resources in order to sustain social and economic progress. This is perhaps the reason
why many countries of the world have gone through circles of curricular reforms in
science education in order to attain rapid development in science and technology. In the
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United States of America, the U.K, and in Australia, for example, attainment of
scientific literacy is regarded as a general goal of science education in the compulsory
years of schooling. In Canada, science education is regarded as central to acquisition of
appropriate skills for technological development and science is seen as a 'way of
knowing.' Among African countries science education is being given high priority in
their educational policies, and scientific literacy is seen as central to their technological
growth and development.

Central to the achievement of scientific literacy is to have effective science teaching and
active engagement of students in learning science. Students develop new knowledge
through a process of teaching and learning in which the learner uses existing knowledge
to actively construct meaning from new experiences.

Studies reveal that the beliefs that individuals hold are the best indicators of the
decisions that they make in the course of everyday life. Teachers' beliefs have been
found to be situation-specific and action oriented. The following classes of teachers'
beliefs affect their classroom actions and should be examined in a comprehensive model
of teaching:
•

beliefs about the nature of subject matter,

•

beliefs about the nature oflearning process, both cognitive and affective,

•

beliefs about the nature of teaching process and the role of the various kinds
ofinstruction, and

•

beliefs about individual learners and classes ofleamers.

Effective science teaching practices are grounded m teachers' beliefs and their
knowledge about science teaching.

PCK has been described as a set of special attributes that helped someone to transfer

knowledge of content to others (Geddis, 1993). Shulman (1987) stated that PCK
included those special attributes a teacher possessed that helped him/her guide students
to understand content in a manner that was personally meaningful.

While some

scholars hold the transformative view of PCK others hold the integrative view. GessNewsome (1999) claims that the view of many scholars is that which "recognises the
fundamental bases of subject matter, pedagogy and context and their reciprocal and
nurturing relationship with PCK" (p. 13).
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Classroom management and control are important issues in science teachers' classroom
behaviour. Grossman (1990) contends that "classroom management and instruction are
eternally married" (p. 6) and how teachers manage their classrooms enables or
constraints the possibilities of effective teaching, classroom discourse, and student
learning. Effective classroom behaviour no doubt, brings about effective teaching and
active learning (Doyle, 1986). A broad continuum does exist between two extreme
approaches to science teaching - transmissive teaching and constructivist teaching
(Dawson, 1997). Transmissive teaching has the aim of transmitting a body of important
scientific knowledge to the students. To do this, teacher-centred methods are used lecturing, teacher-centred class discussions, giving notes, using structured laboratory
exercises and standard problems from the textbook.

The constructivist teacher has the aim of ensuring that the students learn and
understand a body of knowledge and students themselves must be fully involved in
constructing knowledge, not simply receiving it ready made. Students are therefore
made to think carefully about each step of the learning process. They are required to try
to generate new ideas; to identify what needs to be explained; to suggest hypotheses and
suitable tests for these; to criticise results and inferences and to search for alternatives;
and to identify and summarise relationships between ideas and concepts.

The key to constructivist science teaching is the mental engagement of the students
(Dawson, 1997). Findings from studies indicate that few teachers operate totally in
accordance with the extreme transmissive model, fewer still are totally constructivist
while most are somewhere in between. Many science teachers are said to lean towards
the transmissive end of the scale (Dawson 1997; Yager 1991).

There is a growing amount of literature that suggests that the beliefs that teachers hold
impact on both their perceptions and judgements, and that these in turn affect their
behaviour in the classroom. Beliefs are assumed to be the best indicators of why
individuals make certain decisions. Teachers' beliefs act as referents for actions, and
can be interpreted as what and why a teacher accomplishes a goal (Tobin, Tippin &
Gallard, 1994). Beliefs ofa teacher are grounded in experience. Those beliefs that have
proved to be viable in the sense that they have enabled him/her to achieve goals are used
as a guide for actions and those that are not viable in certain contexts are not used as
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referents for actions. Beliefs about teaching, learning, and learners and about the subject
are often strongly held and difficult to change. How teachers feel about a whole range of
issues relating to teaching and learning will consciously or unconsciously affect their
choice of priorities and shape what they do.

Shulman, (1986) introduced the construct of PCK to describe the professional
knowledge of teachers. The science teacher does not only need to know the subject
matter, he/she also needs to know the order in which topics should be presented, what
demonstration to employ, what question to ask, how to respond to specific students'
responses, how to assess what students learn and how to apply the concept to the world
outside. PCK is involved in knowing what knowledge is relevant, in restructuring the
knowledge, and in representing the knowledge in ways that effectively mediate learning

of all students in the class (Tobin & McRobbie, 1999).
Many scholars have listed attributes or components ofPCK. Veal and MaK.inster (1999)
assert that the PCK components bear relationship and connection among them that
suggest useful ideas for teaching. Smith and Neale (1989) describe PCK as having three
components: Knowledge of typical student errors, knowledge of particular teaching
strategies and knowledge of content elaboration. They believed hat the integration of
these components was vital to effective science teaching. Similarly, Cochran, King and
DeRuiter (1991) defined PCK as "the way in which teachers relate their pedagogical
knowledge to their subject matter knowledge in a school context, for the teaching of
specific students" (p.l). This definition incorporated four compo~1ents: knowledge of
subject matter, knowledge of students, knowledge of environmental context and
knowledge of pedagogy. Magnusson et al. (1999) also conceptualised PCK for science
teaching as consisting of five components: orientation towards science teaching, science
curriculum knowledge, knowledge of student understanding of specific science topics,
knowledge of assessment and knowledge of instructional strategies.

The most common and recurring components or attributes of PCK from these models
are the knowledge of subject matter, knowledge of student learning, knowledge of
context and knowledge of pedagogy (Veal & MaKinster, 1999). This reinforces the
Cochran et al.'s (1993) model of PCK that is also .:dopted in this study. The central
location of PCK signifies its importance; the surrounding components or attributes are
all connected, representing an integrated nature of the components.
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Thus PCK involves knowledge of subject matter, knowledge about students and how
they learn, knowledge of general pedagogy and knowledge of context. These
fundamental knowledge domains bear a "reciprocal and nurturing relationship with
PCK (Gess-Newsome, 1999). Figure 2 presents PCK as a core surrounded by the
teacher knowledge domains to illustrate this relationship. Integrative understanding of
these knowledge domains is capable of generating or developing teacher's PCK and
changes in PCK can inform further development of knowledge in any of the teacher
knowledge domains. One of the critical assumptions underlying the construct of PCK
that has influenced research is that teacher's knowledge and beliefs influence classroom

practice (Baxter & Lederman, 1999). Veal (1998) asserts that teachers' beliefs and PCK
are inextricably intertwined and that the relationship between them is synergistic and
creates a unified understanding of their practice. Teachers' beliefs inform their choice of
content knowledge or strategies, which in tum, influence the pedagogical content
knowledge they deploy. Teachers' classroom practice or knowledge gained in the
classroom or through in-service training informs their PCK (Carlson, 1999). Both
beliefs and PCK therefore detennine classroom behaviour while experiences gained in
the classroom practice. also influence both teachers' beliefs and PCK.

A report by the OECD (2002) indicates that teachers often face the most significant
constraints to effective teaching and innovations in the lower secondary schools. Most
of the school constraints are hinged on funding (Bajah, 1997). Budget constraint is a
common phenomenon in secondary schools, particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa and this
limits the availability of facilities, textbooks and laboratories. Research (Okebukola,
1995, Bajah, 1997) indicates that secondary science teachers in Nigeria teach under the
constraints of large classes, shortages of facilities and personnel, heavy teaching loads,
and lack of motivation. These factors have the capacity to limit effective science
tea,-::hing since they impact on teachers' beliefs and classroom practices.

Science teachers' classroom behaviour has a direct impact on students' learning
behaviour and on learning outcomes. This conceptual framework of teachers' beliefs
and PCK, constraints and classroom behaviour has been used in conceptualising the
design of this investigation.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

Introduction
This Chapter describes the research methods and procedures that were applied in this
study which was set in the Lagos State of Nigeria. The primary purpose of the study
was to investigate Nigerian secondary school teachers' beliefs about effective science

teaching and their pedagogical content knowledge, and how these influence their

classroom teaching practices. The desire to undertake this investigation arises from the
Researcher's curiosity and involvement in science teaching and science teacher
education at the College of Education in Lagos State of Nigeria.
This Chapter is structured into five sections.

In section one, the research design

underpinning the study and the rationale for adopting both quantitative and qualitative
(interpretive) approaches are presented. Section two focuses on the target population,
the sample and the sampling method. Section three describes the data gathering
techniques and instruments employed in the study. The procedures of data collection
and ethical considerations for the study are presented in section four, and section five
describes the methods of data analysis.

Research Design
This study was designed to obtain appropriate data by interacting with the science
teachers through survey questionnaires, interviews, document analysis and classroom
observation sessions, so as to be able to describe, analyse and interpret their beliefs
about science teaching effectiveness, their pedagogical content knowledge, how they
teach, and their reflections about their teaching. The study employed a mixed methods
approach comprising both descriptive and interpretive methods. The first part of the
study involved a descriptive approach employing a survey questionnaire designed to
seek information on the teachers' practices, and beliefs.
The second part of the study involved an interpretive approach involving the
compilation of in-depth case slJdies of selected teachers through interviews,
observation and analysis of documents. The interviews elicited infonnation from the
teachers about their experiences, opinions and beliefs. Lesson observations provided
detailed descriptions of their teaching activities, behaviours, actions and the full range
of interpersonal interactions and organisational processes that are observable.
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Infonnation from the document analysis on the other hand, included excerpts,
quotations or entire passages from different forms of written records including the
Integrated Science curriculum document, scheme of work for Integrated Science,
teachers' diaries and lesson notes, all of which are considered relevant to this
investigation. The use of case studies was considered to be particularly relevant because
teaching is maintained by interactions, where all elements in the social setting (school in
this case) are interactive and simultaneously affect each other (Patton, 1990). The study
employed these multiple methods in order to gain understanding of the teachers' beliefs

and PCK.
Data from these sources were used to infer a general profile of the science teachers'
PCK (Baxter & Lederman, 1999). Cochran et al. 's (1993) four contributing components
of PCK (knowledge of content, knowledge of general pedagogy, knowledge of student
learning and knowledge of context) informed data representation and interpretation in
this study. Since the science teachers teach integrated science at the junior secondary
level, the study focused more on their general PCK. Veal ( 1998) explains that the
general PCK illustrates those teaching methods specific to subject areas such as science.
He found out that the general PCK developed more "when participants were placed in
an integrated science classroom since they were unable to experience teaching all topics
in subject domains like chemistry or physics" (Veal, 1998, p. 7).
Data from interview, observations and written documents were interpreted by the
Researcher to make sense of the classroom events and processes. To enhance the
credibility and trustworthiness of the study's findings, the research design provides
opportunities for triangulation of data.

The Researcher
The Researcher has previous science education research experience and more than 10
years of experience of science teaching and teacher preparation at a College of
Education, and has masters degrees in science and curriculum studies. This makes him
a credible interpreter of the data collected.

Population and Sample
Lagos State is one of the 36 states in the Federal Republic of Nigeria and is the most
populous state with an estimated population of about 10 million people (National
Population Commission of Nigeria, 1998). The State is divided into 20 Local Education
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Districts (LED) which are responsible to the State Ministry of Education. The Ministry
oversees the administration and management of primary, secondary and technical
schools within the State. The sample for this investigation was drawn from two of the
20 Local Education Districts in the State.

They were the Ojo and Amuwo Local

Education Districts (LEDs).
All of the 30 secondary schools in the two LEDs were involved in the study. The
choice of the secondary schools in these two LEDs was contingent upon their proximity
to each other and to the Researcher's base and the existence of the 'school village'
concept, where two or more schools are located in clusters in the same area. These 30
secondary schools of the two LEDs were considered to be representative of the
secondary schools in the State because they all use and depend on the State's Integrated
Science Curriculum for junior secondary science, and are under the administrative
control and supervision of the same State Ministry of Education. The two local
education districts involved in the study have more secondary schools than most ot!J.er
districts in the Lagos Metropolis.
All 70 science teachers involved in the teaching of Integrated Science at the junior
secondary school level in the 30 secondary schools were surveyed. Of the 70 science
teachers 65 completed and returned questionnaires, which represents a 93% return rate
in the first part of the study. Furthennore, the number represents an average of about
two Integrated Science teachers per school. The numb.er was regarded as reasonably
manageable given the nature of the questionnaire, which included many open response
items.
The sample for case studies in the second part of the study comprised three science
teachers, who were selected by purposive sampling from the total number of the science
teachers that completed and returned questionnaires in the first part of the study. The
logic and power of the purposive sampling method lies in selecting infonnation-rich
cases for in-depth study. Patton (1990) asserts that "infonnation-rich cases are those
from which one can learn a great deal about issues of central importance to the purpose
of the research, thus the tenn purposive sampling" (p. 169). Information derived from
preliminary analysis of the survey data infonned the selection of the case study teachers.
Factors such as years of teaching experience, qualifications, school location, gender,
knowledge and understanding of the purpose of the study, as weil as consent and
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approval 'to take .part in further investigations were taken into consideration during the
selection of the case study teachers.
Reseurch Instruments
Survey Questionnaire

The purpose of a survey questionnaire is to elicit information about the characteristics
or opinions of its respondents (May, 1993). The obvious limitation of the questionnaire
_:is that it only enables researchers to obtain information concerning what people say they
do, believe, like or dislike. In this investigation, the use of a survey questionnaire was
complemented by the use of case studies, which provided some corroboration of claims
made in the questionnaire. The questionnaire focused on science teachers' beliefs about
effective science teaching, about effective teaching styles, about themselves and their
roles as teachers, about their schools, about the nature of science and science teaching,
and about their students' learning. In the development of the questionnaire, particular
attention was given to the need to maintain clarity, unambiguity, lack of bias, relevance,
and to be succinct and avoid vagueness.
The teachers' flUestionnaire (Appendix A) consisted of five sections. The first section
comprised questions designed to elicit demographic information regarding the teachers'
school, age, qualifications, years of experience, gender, subjects taught and major
subject areas. The second section focused on teachers' beliefs and ideas about effective
science teaching, current practices and teaching styles, student assessment methods, and
factors which inhibit their own effectiveness in science teaching. The third and fourth
sections focused on epistemological and pedagogical beliefs in science. These include
beliefs about the nature of science, science teaching and how students' learn. Section
five focused on teachers' beliefs and ideas about curriculum resources and the Lagos
State Integrated Science curricuO.
Case Studies
Three teachers were selected for case studies after a preliminary analysis of the survey
data and their selection was based on identifying informationMrich cases.
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Interviews
The purpose of the initial interview was to gather data concerning the case study
teachers' views about effe.::tive science teaching, best practices in science teaching, their
current ideas regarding the nature of science and science teaching, how students learn
science, and current teaching and learning practices. The semi-structured interview
focused on the following questions:
•

What do you believe are the characteristics of effective science teaching and
learning?

•

To what extent do you believe science teaching (your teaching) in your school is
effective? What do you do well? What aspects need improving?

•

What are your views regarding the characteristics (nature) of science? How would
you want your students to regard science? Why do you think it is taught in the
school?

•

Outline the three most important factors that inhibit effective science teaching and
learning in your school? How do you think they can be addressed?

•

How do your students prefer to learn science?

•

How do you assess your students? What aspects of learning do you assess and what
methods do you use?

An interview guide was developed and tailored to the context in which the interviewee
operated {Appendix B). The interviews took place in the science teachers' schools and
were audio-recorded. Each interview session was opened with an explanation of the
purposes of the interview and the questions were adequately explained to remove any
elements of ambiguity or misinterpretation on the part of the interviewees. Follow-up
interviews were used throughout the case studies to probe aspects of teaching that were
observed by the Researcher. The Researcher made efforts to ensure that a c1.>rdial
interactive atmosphere existed throughout the course of the interviews in order to ensure
credibility of the data collected.
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Classroom observations
The three case study teachers who were interviewed were also observed as they taught
science lessons in their schools. The focus at this stage of the study was to observe
aspects of the teachers' teaching behaviour that were relevant to the research questions.
Specifically, the teachers' teaching strategies, how they organised, interpreted and
presented the content to the learners, their use of instructional materials and resources.
Observations were recorded on a lesson observation sheet (See Appendix C).
Each teacher was observed five times. Each observation session was followed with an
informal interview and discussions in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere regarding
emerging issues to try to understand the factors influencing the teachers' practices. The
teachers were encouraged to use their lesson plans to guide their reflections and identify
those aspects of the lesson, which they believed had gone particularly well Md their
reasons for adopting panicular strategies and to comment on other aspects they needed
to modify in subsequent lessons. The classroom observations were needed in order to
gain an understanding of the science teachers' PCK in relation to how they translate or
integrate their understanding into classroom practice and to be able to describe the
attributes or components (Veal, 1998) of PCK that manifest in the teachers' classroom
practices.
Furthermore, the focus on teachers' PCK in relation to teachers' understanding of
particular knowledge domains or attributes (Veal, 1998) of subject matter knowledge,
knowledge of student learning, knowledge of general pedagogy and knowledge of
context is by design. First, it is consistent with the integrated model of PCK that is
adopted in this study. Second, a teacher's understandings of these domains are
themselves components or attributes of his/her PCK (Veal, 1998; Baxter & Lederman,
1999) and are more easily recognisable or measurable than, for instance the teachers'
decision-making aspect ofPCK (Baxter & Lederman, 1999). Even though, Baxter et al.
(1999) advocate that PCK research should try to consider all aspects of PCK, this
Researcher is of the view that the focus in this study provided adequate information
about the teachers' understanding of their knowledge domains and how such
understandings were organised or integrated.
Moreover, the Researcher's focus on the science teachers' PCK in relation to their
understandings of these knowledge domains or PCK attributes is also consistent with
the ongoing efforts in his college of education in Nigeria whic'h are aimed at integrating,
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by design, courses in education, sciences and other related disciplines in order to
improve science teachers' classroom practice.
Document analysis
To gain more understanding of the science teachers' teaching practices, the Researcher
examined (and made photocopies of) certain school documents, which were kept by the
teachers for teaching activities. These included lesson plans, teachers' diaries, schemes
of work, and continuous assessment records. The Lagos State's Integrated Science
curriculum document was also examined with the view to gain more understanding of
the structure of the content and other curricular materials recommended by the State.
Trustworthiness of the Instruments
An instrument is considered valid when there is confidence that it measures what it is
intended lo measure (Punch, 1998).

In determining the validity of the survey

questionnaire the Researcher presented it to a group of two experts in the field of
science education to assess the questions for face and content validity. Moreover, the
questionnaire was pilot tested using five science teachers (not among those involved in
this study) who were also involved in teaching junior secondary science to determine
the clarity and relevance of the questions in eliciting information on teachers' beliefs
and ideas about factors relating to effective science teaching and learning. The teachers
involved in the pilot testing had similar characteristics to the target group and were
selected from three schools from other two neighbouring Local Education Districts.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) s~ggest that credibility rather than internal validity be the
criterion against which the truth-value of qualitative research be measured. If the truthvalue of qualitative research lies in a very supportive researcher - subject relationship
(Sandalowski, 1986) then the credibility of this study is ensured as a cordial relationship
between the Researcher and the case study teachers was maintained throughout the
research. The case study involved the use of interviews, classroom observations and
document analysis, and triangulation of these data was aimed to maximise the richness,
quality and cre:dibility of the collected data.
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Procedure for Data Collection
This investigation began with a pilot study, which was preparatory to the main study.
The study itself was divided into two phases comprising a survey of science teachers
and then case studies of selected teachers.

Pilot Study
The pilot study helped to verify whether the questionnaire and interview instruments
would function as expected with the type of subjects for which the investigation was
intended (Thomas & Nelson, 1996).

It also helped the Researcher to demonstrate

whether he could use these instruments and procedures accurately and reliably. The
pilot study was conducted using the survey questionnaire and the interview guide as
tools. Five science teachers, whose consent were earlier sought by the Researcher, were
selected from three secondary schools in two neighbouring Local Education Districts.
Their selection was based on their involvement in the teaching of Integrated Science in
the local secondary schools and considering their socio-cultural similariry with the
subjects of this study.

The five teachers completed and returned the survey

questionnaires. After a period of 10 days, the questioIU1aire was re-administered and all
five teachers r:ompleted and returned the survey. Responses were compared to
detennine if any questions were not answered consistently on both administrations.
Analysis of the teachers' responses to open-ended questions indicated that they were
well understood by the teachers and reliable.

The purpose of the pilot study was to determine the level of understanding and
relevance of the questionnaire items and the interview guide in eliciting teachers' views
on issues relating to effective science teaching and learning.
Two of the science teachers involved in foe pilot study were used to practice the
administration of the interview and their classes were also used to pilot the classroom
observation sheet. The selection of these two was based on their willingness to
participate, years of teaching experience, qualification and gender. They were
interviewed separately using the interview guide; each lasting for about 30 minutes, and
the interviews were audio-taped. Their lessons were also observed on two occasions
each and appropriate notes were taken using the lesson observation sheet.

Each

observation session lasted for about 40 minutes and was followed with infonnal
discussions regarding the teacher's chosen strategies, alternative approaches and other
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pedagogical views. This provided the opportunity to adequately rehearse the interview
and observation techniques.
The teachers' interview responses indicated that they adequately understood the
questions and their respective views regarding effective science teaching and learning
were similar to those·expressed when they responded to the survey questionnaire. The
pilot study was concluded during week four of the first term of the Lagos State's
schools calendar that started in the second week of September 2001.
Main Study

This study was carried out in the Lagos State of Nigeria and involved all 70 science
teachers of Integrated Science in the 30 Secondary Schools in two Local Education
Districts ofOjo and Amuwo-Odofin. A letter was written to the Director of Education
in the two Local Education Districts (LEDs) to seek approval to carry. out this study in
their schools. The letter briefly stated the purpose and significance of the study, and
was accompanied with a copy of the research proposal. After obtaining the approval of
the LEDs (Appendix D) the Researcher visited the secondary schools with the letter of
approval to meet the Principals and inform them about the study and seek their
assistance and approval for the participation of their Integrated Science teachers in the
study.
Contacts were also made with the science teachers. The Researcher sought their consent
to take part in the study (see Appendix E) and used the opportunity to brief them on the
aims, nature and significance of the study, and assured them of the confidentiality and
anonymity of both their participation and involvement of their school in the study.
Those initial contacts were used by the Researcher to develop researcher-participant
rapport and to assure them that the study would not be in anyway judgmental of their
teaching practices. The essence of this type of approach was to ensure participants'
cooperation and improve the quality of the data to be collected (Punch, 1998).
Furthennore, a written informed consent form was given to each teacher for his/her
perusal and to formalise his/her participation by signing the statement of disclosure and
the infonned consent form. This was regarded as a fomrnl commitment to take part in
the study whilst accepting that they could withdraw at any staec (Appendix F).
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Survey of the science teachers
The first phase of the investigation began in week five of the first term (10/10/01) as
soon as the pilot study was concluded.

The Researcher delivered the survey

questionnaires to the science teachers in their schools. Of the 70 teachers, 65 completed
and returned questionnaires, which were collected personally by the Researcher five
days after they were delivered.

A preliminary analysis was carried out after the

collection of the questionnaires, which informed the selection of the three science
teachers that were involved in the case studies.
Case studies
The case studies began during week three of second term, which started fr<.,m January 7,
2002, with individual interviews with each of the three science teachers. The interviews
were based on the questions listed in the interview guide (Appendix B) and the English
language was the medium of communication throughout the interview sessions. Each
interview was conducted in a comfortable environment devoid of any disturbances
within the teachers' schools and lasted for about 35 minutes. The interviews were audio
taped.
Classioom observation of the case study teachers commenced in March 2002 during
week eight of second tenn. Five observation sessions were conducted with each of the
teachers. Each session was followed with informal discussions, in which the teacher
was encouraged to reflect on aspects of his/her teaching to gain a better understanding
of the motives behind certain actions taken or not taken by the teacher. This also
provided opportunities for the Researcher to ask follow-up questions and obtain
clarifications on emerging issues. The teachers were encouraged to comment on aspects
of their practice they considered quite appropriate and aspects they thought needed to be
strengthened, and why they preferred those strategies they adopted in their classroom
practices.
Documents kept by the teachers were selected for analysis after each observation
session, Documents, which the teachers were able to provide for analysis, included
diarie~, scheme of work, continuous assessment records and the Integrated Science
curriclllum document. The field investigation was concluded in week eight of the third
tenn in June 2002.
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Summary of Sources of Data
The various sources of data used to answer each of the research questions are
summarised in Table 3.1
Table 3.1

Data sources related to the research questions
Data sources

0

RQ I

RQ2

RQ3

RQ4

RQS

V

V

Teachers' survey

V

V

Interview

V

V

V

V

V

Observation

V

V

V

V

Document analysis

V

V

Note: • Means research question.

Data Analysis
Presented in this section are methods of data analysis that were employed for the
teachers' survey, interview, and classroom observation and document analysis.

Questionnaire
Quantitative data from the teachers' survey were analysed using descriptive statistical
methods. The questionnaire included open-ended questions and items that required the
teachers to respond on an agreement scale or on a frequency of occurrence scale.
Responses to open-ended questions were coded into categories (see the coding manual,
Appendix G). The number of responses in each category, and the percentage of teachers
giving each category ofresponse were calculated. The responses on the scale items were
coded in relation to the scale so that the number and percentage that responded Strongly
Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree could be calculated.
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Interview and Classroom Observation
Data from interviews, observations and document analysis were organised into different
categories that express themes of meaning.

All recorded interview sesslons were

transcribed (Appendix H) verbatim without any interpretation.

In order to gain an

understanding of the emerging themes in the data, the transcripts were read repeatedly,
and coding and categorising the patterns in the data were adopted. For example, aspects
of the science teachers' ideas and practice:; were ranked, categorised and interpreted on
the basis of their pedagogical content knowledge. Data from the interview, observation
and the document analysis were used to identify and record a profile of each teacher's
teaching characteristics and classroom behaviour.
Case study descriptions were presented in narrative form with examples from the data to
proyide insight as to when and where in the data the idea emerged. Relevant quotes
from the participants were also used to complement the data presentation.

Evidence

from the analysis of documents assisted in verifying the claims of the participants.

Limitations of the Study

The fact that PCK is both an internal and external construct that cannot be measured
directly (Baxter & Lederman, 1999) is a limitation of this study. PCK has been inferred
from a range of data sources including the survey, interviews and classroom
observations. Furthennore, additional case studies may have provided a richer data and
a wider range of perspectives for the investigation.

Summary of Chapter
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate Nigerian secondary school
teachers' beliefs about science teaching effectiveness, their pedagogical coittent
knowledge, and how these influence their classroom teaching practices.
The study employed a mixed method approach comprising both descriptive and
interpretive methods. The first part involved a descriptive approach employing a
questionnaire, which sought infonnation on present teaching practices, beliefs, opinions
and attitudes of the science teachers. The second part involved an interpretive approach
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using case studies of three teachers through interviews, direct classroom observations
and document analysis.
Two Local Education Districts of Lagos State - the Amuwo and Ojo LEDs were
involved in the study. The entire population of Integrated Science teachers at the junior
secondary level (N

= 70), from the 30 secondary schools were surveyed. Three of the

science teachers were selected for case studies.

Data collected were analysed both quantitatively and qualitatively. The quantitative
analysis involved simple percentages and frequency distributions, means and standard
deviations using the SPSS statistical program. Responses to open questions, views and
opinions, were categorised and their frequencies detennined. Audio-recorded interviews
were transcribed, coded and categorised, and emerging themes identified. Triangulation

Of the data was used to ensure consistency and trustworthiness of data.
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CHAPTER 4: QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

Introduction
This Chapter reports data from the survey questionnaire. The Chapter is divided into
eight sections. The first section presents demographic data regarding the science

teachers, while the second, third and fourth sections are respectively teachers' beliefs
abou:· the nature of science and science teaching, organisation of the science

curriculum, and teaching and learning in science. Teachers' beliefs about the role of
students are presented in the fifth section. Teachers' views about effectiveness of

strategies and lessons, and factors that inhibit teaching effectiveness are presented in
the sixth and seventh sections respectively. The last section provides a summary of the
Chapter. Also presented at the end of each section are assertions derived from the
major findings from the data analysis.
Demographic Data
The entire population of science teachers that are involved in science teaching at the
junior secondary level at the 30 secondary schools in the two local education districts
of Lagos State were surveyed. Of the 70 science teachers, 65 completed and returned
questionnaires, which represents a 93% return rate. The sample of 65 science teachers
included 30 males (46%) and 35 females (54%); with 40 (62%) teaching in urban

schools and 25 (38%) located in rural schools. The respondents' ages, teaching
qualification and years of teaching experience are summarised in Tables 4.1- 4.4.

iii.\

I/ 1'
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Table 4.1

"
Percentage age distribution ofscience teachers (N=65)
No. of teachers

Age range

Percent

2

3

12

19

41

63

41-50 years

10

15

Total

65

JOO

20 years & below
21-30 years
31-40 years

'

The majority of the science teachers (63%) were between 31 and 40 years of age.
Only 22% of the teachers were younger than 31, and only 15% were older than 40

years.

Table 4.2

Percentage ofteachers with various teaching qualifications (N=65) .;
Qualification

No.of

Percent

teachers
No Teaching Qualification

7

11

NCE'

24

37

B.Sc+PGDE'

18

28

NCE+B.Sc/B.Ed/B.Sc. Ed

16

24

Total

65

100;

-B.SC

:/

"'

(

Note, 0 NCE is the Nigerian Certificate in Education; bpGbE is the Postgraduate
Diploma in Education.

Of the 65 science teachers, seven (11 %) had science degrees but no professional teaching
qualifications, 24 {37%) had a three year professional teaching qualification and- the
remainder (52%), had at least four years of pre-service teacher education. In addition to
this, one respondent had a master of science degree and two had master degrees in
education. The major subject areas of the teachers' qualifications are summarised in Table
4.3.
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Table 4.3

Major subject areas ofthe science teachers (N=65)
aMajor subjects areas

No.of

Percent

teachers
Int.Sc+Bio/Chem/Phy/Math.

18

28

Bio; Bio+Agric/Chem.

18

28

Phy; Chem; Phy+Chem,

26

40

3

4

Agric. Science
Total

65

100

aThere are usually two subject areas in the Nigerian Certificate of Education.

Subject areas found combined with Integrated Science are Biology, Chemistry,

Physics and Mathematics.
Only 28% of the respondents had Integrated Science as a major subJect area. A high
proportion of teachers had their majors in the physical sciences. The teachers' years
of teaching experience are summarised in Table 4.4
Table 4.4

Teachers' years ofteaching experience (N=65)
Years of experience

No. of

Percent

teachers

5 and below

14

21

6-10

30

46

11-15

16

25

16-20

4

6

20 and above

1

2

Total

65

100

The data indicate that the majority of the teachers (71 %) have had between six and 1S years
of teaching experience. Twenty-two percent of the teachers have had five years of teaching
experience and below, while those who have had 16 years experience and above constituted
just eight percent of the sample. The data also indicate that only one teacher has had up to
20 or more years of teaching experience which further suggests that most of the teachers do
not stay their entire career in the teaching profession.
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In summary the majority of the teachers involved in this investigation

ere between 31

and 40 years of age and were female had three or four years of teacher training, had no
higher degrees in either sciences or education. and had less than 15 years of teaching
experience.
Assertion 4.1
The majority of the science teachers were between 31 and 40 years of
age, had three or four years of teacher training and less than 15 years
of teaching e perience. Only 28% of the teachers had qualifications in
Integrated Science.

Class i:ie

Teachers were asked to describe their class size. Re ponses were categori ed into group
data ranging from below 30 to 90-100. and are di played in Figure 4.1. Class size by school
location (urban/rural) is also summarised in Table 4.5.

31-40

41,50

51-60

61•70

71.SO

81-90

91·100

Class size

Figure 4.1. Class size (. = 65)
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Table 4.5
'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.'

,.,,'

·,_'./

ClaSs-;ize·distri~utio~ byS~ho~i{~-~~/io~ ~~:63) ,- ·

.

.·,,_

·, ',i:,-'

.. ·• Ruial /

Urban .•
,,} ,'

31-40

4

2

41-50

5

6

51-60

11··:·

9

11

3·

6

2

.2

.1

0

I

39

·24,

).

· 61-70

11:80
.· 81-90

·.

91- 100

· To'tal

.

-.

~·-

'

.·',i

•

,-._'

' -s:

'

, The data indicate ihat'the·most Common class sizes (54%) are between 51 and 70 students per
.clas~.-·"onJy 27% of classes

h~d 50 students or less.

Ofthe-39.schOols in the UI'ban areas, 19

(49%) have classes with more 60 students whereas of the 24 rural schools, 7 (29%) have

classes With more than 60 students per class. Classrooms in urban schools are generally larger
than those of rural schools but the largest class (above 90) was found in a rural school.

'
Assertion 4.2
Most',of the classes

1ut'd betweefl -51

and 70 stucfents; and .cla~-~-)ize{ in.

ruI'at·sChool; were~ 1itt_ie' SQ1auer thin.in urbari schools .. ·:

-·.:- -,!
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Teachers' Beliefs about the Nature of Science and Science Teaching

Science teachers were asked to respond .to.. statementS about the nature of science on a five'

·poitit scale ranging from i•~fro~gly disagree" to "strongly ag~e~"·. _The-_percentages of teachers
r~sponding at-·the various levels··ofagreeIIlent were calclllated. The teachei's' responses to the
various statements are si.muharised in Table 4.6

·.Table 4.6

Beli~fs about the nature of science

,A

SA

D

UN

'' (%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

.evidence is generated~

0.0

0.0

3.0

20.0

', 77.0

Scientific knO\yledge does not change

,46.0

I I.0

10.0

17.0

16.0

5.0

6.0

2.0

24.0

63.0

26.0

21.0

14.0

25.0

14.0

SD

Science theories are revised ~s new

0

·Science is a collection of facts abOut
Nature_
Scie"nce is 'a way of investi_gating and
developing understanding about the natural
world.

Not~·:. Not every teacher responded to,a/1 the ite~s'.' SD=Strong/y disagr~e,' D1':"'"Disaf;ree,

.UN=Undecided A=Agree and SA =Strongly agree.
Almos·t all respondents ·(97%) agree or strongly agi'e·e tha{ ~pience:i theorie; are revised as ~ew
~vid.ence is generat~d and a majority of the teachers disagre~ or ;trongly disagree (57%) with
'

the stateme~t that scientific knowledge does not change. ·!?ery few

oi the

teachers (39%)

believe that science is a way of investigating and developillg understanding about the natural
world; however, most (87%) agree that science is a collection of facts about nature.
· Assertion 4.3
Teachers' responses.to statements about the nature of science indicate that.
_they believe that science theories are revised as new evidence is generated,
and that science is mOre of a collection of facts about nature rather than a·
way of investigating and developing understanding about the natural world.
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Teachers were also asked to respond to statements about science teaching on a five·point scale
ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". The percentages of teachers responding
at the various level of agreement were calculated. The respo·nses are summarised in Table 4.7
'Table 4.7

Teachers' beliefs about science teaching_(N = 6~)
Beliefs about science teaching

SD. D

UN

A

(%). (%) (%). (%)

SA
(%)

A. quieit class is generally needed for effective science teaching arid 0.0 6.0 2.0
learning.

31 ;o 61.0

How much students learn depends on the rele~~Ce ofihe lessiJn to 0.0 11.0 8.0
students' lives.
·

41.0 40.0

2.0 16.0 3.0

36.0 43.0

One ofthe_most important factors influencing what a student learns 3.0 8.0. 5.0
in science is his/her existing knowledge and beliefs about the topic.

52.0 32.0

It is better when the teacher (not the student) decides what

activities are to be done.

Students will take more initiative to learn when they feel free to
move around the classroom.

31.0 29.0 7.0

21.0 12.0

Students should help establish the criteria that will be used to asses, 24.0 45.0 11.0 l7.0 3.0
them.

Note: SD=Strongly disagree, D=Disagree, UN=Undecided, A=Agree, SA=Strongly agree.
Almost all of the teachers (92%) agree or strongly agree with the statement that a quiet class is
needed_ for effective teaching and learning, and most agree (79%) that the teacher should decide
what activities are to be done. The majority of the teachers (69%) do not believe that students
should feel free to move around the classroom or help establish criteria u£ed for assessing
them. Most teachers (81 %) agree that the relevance of the lesson influences students' learning
and (84%) agree that a student's existing knowledge and beliefs are important factors
influencing learning.
Assertion 4.4
The teachers' agreed with statements about scien.de teaching that are _consistent
with a teacher·centred style of teaching.
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Assertion 4.5
-· · .M~st teach~rs recognised the impOrtance cif ~eiC·vin:.~e-,_~f;J~~son\orit~1_1(~d
-' student's· existing knowledge for learning:· _.,.
,, .

· Assertioil 4.6

.,·.-'-·

',Most teachers believe tha:t i;\s thC teac'her ·,and nOt ·:the- Studellt) that sl10'u1d
decide what-aCtivit_i.e~ ale -to be ~~ne..,in the cla~~ro_om· 8I1d thai aquf~! ~I~i~ -is
.

-

.

.

'

.

"ge~erall)' needel(or effecti~e s~_ierice teaChtng an_d Ieaniirig.

·' :-• ,,,_

"

-· ' ;,-

Organisati~n of Science Curriculum

Teachers were asked to respond to statements about science curriculum organisation,_on a fivepoint scale ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". The percentages of teachers
responding at each level of_ agreement or disagreement were calculated. Response~ to the
statements are summarised in Table 4.8.

'

'
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Table 4.8

- TeClchers' beliefs abo_ut curriculum·organisation (N.= 65)

SD

Beliefs about curriculuffi organisation

%'

D

UN

A

SA

-%

.(%) ~

(%)

(%)

1:,

Scienc_e curriculurri.should be relev8.nt to students'-_env-ironltleflt
.

llnd lives. ·

'.•

,·,

,,

.,

,.

2.0

0.0

17.0 79.0

2.0. 0.0

3.0

16.0 79.0

2.0

21.0 70.0

26.0 . 17.0'

15.0

15.0 27.0

5.0 · 4.0

3.0

10.0 78.0

6.0

5.0

9.0

10.0 70.0

.. 24.0

18.0

19.0

18.0 21.0

20.0

19.0

22.0

20.0 19.0

25.0

9.0

28.0

22.0 16.0

2.0

·'

Science· cu~i'ic'ulum should emphasise ~-ethod~·or'iri·qtiiry
'.

'

.

"

,

·<·\\·.

in science

•

•

Science c~rriculum should. elllphasise
. content knowledge

Science_ curriculum·should be_ based on s_ocietal issues

·.3.0

"·

4.0

The content of the Lagos State's Integrated Science (ISC)

curriculum is compreherisiVe.
Lag~s State's ISC curriculum is flexibie enough to e~il:ble
'
•i
me use_vario_us teaching met_h6ds.
d ii
Lagos State's ISC currir.ulum is Current
,•

'

'

LagoS ~tate's I_SC curriculum is relevant to students,-nee~s
•
La~os ·state,'s ISC curriculum objectives are ·aChiev.~ble i

Note: SD=Strongly disagree, D=Disagre"~....· UN=Undecided, A=A·gree,. and SA=Strongly
agree.
'fhe data summarised in Table 4.8 indicate that alinost all tefichers (96%) strongly agree or
agree with the statement that the curriculum should be relevant to students' environment and
lives. They also believe that the curriculum should emphasise both content knowledge (91 %)
and methods of inquiry (95%) but only a minority (42%) favour a curriculum based on societal
issues.

Most teachers (88%) view the Lagos State's Integrated Science curriculum as

comprehensive, however, only a minority believe that the Integrated Science curriculum is
curre°:t (39%), is relevant to students' needs (39%), and has achievable objectives (38%).

~ Assertion

4. 7

Almost alfofthe teachCrs beliCve that the curriculum should be relevant and it
S~ould be based on inquiry·-·in s'cience·and on.content knowledge.
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Assertion 4.8
A majority of teachers ·agree .that . the Lagos State's Integrated ..Scien~e
curriculum is co~prChensive;. howdYe.~•.they)!<;>, not:beli_eve ~at the_ do~ument
•

.-

'"'

,,,

:,

,-,; .. ::,'· -':"1- ' >

- ,' : ':·-,

.,. .

is Current, relevant to students' .needs·.qr_h~ii{iichieV'able
obj~Ctives.
·- ·-> ,,:
''
.
.. -· ,,
.

'

'

'

.\'..

.-

... ,,

·-.:.·:.:-_\:.··':-··

~is. s~c~io·~ c~n~~~ers the.st.rategies used by teachers·in their.scie_~-ce·te~ching, the average time
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Table 4.9

Teaching strategies used by teachers in their last scie!lce lesson (N = 65)

Classroom practices/strategies

Frequency

Explaining

43.

.66:2

19

29.2

15

23.1

Engaging students in class discussion

7

10.8

Defining science terms

4

6.2

Giving notes

4

6.2

Giving class activities

4

6.2

Using models/objects/specimens

4

6.2

Guiding students

4

6.2

Using charts/diagrams

3

4.6

Summarising concepts

1

1.5

Ask.ing and answering questions

1

1.5

, Derp.ollstrating
GiVing examples

'Percefit

Note: 11 Percentage ofteachers mentioning each strategy.
The data indicate that the most frequently mentioned strategies were explaining (66.2%),

demonstrating (29.2%) and giving examples to students (23.10%). It should be noted that there
are a number of teaching strategies like giving notes, and using charts/diagrams that are related
to explaining or may have been used in the course ·of explaining.

The responses strongly

support an emerging pattern of instructional style that is teacher~centred and didactic.
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Assertion 4.9
The teachers' descriptions of their last lesson indicate that the most
frequently employed teaching strategies are explaining, demonstrating and
giving examples.

As a follow-up question, teachers were asked to indicate if the described lesson was typical of
other lessons they taught in school and whether they considered the lesson effective or not and
to give the reason why. Ninety-two percent of the teachers indicated that the lesson described,
was typical of other lessons they taught in their schools. Of the remaining 8% who indicated
that it was not typical of their lessons, 4% gave the reason that the lesson involved the use of
real objects/specimens, 2% noted that their lessons involved abstract concepts, which students
found difficult to understand and 2% gave the reason that, their lessons irivolved practicals.
Fifty-nine percent of the teachers indicated that they considered the lesson effective and gave
reasons, which are summarised in Table 4.10, while 5% indicated that their own lessons were
ncit effective because of the large class size and 2% considered their lesson ineffective because
of poor sitting arrangements in class.

Table 4.IO

Teachers' reasons for considering their lessons, effective (N=38)
No of teachers

Reasons for considering the lesson effective
Students respond to questions

; 17
·-'

Students show interest ill the concept

-1'

8

Students contribute to class discussion

6

Students participate in demonstration

5

Students were made to observe real objects/specimens 2

I

I

I

I

The teachers explained that students answering questions in class, showing interest in the
concept being taught, contributing to class discussion and participating in demonstrations are
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important indicators of effective science teaching. These teachers seemed tO view students'
engagement in their lessons as signs that the lesnons were effective.

Time Spent on Various Teaching Strategies
Science teachers were asked to estimate the time they spent on various teaching strategies during
a typical 40 minutes science lesson and during a typical 80 minutes practical lesson. Teachers'
estimates of the time spent on each strategy were summed and their mean values calculated. The
mean times spent and their standard deviations are summarised in Table 4.11 and Table 4.12.

Table 4.11

Mean estimated time spent on (or a~~signed to) teaching strategies in a typical 40 minutes
lesson (N =65)

Average time

Standard :· Percentage of

Teaching strategies

(mins)

deviatiori" lesson

Teacher explaining

15.7

5.5

39.4

9.4

3.3

23.3

Whole-class discussion

5.7

4.7

14.2

Supervis~11g students' work

5.5

3.3,'

13.8

Small group activities

2.4

2.8

6.0

Students reading text books

1.3

2.4

3.3

Giving notes

io students

Total,.'

.
•

40.0

100.0

The data iiidicate that the teachers spend most of the time in a lesson explaining the concepts
(39.4%) a.,d giving notes to students (23.3%). Time spent ·on students' small group activities and
reading of textbooks is quite minimal .
.,Assertion 4.10
The teachers' responses indicate that, on average, they spend more than half
;

of 40 minutes lessons explaining concepts and giving notes to students.
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Table 4.12

Mean estimated time spen(on teaching strategies in a typical 80 minutes practical lesson

Teaching strategies

Average time ·standard Percentage of
(mins)

de::yiation lesson

Students' grouP work/activities

21.9

10.3

27.4

TeaCher's demonstration

20.3

9.1

25.4

Teacher explaining

11.6

5.9

14.6

Giving note to students

10.4

7.1

13.0

Individual student's activities

8.8

7.9

11.0

Whole-class discussion

7.0

5.2

8.6

, ..

f,•;

Total

80.0

100.0

Even in 80 minutes practical lessons, teachers spend more than half of the lesson on teachercentred activities involving demonstrating, explaining and giving notes to students. Students'
group and individual activities are only allocated a total of 31 minutes (38.4%). Students are

rarely involved in whole-class discussions during practicals.

Assertion 4.11
During 80 minutes practical periods more than -half of the period is spent on.
teacher~directed activities involving teacher demonstration, explanation of
concepts and giving notes to students rather than on students' group/individual
activities.

Goals for Asking Students Questions during Science Lessons
Teachers were asked how often they were trying to accomplish certain goals by asking
students questions. They were specifically asked to respond, on a four~point scale ranging
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from "never'' to "very often", to statements about goals for asking students questions during
science lessons. The statements and the percentages of the teachers• responses at various levels
of agreement were calculated and are summarised in Table 4.13.
Table 4.13

Teachers' goals for asking students questions dufing science lesson (N = 65)
Goals for asking students questions

Percentage of teachers
Never

Sometime

Often

To make students relate what they are
learning to their own experience

0.0

15.4

30.8

53.8

To elicit the students• ideas or opinions

3.1

13.8

38.5

44.6

To get the students to explain their
reasoning

3.1

17.2

37.5

42.2

To see if students know the correct
answer

6.2

30.0

35.0

28.8

To see ifther have done their homework

3.1

36.9

35.4

24.6

· Very often

Even though teachers sometime or often ask students questions during lessons in order to
know if students know the correct answer or whetlier they have done their home work, the
data indicate that more often they ask questions in order to elicit students' ideas (83.1%)
and

iO make them relate what they learn to their own experience (84.6%). However, more

than 90% of the teachers sometime, often or very often ask questions to .detennine if
homework has been completed.

Assertion 4.12
The teachers' responses indicate that they more often ask students questions· to
make them relate the concept to their own experience or to elicit 'students' ideas
or opinions than they do_.so in order to know if students have done· their
homework or if they know the correct answer.
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Practical Sdence Lessons
Teachers were asked to indicate, on a four-point scale ranging from ''never" to "all the time" how
often they· gave students the procedure to follow for experiments, and how often they allowed
students to plan their own investigations. The teachers' responses are summarised in Table 4.14

Table 4.14

How often teachers give students procedures for experiments or allow them to plan their own'
investigations (N=65)

Percentage of teachers
Statements

Never Sometimes Most of the time All the time

How often do you give students the
procedure to follow for experiments

2

12

57

29

How often do you allow students to plan
their own practical investigation

24

74

2

0

The data summarised in Table 4.14 indicate that the large majority of teachers (86%) give
students practical procedures to follow most of the time or all the time. Twenty-four percent
indicated that they never allow students to plan their own experiments while 76% only allow
this occasionally.
Assertion 4.13
The majority _of the tea./ihers provide students the procedures to follow for
experiments most of the time and they rarely allow students plan their own
investigations.

Teachers were asked to rate, on a four-point scale varying from "not available at all" to
"very good'', the state of instructional facilities for teaching practical lessons in their
schools. The teachers' ratings Of their facilities for practical lessons are sununarised in

Table 4.15
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Table 4.15

Teachers' ratings ofihe state offacilities for teaching practiCal lessons in their schools
(N- 65)

State of facilities

No. of teachers Percerit
I

I

Very poor

29

45

Adequate

29

45

Very good

6

9

Not available at all

Total

65

100 ·

The data indicate that more than 46% of the science teachers were of the opinion that the
facilities for teac_hing practical lessons in their schools were either not available or.were very
poor. Only 9% ofteacliers rated their facilities as very good.

Assertion 4.14

The teachers' responses indicate that in almost half of the schools involved in

this study, the facilities for teaching practicals were not available or poor.

Purpose of Assessing Students in Schools

Teachers were asked to list in order of importance, four purposes for assessing students in their
schools. Responses in the four categories of importance were given weightings of first (4)
second (3) third (2) and fourth (1).

The total weighted rank order was calculated by

multiplying each purpose of assessing students listed as first, second, third, and fourth b~ their
respective weighing factors of four, three, two, and one. The various purposes for assessing
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students in schools listed by the teachers and their weighted rank order .of importance are
surilmarised in Tables 4.16.
Table 4.16

Purposes ofasfessing students in schools nominated by_ teachers and their rank order of
iinportance (N =· 65)
Weighted ·:rank order of

importance

First

Second ·.··Third

FO~

(x 4)

(x 3)

----

Purposes of assessing ..
students in ·sChools·

(x2)

Total
weighted

.. (x 1)

rank scores

,.
To test students' ability

72

36

6

1

115

For promotion tci the nCXt

28

30

14

2

74

To know iflesson objective is 5_6
achieved
\{l

15

2

1

To find out if they understand
con_~ept

4.8

12

2

0

To evaluate one's self..

t'6

24

10

' '1

, 51

0

12

16

0

28

ill the sclieme o'lwork ·

4

9

4

:o

' '17 ,.

To-keep.records ofstildents

0

9

4

-0

TO en'COura:ge'studentS

0

'9,

0

1

.8

0

0

0

8

0

3

0

0

3

232

159

'58

6

,, 455

c!asS

•:

~

'

'

74
' ,,
'

62

'

Tci give feed~back ·10 parents
· To find oil~ problem ._ru-Cas __

To detennine· students' scores
To i~P:rove teaChing.
·,

Total'

'

'

i,_

13

N~ie: The wei;ihed ranks were catCUia~ed by· miiltiplyi~g_the purposes ofassessment in schools
'ranked first, second, third, and fourth respectively bj the weighing factors offour. :three. two
a~d ~ne.
The data (Table 4.16) indicate that the most important purposes of assessing students are, to
.. test students' ability, for students' promOtio'n to the next class, t~ find out ifl~sson objectives
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are achieved and to find out if students understand the concepts. Other purposes for assessing
students in schools include to evaluate one's self as the teacher, to give feedback to parents, to
find out problem areas in the scheme of work, to keep records of students' achievements in the
school, to encourage students in their studies, to determine students' scores and to improve
teaching. The raw data also indicate that there is considerable variation between teachers in
their rating of purposes for assessing students in schools.
Assessment Methods
Teachers were asked to lfat in order ofimportance, four assessment methods that were being
used in science in their s:chools. Responses that fell into the first (4), second (3), third (2) and
fourth (1) priority lists of the teachers' nominated assessment methods in their schools were
multiplied by weighting factors and the data are summarised in Table 4.17.
Table 4.17

Teachers' nominated assessment methods used in school and their weighted rank order of
importance (N = 65).
Weighted rank order of importance
First (x 4) Second
Third
Fourth
(x 3)
(x2)
(xi)

Total weighted
rank scores

Periodic/Continuous
assessment tests

92

48

6

0

146

Regular class exercises

32

27

20

0

79

Take-home assignments

32

27

14

6

75

Tenninal examinations

24

27

IO

2

67

Projects

12

18

IO

4

44

Grading of practical notes

12

3

14

2

31

Attendance in class

8

3

8

2

21

Assessment of skills

8

2

IO

18

473

Assessment method

Total

220

153

82

Note: Not every teacher responded to this item. The weighted rank scores were calculated by
multiplying the assessment methods ranked first, second, third and fourth by their weighing
factors of/our, three, two and one respectively.
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The data indicate that by far the most practiced methods of assessment in schools are
periodic/continuous assessment tests, regular class exercises, take-home assignments, and
tenninal examinations. Grading of practical notes and use of projects are also used by (16%)
teachers).
Assertion 4.15
The teachers' responses indicate that the majority of them assess their students by
giving periodic/continuous assessment tests, regular class exercises, take-home
assignments and by terminal examinations and they do so more often for sumrnative
purposes rather than for formative purposes.

Role of Students
Respondents were asked to describe the role/s played by their students during their most recent
Integrated Science lesson. Responses ranged from just listening and paying attention to taking
notes during the lesson. The various responses regarding the roles/activities of students during
a science lesson and percentage of teachers identifying them are summarised in Table 4.18.
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Table 4.18 Role of students during a ~cience lesson and percentage of teachers mentioning

them (N- 65)

Students' roles/activities

Frequency

Percent

Listening

28

43

Asking/answering questions

27

42 '

Taking notes

19

29

Engaged in group activities

14

22

Observing the teacher

13

20

Discussing

8

12

Engaged in individual activities

2

3

Note: Most teachers mentioned several student roles.
The data displayed in Table 4.18 indicate that during the teachers' last science lessons students
were mainly involved in such activities as listening (43.1%), asking/answering questions
(41.5%), or just answering questions (36.9%). More than half of the responses referred to the
students' passive roles of listening, observing the teacher or copying notes. Engaging in
individual activities and class discussions were least reported, (3.1 %) and (12.3%) respectively.

Assertion 4.16
The teachers' descriptions of the roles of students in their Iruit lesson indicate that in
the majority of the lessons students were mainly perfonning passive roles of listening,
answerin12 auestions and takin12 down notes.
Teachers were further asked to outline students' roles in an effective science classroom.
Specifically, they were asked to respond to the statement. "I believe science teaching and
learning is most effective when the students do or are doing the following:" Various responses
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were given regarding students' roles when science teaching and learning is most effective. The
number of times each role/activity was suggested by the teachers (frequency) and percentage of
teachers nominating them are summarised in Table 4.19.

Table 4.19
Typical students' roles/activities when science teaching and learning is considered most
effective (N - 65).

Role of students

Frequency

Percent

Engaged in hands-on .activities

34

52

Ask and answer questions in the class

·''.

:33

Listen attentively and follow instructions

25

Do all assigrunents

13

Find out things on their own

51

·"

· 10

..
·''

39
20

..

15

Keep good notes

8

12

Contribute to class discussions

8

12

Can adequately observe teacher's demonstration

5

8

explore more

3

5

Relate very well with their teacher

2

3

Can apply previous knowledge to tackle new problems

2

3

Show interest in the study of science and are keen to

·.

Note: Most teachers mentioned several student roles.
Most of the teachers hold the belief that science teaching and learning is most effective when
students are engaged in hands-on activities (52.3%), ask and answer questions in the class
(50.8%), listen and follow instructions (38.5%), and do all assignments (20.0%). Finding out
things on their own, contributing to class discussions and keeping of good notes were also
mentioned. Even though 52.3% of the teachers mentioned students' engagement in hands-on
activities as most crucial when science teaching is most effective, the strategy was least
employed in their own description of the students' roles during their last science lessons
described in Table 4.18. The assertion could be reasonably made that the teachers were either
not guided by their pedagogical beliefs about learning during their last lesson or tried to avoid a
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more challenging instructional method or were constrained by other factors such as class size
or lack of facilities in their schools.
Assertion 4.17
A comparison of students' roles in the teachers' last lesson (summarised in
Table 4.18) and the teachers' belief that students be engaged in hand-on
activities when science teaching and learning is most effective (Table 4.19),
indicate that the teachers seem not to have been guided by their pedagogical
beliefs during their last lessons or may have been constrained by school
factors such as lack of facilities or large classes.

Teachers' Roles

Teachers were asked to state the role/s of the teacher when science teaching is effective.
Specifically, they were asked to respond to the statement, "Science teaching is effective
when the teacher does ... ? Many of the teachers suggested three or more roles and
teaching strategies ranging from demonstrating the concept being taught to proper
planning ahead for lessons. Though most of the responses were related and interwoven,
they fell"into clusters relating to teacher's knowledge about teaching, general (more
traditional) teaching styles, more student-oriented strategies and class control.

The

percentage of teachers suggesting the various teaching roles and strategies within each
of these identified clusters are summarised in Table 4.20.
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Table 4.20

Percentage ofteachers suggesting various teaching roles/ strategies for effective
science teaching (N= 65)
Teacher's roles/strategies when science teaching is effective

No of teachers

Percent

Strategies relating to teachers• knowledge and lesson
preparation
Has good knowledge of subject matter

9

14

Possesses the ability to improvise teaching materials

7

11

Plans very well ahead oflesson

s

8

Organises his/her lesson from simple to complex

2

3

Takes into account the developmental level of students

2

Makes use of appropriate evaluation method

2

General teaching (more traditional) strategies
Demonstrates the concept being taught.

34

52

Explains the concept effectively

25

39

Relates the concept to students' lives

8

12

Makes use of instructional materials

7

11

Uses real objects/ specimens

4

6

Uses various teaching skills

2

3

Gives enough exercises and examples

2

3

Give notes to the students on each topic taught

2

3

Arouses students' interest in the concept

I

2

Ensures that students learn by doing activities.

19

29

Supervises individual students' work

II

17

Allows students' participation in the lesson

IO

15

Encourages students to ask and answer questions

8

12

Encourages students to find out things by themselves

6

9

Gives the topic out to students ahead of the lesson

4

6

Engages students in class discussion

3

s

2

3

More student~oriented strategies

Strategies relating to class control

Directs and adequately manages the classroom
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In terms of teacher's background knowledge and lesson preparation, a good number of
teachers (14%) hold the belief that science teaching is most effective when the teacher
has good knowledge of subject matter and can improvise teaching materials (11%)
when necessary.

A large majority of the teachers believe that teaching is effective when the teacher
demonstrates (52%) and effectively explains (39%) the concept being taught and relates

it to students' lives (12%). Those responses indicate that the majority of the teachers
hold beliefs consistent with transmission pedagogy.

Nevertheless, a good number of

teachers do believe in more student•oriented strategies; that science teaching is· most
effective when the teacher allows students' participation in the lesson (15%), ensures
that they learn by doing activities (29%), and supervises their individual work (17%).

ASsertion4.18
For effective science teachi~·.g, the majority of teachers believe that the
concept should be de(ponstrated and explained ·effectively, and to do this
teachers need a good knOwledge of subject matter.

Assertion 4.19
A large minority of the teachers also believe that science teaching is· most
effective when the teacher allows students to participate in the lesson, ensures
that they learn by doing hands·on activities; encourages them to_ ask and
answer questions in class and supervises their work individually.

Classroom Environment/Facilities
The teachers were asked to give a rating of the classroom environment/facilities for science
teaching in their schools on a three-point scale ranging from "good enough to "inadequate".
The teachers' ratings of their classroom environment/facilities are summarised fo Table 4.21
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Table 4.21

Teachers' rating oftheir classroom environment/facilities (N=.58)
Classroom environment/facilities

No of teachers

Percent

Good enough

24

41

Averagely all right

14

24

Inadequate

20

35

Note: Not every teacher responded to this item. Classroom environment/facilities/or science
teaching include: enough room andfurniture, charts, models, objects/specimens, workbooks
etc.
The majority of the teachers believe that their classroom environment/facilities were good
enough (41%) or averagely ok (24%) for effective science teaching and learning. A good

number of teachers (35%) also hold the view that their classroom environments/facilities were
inadequate for effective science teaching and learning.

Assertion 4.20
The teachers' ratings of their classroom environment/facilities indicate
fairly divided opinions; more than a third of the science teachers sampled
rated the classroom envirorunent/facilities in their schools as inadequate;
this view appears to agree with the teachers' views regarding facilities for
practical lessons (Assertion 4.14).

Factors that Inhibit Effective Science Teaching

Teachers were asked to list four major factors, in order of importance, that inhibit or limit the
effectiveness of their science teaching. The inhibiting/limiting factors listed as first, second,
third, and fourth in their level of importance and their overall weighted ranking order are
summarised in Tables 4.22.
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Table 4.22

Factors identified by teachers as inhibiting science teaching eff'rftiveness and their
weighted rank order ofifflportance {N=65)

:,
Factors that inhibit effectiveness First
(x 4)

Weighted rank ordei: of importance
Fourth
Total
Second Third
(x 3)
(x 2)
(x I)

Limited resources

80

45

14

Lack of appropriate text-books

16

24

22

StudefltS' poor attitude

20

24

16

Class size

44

12

Inadequate laboratory

24

Unconducive environment
Inadequate job motivation

,,

2

141

5

67

5

65

2

.,' 2

60

27

6

2

59

12

18

8

2

40

8

9

16

6

39

Insufficient time for each period 20

6

4

6

36

Lack of support from parents

0

3

12

2

17,

Poor background of students

8

6

0

ii'

I

15

Cultural beliefs of the community 8

0

2

'

I

11

Insufficient number of teachers

0

0

6

' 1;°!

3

9

Too much work load

0

0

4

''

I

5

0

3

,,

',

if·

i
'

i:'

,.I'
:!
!

Insufficient free-hand (freedom)

0

3

0

Unstable education policies
Students are not allowed to learn
science out of classroom

0

0

0

l

I

0

0

0

I

I

Total

240

177

112

40

569

'
'

Note: The weighted rank order was calculated by multiplying the :teaChers' rankings by the
weighing/actors offour, three, two and one respectively
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The data indicate that science teachers identified 16 factors, which inhibit or limit their
effectiveness in science teaching in their schools. Of these inhibiting factors, by far the
most significant, starting from the most important, are limited resources, lack of
appropriate textbooks, students' poor attitude towards science, large classes, inadequate
laboratory facilities, and lack of job motivation among others.

Assertion 4.21
The five most important factors limiting the quality of science teaching
that were mentioned by the teachers were: limited resources, lack of
appropriate textbqoks, students' poor attitude towards science subjects,
large class size, and inadequately equipped laboratory.

Summary of Findings
Tl~e majority of the science teachers were between 31 and 40 years of age,· i~Rd three ·or

.

'

four years of teacher training, had a major in the physical sciences and less than 15
:

·,

ye'a:rs of teaching experience. Most of the classes had between 51 and

,,

'lo students and

cl.iss sizes in the rural schools were a little smaller than in urban schoolS.

'i:
i

THe teachers' responses to statements about the nature of science indicat~' that they
believe that science theories are revised as new evidence is generated, that science is a
collection of facts rather than a way of investigating and developing understanding
about the natural world. The teachers agreed with statements about science teaching
that was consistent with teacher-centred, didactic teaching styles. They did not agree
with statements about students being free to move round the classroom or establishing
as~essment criteria and this further suggest that they hold beliefs about teaching
co.Ilsistent with traditional teaching philosophies.
i

The teachers' responses to statement about curriculum organisation indicate that they
sti:Ongly believe that curriculum should be relevant and it should be based on inquiry in
sdence and on content knowledge.

They agreed that the Lagos State's Integrated

Science curriculwn is comprehensive; however, the majority of them do not view the
document as current, relevant to students' needs or having achievable objectives.
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The teachers' descriptions of their last lesson indicate than their most frequently
employed teaching strategies are explaining, demonstrating and giving examples. On
the average, they spend more than half of the period in any 40 minutes lesson
explaining the concept and giving notes to students. During 80 minutes practical periods
more than half of the period is spent on teacher-directed activities involving teacher
demonstration, explanation of concepts and giving notes to students rather than on
students' group/individual activities.

The teachers' responses indicate that they more often ask students questions in order to
help them relate concepts to their own experience or to elicit students' ideas or opinions
than they do so in order to know if students have done their homework or if they know
the correct answer. The majority of the teachers give practical procedures for their
students to follow most of the time or all of the time during practical classes and they
rarely allow students plan their own investigations.

In about half of the schools

involved in this study, the state of facilities for t~aching practicals is very poor.

The teachers' responses about purposes for assessing students in schools indicate that
the majority of them assess their students for summative purposes rather than for
fonnative purposes.

The majority of them assess their students by giving

periodic/continuous assessment

tests,

regular class exercises,

and

take-home

assignments and by terminal examinations.

The teachers' description of the roles of students in their last lesson indicate that in the
majority of the lessons students wefe mainly listening, asking and answering questions
and talcing down notes. The majority of the teachers hold the view that science teaching
and learning is most effective when students are engaged in hands-on activities ask and
answer questions in class and listen attentively and follow instructions. A minority of
them, however, are of the view that science teaching and learning is most effective
when the students are allowed to find out things on their own, contribute to class
discussions, and show interest in the concept being taught.

A comparison of students' roles in the teachers' last lesson (summarised in Table 4.18)
and the teachers' suggested roles of students when science teaching is most effective
(Table 4.19) indicate that the teachers may have been constrained by school factors such
as lack of facilities or large classes.
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For effective science teaching, the majority of the teachers believe that the concepts
should be demonstrated and explained effectively, and to do this teachers need a good
knowledge of subject matter.

A large minority of them also believe that science

teaching is most effective when the teacher allows the students to participate in the
lesson, ensures that they learn by doing hands-on activities, encourages them to ask and
answer questions in class and supervises their work individually. The teachers' ratings
of their classroom environment/facilities indicate fairly divided opinions; more than one
third of the science teachers sampled rated the classroom environment/facilities in their
schools as inadequate - this view appears to agree with the teachers· views regarding
facilities for practical lessons.
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CHAPTER 5: CASE STUDY 1
Introduction

This Chapter presents the first case study. The case studies presented in the next three
chapters were conducted in order to investigate more closely the teachers' beliefs about
effective science teaching, how they teach and why they teach the way they do, and to
find out what component or attribute of PCK that manifest in their classroom practices.
The case study presented in this Chapter was compiled from data gathered by
questionnaire, interview, lesson observations, informal discussions and analysis of

curriculum documents. It is presented in six parts. Presented first is the teacher's profile
followed by the context of science teaching in the school. The third part outlines the

teacher's pedagogical beliefs while the fourth presents the teacher's classroom
practices. The teacher's practices were analysed in tenns of pedagogical content

knowledge (PCK) in the fifth part, and the sixth part summarises the chapter.
Teacher's Profile
Tello is a 35-year old science teacher in an urban school in the Lagos metropolis. He
had been teaching science at the secondary school level for 10 years, four of which were
in his present school.

He started his teaching career as a graduate teacher with a

bachelor's degree in biochemistry, without any teaching qualification. Tello decided to
go to the University to acquire a Post Graduate Diploma in Education (PGDE) after he
had taught for two years. Tello was posted to his present school four years ago, and is
currently th~ acting head of science department in the school.

Among Tello's current job functions in the school are to provide instruction in science
consistent with the Local Education District and school expectations which meet the
needs of all students assigned to him. He is also to employ planning, record keeping,
resource management and learning environment management practices which are
consistent with the District and school expectations and which maximises his
effectiveness (interview with Vice Principal, 7/2/02; Federal Ministry of Education
(FME), 1980). He is one of two Integrated Science teachers in the school and his

involvement in teaching Integrated Science in the junior secondary level is 26 periods
per week, six of which are assigned to three double-periods of practical classes.

Ill

•

Context of Science Teaching
Tello's school is an urban secondary school located in a school village complex
comprising four secondary schools in Ojo Local Education District of Lagos State of
Nigeria. The school is located in an urban area of Lagos where the people are
predominantly civil servants, industry workers, businessmen and small-scale selfemployed individuals. People in the local community have a positive disposition
towards education and almost every child of school age in the area attends school.
Tello's school is co-educational with a population of about 4,000 students. Integrated
Science is taught as a compulsory subject at the junior secondary level. Each of the
years has between four and five streams. The school has a separate laboratory for
Integrated Science in addition to those for Chemistry, Biology, Physics and Agricultural
Science.

Integrated Science is taught in the school based on the content and guidelines in the
National Integrated Science Curriculum for Junior Secondary Schools (JSS 1-3) (FME,
1980) and the Lagos States Unified Scheme of Work for Integrated Science (Lagos
State Ministry of Education, 2001/2002), which itemised the science content to be
covered each week over the three school terms. Other documents that Tello makes use
of in his teaching include teacher's diary, lesson notes, teacher's handbook, continuous
assessment record book (mark book) and teacher's weekly timetable. These documents
are considered essential for effective teaching in the Lagos State school system and
signatures of superior officers and school inspectors were seen visible on most of them,
indicating that other officers in the school system were supervising the teaching
materials. The Integrated Science curriculum prescribes the teaching activities and
suggests alternative procedures for students' activities.

The School's Integrated Science laboratory appeared averagely equipped judging from
the number and type of science teaching materials found in it. Displayed on the side
benches were flasks of various sizes, about 20 Bunsen burners, glass jars, both glass and
plastic furmels, about 10 microscopes, about 25 hand lenses of various types, models of
mammalian skeletons, and charts :if the periodic table, organs of the body, energy
pyramid and so on. Labelled bottles of reagents were seen organised in rows on a shelf
across one side of the laboratory and there were two cupboards in which reagents
bottles, filter papers, indicators and electrical equipments were kept. The laboratory was
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provided with water and electricity. There were sufficient benches and seats fur all
students in the classes. The classrooms were also fairly adequate considering what is
typical of most schools in Lagos State. Tello had between 45 and 54 students in each of
the Integrated Science classes he taught, and the students were all seated because there
were enough seats and benches in each of the classrooms. Overall the school appeared
to be typical in terms of facilities for science teaching based on what exists in most
schools in the area and the classroom environment was conducive to learning except for
the class sizes that, on the average, are about 50 students or above.
Teacher's Views

The Nature of Science

Tello believes that science is the study of the natural world; a study of things that are
visible or that can be touched in the natural environment. Tello believes that science is a
collection of facts about nature. Even though he feels that science theories may be
revised as new evidence is generated, he believes that scientific knowledge does not
usually change (Survey Questionnaire, 3.7, 8, 10). Explaining what he believes science
is, he stated:
Science is the study of the natural world; things that exists in nature.
These things are concrete .. .I guess it has to be made concrete or real
as we teach it so that the students, whom we are teaching, should be
able to get something out ofit. This is because of the fact that it is the
study of nature and in some cases it can appear to be abstract. .. so, I
guess the more we concretise issues in science the better these
students will get the best out ofit...(lnterview with Tello, 8/2/02)
Tello believes that the science curriculum should emphasise both content knowledge
and inquiry in science and should be relevant to the students' environment and lives
(Survey Questionnaire, 5.1, 2, 4) He wants his students to view science as the study of
things they can see in their natural environment, things they should be able to talk about
in their environment (giving as examples, the moon and the sky as parts of the natural
environment), he explained:
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... That is the moon and that is the sky... they are parts of nature ... both
can be seen by the students; they can talk about them ... but to be able
to do so, we need to concretise them as we teach ... and I would advise
our curriculum planners... and the school to try and provide
instructional materials that will help us present these things to our
students in a way they can easily understand and make sense of it

(Interview with Tello 8/2/02).
Tello's emphasis on knowledge of facts and reality about the natural world seems to
support his belief in absolute truth in science. He believes that science is taught to
students in schools to enable them ·have knowledge of the realities about the natural
world that they live in and to prepare them for science-related professions.

He

explained:
... Knowing about the realities about the natural world will enable
them to appreciate the work of nature ... aesthetic feelings will be
aroused in them ... so that they can get to know scientific facts ... for
example, what happens to the food they eat in their body ... how
digestion takes place and knowledge of many things they make use of
in their daily lives. We must not forget the fact that we also teach
science to them in order to prepare them for science-based professions

in future life ... (Interview with Tello 8/2/02).
Though Tello believes that the Lagos State Integrated Science curriculuin is
comprehensive, relevant to students' needs and has achievable objectives, he does not
believe that the document is current or flexible enough to enable him apply various
teaching methods (Survey Questionnaire, 5.5). He believes that the curriculum already
prescribes the teaching methods to be used and he could therefore not employ other
methods of his choice.
Assertion 5.1
Tello believes that science is the study of "concrete things or phenomena"
which exist in the natural world and that science is a collection of facts about
those things.
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Assertion 5.2
Tello believes that the science curriculum should emphasise both content
knowledge and inquiry in science and should be relevant to students'
environment and lives.

Assertion 5.3
Tello believes that science is taught in schools so that students can have
knowledge of the realities of the natural world and to prepare them for
science~related professions.
Effective Science Teaching

Tello views teaching and learning in science as a process involving the teacher as the
giver and the students as the recipient of knowledge. He likened· effective science
teaching to a situation whereby the teacher gives the 'precise instruction' in the
classroom, moves around to ensure that no student is lagging behind in the learning
process. He explained the teacher's roles:
... in such a situation the teacher's role

is to give precise

instruction ... precise and correct infonnation ... I mean clear and detailed
explanation of... in which he should move round his class to ensure that
no one is being left behind ... (Interview with Tello 8/2/02).

For science teaching to be effectiye, he believes that the teacher should give adequate
instructions; adequately explain the concept with examples, demonstrate the concept,
and must be able to prepare fue minds of the students in order to be ready to learn the
concept. He reiterated:
Being effective at any particular time means that everyone ... is doing
the right thing in the classroom i.e. the teacher is giving out. .. and the
students are ready to tak.e ... it is not a situation whereby some of the
students are not ready to get what the teacher is giving to them in fonn
of knowledge. The teacher can only be said to be effective when
he/she and the students are both involved in the learning process .. .!
mean adequate explanation ... with examples and demonstration ... the
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teacher should be able to prepare the mind of the students too, so that
they can be ready and willing to learn ... (Interview with Tello, 8/2/02)
He believes that science teaching and learning is most effective when the teacher has a
thorough knowledge of the subject matter, plans ahead of the lesson including giving
out the topic to be taught to students ahead of lesson, give the students enough
opportunity to ask and answer questions during the lesson and should be able to guide
them to the right answer.
... science teaching and learning is most effective when the teacher
himself is very knowledgeable in the content. .. he must have thorough
knowledge of the subject, ..because without such knowledge he will not
be able to explain the concepts ... again, he should plan ahead and give the
students the topics to be taught before the lesson ... The students should
have the opportunity to say something ... that is, to ask and answer
questions ... (Interview with Tello, 8/2/02)
He believes that he has been effective in his science teaching, describing what he does
best in the school as explaining every detail of the subject content to his students, and
that he does try to elicit their responses through questioning and one-on-one discussions
with students. When asked about the effectiveness of his teaching, Tello explained:
I believe my teaching has been effective because at the end of each
lesson I always observe the expressions on the faces of my students.
When I feel they are happy and satisfied it gives me innate pleasure that I
have done something fine ... Like on a few occasions when I got to their
class and I got to know through their actions that they were not quite
ready ... or when I felt that they might not gain much from the lesson ifI
began to coerce them ... instead what I do is that I change the plan by
giving some story to lighten up .. .the stories are always related to the
topic that I want to teach them. For instance when I was going to teach
the nervous system .. .! gave a story of somebody stepping on a sharp
nail ... asking them how they would feel if they were the victim of such an
accident. .. then a discussion on sensory nerves opened up ... everyone was
trying to contribute ... (lnterview with Tello, 8/2/02)
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Student Learning

Tello believes that his students learn best when the learning environment is conducive
to learning, describing such an environment as that in which his students feel important,
relaxed and encouraged to come up with ideas and ask their questions without being
ignored or reprimanded. He explained:
... as I said, they are sensitive ... they are always watching you, especially
when you are somehow close to them. I found that they learn best when
you make the learning environment conducive by relating well with
them ... that is, when you make them feel important and ... maybe,
relaxed ... especially when you do not ignore them ... you encourage them
to come up with ideas and questions and you do not caution them when
they give wrong ideas ... (Interview with Tello, 8/2/02)
He belieyes that his openness and close relationship with the students have contributed
positively to their attitude towards science. Describing the roles of the students when
science teaching is most effective, he stated:
Students should ask and answer questions in class, participate fully in
all class activities and be able to read ahead oflessons ... For instance in
a class where the teacher is demonstrating ... say the concept of the
physical changes ... students are supposed to observe, ask questions on
areas they do not understand while the teacher should be ready to give
answers in precise forms ... You see, because they know that I am very
open ... and I think they trust me ... and because ofmy close relationship
with them, their attitude ... ! mean many of them have changed over the
years, they seem to have more interest in science now ... (Survey
Questionnaire, 2.13b; Interview with Tello, 8/2/02)
Students' Assessment

Tello believes that students are assessed in school in order to determine their academic
achievement (i.e. how much knowledge they have acquired) and for their promotion to
the next class. He is of the view that intellectual and manipulative skills are the most
regularly assessed in his school. He explained:
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They are assessed in order to know how much knowledge they have
acquired ... their ability and most of the time because they have to be
promoted to the next class ... as for me .. .I always assess the cognitive
aspect of knowledge and skills ... because I believe that the skill they
acquire now will be useful sometime in the future; the subject content

will also enable them use the skill better ... (Interview with Tello, 8/2/02).
Tello believes that assessment of students at the junior secondary levels should involve
assessment of class attendance, students' participation in practicals, projects, continuous
assessment/regular tests and tenninal examinations. Explaining how he assesses his
students, he stated:
The methods that I use most of the time are: I grade students'
attendance in all my classes, their participation in the practical works,
their continuous assessment/regular tests and also their examination
which is the ultimate because they have to be promoted to the next class
at the end of the school year. Concerning their skills, I group them and
give them practical works or projects and I record the names of members
of each group ... sometimes up to 13 groups ... and I assess the
presentation of their projects or group works .. .1 give scores based on
how best each group presents their work ... (Interview with Tello, 8/2/02)

Assertion 5.4
Tello believes that for science teaching to be effective the teacher must have
good knowledge of subject matter and should be able to explain, illustrate and
demonstrate the concept being taught and should possess the ability to prepare
students' minds for learning.

Assertion 5.5
Tello believes that students are to observe, ask/answer questions, participate in
.ill activities during lessons and be able to read ahead of lessons.
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Assertion 5:6
-.Tello holds pedagogical 'b~liefs conSiStent .with a knowledge transmission·
·t~aching philosophy ~d ':{hich are In-keeping with a traditional teac~ng sfyl~.--

. Assertion 5.1
Tello believes _that students are. assessed iri; order to know their academic
·achievement and for their pr~motion to the neXt class.

He believes that

assessment should· involve regular. tests~ te~irutl examinations, projects and
'
class attendance.

Classroom· Practice.
Introduction

Five of Tello's lessons were observed during weeks four to 10 of the second term,
which began on the 7th January 2002. Each lesson was preceded with a pre-observation
.. discussion usually focused on the clUs.Sroom to be used, lesson objectives and teacher's
concerns regarding the lesson. The lessons were also followed with a post-observation
discussion sessions during which his impressions about the class, specific strategies
employed by him in the class, and his plans for the next lesson were clarified.

90 the

average he had 51 students in his co-edu~ational classes. The observations of Tello's
teaching are presented in this section.

Pedagogy

Planning and organisation

Tello's lesson plans reflected careful _planning and lesson organisation based on
prepared lesson notes specifying what the students should be able to do, learn or
understand at the end of lessons, outlines of teaching procedures and set of activities for
each lesson. The lesson notes were prepared using the State's scheme of work for the
tenn as a guide and curriculum content derived from the recommended textbook
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(Science Teacher's Association of Nigeria (STAN), 1984). The lesson notes seemed
adequately supervised by the school system as Schools Inspectors' signatures arid that
of the Vice-Principal were found on some of them. The lesson note supervision and
approval are probably indicative of the fact that Tello' lesson planning and organisation
have to be in keeping with the school standard. The content was organised from simple
to complex and appeared to be significant and worthwhile for the level of the students.
Resources provided which included charts, models, metallic objects, cotton wool and
petroleum oil (Lessons two, three and four) appeared to contribute positively to
accomplishing the lesson's objectives. Commellting about the resources for teaching
science in his school, he stated:

... this question of materials has been our problem in this school, .. .I

think ... maybe the Principal...sorry to say... does not take us seriollsly
enough or may be it is because of lack of sufficient fund to do so ... or
maybe the school authority is fed-up with our requests. When we say
that we don't have the necessary materials ... they keep on urging us to
manage ... we are just trying our best, you find that these ones are not
difficult to get and that is how we have been trying to get something ... so
that we can ... at least, handle our classes ... (Post observation discussion

with Tello, 28/2/02)
The fifth lesson was a practical class. Unlike other lessons, no lesson plan was prepared
for' the practical lesson, however, the practical procedure, which was derived from the
textbook, was written on the chalkboard for students as they used the insulated copper
wire, battery cells, electric bulbs, and ammeters to demonstrate how electrical energy
was converted to heat and light energy in groups of six or seven students. Organising
and conducting the practical class appeared to be more involving for Tello as he was
' observed trying to provide materials for student-groups and trying to ensure that the use
of materials was shared among the group members. Adequate time and structure were
provided for the students to practice skill$ as they constructed circuits foI1owing the
circuit diagram drawn on the board for them to follow in an exercise, which was
basically a verification of infonnation which the teacher had provided, and probably for
'sense-making'.
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Classroom interactions

Even though the teacher initiated the majority of interactions, student-initiated
interactions (by asking questions and rai'sing important issues) were common. Studentstudent interactions were not common except when they had to work in groups during
the practical class. Tello frequently made use of humour and praise to arouse the
students' interest and maintained a good rapport with them in all the lessons observed.
Students were encouraged, their questions were clearly and simply answered and they
appeared to be quite receptive to the teacher's ideas. His relationship with the students
seemed to foster a positive learning environment and provide opportunity for students'
learning. Tello usually opened his lessons by asking two or three questions about the
concept discussed during the previous lesson and each time six to eight students would
raise up their hands to respond to the questions. However, most of the time he used
class questions to elicit factual information from the students.

Teaching style
Tello made use of questioning extensively coupled with regular whole-class discussions
based on issues mostly raised by him. The majority of the questions appeared to be low
order, recall questions requiring facts with only a few requiring students' to explain
their ideas. Students' responses and ideas expressed in most of the lessons appeared to
have been recalled either from their notes or from the textbook. He made an effort to
explain and illustrate his concepts extensively giving various examples and provided
materials, which students were familiar with, as concrete examples. For instance while
explaining the concept of energy and work (lesson one), he made the students
demonstrate by rolling a 'stone' ball on the ground to hit another object and elicited the
students' ideas about how work is done by the stone in the process. His students were
excited pulling rubber bands and releasing them to hit their benches and other objects,
while he explained the concept of energy and how work is done in the process. Tello
displayed a sound knowledge of the content by explaining in different ways as he tried
to simplify the concept of kinetic energy:
... you se~ the stones as you make them to move by rolling them ... or
even when you throw them have energy because of their
movement ... you give energy to it as you roll it and it can therefore do
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some work ... it can knock something ove·r ... I think you saw the bottle
just now ... and it can hit another thing with a big sound and it can smash
windows. When the moving stone does th~ work, the stone loses it's
energy and slows down or stops ... when you get this ... then we will
compare with the energy which you give to your rubber band when you
pull it ...when you release them ...they do some work too, because of the
energy you give to them when you pull ... (Lesson observation, 28/2/02).
Even though he gave most of the information to his students and demonstrated the
concepts before the class most of the time, the students were also significantly involved
in class activities during the majority of the lessons period ostensibly to practise the
demonstrated skill (of how to release an object to produce energy of motion in this
case), and to confirm infonnation already given regarding the concept. An episode
from his second lesson illustrates this.
He had explained the concepts of potential energy and chemical energy giving examples
of the various sources including food, gas, petrol, wood, and describing them as fonns
of chemicals and the energy stored in them as chemical energy (showing a torch battery
to the class as an example) and pointing out that energy was stored in the battery in the
form of chemical energy. He demonstrated how the chemical energy produced heat by
adding some pellets of sodium hydroxide to some water in a texMube and told the class
that heat was produced and then asked three students sitting closest to him in the front
of the class to feel the text-tube (apparently to confinn that heat was produced), "What
do you feel?" he asked; "This heat came from the chemical energy stored in the sodium
hydroxide pellets," he concluded (Lesson Observation, 4/3/02). He continued the class
demonstration by using a circuit consisting of a battery, bulb and a key, to show how
the chemical energy in the battery was changed into electrical energy, which produced
heat and light. He then asked the students to do the activity themselves, using the same
procedure in groups of six or seven. Explaining his aims for involving students in his
teacher demonstration during the lesson, he stated:
We started on energy during the last lesson .. .! mean about kinds of and
sources of energy and this week we are doing energy conversion .. .I have
dCmonstrated how the chemical energy can produce electrical energy and
heat .. .I did it fo~ them and I now want them to practise how to carry out
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the demonstration. I think that ... at the end of the activities ... they will
understand the concept more ... that chemical energy can be converted to
heat and can also produce light energy... when we are able to get some
materials like these ... we try to demonstrate ... (Post Observation
Interview with Tello, 4/3/02).
Tello combined the lecture and demonstration strategies employing blackboard listing as
a focal point and coupled these with guided class discussions, trying to lead his students
to the correct answer through quizzes, reinforcement and cler examples. Tello's
lessons appear to develop logically from the simple to the more·complex in explanation
and he also tended to illustrate his explanations with concrete examples. For instance,
he opened a lesson (Lesson 3) by asking two questions about the previous lesson on
machines and about six students raised their hands and their responses were
spontaneous. He then introduced the day's lesson "the lever" by writing it on the
chalkboard, defined it, demonstrated the application by trying to use a ruler placed on a
textbook on the table to raise an object. He then introduced the tenns effort, load and
the fulcrum, wrote the definitions on the board and led a whole-class discussion through
questioning to identify the positions of the effort, load and fulcrum in the charts and
diagrams (apparently drawn from the textbook) of the wheel barrow, claw hammer and
nut cracker displayed on the board. With a metre rule in his hand and pointing at the
diagrams, he led a discussion of the concepts by asking a series of questions:
... The wheelbarrow is a fonn of what...? (a chorus mixed responses
followed; some students mentioned "machine" while others mentioned
"lever''). What is it used for? When it is used to carry objects, where do
you apply the effort? At what point is the load on the wheelbarrow
acting? Who can show the directions of the load and the effort? Who can
point out the position of the fulcrum ... ? (Lesson Observation, 11/3/02)
Some of the lessons observed do not seem to have a link with one another because the
Researcher could not observe them consecutively due to time constraints. Although
student participation was minimal during Tello's next lesson (lesson 4) on ecology, he
displayed a reasonable level of integration of knowledge of content and knowledge of
context as he explained and moved from one concept, tenninology or definition to the
next in his own words and with familiar examples drawn from the environment and
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students' background in a lecture fashion. He had opened the lesson in his usual manner
by asking three recall questions on his previous lesson on home appliances that use
energy. About eight students raised their hands and their responses were spontaneous,
probably because the appliances existed in most homes. He then introduced the concept
by informing them they were going to discuss the concept of ecology and wrote the
topic on the chalkboard after he had asked the students to listen and pay attention. He·
went on:
The place where plants and animals live is called a habitat. .. where you
live can be described as your habitat. The biologists who study habitats
i.e. such places where certain animals or plants live are referred to as
ecologists. Habitats can be divided into two main groups ... you have the
aquatic and the terrestrial habitats ... who can suggest an example of an
aquatic habitat? (a chorus mixed responses of "village" "river'' "stream"
..well" and ''pond"). Yes ... these also include lakes and ponds where you

have fish or frogs ... (Lesson Observation, 18/4/02).
Tello never minced words, was confident and fluent in his presentation as he moved
quickly to introduce the concepts of biotic and abiotic factors in habitats and again to
the concept of population trying to cover as much area of content as possible within the
available time. While some of the students were observed trying to write a fe,, notes,
others who apparently were unable to cope with the pace were watching, li.!itening or
leaning on their desks. He continued:
... population can be defined as a group of organism of... the same
kind ... say birds ... or... grasshopper... that live in a habitat. I think you
would have seen tennites...we even have them in the school compound
hCre ...who has not seen tennites moving together? (No response). For
example how many frogs live in the pond behind your home .•. where
you live ... A measure of the size of population which live in a unit area is

called population density ... (Lesson Observation, 18/4/02).
After Teno had used the metre rule in his hand to demonstrate how the land area where
organisms live can be measured and explained that organisms within a given land area ·
constitute the population, he went on to write the formula for calculating population
density on the chalkboard.
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... we shall practice with this examples ... you have to be able to calculate
the population density of say ... the grasshoppers that live within an area
or' the field ... who can define the terms: population and population
density? (Two students responded, one of them reading the definition of

population from his notes) ... (Lesson Observation, 18/4/02).
He had hardly finished writing the assignment in which he gave the names of some
organisms such as ants, hawks and grass plants and their respective population sizes and
areas covered by their habitats (in cm2 and m2 ) and asked the students to calculate the
population density using the formula which he had written on the board, when the bell
rang signalling t.lie change of lesson. Observation ofTello's lesson plan for the lesson
just described revealed that Tello had written under the evaluation subheading that the
lesson "Shall be evaluated based on questions and answers on the concepts," but he
neither asked any questions at the end of the lesson nor recapped t.1.e main points
because of time constraints.

Assertion 5.8
Tello attempts to cover a large amount of content within the available time and
his students are not adequately involved in meaningful learning activities in most
of the lessons.

In {he last lesson observed, Tello conducted a practical class (Lesson 5), which was held in
the laboratory. Unlike other lessons, there was no lesson plan prepared for the practical
class except for the practical procedure, which he had written on a sheet of paper and
subsequently copied on the chalkboard for students to follow for the practical investigation.
He also gave a sample worksheet on the board and asked the students to rule their notes
accordingly for recording the procedures, observations and inferences. He moved from one
student group to another helping to ensure that the students had the correct circuit
connection using the batteries, bulbs, keys and the anuneters as they demonstrated the
concept of energy conversion. After the battery was connected to the lamp bulb in the
circuit, the bulb was observed to glow brightly giving out light and the lamp became hot
indicating the conversion of electrical energy to heat and light energy. The practical t,ctivity
was apparently aimed at confirming facts stated in the textbook, was quite active and
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involved students group work and hands-on activities and was concluded by asking. 'tht 1
students to hand-in their practical notes according to their groups at the end of the douhJeperiod.

OveraII, his lessons were mostly teacher-directed and didactic, largely domin8ted by teiling,
questioning and were based on knowledge of facts about science.

Assertion 5.9
Teilo's teaching style is characterised by teacher-centred, didactic activities

,,~nvolving

explaining, demonstrating, questioning and giving notes to students

and based on knowledge of facts in science.

AssertionS.10
Tello's beliefs about the nature: of science and his knowledge transmission
tCaching philosophy manifested in his teaching.style dominated by teacher-talk
and emphasis on facts in science.

Assertion 5.11
Tello's good rapport with his students helps maintain their interest and
engagement in t h e ~

Teacher's reflections on practice

Tello exhibited familiarity with the students and their home environment as he outlined
the problems being faced by some of them. He believes that most of them had problems
of poor attitude toward science and lack adequate encouragement from their homes.
-When asked about his goals for his students, he explained:
Well ... I want them to develop interest in science so that they can do well
in their final JSS 3 examinations ... you see, I have gained a lot of
experience with these students ... and I, ... sometimes, feel better about
myself teaching them ... because I face many challenges in trying to help
them ...just to continue to encourage them to he actively engaged in
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studying

science ...because

you

see ... many

of

them

have

problems ...home problems, self-esteem problems that often get in the
way of their learning ...many of them do not have any help outside the
classroom ... However, they still get excited when you expose them to
new things in science ... (Interview with Tello, 8/2/02)
Tello showed contentment with the way most of Jie classes went. He believes that,
although facilities for science teaching were not adequate, he has been able to provide
what he could to keep his lessons going. When asked if he had any problems teaching
the classes, he stated:
Well, I. ... nonnally have this problem of lack of teaching materials ... but
all the same, I try to provide what I can ... just to make the students feel
happy as they learn ..• (Post Observation Discussion with Tello, 28/2/02)
He purposely tried to maintain a good rapport with the students believing that his
closeness with them had an impact on their attitude towards science. When asked ifhe
noticed any learning problems among the students, he stated:
Indeed, there are some problems ... you see; some of them don't really
have interest in learning science but if they like you ... I mean the way
you teach and relate with them ...they tend to show more interest in
science. But if another teacher whose teaching they find difficult is made
to handle your class ... maybe for two weeks or a tenn ... you will find out
that they will begin to run away from science lessons... (Post Observation
Discussion with Tello, 28/2/02)
He believes that most of the students understand his teaching, and that he employs the
best possible strategies given the situation of his school and the type of students he has
to cope with. He explained:

'

I think many of them actually follow the lesson ... I think this JSS 3 class
is good ... they do well most of the time in their tests and exams .. .I mean
those of them that are serious ... you can see that some of them are not
serious to learn science.

It's like we are just trying to encourage

them ... that is why I use these methods ... (Post Observation Discussion
with Tello, 28/2/02)
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Tello showed a strong belief that explaining every detail of science concepts with
examples, charts, diagrams or specimens enhances students' learning rather than
providing them with opportunities to find out things on their own or make sense of what

is being taugbt.
'

Even though Tello expressed concern about, insufficient teaching facilities, his teaching
style appears to be more grounded in his belief that the teacher has to explain every
detail of the concept being taught while the students should listen attentively to the
explanations and illustrations and then copy into their notes. He is of the view that
students learn best when concepts are thoroughly explained and illustrated using various
objects and examples. He tries to get objects from the environment to enhance his
explanation believing that viewing the objects will enhance his students learning.

Assertion 5.12
Tello's classroom practice appears to be more grounded in his beliefs about
teaching and about students' learning rather than on the constraints posed by
school factors like large class or insufficient facilities.

Teacher's reflections on factors which limit effectiveness
Tello identified three major factors, which limit the effectiveness of his science
teaching. They are lack of textbooks for his students, inadequate science equipment and
lack of well-qualified teachers for science teaching.

Tello is of the opinion that the problems would be alleviated if the Government would
provide enough funds for the education sector so that the Local Education Districts
(LED) can support science authors to write science textbooks, which can be made
available at a subsidised cost to the students. He is of the view that the LED should
encourage the organised private sector to sponsor large-scale production of science
equipments that can be made available to the schools and that government should
provide adequate incentives and job motivation for science teachers. He is of the
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opinion that this will help retain those in the service and attract more to the teaching
.profession. Explaining the staffing problem, he said:

Inadequate manpower is one of our problems ... you see ... in the past
three years I have had to help teach further Maths .. .if there was no
manpower problem that would not happen ...! don't know if you are
conversant with the statistics as of now ... our universities turn out more
of arts and social science graduates than science graduates ... those are
the things affecting us; that is the reason those who did science as minors
are being asked to teach subjects like physics for example. We are really
being over-stretched ... (Interview with Tello, 28/2/02)

Overview of Teacher's Practices in terms of Pedagogical Content Knowledge

Cochran, DeRuiter, and King (1993) in their revision of the Shulman's original model
of pedagogical content knowledge (Shuhnan 1986, 1987) described a model of
pedagogical content knowledge that comprised four components of teacher's
knowledge.

These include teacher's subject-matter knowledge;

pedagogical

knowledge; knowledge of students' abilities and learning strategies; and knowledge of
the social, cultural and physical envirorunent in which students are asked to learn (see
conceptual framework). Veal (1998) refers to teacher's knowledge of these components
as attributes of PCK. Tello's classroom practices are analysed in this section in relation
to these components or attributes of teachers' understanding, which contribute to the
integrated understanding referred to as pedagogical content knowledge (PCK).

An

overview ofTello's practices have been undertaken in order to focus on the components
or attributes of PCK that manifested in his lesson preparation and teaching.

Lesson Preparation and Organisation
Even though Tello's PCK cannot be regarded as fully developed in several respects,
it reflected many attributes or components that can be portrayed as aspects of a well
developed PCK as described by Cochran et al.'s model (figure !). For example, his
PCK in relation to lesson note preparation and lesson organisation reflectCd accurate
knowledge of content. Tello was specific about what his students should be able to
learn at the end of each lesson. He organised the lesson contents in his lesson plans
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from simple to complex, designed a set of learning and teaching activities for
particular lessons (lessons one to five), indicated the teaching resources to be used
(e.g. charts, models, metallic objects -Lesson two and three) which were relevant to
the lesson topics and to the level of his students. His lesson notes also incorporated
sets of specific objectives which were to be achieved at specific levels at the end of
each lesson. The set of procedures, teacher and student activities, and assessment
questions were tailored towards achieving his set of objectives. There were no
content errors visible to this Researcher in the lesson notes. This aspect of Tello's
PCK reflected not only knowledge of content and its organisation for student
learning, but also knowledge of how students learn.

Teaching Behaviour
Tello's knowledge transmission beliefs seemed to have influenced his PCK in relation
to what and how content should be presented for students' learning. Because of his
beliefs about learning, he did not perceive a ··role for himself in mediating the
construction of meaning and understanding by his students. From the perspective of the
roles he might have enacted as a media:tor of understanding his PCK can be regarded as
quite limited or yet to develop significantly. However, from the traditional knowledge
transmission perspective his PCK seemed fairly adequ3.te for certain specific roles he
enacted while teaching.

Tello's teaching style was predominantly a teacher-centred lecture method in which
teacher-led class discussions and questioning were frequently employed coupled with
an encouraging sense of humour and good rapport. These teaching strategies seemed
to have been underpinned by his pedagogical philosophy that is transmission
oriented. He reiterated his beliefs while expressing his views about effective science
teaching:

, ..being effective ... means doing the right thing in the classroom, i.e. the
teacher is giving knowledge ... to the students and.the students are ready
to take.,. (Interview with Tello, 8/02/02).

E;ven though he gave most of the information to his students, the infonnation was
correct and was simplified in multiple ways for students understanding. The
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infonnation was accurate and carefully organised towards achieving his lesson
objective. Moreover, even though the objectives were mainly to reinforce the
concepts, corroborate or confum information already given in the class, he did
demonstrate concepts before his class and involve his students in class activities. For
example, during his first lesson he involved the students in demonstrating the rolling
of a "stone" ball on the ground to hit another object and elicited the students' ideas
about how work is done by the stone in the process. He also involved his students in
pulling rubber bands and releasing them to hit their benches and other objects. Tello
tried to translate his understanding of energy and work in ways that students can
understand as he tried to simplify the concept of kinetic energy and work:
You see, the stones as you make them to move by rolling them ... or even
when you throw them, have energy because of their movement. .. you give
energy to it as you roll it and it can therefore do some work ... can knock
something over.. .! think you saw the bottle knocked over just now ... And
it can hit other things with a big sound and it can smash windows. When
the moving stone does the work, it loses its energy and slows down or
stops ... (Lesson Observation, 28/2/02).
Tello was probably conscious of the potential difficulties .the students might have in
understanding the concept he was teaching and he decided to simplify the way he did
and used "local" examples which students are familiar with (because children from this
part of Africa play a lot with stones). He was probably integrating his knowledge of
content, his understanding of how students should learn the concept of energy and work
with his understanding of context (students' background) in this lesson.
Tello's PCK also reflected the attributes of adequate content knowledge and that of
general pedagogy during his second lesson observed. He combined the lecture and
demonstration strategies, listed main points on the chalkboard and coupled this with
guided class discussions, trying to lead the students to the correct answer through
quizzes and clear examples.
The SC:ccnd lesson was on 'energy c~nversion.' Even though he did not provide.
enough .,opportunity for the students to make meanings by ·themselves or make their
I

'

'

,

_views known about what they were learning, Tello seem~'d to be sure· of what he
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wanted the students to know. He was also sure of the teaching procedure (from
knowledge transmission point of view) that would bring about the student learning.
His ability to relate. the concept of energy from different sources - food, wood, gas
and so on with energy stored in the battery and light energy is an important aspect of
his PCK. He demonstrated this when he explained the various sources of energy. He
had explained that energy stored in food, gas, wood, battery or chemicals like sodium
hydroxide was capable of producing heat or light and demonstrated this by adding
sodium hydroxide pellets into water in a text-tube and asked some students to feel
the heat produced. "What do you feel?" he asked; "This heat came from the chemical
energy stored in the sodium hydroxide", he concluded. (Lesson observation, 4/3/02).
He further demonstrated or reinforced the concept by using a circuit connection to
show that chemical energy stored in the battery could produce heat and light. The
circuit consisted of a battery, bulb and a key to show how the chemical energy in the
battery was changed into electrical energy which produced heat and light. He then
organised the students to carry out the activity in groups of six or seven following his
prescribed procedure. He also assisted the student groups in the circuit connections.
He explained why he involved the students in the demonstration:

... .I have demonstrated how the chemical energy can produce electrical

energy and heat.,. I did it for them and I now want them to practice how
to carry out the demonstration. I think that. .. at the end of the activities,
they will understand the concept more ... (Post Observations Interview

with Tello, 4/3/02)
Tello appeared fluent in scientific terminologies and was able to simplify and translate
scientific definitions in several ways as he tried to make his students understand and
grasp the meaning of scientific tenns. He demonstrated these abilities during his lesson
on "the lever." (Lesson three). He had provided a well-labelled diagram of the
wheelbarrow, claw hammer, and nutcracker and so on as examples of the lever on a
chart, which he displayed in the class. He defined the term 'lever' and explained that it
was a .form of simple machine. He demonstrated its application by using a meter rule
placed on a textbook to raise another object from the ground. He tried to explain that
the principle of lever was applicable in the wheelbarrow, claw hammer, and in the
nutcracker, led a whole-class discussion through questioning to identify the positions of
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the effort, load and the fulcrum when the equipments are in use illustrating with each of
the displayed diagrams. For example, he had prompted the class by asking the leading
questions:

... What is it (i.e. the wheelbarrow) used for? When it is used to carry
objects, where do you apply the effort? At what point is the load on the
wheelbarrow acting? Who can show the direction of the load and effort?
Who can point out the position of the fulcrum? (Lesson Observation,
11/3/02).

His reasonable understanding of the relationship among topics and some ability to
make connections with other content areas in some of the lessons observed suggest an
attribute of adequate understanding of lesson topics. Tello was never observed to make
evasive responses to students' questions and misconceptions. For instance, he had asked
a question that attracted mixed responses probably because it was not well structured,
during third lesson observed: ''The wheel barrow is a form of what?" While some
students mentioned "machine" others mentioned "lever'' in their responses. Tello
quickly clarified the point that they were all correct but that he was referring to the lever
because the lever is one fonn (class) of simple machines.

Tello's belief that science "is about concrete things in nature" seemed to inform his
choice of examples in most of his lessons. He drew his examples from the students'
environment; he tried to relate the concept being taught to the students' lives. This was
demonstrated during his short review as he introduced a lesson (lesson 4). He had asked
a question based on his previous lesson on appliances that use energy. The students
responded by mentioning appliances like the pressing iron, radio sets, electric heater
and so on, which use energy in their homes. Again, he referred to the students' home,
ponds, and streams around the school as habitats. He stated: "where you live can be
described as your habitat. .. these also includes these lakes and ponds where you have
fish or frogs." (Lesson observation, 18/4/02)

Even though student participation was minimal, he gave accurate information about the
concepts, the explanations were logical and usually from simple to complex. He seemed
to have integrated his understanding of content (by giving accurate information) with
his knowledge of context (by drawing examples from his classroom environment) and
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his understanding of how students learn {giving detailed explanation in a lecture fashion
and using concrete objects) during his lesson of ecology {lesson 4).

Because of his beliefs about student learning, Tello assigns little responsibility to
students as he described their roles in an effective classroom and this appears to
underpin his PCK. This is probably why his emphasis was on teaching rather than on
student learning. Again, this might be probably why an attribute of knowledge of
student learning did not reflect appreciably in his PCK. He had said:

.. .in an effective classroom, students are supposed to listen ... in a
quiet environment ... for instance in a class where the teacher is explaining
and demonstrating say the concept of physical changes ... Students are
supposed to listen, observe, ask questions on the areas they do not
understand while the teacher should be ready to give the answer in precise
form ... (Survey Questionnaire, 2.13).

Because of his beliefs he did not involve his students substantively during his lessons
observed; class participation was minimal, neither did he allow them to make sense of
their own of the activities they were engaged in during most of the lessons. Tello's
concern was to progress through the content of each lesson, interacting with the students
to the extent that they can grasp the knowledge of facts about science being provided for
them, and ensuring that he completed most of the work planned for the lesson. The main
goal of the lessons was to cover as much areas of content as possible within the time
available. For instance, Tello did not appear to have given enough time to treat the
concept of habitat before moving to the concepts of population and population density
within the time of one period (Lesson 4). Knowledge of current practices in which
students' prior understanding is considered to detennine the extent to which they make
sense of new learning, appeared not to have been given priority or yet to be fully
developed. His classroom practices reflected a general PCK associated with control and
management of classroom and discipline.

Although Tello endeavoured to model good science teaching by providing multiple
explanations and simplifying the concepts for students understanding, he did not require
students to produce oral or written texts to make their extant knowledge known; there
was no effort to ascertain whether or not some students had misconceptions about
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energy and work, the lever or the concept of habitat that he taught. Because of his
beliefs he did not seem to consider the need to examine the ideas that students brought
with them to the class.

Tello did integrate or bring together some PCK attributes like knowledge of science
content, knowledge of context and knowledge of general pedagogy; however his
traditional teaching strategies did not reflect a considerable development and complete
integration of these attributes. Veal (1998) asserts that effective teaching represents an
integration of several PCK attributes. The PCK attribute or component oflmowledge of
student learning (from the constructivist perspective) did not reflect appreciably in
Tello's classroom practice or is yet to be adequately developed.

Summary

Tello is a 35-year-old science teacher with 10 years of teaching experience, four of
which were in his present school. He holds a bachelor degree in science and a
postgraduate diploma in education. His current involvement in teaching integrated
science at the Junior Secondary classes two and three is 26 periods per week, six of
which are assigned to three double-periods of practical classes.

The analysis of Tello's questionnaire responses, interviews and lesson observations
indicate that Tello believes that science is the study of natural things or phenomena in
the natural world, that science is a collection of facts about things in nature and that
though scientific theories may be revised when new understandings are generated,
scientific knowledge does not usually change. He believes that the science curriculum
should emphasise both content knowledge and inquiry in science.

Although Tello believes that the Lagos State's Integrated Science curriculum is
comprehensive, relevant enough to students' needs, and has achievable objectives, he
views the document as neither current nor flexible enough i.e. the curriculum prescribes
the teaching methods to be used and does not enable him apply various teaching
methods of his choice. Tello believes in the knowledge transmission pedagogy, that for
science teaching to be effective, the teacher should have good knowledge of the subject
matter and should be able to adequately explain, demonstrate the concept and possess
the ability to prepare students' minds for learning. Tello believes that students learn
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best in an atmosphere of good rapport, when they can freely express their ideas and are
adequately encouraged. He believes that students are assessed in schools in order to
detennine their academic achievements and considerations for their promotion to the
next class. He is of the opinion that assessment at the JSS level should involve tenninal
examinations, regular class tests, projects, practicals and class attendance.

Tello's beliefs about absolute facts in science and his transmission-oriented philosophy
are reflected significantly in his teaching style which was characterised by teacherdirected, teacher-dominated, didactic activities involving explaining, demonstrating,
questioning and giving notes to students and emphasis on knowledge of 'facts' in
science.

For science teaching to be effective, he believes that the teacher should plan lessons
well ahead of time, have good knowledge of subject matter, and allow students ask
questions. He holds the view that effective science teaching and learning is a situation
where the teacher gives ''precisf instructions, adequately explains and demonstrates his
points giving examples, and makes the concept as real as possible to the students. Tello
believes that students should take part in lesson; ask questions, participate in group
activities, and take notes. Tello seems comfortable with his instructional methodology,
describing what he does best in his teaching as explaining every detail of the concept,
encouraging students to ask questions, responding to their questions and counselling

them.
Tello's design of lessons reflected careful planing and organization based on prepared
lesson notes with set objectives. Resources used contributed to accvmplishing the set
objectives of the lessons. The majority of the interactions came from the teacher to the
students; student initiated interactions were also common; however, students rarely
interacted among themselves except on few occasions where they had to do group
activities. Students were adequately encouraged, their questions were answered clearly
and simply and they seemed receptive to teacher's ideas. Tello elicited factual
infonnation most of the time from the students and they responded with factual
infonnation. Tello made use of questioning strategy extensively but the questions were
mostly lower order, recall questions requiring facts, or procedures derived from the
textbooks. His PCK appeared to reflect an adequate knowledge of science content; quite
confident, presented accurate information, never made reference to the textbooks or his
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lesson notes in class except when giving notes to students. In most of the classes science
content appeared to have been taught in isolation with little attempt to make it
investigative.
Because of his beliefs he did not involve his student substantively during his lessons
observed; class participation was minimal, neither did he allow them to make sense of
their own of the activities they were engaged in during some of the lessons. Although
Tello endeavoured to model good science teaching by providing multiple explanations
and simplifying the concepts for students understanding, he did not require students to
produce oral or written texts to make their extant knowledge known; there was no effort
to ascertain whether or not some students had misconceptions about the concepts that he
taught.
Tello did integrate or bring together some PCK attributes like knowledge of science
content, knowledge of context and knowledge of general pedagogy; however his
traditional teaching strategies did not reflect a science PCK consistent with the notion of
effective teaching and learning in science as outlined in chapter 2. The PCK attribute or
component of knowledge of students' learning (from the constructivist perspective) did
not reflect appreciably in Tello's classroom practice.
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CHAPTER 6: CASE STUDY 2
Introduction

This Chapter presents the second case study, which involved Ms Angy. The case study
was compiled from data gathered by interviews, lesson observations and analysis of
curriculum documents. The case study is presented in five major parts. Presented first
is her profile as a teacher followed by the context of science teaching in her school. The
third part outlines the teacher's pedagogical beliefs while the fourth part presents her
teaching practices. The fifth part presents an overview of her practices in tenns of

pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). The Chapter concludes with a summary.
Teacher's Profile

Angy is a 37-year-old female science teacher in an urban school located within a school
village comprising four secondary schools in the Lagos metropolis. She had been
teaching for six years, all of which were in her present school. She holds a Nigerian
National Certificate in Education, a bachelor degree in science education and a master
degree in education. Her current major responsibility is to teach science at the junior
secondary level consistent with the Local Education District and school expectations,
which meet the needs of all the students (Interview with the Vice Principal, 8/3/02).
Angy is directly responsible to the head of science department who, in tum, is
responsible to the Vice Principal (Academics). She is one of two teachers assigned to
teach Integrated Science at the junior secondary level and she is. mainly involved in
teaching years two and three classes (i.e. 14 and 15 year olds). Her current teaching load
is 36 periods per week, eight of which are assigned to four double-periods of practical
classes. Angy is very well respected by her colleagues and students.

Angy's goals are to develop her students' interest in science subjects, promote their
confidence, and make them literate in science. She believes that scientific literacy helps
people Jive better lives (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02).

Angy views science as a

dynamic process inVolving inquiry. She believes that she has been effective in her
science teaching because she tries to emphasise science processes and skills particularly
those mentioned in the scheme of work (Survey Questionnaire 2.4).
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Context of Science Teaching
Angy's school is an urban secondary school located in the Lagos State of Nigeria. It is a
coeducational school with
,.,, a population of about 4,500 students. Integrated Science is
taught as a compulsory subject at the junior secondary level. Each year level has
between four and five streams. The school has separate science laboratories for each of
the science subjects: Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Agricultural Science and Integrated
Science. The ·Integrated Science laboratory is typical of those found in Lagos State
schools. Bottles of mineral acids and bases, flasks, microscopes, lenses, models and
charts were observed in the laboratory. Equipment like Bunsen burners, hand lenses1
microscopes1 ammeters, glass prisms seen in the laboratory seemed well maintained but
relatively few in number considering the number of students in Angy's classes. Even
though students were brought into the laboratory only when they had practical classes,
teachers were free to take models, charts and other materials out of the laboratory for
use in their lessons in other classrooms.

The classrooms were quite adequate for

learning; seats and desks were sufficient for the number of students, every student was
comfortably seated in most of the classes observed. Although the school had an
adequate range of laboratory equipment1 the amount of equipment was inadequate for
the number of students in each class.

Integrated Science is taught in the school based on the content and guidelines in the
National Integrated Science Cuniculum for JSS 1-3 and the Lagos State's Unified

Scheme of Work for Integrated Science (Federal Ministry of Education, 1980; Lagos
State Ministry of Education, 2001/2002) which itemised the science content to be
covered each week over the three school tenns in the academic calendar. Angy had
between 50 and 54 students in each of the JSS 2 and 3 classes she taught. The materials
she used frequently for her teaching included the teacher's diary, lesson notes,
continuous assessment record book (mark book), a copy of the scheme of work, and the
weekly timetable.

Although the school appeared adequately equipped for science

teaching at the junior secondary level the large number (between 50 and 54) of students
in Angy's classes places enonnous strain on the resources.
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·Teac~er's Views
The Nature of Science

Angy believes that knowledge of science changes over time, that science is a way of
investigating and developing understanding about the natural world (Survey
Questionnaire, 3.7, 3.9), and that science has to do with inquiry about how to improve
society. She believes that science is a process for doing things in a way that makes it
more beneficial to ·people and society and that knowledge of science is applied to solve
daily problems in order to live better Jives. Explaining her view regarding the nature of
science, she stated:
... Well, as a·teacher, I see science also as a dynamic process; not limited
to the four walls of the classroom, knowledge of which we apply to solve
our daily problems ... For instance when you want to wash a cloth ... may
be your cloth is stained with oil ... and you apply kerosene and it gets
removed ... that is a scientific process.

So, science can be seen as

everyday activity, which tends to make things easier ... we use knowledge
of science to solve problems and we apply it in our daily activities ... to
live better lives ... (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02).
She believes that science is taught in the school in order to make students literate
in science, to create awareness, to help children understand
what,··is happening in
,._
their ·environment, and to prepare th_em for S:cience•relilted careers. Explaining her
reasons f~r science teaching in the junior secondary years, she stated:
We teach science ·to these students in order to make them literate in
science ... to prepare them so that they can be aware of what is happening
in their environment ... you see they have to be able to know that even the
-~-,.

cooking which they do in the kitchen is a scientific process. For instance
if a child is aware that something is hannful.. .or can cause health
hazard ...he/she will try to avoid it ... Again they have to have knowledge
of science because of the future professions they might want _t~ go
· into ...-say
if they.want to become doctors, engineers ... even if they.want
.,
.

·'
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to become science teachers, they will not be able to do so without the
knowledge of science ... (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02).

Angy believes that the science curriculum should emphasise both content

knowledge and methods of inquiry (Survey Questionnaire, 5.1, 5.2).
Assertion 6.1
Angy believes that science is a process of doing (producing) things, and a
process of investigating and developing understanding about the natural
world. She views scientific ·knowledge as dynamic and useful for solving
problems.

Assertion 6.2
Angy believes that science ·is taught in order to make students literate in
science, .create awareness 'about what happens in the envirorunent and
prep.ire individuals for scien·ce related professions.

Effective Science Teaching

Angy views effective teaching and learning in science as a situation where both
the teacher and students are actively engaged in the teaching-learning activities.
For science teaching to be effective, she believes that the class should be of
manageable size and that enough teaching resources should be provided.
Explaining the conditions she feels are necessary for ~ffective science teaching
and learning she emphasised:
... the classroom have to be manageable ... it should not be too large ... for
effective monitoring and there must be enough materials too ... for
students to be able to carry out hands-on activities because in science we
believe in teaching and learning of skills. Enough resources must be
there to make them comfortable so that they can learn better.. , (Interview

with Angy, 8/3/02).

She believes that science teaching is effective when the teacher is able to explain the
concept he/she wants the student to learn, demonstrate the skills involved, guide the
students to perfonn hands-on activities and encourage thCm to ask questions and
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practice skills on their own (Survey Questionnaire 2.13). In describing the role of
students when science teaching is effective, she said:
The first thing is for students to listen to explanations and instructions
given by the teacher... because if they do not, they would not know
exactly what to do ... they should follow instructions regarding skills and
participate fully ... they should be able to demonstrate the skills required
for the lesson ... and they have to ask questions on any aspect of the
lesson ... (Survey Questio1U1aire, 2.13b).
She believes that science teaching can only he effective if students learn science by
doing activities, that there should be enough resources for hands-on learning activities
and that the teacher should also be resourceful enough to be able to improvise some of
the materials or get them from the environment making use of the students if possible.
When asked to comment about the available materials for science teaching in her
school, she explains:

.. .I know that we lack these materials ... if we don't talk about it the
school will think that we are ok with the ones we have ... they are not
sufficient. .. sometimes we use them up and most of the time ... they are
not replaced. But we have to be able to get something too ... sometimes
we don't really use only chemicals or reagents ... What of insects, leaves,
flowers ... sometime toads or lizards or fish? •.. This environment contains
a lot of these things .. .it's difficult but I know how to get many of
them .. .! use my students sometimes and they are always happy ...
(Interview with Angy, 8/3/02).
She believes that her teaching has been effective because her students' achievements
have been above average judging from their performances in both practical and written
examinations. Reflecting on her students' achievement, she explained:
We usually carry out practicals ... for instance; we have been able to do
both volumetric and qualitative analysis a number of times. As you will
soon find out in their class, they already know how to handle most of the
things; they can manipulate pipettes and burettes, they can make efforts
to detect cations and anions present in salts given to them ... because I try
to make them do those things over time .. , just to improve their skills ...
(Interview with Angy, 8/3/02).
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She however expressed regret that she has not had the opportunity to attend seminars
and workshops for three years in order to update her knowledge about current practices
about science teaching. She believes that things are always changing in the world of
science, that she did not fee.I -that she was still abreast with current issues in science
teaching. She reiterates:
.. .I haven't had the opportunity to attend any seminar or workshop for

thrCe years ... I have not been able to update my knowledge-, you know
that things are always changing. You see... I cannot boast that I am
current. . .I can't. Other teaching methods are probably being discovered
by which science can be taught to students more effectively. (Interview
with Angy, 8/3/02).

Angy believes that teaching and learning of skills are important in science. She is of
the view that for science teaching to be effective, the teacher must be able to explain the
concepts being taught, demonstrate the skills involved, guide .the students to perform
hands-on activities and practice skills on their own and encourage students to ask
questions. She holds the view that for a teacher to be effective, he/she must be
resourceful by being able to improvise or source teaching materials from the
environment. Angy believes that students should listen to instructions so as to be able to
understand what to do in the class and participate fully in class activities. by being
_involved in hands-on activities, demonstrate and practice skills and ask questions.

Student Learning
Angy belieVes'that her students learn best when she provides the materials theY need to
work with during the lesson. She explained that the students tend to lack initiative to do
things on their own unless prompted, probably because of lack of textbooks· in the
library or because materials could not go round most of the time, but that she tried to
keep them busy by improvising materials and making sure that the class had materials
to work with during lessons. She believes that her students learn best when they are
given the necessary encouragement to be part of the lesson, when they feel free to
interact with each other and with her, when they are kept busy doing class assignments
or hands-on activities and are adequately supervised. Angy seemed to regard students'
background and level of development as factors in their learning. Describing how she
tries to help them learn, she states:
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... because they are still young, I think they need thorough
supervision ... you have to know them by their names and maintain good
rapport too ... they may be expecting you to give notes because they can't
do much on their own ... but that is not the most important thing to do ...
you have to give out the work to do ... and you go round them, encourage
all of them to participate, even when they have to work in groups ... try to
be in their midst most of the time ... then you will discover that they are

not as bad ... (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02)
She believes that given the opportunity, the students would prefer to learn by receiving
all the information from the teacher because they tend to view the teacher as the 'source
of knowledge' oi the custodian of whatever they need to pass their examinations. Angy
does not seem to believe that giving information to students or telling is good teaching.
··She explained:
They want to learn by receiving every infonnation from the
teacher... they see him/her as the author of knowledge ... that they are
learning ... so, most of the time they prefer the teacher to give them all the
information regarding all that they need to learn ... and when you ask
them to go and study certain things on their own... they tend to get
confused ... probably this is because they don't have reading materials
anyway ... However,. as their teachers ... I think that some of us knoW
what to do ...because giving them only information will not help muCh;
we are to teach them ..• (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02).

She believes tha'.i engaging students in class activities makes them develop interest in
science subjects .and was optimistic that most of her present JSS 3 students were going
to be science students on graduating to the senior secondary school.

Angy was

apparently unhappy that some science teachers were not doing enough to help students
develop a positive attitude towards science. She explained:
If you sample ~pinions of my JSS 3 students as we are discussing now,
you will find out that they prefer science to other subjects. I am saying
this because .. .I, myself .. .I do_ so most of the time .•. and they also come
to me to say that they don't want to be classified as art students when
their final result is released because we use their results to determine
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where they belong ... it's either Science or Arts.

You see ...they even

suggest what to do sometimes .. .I mean those experiments which they did
in JSS 1... probably they did not follow ... they want us to repeat theffi in
my class ... sometime we do such thing and so~e time I tell them we 'Ve
got a Jot to do in our scheme of work and I promise them that we win· do
such experiments latter ... You see sir .. .if every teacher tries to do the
same thing .. .! mean if we plan together to do these trun8s instead of
complaining about facilities and all that. ..most of the time .. .I really')
believe that some of us are not doing enough ... (Interview with Angy,·

8/3/02).
Angy believes that the science cuniculum should be relevant to students' environment
and lives, that the Lagos State Integrated Science curriculum though.comprehensive, it
is not quite current or relevant to students' needs (Survey QuestionnaiI''e, 5.5).

Student Assessment

Angy believes that students are assessed in school in order. to te~t their aca~emic
achievement, whether or not they comprehend what they are being taught in school, so
that the school can keep records of every student for the purposes ofreport cards and
their promotion to the next class. She is of the view that students' knowledge, skills and
attitudes should be assessed in schools (Survey Questionnaire, 2.15). Explaining what
she called 'common' assessment practices in the school, she explained:
... The LED or the government says that we should carry out continuous
... assessment tests and this is stated in our scheme ofwork ... at least. .. that
iS why we are provided with the assessment book for recording
them •.. We have to do at least three continuous assessment tests in a
tenn ... before the tenninal examination comes up. Because of that. .. ·
some people just want to satisfy the rule ... they just do three short tests ...
to fill the assessment book.

I

think

government should do the ·right

thing ... because assessment ... as I was taught, is it not part of our
teaching?

I think it should not be limited ... (InteIView with Angy,

8/3/02)

Angy believes that assessment should not be limited or stereotyped; she feels .that
'.•.

students can be assessed in various ways provided the teacher is of the opinicin that it
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contributes to his/her teaching or students' learning. Describing how she assesses her
students, she explained:
I do assess my students as many times as possible and in different
ways ... sometimes I swn up the results of many class tests or quizzes and
record them in the assessment book. I assess their knowledge by giving
them written examinations, quizzes ... then, sometimes I assess their
skills ... how they manipulate apparatus ... because I usually organise
practicals for them and ... sometimes group projects ... and I give marks
for. good behaviour... for instance neatness and their dressing and the
way they enter the class or the lab ... some time some of them rush info
the Iab ... and I tell them that one mark is taken from their score for
behaving in such a manner... and many of them have becoi:ne well

behaved as a result ... (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02).
Angy does not seem satisfied with assessment practices in her school; she is of the view
that assessment should not be limited particularly to· three short tests in a school teffi1:,

Angy believes that students should be assessed in various ways provided it contributes to
effective science teaching and students learning.

Assertion 6.3

Angy believes that for science teaching to be effective both the teacher and
students should be engaged in the teaching-learning activities, that the
teacher should be able to explain, demonstrate skills, guide the students to
perfonn hands-on activities

anq practice skills on their own, and encourage

them to ask questions.

Assertion 6.4

Angy believes that students learn best when they feel free to interact with
each other and with the teacher, ask and answer questions, learn by carrying
out hands-on activities, and are adequately supervised.
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Assertion 6.5
Angy believes that students are assessed in order to know their academic
achievement, for reporting purposes, and for their promotion to the next
class.

She believes that students should be assessed in various ways

provided it contributes to teaching and learning and should involve the
various aspects of learning i.e. knowledge, skills and attitudes.

Classroom Practice
Introduction

Five of Angy's lessons were observed during weeks two to nine of the third term, which
began on April 8, 2002. Each lesson observed was preceded with a pre-observation
discussion usually focused on the teacher's preparations for the lesson, lesson objectives
and expectations from the lesson. After each observation, a post observation discussion
also took place during which the teacher's impressions about the lesson, clarifications
regarding methods employed and plans for the next lesson were sought. Angy had
between 50 and 54 students in each of the lessons observed. The results of observations
of Angy's lessons are presented in this section.

Pedagogy

Planning and organisation of lesson
Angy's lessons were based on lesson plans (also referred to as lesson notes) which
specified lesson objectives, summary of content for the particular lesson, outlines of
te8.ching procedures, set of activities to be performed during the lesson and evaluation
procedures. The lesson notes were based on the State's scheme of work, which in tum,
was derived from the National Curriculum for Junior Secondary Schools (Federal
Ministry of Education (FME), 1980). The scheme of work contains the summary of
curriculum content to be taught in each of the three terms in a year thus serving as a
guide for weekly content selection for the teachers. Her lesson contents were derived
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from the recommended textbook for Integrated Science (STAN, 1984), and appeared
logically organised from the simple to complex, appeared worthwhile and appropriate
for the level of her students. The lesson plan seemed adequately supervised by other
officers of the school system as signatures of the Vice-Principal and school inspectors
were found on some of them. She provided various resources including charts, models,
and various objects from the school environment, which appeared to contribute
significantly to accomplishing her lesson objectives.

Interactions
Even though Angy initiated most of the interactions in the class, student-initiated
interactions were very common. She tried to create a social environment in most of her
classes in which the students freely interacted among themselves, asking and answering
questions, contributing ideas to class discussions and engaging in collaborative
activities.

She frequently started c1ass discussions and used praise and a sense of

humour to encourage and arouse students' interest. The students actively participated in
most of the class discussions. For instance, she had opened a lesson based on iron and
rust by eliciting infonnation from the students regarding the location of an iron and steel
factory in Nigeria. She had brought into the class some iron rods, iron nails (some
already rusted) and steel spoons (Lesson three).

A student responded:

My dad works there; he got posted to Aladja steel works ...! have been
there too ... they make steel and iron and ... convert steel to iron ...

(Lesson Observation, 22/4/02)
Another student quickly corrected him by saying that it was the other way round and
the teacher carefully directed the discussion to ensure that the misconception was
corrected.

Ideas contributed by the student.s were quite numerous and the teacher

played the role of a moderator most of the time summarising some of the points and
writing them on the board. The students became curious when another student retorted:
"My dad is a dealer in iron rods ... we sell them and they are used for building houses
and... all that. .. but some of them ... when they stay long in the yard... they get
old ... then they become rusty" (Lesson Observation, 22/4/02).

Angy encouraged and valued active participation and a climate of respect for students'
ideas, questions and contributions existed in most of her lessons that were observed.
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She opened most of the lessons by asking some questions based on the concepts
discussed during the previous lesson and each time as many as 10 students would raise
their hands instantly to respond to such questions. Infonnation elicited from students by
Angy's questions required both recall and reasoning.
Teaching style
Angy combined her teacher-led demonstrations with student-centred teaching styles.
She focused on students' participation as she tried to develop both their k.11owledge and
skills. She appeared to pay more attention to helping students grasp the development of
knowledge as a process rather than a product. She focussed some of her classroom
activities and assignments on student-centred processes of inquiry. The first lesson
observed was a concluding lesson on acids and bases. She had taught three other
lessons with the class based on the same concept in which different aspects of the
concept were discussed. Groups of students were involved in grinding different flowers
in mortars and trying to extract indicators from the substance while she was supervising

the entire process. Probably in an attempt to enable the Researcher to understand what
was going on, she stated:
This is the last of the series of lessons we are having ... on this topic, we
earlier studied acids and then bases and then ... we learn how to test for
acids and bases in many organic substances including unripe
fruits ... (pointing at oranges, pawpaw and limes at the side benches) and
of course these other ones we have in the lab ... (pointing at inorganic
acids and bases), we made use of indicators ... the ones available in the
lab .... We are now trying to extract our indicator from flowers and we
will use it to test for acids and bases ...we will test them in those things
(pointing again at the fruits) ... (Lesson Observation, 19/3/02)
She had provided different types of flowers including the hibiscus, crotalaria and so on
from the school premises, solvents like methylate spirit, benzene and acetone, testtubes, mortars and pestles, funnels and filter papers for the class activity. While the
students were still busy extracting the pigments from the flowers, she asked them to use
one or two drops of their filtrates to test for acids and bases in each of the local fruits
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provided, record their observations and conclusions. She summarised by listing the
ideas contributed by the students on the chalkboard.

Angy's second lesson observed was with a JSS 2 class. She said that the lesson was a
concluding lesson on ''nutrition and growth." She had introduced the lesson by asking
three questions on the previous lesson to which five students responded and she
reviewed the lesson in about two minutes. She then asked the students to bring out the
materials she had asked them to bring to the class informing them that they were going
to test for the presence of starch in "our food items."
After she had observed some of the items which included guinea com, maize, cowpea,
yam flour, cassava flour, dried fish, dried meat, and palm kernel and so on, she asked
three students to collect mortars from the laboratory and explained that they needed to
grind or crush some of the items into smaller particles to enhance their solubility in
water. She demonstrated the test for starch using a powdered starch, which she had
brought into the class by adding a drop of iodine solution. She provided the students
with watch glasses, iodine solution and droppers and asked them to carry out the
experiment using the powdered starch first and then the food items one after the other.
There were initial arguments or confusion regarding the "correct colour change" when
they started to add iodine solution to their samples as many students described it in
various ways: "blue", "dark blue", "blue black", "black" or "dark brown", anticipating
that the teacher would give the correct description. Angy instead, asked them to
describe the colour change as they saw it. She continued:
... you are to write down your findings in two columns (iliustrating how
to rule the columns on the chalkboard) using these headings ''Food that
contain starch" and 'Food that do not contain starch"... Lesson
Observation, 8/4/02)
After she had supervised the students for about 20 minutes, she opened a discussion by
asking an open question, "Do all plants or animals contain starch in them? Let us have
your ideas with explanation ... " (Lesson Observation, 8/4/02).

Many of the students

contributed to the discussion backing up their conclusions with their observations while
she listed some of the points raised on the chalkboard. This lesson was student-centred;
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she guided the students to carry out hands-on activities, leading and encouraging them
to do it and find out things on their own, in a manner consistent with her espoused
beliefs in student-centred pedagogy.

Angy tried to keep her students engaged either in class discussions or doing activities in
most of her lessons, spending time going round her class to view group activities and
listen to students' ideas. She tried to direct the focus and moderated most of the class
discussions prompting less active students to air their views and she would release
infonnation only at the appropriate point in time. For instance, her timely response to a
student's misconception during a lesson (Lesson three) indicated a high level of
pedagogical skill. One of the students, in a class discussion, said, "When the iron rod
stayed long in my father's yard they become old and ... rusty''. She responded by giving
out rusted and un-rusted iron nails and rods to student-groups to observe, classify and
point out the differences. She tactically directed the discussions to focus on why iron
rusts and conditions necessary for rusting to occur. She: explained:

They don't become rusty because they become old ... they don't grow old
do they? They have been left ... exposed to conditions that make them go
rusty...! don't want to tell you now ... when we go through those
experiments (pointing to the side benches) you will find out that certain
things ... conditions make iron to rust. I will only say that if iron is well
protected ... it will not rust. .. (Lesson Observation, 22/4/02)

She illustrated how the student groups should keep nails in test tubes under different
conditions in order to find out the conditions necessary for rust to occur and she
supervised them as they carried out the activity. The first test-tube contained nails in
water and opened to the air; the second contained nails with silica gel crystals and well
corked; and the third contained nails in boiled water with layer of palm oil on top of it.
She continued:
... you are advised to label your test tubes with your group number and
have it kept in the racks in the laboratory... Go there and observe it
everyday and record your observations ... and you are to continue until
we meet again on Friday ... and you are expected to come up with the
conditions necessary for rusts to occur... (Lesson Observation, 22/4/02
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The fourth lesson observed was a practical class. Unlike the other lessons, the practical
lesson was much less structured since no lesson plan was specifically prepared for it.
Explaining the reason why the practical was not as structured as other lessons, she
stated:
The reason is that we prepared for these set of practicals in advance ... at
the beginning of the tenn, so ... we already know what to do and we work
in groups most of the time and ... you see, the students don't have to do
the same thing ... ! mean the groups ... at the same time. Of course it
depends on what is available ... so, we do rotate the practicals among the
groups. Since we emphasise scientific skills here ... for example, you can
see these groups using the microscope to be able to draw
something ... while

the

other

one

1s

working

on

spring

experirnent ... measuring extension ... and ... even sometimes I ask the
groups to choose the one that interests them. We do those in our scheme
of work and we nonnally cover them during the tenn... (Post
Observation Discussion, 10/5/02).
Organising and conducting the practical class seemed very involving for Angy as she
was seen moving from one group of students to another trying to ensure that materials
were shared, that everyone was participating and there was no laboratory assistant to
assist her. There were about nine practical exercises prepared for the student groups to
carry out on a weekly rotational basis. Each group had the opportunity of choosing the
practicals they wanted to carry out first.
The practical procedures were given to the students in all the cases. Certain aspects of
the practicals could be regarded as confirmatory as the practical handouts gave expected
results, for example, colour change at end-points, expected type of curves, odour or
colour of expected gas. There were also aspects that are investigatory in nature, for
instance, a group of students counting the number of spatulas of table salt added to a
quantity of water at room temperature in a beaker had just attained "a point where the
solution would not dissolve any more salt." At the next stage they were only asked to
vary the experimental condition by using hot water instead. They investigated the effect
of higher temperatures on solubility by using hot water at different temperatures and
also made use of alum, copper (11) tetraoxosulphate (VI) in place of table salt. The
group was seen busy trying to plot a graph of ''number of spatula-full" required to
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saturate 20cm3 of water against temperature. Questions that followed the students'
investigation just described include "Is there a time where no more salt will dissolve?"
"Find out the weight (roughly) of the salt that 20 cm3 of water can dissolve?" "Is the
effect of wanning the same for all the substances?"

11

What happened when the hot

saturated solution cooled down?" "Briefly explain your conclusion from your
graph?" .. 'Lesson Observation, 10/5/02)

Ario th er student group was also observed plotting a graph of angles of incidence versus
angles of reflection from their tabulated readings under the headings: number of
experiments, angles of incidence, and angles of reflection. The group had directed a ray
of light from a ray box onto a plane mirror and measured the angles repeatedly and
allowing one another to take the measurement using a protractor. Angy moved from
one group to another providing assistance to the groups where necessary. At the end of
the session she was seen, assisted by some students, carrying a heap of practical notes to
her staff room for grading.

Angy's lesson design and organisation incorporated tasks, roles and interactions fairly
consistent with inquiry in science teaching and learning and she adequately provided
resources for the majority of her lessons.

Angy appeared to have combined

constructivist-compatible ideas with her overall teacher-directed teaching style in most
of the lessons observed considering the fact that she did not readily release infonnation,
sometime allowed students to find out things by themselves and allowed them to
contribute ideas (Lessons one, two, tln:ee, and four).

Examination of the contents of the practicals revealed a close relationship between
them and the concepts taught in other lessons except that they were not closely linked as
a result of time intervals between them. Most of the concepts and the practical activities
on which they are based were taught weeks apart.

Her practical lesson in which

practical investigations were carried out on a rotational basis due to limited resources
was capable of encouraging learning through repetitive practice of discrete skills, which
is consistent with traditional knowledge transmission ideas (Jason et al, 2000).
Nonetheless, the practicals have investigative ideas and activities incorporated in them
making her strategy consistent with the provisions of guided enquiry in science teaching
(Ajewole, 1990).
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Assertion 6.6
Angy's beliefs about inquiry in science and in the dynamic nature of
scientific knowledge are reflected in her teaching style, which is inquiryoriented.

Of particular note was Angy's fifth lesson (last lesson observed), which she had with a
JSS 2 class in which she displayed high levels of both content and pedagogical
knowledge. Toe topic was food storage and her main objective was that at the end of
the lesson students should be able to appreciate the need for appropriate food storage
and identify various methods of doing so.

She had opened the lesson by asking about three questions based on the previous lesson
to which six students responded, she did a preview lasting about two minutes and then
wrote the day's topic on the board. She then began to distribute various local food
items, which included potatoes, yam tubers, beans, maize, and millet to the studentgroups asking them to observe and separate bad ones from the good ones, and the
reasons why some of the items went bad or rotten. Her students' participation was
overwhelming and she used that to open a whole-class discussion on the need for food
storage and various methods of storage. She led and directed the discussion by asking
leading questions, prompting students to think and reflect on their own experiences,
releasing infonnation only when it became necessary and acting as a moderator to the
discussion at the same time, and tactically using her experience to pull the class back to
the main point or the topic while demonstrating respect for the students' ideas.

Materials and resources provided in most of her lessons supported the instructional
goals and engaged students in meaningful learning. Even though her attempts to help
students articulate their ideas slowed down her content coverage, her time allocations
were quite realistic. The majority of the lessons ended after she had summarised the
main points and given them assignments for the next lesson.

Angy made use of questioning extensively in most of her lessons. She regularly asked
questions that went beyond mere recall to probe for higher levels of understanding and
usually allowed a wait-time before placing the question with a specific student. She
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often followed student responses with further questions like, nnoes anyone see another
possibility?", "Who has another idea?" or "Who would like to comment on Ade's
idea?"

She was able to vary her strategies making use of a combination of lecture, whole-class
discussion, and inquiry-oriented approaches at different times depending on her
classroom situation. She seemed quite confident, knowledgeable about science content
and pedagogy; simplifying concepts in her own words, without reference to any text
materials, drawing examples from students' home and school environments, and
making connections with several content areas. Her entire plans and practices seemed to
reflect understanding of prerequisite relationships among topics and concepts in
Integrated Science. She appeared sensitive to students' learning problems and
misconceptions as evidenced by her prompt response when a student expressed the idea
that "iron rusts when it gets old."
Assertion 6. 7
Angy's classroom practices are grounded in her beliefs about effective science
teaching (that both the teacher and students be involved in the teaching learning process), about student learning (that students should learn science by
doing, feel free to interact during lessons) and about students' assessment (that
students be assessed often and in various ways, and that assessment should
contribute to teaching and learning).

Assertion 6.8
Angy's teaching style was characterised by both teacher-centred and studentcentred activities involving teacher-led whole class discussions, students'
engagement in group activities in which she appeared to emphasise meaningful
learning rather than covering large amounts of content.

Assertion 6.9
Angy developed a positive classroom climate with good rapport, and students
interacted fretly and confidently expressed their ideas and all of them seemed
eager to participate in class activities.
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Teacher's reOectioos on practice

Angy showed contentment with the way most of her lessons went, given the constraints
posed by school factors including large classes and insufficient science teaching
resources. She felt that she had been trying the best she could to help her students
become literate in science. The interest she has for her students and the teaching
profession appeared to be the major motivating factors in her efforts to succeed in her
duties in the school, notwithstanding the constraints. Expressing how she feels about her
students learning, she explained:
These students are not to blame for anything ... as far as I am concerned.
Even though ...some of us in this profession have made them to believe

'

that they should just sit down ... maybe copy notes in class ... and that is
what most of them will want to do given the opportunity... especially
when they get bored ... and then we complain about their attitude towards
science. You see ... they get more interested when they are doing
something ... when you try to engage them in activities, I think you saw
them in the class ... that some of them were really ok. Some ofus go the
extra mile to be able to get things ... I mean for our teaching and this is
why we have a lot of pressure .. .I think some of us are doing more than
we should be doing and the school. .. or the authorities never appreciate
this ... (Post Observation Discussion, 10/5/02)

Angy did not believe that the students have peculiar learning problems apart from the
problems of poor background knowledge of science and inability to acquire the
necessary science textbooks. She did, however, seem to assert that some teachers are not
doing enough to help the students. When asked if she noticed particular learning
problems among the students 1 she stated:

The only problems that one can think of is ... maybe about their
background ... some of them are from the nursery primary school
background and others from public primary schools. You know that the
nursery schools start to teach general science from lower classes; those
from public primary schools seem to be lagging behind ... I think most of
them especialiy at the beginning ... Again some of them come from very
poor homes and they don't have books to read ... no encouragements from
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parents also ... maybe their parents are illiterates.

Other problems .. .I

think are not really that of the students ... maybe they are caused by some
of us teachers ... (Post Observation Discussion, 28/5/02)

Angy's belief that students develop more interest and learn better when engaged in
activities seemed to underpin her classroom activities. She believes that she has been
ciffective because she makes an effort to engage students in hands-on learning activities,
in meaningful learning, and tries to provide a socially supportive atmosphere in which
students' interests are considered important.
.. .it is my belief that science can be learned by doing activities ... that is
why they are able to understand the concepts I teach ... they interact with
each other in social way ... teaching one another sometimes ... you see I
no longer complain about their attitude ... you see, as long as I carry most
of them along ... (Post Observation Discussion, 28/5/02).
Assertion 6.10
Angy displayed a sound and curre~t knowledge about science teaching
and student learning.

Teacher's reflections on factors which limit teaching effectiveness
Angy identified large classes, lack of appropriate textbooks and inadequate laboratory
facilities as major factors, which limit or inhibit her effectiveness in science teaching
(Survey Questionnaire 2.14).

When asked to outline the factors, which limit her

effectiveness in her science teaching, she explained:
... the number one problem is this

large population in the

classes ... bccause when the class is too large there cannot be effective
control and ... you see, when there is no effective control teachinglearning process is inhibited,

then another thing is the lack of

facilities ... this again has been made worse due to the large
population ... we don't just have enough things to teach with ... Tirls is
why I use grouping of students most of the time ... and I know that it's not
comfortable

and

because ... it

affects

their

rate

of
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assimilation ... understanding.

Regarding the textbook .. .I think those

available are the ones the teachers are using; most of the students cannot
afford to have the textbooks in order to be able to read on their own ...
and even, there are not enough books in the school library... there may
just be about three or four textbooks there in a particular subject
area ... and what can that do considering these number of students. When
you give assignments, some of them are able to share with their fiiends

while others are just helpless ... (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02)
She observed that the chemistry aspect of their Integrated Science suffers most because
they cannot replace most of the reagents, which are used up. She explained:
... another major one is the lack of reagents in our laboratory... you
know ... most of these reagents ... or chemicals we use in the chemical
science aspect of our subject particularly... you see, we use them up ...
they are always being consumed ... and we are told that there is no fund
to buy ... or replace them ... or maybe provision is not made for it in their

budget ... (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02)
Angy believes that her effectiveness would be enhanced if those problems were solved
suggesting that classes should be smaller consisting of 40 students at l!lost, that the state
government should increase funding for science education and that the Parents Teacher
Association (PTA) should assist the school in providing resource materials for use in the
school. She explained:

To address the problems may be difficult. .. unless of course ... you see,
one way out is that we should split the classes ... may be for a particular
science class we can have say, class Al, A2 and so on ... so that a class
will not be more that 40 students at most ...Then another thing is that the
govenunent should come to the aid of the school by providing the
necessary fund with which we can get those facilities that we need
particularly in our Iab ... these facilities are very important for our work
and also for our students ... because if a child is not cOmfortable he/she
will not be able to leam ... then for reading materials, I think the school
should appeal to the PTA to try and make efforts to provide these
resource materials for their children ... because the govenunent cannot do
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all these things alone ... they should at least create some time to plan for
their children ... (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02)
Lesson obse:-vations indicate that Angy provided materials used in her lessons
from both the laboratory and the environment. She made use of the students to
provide some of the teaching materials. Though there were science teaching
materials/equipment in the school laboratory, they were not sufficient
considering the average number of 52 students per class, even though she made
her students work together in groups during hands~on activities.
Overview of Teacher's Practices Jo Terms of Pedagogical Content Knowledge
(PCK)

The model of pedagogical content knowledge described by Cochran, DeRuiter, and
King (1993) considers teacher's subject matter knowledge, pedagogical knowledge,.
knowledge of students' abilities and learning strategies, and knowledge of context in
which the learning takes place. Angy's teaching practices are analysed in this section in
relation to these attributes or components of pedagogical content knowledge.
Lesson Preparation and Organisation

Angy's PCK reflected many attributes or components some of which she had developed
to varying degrees. These attributes were exemplified in her lesson plans that reflected
knowledge of content, knowledge of student learning, knowledge of general pedagogy
and knowledge of context. Each of her lesson plans showed a set of specific lesson
objectives, summary of selected content for the particular lesson, outlines of teaching
procedure, a set of activities to be performed during the lesson, and evaluation
procedure for the lesson.
There were no content errors visible to this Researcher in any of her lesson notes. Si;,e
incorporated a variety of teaching strategies and developed a set of student activities for
each lesson. For example, in her second lesson she had planned to have students work in
groups. The activity involved a test for starch in a variety of food items which students
were to bring from their homes. Angy seemed to have simplified the lesson contents to
meet the level of the classes she taught. The contents were organised from simple to
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complex while the teaching procedures were broken into various steps to be followed
during her lessons.

She provided various resources including charts, models and various objects from the
school environment which appeared to contribute significantly to accomplishing her
objectives. Angy's lesson plans suggest that she called upon her understandings of
content, pedagogy, student learning and context of teaching/learning.

Classroom Behaviour

Various attributes or components of PCK were reflected in Angy's classroom practice.
Of these attributes her understanding of content, student learning and context appeared
to be more prominent or more apparent in most of her lessons. This was demonstrated
in her first lesson based on acids and bases. She was specific about what she wanted her
students to achieve in the lesson and developed appropriate activities in order to achieve
her lesson objectives. Her students had learnt about acids

and bases

in their previous

lesson and were extracting pigments from various local flowers that were used to test
for presence of acids or bases in laboratory reagents and local fruits like oranges, grapes
and limes. She explained:

We made use of indicators ... the ones available in the lab ... we are now
trying to extract indicators from flowers and we will use it to test for acids
and bases ... we will test them in those things (pointing at the fruits) ...

(Lesson observation 19/3/02)
Angy's idea that the use of laboratory indicators and those extracted from flowers by
her students could extend students' understanding about the concept of acid and bases
exemplifies her understanding of both content and students learning. Her wholistic
understanding of this topic, knowledge of students learning and knowledge of context
were exemplified in her extension of the science of acids and bases to incorporate local
flowers and fruits which the students were already familiar with.in their environment.

Angy's PCK was also reflected in her ability to manage student inquiry. She
demonstrated this ability during her second lesson, which started with a teacher-led
demonstration. She demonstrated the test for starch using iodine solution before the
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class and designed activities in which her students were also involved in testing for
starch in local food items like yam flour, com, cassava flour, and dried fish and so on.
The student groups had described the colour change observed during the activity in
several ways. For instance, while some groups described it as blue, black, or dark brown
others described as greenish black, bluish or blue~black. The colour change was almost
becoming a controversy among them and they asked her to describe the colour which
indicated that starch was present in the items. Rather than give a direct response she
simply told them to describe it as they saw it.

She was probably aware that the students were going to obtain a consistent blue~black
colour change when starch was present in each of the items and wanted them to improve
their knowledge about identifying colours changes in science. Her response prompted
some interactions among the students as they compared their results with one and
another and later reached a consensus among themselves and came up with the correct
description of the colour change. (Lesson Observation 8/4/02).

Angy recapitulated most of the lessons observed by synthesising ideas generated from
class discussions in a concise, logical and easy-to-understand fonn without referring to
the outlines in her lesson plans.

Angy was usually swift to detect students'

misconceptions during lessons. She led the class to correct such misconceptions or
provided the corrections when necessary to do so and she was never observed to evade
students' questions. Her illustrations and analogies were consistent with the current
understandings about Integrated Science content.

The ability to deal appropriately with students' misconceptions was demonstrated
during her third lesson. The topic was "Rusting of iron." A student had said during a
class discussion "When the iron had stayed long in my father's yard they become old
and ... rusty." Rather than give a spontaneous oral response \·vhich she probably thought
many of her students might not easily understand, she responded by giving out samples
of both rusted and un-rusted iron nails, and pieces of iron rods, to students to observe.
She was concerned about the students grasping the concept. She tactically directed the
discussions to focus on why iron rusts. Then she explained:

They (iron rods) don't become rusty because they become old ... They
don't grow old ... do they? They have been left ... exposed to conditions
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that make them rusty... when we go through those experiments {pointing
to the side benches}, you will find out certain things ... conditions that
make iron to rust .. .I will only say that if iron is well protected it wi1l not
rust. (Lesson observation 22/4/02)

She led her students (working in groups of six or seven) through class activities
designed to identify conditions necessary for rusting to occur.
The way she responded to the misconception in the lesson was tactical and
demonstrated an integrated understanding about content, pedagogical skiUs and how
students learn in science. Angy's involvement of her students in class activities seems to
be consistent with her belief that "students learn science better by doing activities"
(Interview with Angy, 8/3/02).

Even though she encouraged student-student

interactions which apparently facilitated their learning, the lessons were largely teacher
directed, teacher-centred because she led most of the class demonstrations and
discussions. Her students were to strictly follow procedures designed to achieve specific
lesson objectives. She had explained during an interview: "They would not know
exactly what to do ... they should follow instructions regarding skills and participate
fully ... they should be able to demonstrate the skills required for the lesson" (Survey
Questionnaire, 2.13}.
Another attribute of Angy's PCK is her ability to design practical exercises to reinforce
the concepts already taught in other lessons or to improve students' learning through
repetitive practice of discrete skills in keeping with her beliefs that "science should
emphasise learning of skills" (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02). She designed about nine
practical exercises with specific procedures that the student groups carried out on a
weekly rotational basis. She adopted this practice as a way of managing the very limited
laboratory resources in her school. The practical lessons and the 'theory' lessons were
carefully matched to each other even though many of the practical activities and the
matching theory lessons were taught weeks apart. She seemed to be specific about what
the practical lessons were designed to achieve. For example, a student group
investigated the concept of solubility using both cold and hot water as solvents, table
and other salts as solutes, and plotted graphs of solubility against temperature. Although
Angy had eailier explained those tenninologies in a lesson on solubility, the practical
lessons reinforced the specific concepts; provided the opportunity to involve her
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students in hands-on activities so that they can confirm or investigate ideas and learn
practical skills in the process.

Her PCK was also reflected in the ability to make the students explore concepts from
different angles. She was able to skilfully employ questioning to engage her students in
class discussions leading them to explore all possibilities and reflect on their
understanding. She moderated their discussions and occasionally pulled the class back
to the main issue, at the same time demonstrating respect for their views. Angy would
lead by asking follow-up questions like "Does anyone see another possibility?'' or
"Who would like to comment on Ade's idea?"

Most of the activities in her lesson challenged the students to construct understanding
and engaged them in meaningful learning. She seemed to emphasise inquiry-based
learning and encouraged depth rather than breath, moving rather slowly from one topic
to the next. Angy's PCK appears to reflect an attribute of adequate pedagogical skills in
her clear directions and procedures in most of her classes; her oral and written
communications during her lessons were clear and effective. She was able to simplify
and express science concepts and definitions in multiple ways as she was apparently
trying to help her students understand concepts and also to model good communication

skills.
The lesson on food storage exemplified her knowledge of student learning, context and
content knowledge about food storage. She had set a main objective that at the end of
the lesson students "should be able to appreciate the need for appropriate food storage
and identify various methods of doing so." After her short preview of previous topic,
Angy provided various local food items and asked students to observe and separate the
bad ones from the good ones and give reasons for their decisions. She led a discussion
on food storage in which she encouraged students to tell all they knew about food
storage in their homes, used examples that her students were familiar with, and seemed
to consider the previous knowledge .that the students brought into the lesson as
important. Students' misconceptions about food storage were also discussed.

Angy created a learning environment in which her students bec!lp1e curious and the zeal
to learn more was apparent. She seemed to have integrated her knowledge of content
with her pedagogical understanding (leading students in activities in order to facilitate
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their learning) in the lesson. It was apparent too, that her understanding about the
context of learning (local environment and students' background) and the way she
believes students learn in science contributed to the overall student learning in that
particular lesson.

She also seemed to have blended her understanding of these

knowledge domains in her ability to ·select a specific activity to develop the concept of
food storage in the lesson.

Her understanding about student learning was further demonstrated when she expressed
her belief that students should "learn science by doing activities" and that her students
"learn best when they are kept busy doing class assignment or hands~on activities"
(Interview with Angy, 8/3/02). She seemed to understand that giving infonnation to
students in the class or telling is not teaching. She alluded to this fact in her comment
about how her students learn:
... Sometime they want to learn by receiving every information from the
teacher... and when you asked them to study certain things on their own,
they tend to get confused ... probably this is because they don't have
reading materials ... However as their teacher ... ! think that some of us
know what to do ... giving them information will not help much; we are to

teach them ... (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02)
Her comment about what she derives from the environment for her teaching further
. exemplifies her understanding of context:
But we have to be able to get some things too ... sometimes we don't really
use

only

chemicals

or

reagents ... What

of

insects,

leaves,

flowers ... sometimes toads, lizards or fish? This environment contains a lot
of these things. It's difficult but I know how to get many of them ... I use
my students sometimes and they are always happy... (Interview with

Angy, 8/3/02).
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Summary

Evidence arising from the analysis of the Survey Questionnaire, interviews and this case
study corroborate each other regarding Angy's beliefs about the nature of science,
effective science teaching and classroom teaching practices.

Angy believes in the

inquiry and dynamic nature of science. She also believes that science is a process for
doing things, and a process of investigating and developing understanding about the
natural world. Angy believes that science is taught in the school in order to produce
future science-related professionals and scientifically literate individuals and that the
science curriculum should emphasise both content knowledge and inquiry in science.
While Angy believes that the Lagos State's Integrated Science curriculum is
comprehensive, flexible enough to enable her apply various teaching methods and has
achievable objectives, she does not believe that the document is current enough or
relevant to students' needs.

Angy believes in a combination of teacher-centred and inquiry-oriented pedagogy. For
effective science teaching she believes that both the teacher and the student should be
involved in the teaching-learning process, that the teacher has to be able to explain and
demonstrate the concept and skills involved, encourage student participation, possess
the capability to improvise teaching materials where necessary or be able to get them
from the environment. Angy believes that students learn science best by doing; when
they are actively engaged in class activities under the supervision of the teacher, and
when they feel free to interact during lessons. Angy views science as a dynamic process
having to do with inquiry.

She believes that students should be assessed in various ways and as many times as
possible as long as the teacher considers it appropriate and contributes to teaching and
learning. She is of the opinion that students' knowledge, skill and attitude should be
assessed and that assessment should involve written examinations, class tests, quizzes,
projects and laboratory practicals.

Angy's teacher-centred, and inquiry-oriented teaching philosophy is reflected in her
teaching style which was characterised by a combination of teacher-centred and student
activities involving teacher-led whole-class discussions, student engagement in class
activities and meaningful learning.
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Angy's goals for her students are to develop illterest in science subjects, promote their
confidence, and help them to become literate in science; because she believes that
scientific literacy makes people live better lives. This philosophy was translated into
action when she often said positive things about her students' responses in her lessons.
For science teaching to be effective she believes that the class must be manageable1 and
with enough materials so that students can learn science by doing activities.

She

believ_es in teaching and learning of skills in science. Angy believes that the teacher's
role in the class is to try to explain concepts, ask and respond to questions, demonstrate
necessary skills and guide the students to learn those skills through class activities, that
students should be free to ask questions, listen to instructions and take part in class
activities. She believes that her teaching is effective because she tries to teach science
skills, particularly those mentioned in the scheme of work and her students' responses
are encouraging.

Classroom Practice

Angy's designs of lessons reflected careful planning and lesson organisation based on
prepared lesson notes with set objectives. The lesson notes incorporated tasks, roles and
interactions fairly consistent with inquiry in science teaching and learning.

She

provided resources for her structured procedures of guided inquiry. Even though she
initiated most of the interactions, student-initiated interactions were conunon. Students
were encouraged to ask questions, take part in group activities, exchange ideas, and
provide clues to questions or problems before she made clarifications.

Angy kept her students engaged either in class discussions or doing activities most of
the time, spending more time going round her class to view group activities and listen to
students' ideas. She uses questioning extensively and she would not readily release
infonnation. She seems slow in content coverage, prompting students to think through
specific questioning and requiring them to explain their answers. Students' learning in
her class appears quite significant. Even though she would introduce her lesson with a
brief lecture, in most of her classes students seem adequately engaged with ideas and
group activities relevant to the focus of her lesson.
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Angy was able to vary her strategies making use of the lecture, whole-class discussions,
and inquiry-oriented approaches at different times depending on her classroom
situation. She seems quite confident, knowledgeable about science content; simplifying
concepts in her own words, without reference to any text materials, drawing examples
from students' homes and school environment. Angy appears to take into account her
students' level of development, learning difficulties, and school constraints in planning
and'in teaching her lessons.

Like the other teachers, Angy holds beliefs consistent with teacher-centred.ness in
science teaching; she also espoused beliefs about students' engagement in hands-on
activities in science teaching and learning. Her teaching practices and styles are in
keeping with her espoused beliefs and a combination of the lecture and teacher-led
students' activities were observed in her lessons.

Angy's PCK was sufficiently developed to enable her to address students'
misconceptions, to design specific activities to reinforce the concepts taught in the class
and enable students to learn isolated skills in science. Her PCK was reflected in her
clear directions and procedures in most of her lessons. She was able to simplify science
concepts and definitions in multiple ways, as she was trying to make her students
understand and model good communication skills as well.

Even though these PCK attributes or components were not yet developed substantially
or fully integrated to a level consistent with effective teaching and learning in science as
outlined in chapter 2, she seemed to have adequately blended her knowledge of content,
her pedagogical understanding (leading students in activities), her knowledge of context
(local environment and students background) and her ,mderstanding of how students
learn in science in a manner consistent with both her beliefs about teaching and learning
in science and the context in which she worked. Furthennore, her classroom practices
reflected a general PCK associated with class control and management and lesson note
preparation.
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CHAPTER 7: CASE STUDY 3
Introduction

This Chapter presents the result of the third case study, which involved Kaudry. Data
were collected by interviews, lesson observation sessions, informal discussions and
analysis of curriculum documents. The case study is presented in six major parts.
Presented first is Kaudry's profile as a teacher followed by the context of science

teaching in his school. The third part presents his pedagogical beliefs while the fourth
part is the teacher's classroom teaching practices. Presented in the fifth part is the
analysis of the teacher's practices in terms of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)

and the sixth part summarises the Chapter.
Teacher's Profile

Kaudry is a 33 year-old science teacher in a rural school in Lagos, Ni£eria. He had been
teaching science at the secondary level for 13 years, six of which were in his present
school. He bolds a National Certificate in Education, and a bachelor degree in science
education. Being an acting head of department, he is highly respected among his
colleagues and students. Apart from the responsibility to provide instruction in science
that meet the needs of all his students, he had other job functions which include
organising the weekly roster of teachers who conduct morning assemblies, coordinating
tenninal examinations for the junior secondary year two and three classes and
supervising the school library. He is responsible directly to the Vice Principal of the
school, He is the most senior of the three integrated science teachers in the school and
his involvement in science teaching at the junior secondary level is 36 periods per week,
six of which are assigned to three double-periods of practical classes. Kaudry's goal for
his students is to help develop their knowledge in integrated science so that they can
perfonn well both in their internal and external examinations. He stated:
... our major goal as their teacher is to teach them ... and develop their
knowledge in science so that they can do well in their examinations .. .I
mean in their tenninal and promotion exams ... and of course their
final. .. external JSS 3 examination. When they do well like that. .. that is
when people appreciate our work ... (Interview with Kaudry, 25/4/02).
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He appears to be quite comfortable with his teaching styles describing what he does best
as giving adequate explanation of concepts in class, clarification of issues in science and
ensuring that students pay attention and take part in an class activities.

Context of Science Teaching

Kaudry's school is a rural school located close to the riverine area in the Lagos State of
Nigeria. It is the only public school in the area. The majority of the people living in the
suburb are illiterates and semi-literate individuals with a few literate civil servants, and
businessmen and women living among them.

The majority of the parents of the

students are fishermen, traders and craftsmen. It is a coeducational school, with a
population of about 3500 students.

Integrated Science is taught as a compulsory subject in all junior secondary classes.
Each of the year groups has between three and four streams and there are three science
teachers assigned to teach Integrated Science in junior secondary classes. The school
has a separate laboratory for Integrated Science apart from those for Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, and Agricultural Science. Integrated Science is based on the content
and guidelines irr the National Integrated Science Cuniculum for Junior Secondary
Schools (FME, 1980) and the Lagos State's Unified Scheme of Work for Integrated
Science, (Lagos State Ministry of Education, 2001/2002) which itemises the science
content to be covered weekly over the three school terms.

Kaudry followed the curriculum as laid out in the junior secondary science texts - the
Nigerian Integrated Science Project, Books 1-3 (New Edition), (STAN, 1984). He also
used the teacher's diary, lesson notes, teacher's handbook, continuous assessment
record book (mark book) and teacher's weekly timetable.

The documents are

considered essential for teaching in the Lagos State's school system and are adequately
supervised. Signatures of superior officers of the school and that of school inspectors
were seen visible on some of the documents indicating that the use of such materials for
science teaching is being supervised.

Displayed on the side benches in the Integrated Science laboratory were labelled bottles
of reagents; acids, bases, salts, methylated spirit and other organic alcohols, and
benzene. There were about 12 microscopes, all of which were said to be in good
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working condition but appeared quite old and a number of hand lenses (about 20)
stacked together in a side cupboard. There were models of the human skeleton, models
of human body parts and organs, birds' skeletal system, about eight water baths and a
large aquarium, flasks of various sizes, funnels and about six plant pots displayed on the
side benches. There were charts of various kinds ranging from the periodic table of the
elements, energy flow system, to drawings of the human and other animal organs hung
on the walls of the laboratory. There was an inner storeroom in the laboratory in which
electrical apparatus like ammeters, voltmeters and a weighing balance; stop clocks and
other delicate instruments were kept.

Although Kaudry complained of occasional

power failures, the laboratory was supplied with both electricity and water. It was
apparJnt that most of the materials available in the laboratory would be insufficient for
Kaudry's classes of about 50 students. The classroom environment however, appeared
conducive for learning with enough seats, good ventilation, enough space for teachinglearning activities and students appeared quite comfortable in most of the lessons
observed.

Teacher's Views
The Nature of Science

Kaudry believes that science is a way of studying and developing understanding about
the natural world (Survey Questionnaire, 3.9). He also believes that science is a process
of doing things and that the knowledge of science is always improving.

Kaudry

believes that people study science in Order to have the capacity to solve problems and
contribute to society. Explaining the nature of science, he stated:
Science is just doing ... unlike other disciplines, it makes you learn and
practice what you have leamt. .. you lmow, you observe things ... and at
times you collect data and you also analyse ... and you know, after
studying science ... when you identify a problem you can then try to find
a solution to the problem in a scientific way... (Interview with Kaudry,

25/4/02).

Kaudry indicated that scientific knowledge keeps improving and that the study of
science helps people contribute to society. He reiterated;
, .. The nature of science can be viewed in a broad sense ... you lmow that
science is always dynamicj it is never stagnant or static ... it keeps
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improving ... Again it makes those who study it somebody at the end of
the day after a course of study in science ... you know as the interviewer,
'am sorry to say .. .look at some of our important people in our society
today ... because they have gone through the study of science ... and I too,
'am trying to make a career out of science .. .it makes you to be sound in
knowledge ... you will be able to contribute to the society and people will

begin to look at you as a role model. .. (lnterview with Kaudry, 25/4/02).
Kaudry wants his students to view science as a subject that will enable them to solve
most of their problems in life, and he believes that science is taught in school in order to
pass some basic knowledge from one generation to the next. He stated:
... I would like my students to view science as a subject that can make
them solve most of their problems ... You know the various problems that
confront the human race ... this is why we teach them science ... You know
that generations come and go ... science is taught in schools in order to
replace future leaders ... by the time some leaders are phased out, they are
replaced with new ones, so science is taught in the schools to prepare our
future leaders .. .it makes us to be able to replace professional experts
... so that some basic knowledge can be passed from one generation to

the other ... (Interview with Kaudry, 25/4/02)
Kaudry believes that the science curriculum should emphasise both content
knowledge and inquiry in science.

He believes that the Lagos State's

Integrated Science curriculum is both comprehensive and relevant to students'
needs. He however believes that the document is not current and has not been
reviewed for many years (Survey Questionnaire 5.1, 5.2).

Assertion 7.1
Kaudry believes that science is a process of developing understanding
about the natural world and that scientific knowledge is always
improving.
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Assertion 7.2
Kaudry believes that science is taught in order to produce science
professionals, so that some people can become future leaders, the
science curriculum should emphasise both content knowledge and
inquiry in science.

Effective Science Teaching
Kaudry believes that science teaching and leaning is most effective when the teacher
takes control of the ckss, presents his/her lesson by giving adequate explanation and
demonstration of the concepts, provides the necessary materials for the students to learn
and allows the students to take part in the lesson. Kaudry's idea about students taking
part in a lesson was found to mean that students should listen attentively and respond to
questions. He espoused the beliefs that students' roles in an effective science lesson
should include listening attentively in class, asking and answering questions and taking
part in group and individual assignments (Survey question 2.13).

Explaining the

teacher's roles in an effective science classroom, he stated:
... One of them is demonstration ... this is because the teacher teaches in
the front of the class ... or while moving around he has to demonstrate so
that the students can understand the concept ... not just passing the
theoretical information alone ... he has to demonstrate so that the students
can learn by it and he should be able to take control of the class ... and be
able to carry them along. He has to explain too ... he should be able to
develop his points about the concept and be able to carry the students
along all the time ... at times you ask questions and you also respond to
their questions and many other things like that. .. (Interview with Kaudry,

25/4/02).
He is of the view that students are supposed to answer questions, write down notes and
observe the teacher's demonstrations. He explained:
. , ,The students are supposed to give a feedback ... their feedback should
involve answering of questions ... When you outline your points and give
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it to them ... they have to write them down in their notes, observe your
demonstrations ... and you try to keep them alive by asking them
questions ... you can even make them contribute part of the points you are
giving them ... and you can ask them to give examples on the

concept...(Interview with Kaudry, 25/4/02).
Kaudry appears quite comfortable with his teaching strategies describing what he does
best in his lessons as explaining, demonstrating and 'sometimes' al!.owing the students
to express their views. He stated:
... when I am teaching I make sure that I

adequately explain the

concept, .. .I also demonstrate and sometime I give the students real
objects to work with ... I even sometimes allow them to express
themselves ... you know ... we can also learn from them ... those are the

things I do in my class ... (lnterview with Kaudry, 25/4/02).
Student Learning
For science teaching to be effective Kaudry believes that students should listen and
observe the teacher's demonstration, write down the points being given by the teacher,
and answer questions in the class. He explai~ed:
... For sciencP- teaciiing to be effective ... as the teacher outlines the points
and gives the information to them ... and as he demonstrates ... they have
to listen attentively, write down the points in their notes ... observe the
teacher's demon~tration ... and try to provide feedback by asking
questions on the areas they did not understand ... (Interview with Kaudry,

25/4/02).
Kaudry's beliefs that his students learn best when he is able to explain concepts, backup the explanation with illustrations, and tries to get them involved in the teachinglearning process, as explained in the interview, appear to corroborate that which he
expressed in the survey questionnaire (Survey Questionnaire, 2.13 ). Describing how his
students prefer to learn, he stated:
, .. They

prefer

to

learn

when

you

adequately

explain

the

concepts ... especially those difficult concepts ... you bring it to their
familiar level ... and you try to put life into whatever you are
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teaching ... you let them see what you are doing ... you are not just passing
the bulk of the information, you back it up with illustrations ... and you let
them do some practicals ... That is how they learn effectively... and we try
to see that they learn by those methods ... (Interview with Kaudry,

25/4/02).
Student Assessment

Kaudry believes that students are assessed in the school in order to know their academic
achievement, promote them to the next class, and prepare them for external
examinations and to give their parents feedback. He explained:
... You know that they are here for a purpose or to achieve some
goals ... we assess them to know their achievement ...whether they are
improving or not ... in order to promote them ... may be to the next class
or prepare them for external examinations ...we also assess them in order
to give feedback to their parent!. ... You know they have been sent to
school by their parents ... so, at the end of the day they are given report
cards or result sheets to show their parents how well they have

done ... (Interview with Kaudry, 25/4/02).
Kaudry assesses his students mainly through periodic examinations, quizzes, and
terminal examinations and occasionally assesses their attitudes. Describing how he
assesses his students and the aspects of learning involved, he explained:
... We do examinations ... they have just concluded some examination
now; we give them periodic examinations and tenninal exams. We give
them periodic tests and quizzes also and ... sometimes we give th'ml
group projects and make sure the members of each group contribute ...
they have to submit their group work for grading and we try to look for
their participation .... Sometimes I also assess their attitude .. .I try to see
the way they go about whatever is given to them to do in the
classroom .. .! watch their reactions, their perseverance level and things
like that ... how they make use of their senses ... we assess all

those ... (lnterview with Kaudry, 25/4/02)
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Assertion 7.3
Kaudry believes that for science teaching to be effective the teacher must
take control of the class, have good knowledge of the subject matter, be,abie
to eXplain, illustrate and demonstrate the concept being taught, and should
allow students to be part of the teac.hing-leaming process.

Assertion 7.4

~-

'

.,

'

Kaudry belieyes that students-. should listen in the cla5sroom, observe the
teacher's demonstrations, ask/answer questions and take down nOtes.

Assertion 7.5
· Kaudry b_elieves that students are assCSsed in order to.· know their. academic
achievement; promote them to the next class, filld to give Jeedbilck to the
parents, and he assesses his students by give.n pe"riodi~ t~sts; quiZZes,·pr~jects
and terminal examinations.

Classroom Practice

lntrodUction

Five of Kaudry's lessons .were observed during weeks thrde to 10 of the third term
which began on the 15th of April 2002, in the 2001/2002 academic year. Each lesson
was preceded with a pre-observation discussion usually focused on the teacher's
preparations for the lesson, lesson objectives and expectations from the lesson. After
each observation, a post observation discussion also took place during which the
teacher's impressions about the lesson, clarifications regarding methods employed and
plans for the next lesson were sought. Kaudry had be~een 47 and 52 students in each
of the classes observed.

Pedagogy
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Planning and organisation

Kaudry's lessons reflected careful planning and lesson organisation based on prepared
lesson plans (also sometimes referred to as lesson notes), which specify what the
students should be able to do, learn or understand at the end of lessons, outlines of
teaching procedures and set of ,activities for each lesson.

The lesson notes were

prepared using the State's Scheme of Work for each school tenn as a guide and
cuniculum content derived from the recommended textbook (STAN, 1984).

The

lesson note seemed adequately supervised by the school system as school inspectors'
signatures and that of the Vice-Principal were found on many of them.

The way in which the lesson contents were structured seemed hierarchical, from simple
to complex, and the learning objectives appeared to be significant and worthwhile for
the level of the students. Kaudry made use of the recommended textbook, his lesson
notes, charts and diagrams in most of his 'theory' lessons. Unlike other lessons, there
was no lesson plan prepared for the practical lesson (Lesson three); however, the
practical procedure (derived from the textbook) was written on the board for the
students to follow.

Unlike other lessons observed, students were made to carry out

some guided hands-on activities in a somewhat prescribed fashion during the practical
lesson.

Interactions

Kaudry initiated the majority of the interactions. Student-student interactions were not
common except when they had to work in groups during the practical class. He usually
opened his lessons by asking two or three questions about the concepts discussed during
the previous lesson and each time three or four students would rase their hands to
answer the questions. He rarely made use of questioning in his teaching, and wten he
did, most of the infonnation elicited dirl not go beyond the recall, short-answer
responses as the questions required students to demonstrate they were paying attention.
Teacher-student interaction appeared to be influenced by a cultural environment in
which the teacher is seen as the 'master' and 'authority' that can hand down discipline
on any one if found wanting. The class was quiet in most of the lessons, which suggests
that the students were either unwilling to interact among themselves, did not feel free to
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do so, or were waiting for the teacher's encouragement to do so. Most of the lessons
were relatively orderly and quiet but not entirely passive because some students were
copying notes from the board, and reflected an environment in which traditional
teaching and learning activities were taking place.

Teaching style

Kaudry frequently made use of the transmission-oriented, and teacher-directed teaching
strategies employing detailed explanation and illustration of concepts coupled with
teacher-demonstration and occasional questioning.

Most of the lessons that" were

observed involved the traditional, teacher-directed, whole-class teaching. Interactions
were mainly between teacher and students; like inviting students to answer questions,
asking them to state definition of concepts or principles and asking them to give
examples. Interactions between the students were minimal. While most of the lessons
were teacher dominated, the students were not entirely passive. They were involved in
answering questions, trying to write notes from the board, listening to the teacher and
other students who answered the teacher's questions. The majority of the questions,
however, appeared to be low order, recall questions requiring knowledge of facts with
only a few requiring students' explanation of their ideas. The emphasis in most cases
was to encourage the students to get the right answer.

Students' responses and Ideas expressed in most of the lessons seemed to have been
recalled either from their notes or from the textbook. For instance, Kaudry's first lesson
observed was with· a JSS 2 class and the topic was 'measurement'. He opened the
lesson by asking two questions based on what he taught in the previous lesson. "Who
can define mass?" and "Who can give us the definition of weight?" he asked. Two or
three students responded.

Some of them seemed either trying to recite earlier

definitions given to them or read from their notes. Kaudry did not react to the responses
but went on to write the day's topic on the board and told the class they were going to
discuss measurements of density and force starting with density. He continued:
. . . The density of a substance is the mass of the substance per unit
volume ... we sometimes neCd to compare densities of many substances.
You know the density of water is ... somehow fixed, ancJ it is taken as a
standard to which all others are compared. Who can give·us the density
of water? (No response) ... when we compare other densities with that of
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water, ... like that we have what is ca1led the relative density (wrote the
definition

on

the

board) ... density

varies

from

substance

to

substance ... You know that for the same type of things the density is
always the same .... and you know that for things that are different, they
cannot have the same density.. .I want you to take note ... that things that
are the same have the same density... The hydrometer is the instrument
used to measure the density of liquids ... (Lesson Observation, 15/5/02).

Kaudry showed a hydrometer to the class by raising it up so that everyone could have a
view ofit, drew it on the board fully labeiled and asked the students to copy the diagram
into their notes. He spent the next 10 minutes writing notes about the procedure for
measuring density of liquids on the board for students to copy.

He went on to iIIustrate how force can be measured using a spring balance. He held a
spring balance to which a small pan is attached and demonstrated the processes of
extension and release by adding weights to the pan and removing weights from it. He
further explained:
... you find that if an object is suspended from a spring ... the spring
becomes extended as I have just shown you .. .'am sure you have seen it
before don't you (a chorus response "yes") ... the weight of the substance
makes the spring to extend, and it returns to the original position when
the weig.li.t is removed ... The more weights you add to the pan the more
extended the spring becomes,.,and we then say that the extension ... that
is the increase in length of the spring is proportional to the amount of

weight added ... (Lesson Observation, 15/5/02)
_Kaudry was in the middle of illustrating how the simple spring balance could be
calibrated to measure force, while the students were busy responding to questions and at
the same time drawing the diagram of the spring balance into their notes when the bell
signalling the change of lesson interrupted the class.

Kaudry's methodology during the second lesson on 'the simple machines' did not
deviate significantly from that of the first. He had written the topic on the board after a
brief opening based on his previous les:on and he seemed satisfied with the chorus
answers that followed the two questions he asked. He defined the concept of machine
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and wrote it on the board, informed the class that they were going to learn about two
major groups of machines - the lever and the inclined plane, listed on the board the
different kinds of machine like the lever, inclined plane, screw, and the wedge as
examples of machines. He explained:
.. ,when we say machines, some of them are very simple and ... that is
why we call them simple machines. You find out that anything or any
device that enable us to do our work in an easier manner... that makes it
easier for us to do our work ... is called a machine ... You find out that the
purpose of using the machine is to be able to do our work. more
conveniently... You may not realise that some of the things you use in the
house .. .I mean ... in your homes are actually machines .. .I mean things
like ... knives, hoes, axes or even the wheelbarrow ... (Lesson Observation,
20/5/02)
Kaudry frequently 1,isted points on the blackboard during the lessons. He gave detailed
explanation of each term and concept with appropriate examples drawn from the
enviromnent. He frequently asked questions like "Who has seen ... ?" "Who can give
example of... ?" "Who can tell us ... ?" and occasionally, "Who can explain ... ?" Each of
the machines listed on the board was discussed in tum with annotated diagrams of
typical examples in the homes to demonstrate how they can be used to do work. The
students were still busy copying from the board when the bell rang· for the short break.
Kaudry had to give the instruction that the class should wait behind to complete their
notes.
Kaudry's practical lesson (Lesson 3) seemed to deviate a little from the other lessons
observed. The practical lesson was more student-oriented as it provided the opportunity
for students to carry out some guided practical activities in the laboratory in a somewhat
prescribed fashion. Ray boxes, plane mirrors, protractors, and worksheets were
provided for the practical activities designed to determine the angles of incidence and
reflection of a ray of light falling on a plane mirror. Unlike other lessons, there was no
lesson plan prepared for the practical lesson. The practical procedure (derived from the
textbook) was written on the board for the students to follow, and the students worked
in groups of four or five.

Organising the practical lesson was also more involving for

Kaudry as he was observed collecting materials from different sources in the laboratory
and ensuring that each group of students had materials to. use for their practical
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activities. When asked if there were enough material for teaching practicals in the
school, Kaudry explained:

... we have problems of teaching materials in this school; especially
science equipments .. .I think the situation is the same with all these
schools in this LED, at least. .. we meet ourselves sometimes at the LED
office .. .I mean we science teachers and we discuss this problem. They
are not just enough ... you see ... these ones (pointing to the ray boxes),
we borrow them from tht. physics lab ...for a long time now, I mean since
about two years now nothing has been provided for this lab ... you can see
that these things here ... most of them are very old. We are more in
numbers here so ... they should provide more things here because I
believe that JSS classes are equally important... (Post-observation
discussion, 20/5/02).

The relationship between the practical and theory was not apparent to the Researcher
because the last lesson with this particular group was on simple machines. Furthennore,
the students were made to follow a prescribed practical procedure during the practical
exercise in which manipulative skills were practised.

Kaudry's fourth lesson was also dominated by teacher-talk. Appropriate knowledge of
science content was reflected in the way he organised and presented the infonnation in a
simplified lecture fashion. He was fluent, confident and coherent releasing the bits and
pieces of infonnation without referring to the textbook or the lesson note on his table.
While these teaching activities demonstrated appropriate content knowledge, pacing in
the lessons seems to reflect inappropriate pedagogical style. Pacing and coverage of
content were obviously not suitable for the students. There were no opportunities for
lesson closure and the rush to cover large areas of content without regard to student
understanding created an atmosphere .of boredom particularly in lessons two and four
observed.

He had written the topic fol' lesson four: 'Elements, Compounds and

Mixture' on the board after opening the lesson in his usual manner by asking one or two
questions and did not react to students' responses. He then hung the chart of the
periodic table of elements at the right corner of the chalkboard. After he had asked the
class to pay attention and to focus on the chart, he drew their attention to the
arrangement of elements in increasing atomic number.

He gave the definition· of
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element, compound and mixture and wrote them on the board, faced the class and asked
the students again to listen and continued:
... elements cannot be broken down into anything else ... they cannot be
broken down into simpler form by both physical and chemical
processes ...The symbol of each element represents the atom of that
element and .. .it is distinct. .. quite different from the atom of other
elements. You should know that elements are pure substances ... Oxygen
for instance consists of only one element and nothing else ... i.e. only one
kind of atom ... the two atoms that make up oxygen gas are the
same., .The sodium chloride and water are not elements ... (Wrote their
chemical fonnulas on the board) ... they are compounds ... because they
can be broken down into simpler forms.

The salt sodium chloride

consists of sodium metal and chlorine gas ... while water is made up of
hydrogen and oxygen ... (Lesson Observation, 12/6/02).
Kaudry moved-quickly to explain the concept of mixtures giving various examples, how
the mixture can be separated by physical means and so on. The class was quiet, some of
the students focused on his writings on the board trying to copy the infonnation into
their notes while others who obvious could not cope with the pace were either gazing at
the periodic table hung on the board or listening and watching him. He had listed some
substances: air, candle, table salt and water, on the board and asked the students to
classify them into mixtures and compounds and give their reasons. His first mentioning
with mixed responses from the students, ::.orne of them were
of 'air' was greeted
.,
observed trying to look through his earlier examples before responding and the bell
sig1lalled the end oflesson.
The pattern of lesson delivery in the lessons, so far reported, indicates that Kaudry is
very muCh locked into the traditional teaching method in which he acts as the sole
infonnation-giver to a relatively passive class of students. He appears to emphasise the
learning of answers more than the exploration of questions, and memory at the expense
of critical thought. A review of the lessons one through to lesson five observed also
reveals that Kaudry did not appear to implicitly encourage students to work together
(except for the practical lesson), to share ideas and information with each other or to use
any instrument to extend their understanding or intellectual capabilities.
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ASSertion 7 .6
... Kaudry's teaching style is characterised by teacher·d_ominated, didactic
activities involving teacher·talk, explaining, demonstrating, giving note.s to
students, and emphasising knowledge of facts in science.

Assertion 7. 7
The majority of Kaudry lessons Were driven by teacher~talk at a fast _pace
which encouraged superficial coverage of large amount_;

.or content and he .

rarely made use of questioning.

Assertion 7 .8
Kaudry's practical lesson was based on a prescribed practical procedure,
:·w~ch the students followed explicitly.

Tu.e last lesson observ'ed which was on growth and development was also driven by
_teacher·talk and depended heavily on facts derived from the textbook, creating the idea
that there is a fixed world of knowledge that ·the students were required to know
(Hanley, 2001). Kaudry's objective for the lesson was: "Students should be able to
explain the ten,ns: growth, development and maturity; mention some factors that affect
growth and development; and identify the roles of such factors in the process of
growth." Kaudry introduced the lesson by asking two questions on the previous lesson
with. the class, which was on excretory organs, and three students res~nded and he
reviewed the last lesson in about

two· minutes.

After he had repeatedly !Jlentioned the

diiy's topic and what it was all about, he wrote it on the chalkboard and continued again
in a lecture fashion:
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... You , no doubt, have increased in height,

weight ... over the

years ... and some of you probably have younger sisters and brothers who
are still babies ... You see, you were like those babies before you grow up
to what you are now ... Your becoming taller, fatter or ... heavier... are
signs of growth that has taking place in you ... Have you noticed some
changes in you since the past two or three years? (Two students
responded). There are some things that you were not able to do as babies
but you are able to do them now ... these changes are not because you are
growing

only,

you

are

also

developing;

they are

signs

of

development. .. you see, growth and development occur in every aspect of
our life ...but we will limit our selves to what happens to our body only...

(Lesson Observation, 19/6/02).

Kaudry explained the terms development and maturity, using the organ of reproduction
as an example. He listed the factors that are necessary for growth on the chalkboard
and, one after the other, outlined their effects starting with that of heredity. The class
was unusually quiet; the students appeared focused probably because of the somewhat
familiar examples the teacher was giving or listing on the board, and students'
interaction was minimal. Providing the whole information, which he had divided into
part~, he explained:
... I am aware of this fact that many of you resemble your parents; some
of the boys here very much look like their fathers ... You are familiar with
the saying "like father like son" or "like mother like daughter". There
are minute particles that are present in cells of living things ... these
particles are called genefl. ... these genes are the units on inheritance ... You
resemble your parents because you have their genes transferred to
you ... they are responsible for most of the resemblance or similarities
between people who are blood relatives. You see ... the genes transfer
certain

features

and characteristics

from

the parents

to their

offspring ... therefore their offspring resemblr.s them ... or looks like
them ... do you understand? (No response) ... the'-. transfer is what we call

heredity... (Lesson Observation, 19/6/02).

1.83

Kaudry had already summarised the main points on the factors necessary for growth in
his lesson note. He copied these on the chalkboard for students to copy and had just
written a take-home assignment on "the effects of diseases, exercise and rest on growth"
on the chalkboard when the lesson came to an end.

Although the information given to the students in the lesson just reported was accurate
and was given without reference to any text materials (reflecting accurate knowledge of
content), the presentation was consistent with the traditional teacher-dominated lecture
style in which the teacher seeks to transfer his/her thoughts and meanings to the passive
students.

Assertion 7.9
Kaudry holds pedagogical beliefs consistent W)th a knowledge transmission
teaching philcsophy and such beliefs are ,reflected significantly in his
classroom practices.
ir

Assertion 7.10
Kaudry believes that the science curriculum should emphasise both the content
knowledge and inquiry in science; however, t.ltls was not reflected in his
science teaching and classroom practices.

Assertion 7.11
Kaudry attempts to rush and cover as large areas of content as possible within
the time frame without involving the students in meaningful learning activities
in most of the lessons observed.

Teacher's reflection on practice

Kaudry appeared to be contented with the way most of the lesson went, given the
constraints posed by school factors including large classes and insufficient science
teaching resources. He believes that while the government is making efforts to provide
the necessary resources for science teaching, the Parents-Teachers Association (PTA}
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should also play a part in providing facilities for the school. When asked about how
much he thinks that the students are achieving in their study and how he thinks the
students prefer to learn1 he explained:

I believe they have been doing well ... except that. . .! think the standard
has started to fall ... For example we have been having more than 65%
pass in their final examinations ... the last year result which I still have in
the office there was about 68% pass rate ... unlike some years back ... three
or four years back ... we used to have above 85% ... and this is giving us
some concern ... Again I can say that many of them want you to make
everything simple for them ... they want you to give notes on everything
you are teaching and to explain everything to them, you explain those
abstract concepts ... you bring it to their familiar level.. .you let them see
what you are doing and the reason for doing it. .. when you give the
information to them you try to back it up with illustration ... and when
they do practicals you let them use their hands, that is how I believe they
learn effectively... I think that is how many of them prefer to learn
science ... and we try our best to see that they learn by those methods

(Interview with Kaudry, 25/4/02).

Kaudry believes that the students have a poor attitude towards science. He complained
of lack of seriousness on the part of the students and Jack of concerns about the issue of
poor attitude by the parents. He believes that he and his colleagues have tried their best
over the years to encourage the students to develop interest in science ·subjects but
nothing seemed to have chunged. He explained:

.. .I know that we Jack facilities ... but most of these students are not
serious ..• they don't want to learn. We have tried our best to encourage
them to have interest in their study... but many of them don't really want
to learn ...honestly they are not changing their attitude towards science
subjects ... and we have continued to force them to do it ... and their
parents ...probably

because

of

the

location

here

or

this

environment ... they are not helping us at all, they expect the teacher to do
everything ...whereas they are the ones who are not encouraging their
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children to leam ... many of these children you see .... are even running

from school.. .Interview with Kaudcy, 25/4/02).
Even though problems of noi.se were not observed in the school, tho.Se factors
mentioned by Kaudry might be distracting the students' attention. The in~bility to
acquire the necessary textbook for learning may also discourage students from \earning.
This Researcher is of the view, however, that Kaudry was not only teaching the way he
was taught, he also expected the students to learn the way he did. Th.is view is supported
by his reference to his time when he explained: "during our time there was discipline ...
and we were serious with our studies ... " (Post Observation Discussion, 12/6/02).
Kaudry's knowledge transmission pedagogy does not have the potential to
d1welop students' interest in science learning.
,t\ssertion 7.12
Koudry's teaching style is a probable contributing factor towards the students'
poor attitude towards science.

Keiudry believes that the school's location has contributed to the problem facing the
school. He believes that some establishments like the new Local Government
Secretariat and an international market with its accompanying restaurants have been
brought too close to the school and are distracting the attention of the students who are
predOminantly rural dwellers. He explained:

.. .I see this school location as becoming a problem ... This school have
been here for a long time ... now look towards the south ... that is the
Lagoon, and all these new building springing up towards the north and
look at the Local Government Secretariat to the eastern part and
now ... look at the Alaba International market ... you see all these put
together interfere very much with our work ... I mean they don't make this
environment conducive for the school to achieve effective science
teaching.

Another one is that ... you see ... because of this market

restaurants are springing up around the whole place ... I believe they
attract our students too much ... this is too much exposure for this rural
setting ... they want to be out of school.. .. can you believe that some of
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them want to go and have a nice time and ... sometime they come late to

school. .. (Interview with Kaudry, 2514102).
When asked if he observed any learning problems among the students apart
from lack of seriousness and the distractions he already mentioned, he
explained:

.•. the

most

important thing

is

this

lack of seriousness ...
., and

maybe ... rnany of them have become lazy ... and maybe because they
don't usually have the recommended textbook~ .. When you give them
homework, ... they won't do it at home ... and you find out that they copy
each other ..•. Even when you explain the whole thing ... they are just
looking at you, At least during our time there was discipline ... and we
were very serious with our study ... when the teacher explained things in
the class, we go back and study ... we study those things again and
... who are you not to do yam homework .. .'( (Post Observation

Discussion, 1216/02)

Assertion 7.14
Kaudry's classroom practices appear to be more grounded in his beliefs about
effective science teaching and about students' learning rather than on the
constraints posed by school factors like large classes, insufficient facilities and
an unconducive teaching cnvirorunent or lack of support from parents.

Among other factors identified by Kaudry as limiting his science teaching effectiveness
are lack of adequate encouragement by government and the society, irregular payment
of science teachers' allowance, non-provision of in-service training, and insufficient
number of teaching staff. When asked how he thinks the problem can be solved, he
explained:
... yes quite a number of things can be done ... this our society tend to look
down on teachers generally ... science teachers should be encouraged, we
should not be looked down upon ... because we do a lot to keep the
society going. Another thing is that in-service training has to be provided
and urgently too ... especially in this school with high population of
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students ... and I know that we provide better education than the private
schools. Government should employ qualified teachers ... many of them
are outside there looking for job and they are not getting it. ..I would like
to say too ... that the result of research like this can be made available., .so
that

we

can

apply

the

findings

to

improve

our

science

teaching ... (lnterview with Kaudry, 25/4/02).
Kaudry's concerns seem to confirm his views that he is doing the best he could to bring
,,bout effective science teaching and learning in the school. He probably views his
knowledge transmission pedagogy as ideal for students learning in science.
Overview of Teacher's Practices in Terms of Pedagogical Content Knowledge
(PCK)

The model of PCK described by Cochran, DeRuiter, and King (1993) considers
teacher's subject matter knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, knowledge of students'
abilities and learning strategies, and knowledge of the social and physical environment
in which students are being asked to learn. Veal (1998) refers to these teacher
knowledge components as PCK attributes. Kaudry's teaching practices are analysed in
!

this section in relation to these components or attributes of PCK.

,,
'i'

Lesson Preparation and Organisation
Kaudry's PCK in relation to lesson plaJU1ing and organisation reflected various components or
'

attributes that have developed to varying degrees. For example, he was able 'to design lesson
plans, develop activities for the various Integrated Science lessons he taught. He specified what
the students should be able to do, learn or understand at the end of each lesson, outlined the
teaching procedures and sets of activities for achieving his lesson objectives. Each lesson plan
also incorporated a set of assessment produces most of which were in the form of take~home
assignments.
The way in which he structured the lesson content seemed hierarchical, from simple to complex
and there were no content errors visible to this Researcher. The way he represented them
(contents) in the lesson notes in tenns of how it might be effectively taught and assessed
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portrayed an understanding of content, pedagogy and how students should learn from ·a
transmission model perspective.
Kaudry was specific about what he wanted his students to learn in each lesson and in the
selections of activities to achieve his lesson goal. For instance the set objectives for his lesson
on Growth and Development included: "Students should be able to explain the tenns: growth,
development and maturity; mention some factors that affect growth; identify the roles of such
factors in the process of growth." (Lesson Note, 19/6/02). The organisation and representation
of his lesson contents appeared significant and worthwhile for the level of his students.

Teaching Behaviour

Kaudrys' PCK reflected various components or attributes that are derived from the traditional
teacher-centred, knowledge transmission perspective. His classroom practices also reflected a
general PCK associated with classroom management, control and discipline. Furthermore,
Kaudry's PCK appears to have been influenced by his beliefs and his acceptance of a model of
teaching with which he was taught. He alluded to this when he said:
.... Even when you explain the whole thing ... they are just looking at you.
At least during our time there was discipline ... and we were very serious
with our study... when the teacher explained things in the class, we go
back and study .•. we study those things again and ... who are you not to do
your homework ... ? (Post Observation Discussion, 12/6/02)

An attribute of his P.CK is a pedagogical style that reflected a tacit understanding that science

can be best taught "in a quiet class" (Survey Questionnaire, Section 3.1) in which students are
in total subjection to the teacher's authority. He had reiterated:
For science teaching to be effective, the teacher must take control of the
class (Interview with Kaudry, 25/4/02)
He appeared to have taken a rather authoritarian control of the li:ssons observed. Such a level of
class control does not reflect an understanding of tho constructivist perspective of how students
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learn in science. His transmission teaching philosophy seems to view understanding as coming
from listening and receiving explanation directly in a highly controlled environment rather than
as a result of active engagement in learning activities in which meaning is intimately connected
with experience.

This attribute was demonstrated in the majority of his lessons observed. For example, he had
opened a lesson on Measurements (Lesson one) by asking two questions based on his previous
lesson. "Who can define mass? Who can give us the definition of weight?" Three students
responded by trying to recite earlier definitions given to them or read from their notes. Kaudry
did not react to the responses but went on to present the lesson by providing detailed
explanation of the concept of measurement and summarising the main points on the
chalkboard. He explained:

. , .The density of a substance is the mass of the substance per unit
volume ... we sometimes need to compare densities of many substances.
You know the density of water is ... somehow fixed, and it is taken as a
standard to which all others are compared ... Who can give us the density
of water? (No response) ... when we compare other densities with that of
water, ... like that we have what is called relative density ... (Lesson
Observation, 15/5/02)

Kaudry employed a predominantly teacher-directed lecture method driven mainly by teachertalk. His PCK also appears to be underpinned by his beliefs about students' role during the
lesson in which he says, "students are to listen, write down notes and may sometimes be
allowed to ask questions" (Ill'terview, with Kaudry, 25/4/02; Survey Questionnaire, 2.13).

This attribute was further demon3trated during the fourth lesson observed. He had introduced
the lesson in his usual style by asking two questions that three or four students responded to. He
did not react to the responses. After he had hung the periodic table of elements on the corner of
the chalkboard, he repeatedly asked the class to pay attention so as to have a quiet class in
keeping with his beliefs as he provided explanations for the arrangement of elements in
increasing atomic number. He continued in his monologue:

... Elements cannot be broken down into simple forms by both
physical and a chemical process ... the symbol of each element
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represents the atom of that element and ...it is distinct ... quite
different from the atom of other elements (Lesson ObseIVation,

1216/02)

The monologue was oriented towards providing students with a detailed representation and
explanation of the lesson content. He seems to believe that students learn by being given all the
infonnation about what they need to know, that 'teIJing simply translates to teaching.' Kaudry
rarely allowed students to ask questions and did not react to most of the students' responses. In
keeping with his beliefs that students should learn by listening to the teacher's explanations,
copy notes and answer questions (Survey Questionnaire, 2.13), he did not create an
environment of good rapport in which students feel free to ask questions, neither did he make
use of questioning substantially during his lessons. The few questions he asked were typically
low-level recall requiring short factual responses. He did ask few questions like "Who has
seen ... ?" "Who can give example of... ?" "Who can tell us ... ?" and occasionally, "Who can
explain ... ?"

Although Kaudry's pedagogy seems to be driven by his beliefs in knowledge transmission and
is dominated by teacher-talk, his teaching reflected a PCK attribute of an appropriate
knowledge of science content. His lesson organisation seemed coherent, and he represented the
lesson content in multiple ways and in a simplified lecture fashion for students understanding.
He gave detailed explanation of each tenn and concept with appropriate examples drawn from
the environment.

He also tried to relate the concept being taught to the students' lives. These

attributes were demonstrated during his lessons two and four. Lesson two was on simple
machines. He had listed on the chalkboard examples of simple machines like the lever, inclined
plane, screw and the wedge. He explained:

... anything or any device that enables us to do our work in an easier
manner... that makes it easier to do our work is called a machine. The
purpose of a machine is to enable us to do our work more conveniently.
You may not realise that some of the things you use in the house ... I mean
... your homes are actually machines ... I mean things like ... knives, hoes,
axes or even the wheel barrow." (Lesson obseIVation 20/5/02)

Each of the machines listed on the board was discussed in tum with annotated diagrams of
typical examples in the homes to demonstrate how they can be used to do work.
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It was apparent that Kaudry was trying to represent or translate the concept of simple machines
in ways that the students could understand. Drawing his examples from the student's home
environment and background exemplifies not only an appropriate knowledge of content but
also an understanding of context. The way Kaudry tried to represent the concept of elements
and compound is a simplified fonn for student understanding during his fourth lesson also
exemplified his appropriate knowledge of content. He had explained during the lesson:

You should know that elements are pure substances... Oxygen for
instance consists of only one element and nothing else ... i.e. only on kind
of atom ... The two atoms that make up oxygen gas are the same (pointing
to the fonnula of oxygen on a chart) ... The sodium chloride and water are
not elements (wrote their formulas on the board .. ; they are compounds
because they can be broken down into simpler fonns... (Lesson

Observation, 12/6/02)
Kaudry Was fluent, confident and coherent, releasing bits and pieces of infonnation without
referring to the textbook or the lesson note on his table. He tried to simplify and repeatedly
stated scientific definitions and explanations in several ways for his students to under.~tand. The
majority of examples he gave during the lessons, analogies outlined and relationships drawn
among topics reflected an accurate understanding about science content. For example, his
ability to illustrate the concept of simple machines with simple home tools e.g. hoes, knives,
axes (Lesson two) that may exist in his students' homes exemplifies his ability to integrate his
knowledge of science content, his knowledge of students and their home envirorunent into

PCK.
While his PCK reflected appropriate content knowledge, pacing in the lessons seems to reflect
inappropriate understanding of the constructivist perspective of how students learn in science.
Pacing and content coverage were too rapid preventing students from developing an
understanding of the concepts.

Kaudry's practical lesson (lesson three) was apparently designed to provide opportunity for
students to carry out some guided activities in a somewhat prescribed fashion in order to
reinforce the concept of light rays and reflections of light he had taught in previous lessons. He
provided materials like ray boxes, plane mirrors, protractors and work sheet for students to
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work with. He wrote the practical procedure on the board for students to follow and students
worked in groups of four or five. He supervised and assisted student groups in setting-up the
experiments. Although Kaudry explained the procedure to follow and ensured that every group
had materials to work with, he did not explain why they were doing it or elicited any
explanation from students. Student participation was restricted to working in groups, setting-up
apparatus, watching him and listening to his oral directives. The practical lesson also appeared
to be oriented towards providing opportunities for confirming or reinforcing the concepts learnt
in other lessons and learning of isolated skills in science.

Kaudry's belief in knowledge transmission pedagogy seems to have a profound effect on his
pedagogy. Because of his beliefs in knowledge transmission, he made few efforts to elicit
students' representations and was unaware of how students were making sense of what they
were to learn. He did not react to most of the students' responses and maintained a distance
from them. By maintaining a distance from his students and relying on transmission of facts he
was not conscious of his failure to anticipate probable misconceptions and to address them
during the lessons. In addition, he did not encourage student interaction to facilitate their
learning because he believed that he needed to have control over coverage of content to ensure
efficient learning and maintain high stan~ards. His beliefs that students learn by being given all
the information about what they need to know; that 'telling simply translates into teaching' was
demonstrated in his classroom practices.

Simply providing the infonnation does not necessarily result in learning (NRC, 1996, Hassard,
2000). Students need to be required to explore and re-visit concepts in different ways to
personally and meaningfully make sense of them. Good learning is a coordinative process,
which requires grappling with concepts and ideas through looking at them from different angles

and through "thinking out loud" (Loughran, 1996)

From the perspective of the roles he played as a traditional teacher, K.audry's PCK reflected a
sound knowledge of content and an understanding of context. His pedagogy however did not
reflect an understanding of students' learning from the constructivist perspective and this
attribute of PCK was yet to be developed.
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Summary
Findings from the analysis of the teachers' survey questionnaire, interviews with
Kaudry and lesson observations reveal that Kaudry believes that science is a way of
studying and developing understanding about the natural world, a 'process of producing
things' and that knowledge of science keeps changing and improving. He believes that
people study science in order to be able to solve problems and contribute to society.
Kaudry believes that science curriculum should emphasise both content knowledge and
inquiry in science; however, his teaching practices did not include any inquiry
strategies.

Kaudry believes that the Lagos State's Integrated Science curriculum is comprehensive,
has achievable objectives and is flexible enough to enable him use various teaching
methods. However, he believes that the document is neither current nor relevant enough
to students' needs. For science teaching to be effective Kaudry believes that the teacher
must take control of the class, must have good knowledge of the subject matter, should
be able to explain and demonstrate the concepts and allow the students to take part in
the teaching-learning process. Kaudry believes that students' roles in effective science
learning should include listening, answering questions, taking down notes, observing
the teacher's demonstration and taking part in group/individual assignments.

He

believes that students are assessed in school in order to know their academic
achievement, promote them to the next class, and give their parents feedback and to
adequately prepare them for their external examinations.

Kaudry's pedagogical beliefs

p.re

consistent with knowledge transmission teaching

pedagogy. He rarely engaged his students in meaningful learning or constructivistcompatible activities in the majority of the lessons observed, Kaudry's teaching was
characterised by transmission teaching style, dominated by teacher-talk, teacher
demonstration, in which he gave all the inJ nnation, emphasised the lt:arning of facts in
science and in which the students played the role of relatively passive receivers of
knowledge.

He felt concerned that the perfonnance of the students in their final

examination had continued to decline from about 85% to the current level of about 65%
and might decline further.
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Kaudry's classroom practice reflected a general PCK associated with cl,:\Ss control,
discipline and lesson note preparation. It also reflected PCK components or attributes
derived from the traditional, knowledge transmission perspective. For instance, he
employed pedagogical strategies that were driven by teacher-talk in which he sought to
transfer his thoughts, meaning and information to the more or less passive students as
receivers of knowledge. He gave all the infonnation and provided detailed explanation
about science content for his students in a highly controlled classroom environment in
keeping with his beliefs.
His beliefs in knowledge transmission pedagogy seem to have a profound effect on his
pedagogy. Because of his beliefs he made few efforts to elicit students' representations
and was unaware of how students were making sense of what they were to learn. He did
not react to most of the students' responses and maintained a distance from them. By
maintaining a distance from his students and relying on transmission of facts Kaudry
.was not conscious about his failure to anticipate probable misconception and to address
them during the lessons.

In addition, he did not encourage student interaction to facilitate their learning because
he believed that he needed to have control over coverage of content to ensure efficient
learning and maintain high standards. Nevertheless, from the perspective of his roles as
a traditional teacher, his pedagogy reflected a PCK with some blending of knowledge
of content and an understanding of context. Knowledge of students' learning from the
constructivist perspective did not reflect as an attribute of his PCK.
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate Nigerian science teachers' beliefs
about effective science teaching, their pedagogical content knowledge, and how these

influenced their science teaching.

The study focused specifically on Lagos State

science teachers' beliefs concerning effective science teaching, their Imowledge base for
science teaching, how they taught and the reasons why they taught the way they did,

and factors which limited the effectiveness of their science teaching.
Data generated from the teachers' survey and the three case studies were presented in
Chapters 4 to 7. In this Chapter, there are discussions about the teachers' views about
why science is taught in the schools, the nature of science, science teaching and
learning, and assessment practices. Characteristics of the teachers' teaching behaviour
and pedagogical content knowledge are also discussed in this Chapter. Findings about
the teachers' espoused beliefs are drawn together into themes, which represent a
consensual picture of their views.
Teachers' Beliefs

Why Science is Taught h1 Schools

The teachers involved in the case studies in this investigation gave various reasons for
science teaching in secondary schools. Their reasons included: to enable students to
gain understanding of the environment and the world; to produce science-related
professionals and leaders of tomorrow; and to help students become scientifically
literate individuals. Although the teachers held divergent views in some respects, the
majority of ·them shared a common view that science is taught in schools in order to
produce science-related professionals. The following assertions were developed from
the case study data regarding the teachers' professed beliefs about the purpose for
science teaching and learning in the schools.
Assertion 5.3
Tello believes that science is taught in schools so that students can have
knowledge of the realities of the natural world and to prepare them for sciencerelated p~ofessions.
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Assertion 6.2
Angy believes that science is taught in schools in order to make students
literate in science. create awareness about what happens in the environment
and prepare the individuals for science-related professions.

Assertion 7.2
Kaudry believes that science is taught in order to produce science
professionals, so that some people can become future leaders. and the science
curriculum should emphasise both content knowledge and inquiry in science.

Tello gave reasons for teaching science that seem to be related to his traditional science
teaching practice. His view that science is taught so that students can have knowledge of
the realities about the natural world is reflected in his teaching practices in which he
often gave information of factual knowledge in science to students. He alluded to this
when he reiterated his belief in a knowledge transmission philosophy: "to be effective
means ... doing the right thing in the classroom, i.e. the teacher is giving knowledge out
to the students and the students are ready to talce ... " (Interview with Tello, 28/2/02).
Angy on the other hand, believes that science is taught in order to make students literate
in science, create awareness about what happens in the envirorunent, and to prepare the
students for science-related professions.
Angy's view about scientific literacy is reflected in her instructional practices in which
she organised information around conceptual clusters of problems and questions and
tried to engage students' interests, assisting them in developing new insights which they
can coIID.ect to their previous learning. She seems to emphasise a general form of
education in science, a general understanding about science rather than facts in science.
She is also of the view that science in schools can help prepare students for sciencerelated professions. The third case study teacher, Kaudry espoused beliefs that the
purpose for science teaching in school is to produce science-related professionals and
future leaders. Kaudry's view on this issue is also related to his traditional teaching and
assessment strategies already presented in Chapter 7; he probably uses assessment for
the purpose of selecting students for further studies in science so as to prepare them for
science-related professions and to become future leaders.
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Most science educators agree that the main purpose of science teaching is to produce
scientifically literate citizens (Bybee, 1993). There are countries, for example, the
United States, United Kingdom, Canada and Australia, that have defined their various
perspectives of scientific literacy in tenns of specific skills and knowledge required of a
i::cientifically literate individual. This helps focus the curriculum and teaching activities
on the desired goal of scientific literacy.
The United State's National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) defines
scientific literacy as the knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts and
processes required for personal decision-making, participation in civic and cultural
affairs and economic productivity. The document further explains that:
Scientific literacy means that a person can ask, find, or detennine
answers to questions derived from curiosity about everyday experiences.

It means that he/she has the ability to describe, explain and make
predictions about natural phenomena. Scientific literacy entails being
able to read with understanding articles about science in the popular press
and to engage in social conversations about the validity of the
conclusions.

Scientific literacy implies that a person can identify

scientific issues underlining national and local decisions and express
positions that are scientifically and technologically infonned (NRC, 1996
p. 30)

The OECD/PISA (1999), in its operational definition of scientific literacy
states:
Scientific literacy is the capacity to use scientific knowledge, to identify
questions and to draw evidence-based conclusions in order to understand
and help make decisions about the natural world and the changes made to
it through human activities {p. 60).
Toe United Kingdom's Beyond 2000 Report (Millar & Osborne, 1998) also views
scientific literacy in terms of what people need to be able to do as a result of science
education. The report states that "citizens should be able to: be engaged in informed
discussion about scientific controversy; evaluate the significance of scientific
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infonnation; understand and interpret data; and undentand scientific methodology and
processes" (p. I 0).
In Canada, sc~entific literacy has been defined as "an evolving combination of science-

related attitudes, skill and knowledge students need to develop inquiry, problem solving
and decision-making abilities. to become lifelong learners, and to maintain a sense of
wonder about the world around them" (Ryder, 200 I, p. 5).
Presenting their perspective of scientific literacy in Australian schools, Goodrum,
Hackling and Rennie (2001), state:
scientific literacy is the capacity of persons to be interested in and
understand the world around them, to engage in the discourses of and
about science, to be sceptical and questioning of claims made by others
about scientific matters, to be able to identify and draw evidence-based
conclusions and fo make infonned decision about envirorunent and their
own health and well being (p. 15).
These countries have defined the attributes of a scientifically literate person and this
gives direction to the skills and knowledge that should be taught in their secondary
schools to achieve scientific literacy.
The Nigerian National Curriculum for Junior Secondary Schools outlines the purpose
of teaching Integrated Science in terms of making students aware of what science is and
bow scientist work and does not explicitly define the skills and knowledge associated
with scientifica!Iy literate individuals (Federal Ministry of Education, 1982). Among
other things, the document states:
The Integrated Science teaching in the schools is intended that the
student gains the concept of the fundamental unity of science; gains the
commonality of approach to problems of scientific nature; is helped to
gain an understanding of the role and function of science in everyday life
and the world in which he/she lives ( p. 3).
The purpose of science education as defined in the Nigerian cuniculum seems to focus
on developing understandings of the nature of science, which is quite different from
scientific literacy where the focus is on developing understanding and skil1s to help
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citizens lead more productive lives. If the description of what secondary science
education is aiming to achieve had been explicitly defined in the curriculum in terms of
what is expected of a scientifically literate individual, and how it should be achieved,
the teachers would probably have been more focused in their ideas about the pwpose
for science teaching.

In the case studies, Tello and Kaudry appear to have a narrow view about the pwpose
of junior secondary science teaching. Such narrow views would not help students
achieve scientific literacy and may have underpinned their traditional teaching styles in
which they were giving isolated facts to students and acted as information-givers to
more or less passive students. Their ideas about science teaching and learning in the
sQhools seem to be consistent with the traditional paradigm in which science education
is viewed as primarily preparing students for post-secondary and higheT studies. The
teache1s' ideas that science is taught in order to prepare students for science-related
professions or to produce future leaders seem related to a traditional view of science for
an elite, rather than provision of scientific literacy for all students. They seem to hold
an elitist view of the general goal of science education and science curriculum, which
gives little consideration to the needs of the majority that may not study science beyond
the secondary level but need to be scientifically literate.

Fensham (1997) explains why teachers hold onto the elitist ideas. He explains that the
narrow discipline-based science courses at the upper secondary schools have served
well the current leaders of science education, including academic scientists and science
teachers, so it is not surprising that they may resist change to broader science courses
that focus on social and envirorunental issues which they perceive will dilute the rigour
of the discipline of science. Tbis corroborates the growing amount of literature which
suggests that the beliefs that teachers hold impact on their perception and judgements
and that these in turn affect their classroom behaviour (Ashton, 1990; Buchmann, 1984;

Cole, 1989; Goodmann 1988; Clandinin & Connelly 1987).
It is the view of this Researcher, that what is important is not that students should be
able to remember and recall solely a large body of scientific facts, but that they should
understand how science works and how it is based on the analysis and interpretation of
evidence. Students should be able to use their knowledge of science to help themselves

in everyday life. The current Nigerian science curriculum seems to focus too much on
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knowledge of facts in science which, in tl?m, has been over-emphasised in assessing
students in the school system. It might need to be revised to explicitly define the skills
and knowledge associated with scientific literacy as do other countries. Among other
things, it should define that students be taught about how scientific ideas are presented
and evaluated (e.g. in publications); ways in which scientific work may be affected by
contexts in which it talces place (e.g. social, historical, moral and spiritual); and how the
contexts may affect whether or not ideas are accepted; and limitations of science in
addressing industrial, social and environmental questions including the kinds of
questions science cannot answer, uncertainties in scientific knowledge, ethical issues
and so on (Ryder, 2001).

General Assertion 8.1
The consequence of not having a Nigerian perspective of scientific literacy
defined in terms of specific skills and knowledge required of a
scientifically literate individual, may perpetrate the teachers' narrow, elitist
view of science teaching in which they limit science teaching and learning
to the traditional purpose of preparing students for higher studies.
.

General Assertion 8.2
The existing ci.irriculum, which emphasises factual knowledge, ~ust be
made more flexible to accommodate a range of skills and understanding_s
associated with scientific literacy.

The Nature of Science
Evidence from this investigation reveals that Lagos State science teachers have narrow
views about the nature of science. The following assertions regarding teachers' beliefs
about the nature of science were developed from the survey and case studies.
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Assertion 4.3
Teachers' responses to statements about the nature of science indicate that they
believe that science theories are revised as new evidence is generated, and that
science is more of a collection of facts about nature rather than a way of
investigating and developing understanding about the natural world.

Assertion 5.1
Tello believes that science is a study of "concrete things or phenomena" which
exists in the natural world and that science is a collection of facts about those
things.

Assertion 6.1
Angy believes that science is a process of doing (producing) things, and of
investigating and developing understanding about the natural world. She views
scientific knowledge as dynamic and useful for solving problems.

Assertion 7 .1
Kaudry believes that science is a process of doing (producing) things; a
process of developing understanding about the natural world and that scientific
knowledge is always improving.

Understanding the nature of science has been an objective of science instruction since
~e beginning of the first decade of the past century (Central Association of Science and
Mathematics, 1907). The nature of science refers to the characteristics that distinguish
science from other ways of knowing; "the characteristics that distinguish basic science,
applied science and technology, the processes and conventions of science as a
professional activity, and standards which define acceptable evidence and scientific
explanations" (AAAS, 1993, p. 10). While scientists and science educators have not
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agreed on a single definition of the nature of science (Ledennan & Niess, 1997), the
literature generally refers to the values and assumptions inherent in the development and
interpretation of scientific knowledge (Lederman. 1992).

The science teachers involved in this investigation do not have a complex understanding
of the nature of science. Even thought the majority of the teachers (97%) agree or
strongly agree that science theories are revised as new evidence is generated and that
scientific knowledge is dynamic (55%), they also view science as a collection of facts
about nature (87%). A good number of the teachers (39%) also hold the view that
science is a study of "concrete or realistic things" rather than a way of investigating and
developing understanding about the natural world (Table 4.6). Overall, the findings
indicate that the teachers have a narrow understanding about the nature of science, and
focus on science as being a body of knowledge.

The current view of the science community is that science is a dynamic process of
investigating and developing understandings about the world, a process that neither
see!cs knowledge of truth or facts nor produces certainties or absolute facts about the
world, and that science theories are revised as new evidence is generated (Cobern, 1996;
Dawson, 1997; McComas, Clough & Almazroa, 1998). The Nigerian National
Curriculum for secondary schools describes science as a way by which the child can be
helped to gain an understanding of the world in which he/she lives and how scientists
work (FME, 1982). The United States' Benchmarks for science literacy (AAAS, 1993)
and the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) have a strong emphasis on
the nature of science as a common theme; they view appropriate knowledge of the
nature of science as an educational goal and an aspect of scientific literacy. McComas,
Clough, and Almazroa (1998) assert that a better knowledge of the nature of science by
teachers will enhance, among other things, an understanding of science and its
limitations; interest in science and science classes; social decision-making and
instructional delivery.

Any significant misunderstandings that students and teachers hold regarding the nature
of science could· be particularly damaging to general scientific literacy because they
affect students' attitudes towards science and science teaching, and that clearly has .an
impact on students' learning (Tobias, 1990).
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The teachers' narrow views about the nature of science seem to be consistent with their
traditional teaching styles in which the emphasis is mainly on the transmission of
knowledge of facts in science. These an.: not in keeping with current understanding
about science and science teaching and may indicate lack of recent professional
development. Even if the nature of science is not taught explicitly in the classrooms,
science teachers need to help students realise how the scientific processes are used to
acquire new knowledge. The best way for them to do this is to spend time using
scientific inquiry, experimentation, discussing data, drawing inferences based on data,
and writing conclusions. These processes should form the basis of Integrated Science
teaching and learning in the schools. It is also desirable that students be aware of past
scientific work that formed the basis for the development of present theories, and the
fact that scientific theories are built on the sequential work of many scientists over time.

General Assertion 8.3
Science teachers need to have a complex understanding of what science is, in
order to help students achieve scientific literacy.

General Assertion 8.4
The teachers' narrow view of the nature of science appears to influence their
emphasis on factual knowledge rRther than science processes and skills in
their teaching.

Teachers' Beliefs about their Roles
Most of the science teachers surveyed, including those invol.ved in the case studies,
expressed beliefs about effective science teaching and learning which are in keeping
with teacher-centred, traditional teaching styles. Findings from the case studies and

particularly from classroom observations indicate that most of the teachers believe in
teacher-centred teaching strategies which are dominated by telling, explaining and
student listening. This is at variance with best practices in science teaching and learning.
Based on the survey and case study data, the following assertions were developed
regarding teachers' professed beliefs about their roles when science teaching and
learning is effective.
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Assertion 4.18
For effective science teaching, the majority of the teachers believe that the
concept should be effectively explained, illustrated and demonstrated, and to
be·able to do this teachers need a good knowledge of subject matter.

Assertion 5.4
Tello believes that for science teaching and learning to be effective the
teacher must have good knowledge of subject matter and should be able to
explain, illustrate and demonstrate the concept being taught and should
possess the ability to prepare students' minds for learning.

Assertion 6.3
Angy believes that for science teaching and learning to be effective both the
teacher and students should be engaged in the teaching - learning activities
that the teacher should be able to explain, demonstrate the skills involved,
guide the students to perfonn hands-on activities and practice skills on their
own, and encourage them to ask questions.

Assertion 7.3
Kaudry believes that for science teaching and leaning to be effective the
teacher must take control of the class, have a good knowledge of the subject
matter, be able to explain, illustrate and demonstrate the concept being
taught, and should allow the students to be part of the teaching-learning
process.

Most of the teachers believe that science teaching is effective when the teacher
demonstrates and effectively explains the concept being taught and relates it to students'
lives (Table, 4.20). The responses indicate that the majority of them hold beliefs
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consistent with knowledge transmission pedagogy. Nevertheless, a minority do believe
in more student-oriented strategies; that teachers should allow students to learn science
by doing (29%) and allow students to participate in lessons (15%). The teacher-centred
views of teaching were also reflected in the teachers' responses when they were asked
to describe their last Integrated Science lessons. Most of the lessons were dominated by
teacher activities of explaining (62.2%); demonstrating (29.2%) and giving examples
(23%), while students played mainly passive roles of listening and taking notes. The
case studies of Tello and Kaudry revealed that they hold traditional views, which are
consistent with the teacher-centred teaching styles and this was reflected in their
classroom teaching practices. Angy's beliefs and classroom teaching practices were
more student-oriented.

Teacher-centredness in which teaching activities are dominated by explaining;
illustrating, demonstrating and giving notes are not in keeping with the current
understanding about effective science teaching and learning. Contrary to the teachers'
views regarding teachers' roles when science teaching and learning is effective, telling
is not teaching and cannot bring about effective learning (Gillani, 1994). Bickman

(1992) asserts:
to have knowledge is to make it, to construct it, not to record, absorb or
memorise it; teaching is not simply telling (p.5).
Current understanding about effective science teaching is that instructional strategies
should more actively engage students in learning and help them acquire skills, critical
thinking and problem solving abilities in science. Knowledge is not passed intact from
a knower to the learner, but is actively constructed by learners who use existing
knowledge to interpret new information before integrating newly constructed
knowledge into long-term memory in ways that expand their knowledge and influence
consequent learning (Brophy, 2001).
The teacher has a central role in orchestrating the oral and written classroom discourse
in ways that contribute to students' understanding of science. An aspect of the teacher's
role in effective science teaching is to provoke students' reasoning about science, noting
that some students, particularly those who may have been used to or successful in more
traditional science classrooms, may be resistant to talking about their ideas or reasoning
together about science with other students.

Teachers can do this by providing

appropriate tasks and questioning tactics. For example, he/she may follow students'
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statements with, "Why?" or by asking them to explain in their own words. Doing that
consistently, irrespective of the correctness of students' statements, is an important part
of establishing a science discourse centred on scientific reasoning (Hassard, 2000).

Angy's beliefs about effective teaching are more consistent with the constructivist view.
She believes that both the teacher and the students should be involved in the teachinglearning process and that students should be guided to perform hands-on activities. Her
beliefs about students' participation during lessons was reflected in her teaching in
which she tried to encourage student reasoning by the way she elicited their ideas
through follow-up questions like: "Why?"

"Can you explain?" or "Who has other

ideas?" (Reported in Chapter 6).
At all stages of classroom teaching, teachers are to guide, focus, challenge, and
encourage student learning (Yager, 1991). Effective teachers are skilled observers of
students, as well as knowledgeable about science and how it is learned. Effective
teachers match their actions to the particular needs of the students, deciding when and
how to guide, when to demand more rigorous grappling by the students, when to
provide infonnation, when to provide particular tools, and when to connect students
with other sources (NRC, 1996; Yager, 1991). Science teaching and learning is more
effective when teachers continually create opportunities that challenge students and
promote inquiry by eliciting their ideas and their questions.

Contrary to the teachers' ideas about their roles for effective teaching, current theory
supports the fact that science teachers should be active in different ways from that in the
traditional teacher-dominated classroom. Instead of doing all the talking, the teacher
should encourage the students to discuss ideas more. Teachers must do more listening
and students more reasoning. Beyond asking clarifying or provocative questions,
teachers should occasionally provide infonnation and guide students, and be able to
make decisions about when to let students struggle to make sense of an idea without
direct teacher input, when to ask leading questions, and when to tell students something
directly. They should be able to judge when students should discuss in small groups and
when the whole group is the most useful context. For example, whom to call on, when
and whether to call on particular students who do not volunteer. Such decisions are
crucial for effective science teaching and may depend on the teacher's understanding of
science content and pedagogy, particular students and how students learn.
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For effective science teaching and classroom discourse, the teacher should monitor and
organise students' participation. The teacher should be able to monitor students who
volunteer comments and those who do not, how students respond to one another, what
they are able to record or represent on paper about their thinking and in what contexts.
Although. the majority of the teachers involved in this study expressed their beliefs in
studeJl~ participation during lessons, it was neither reflected in their description of their
roles in their last science lessons taught nor was is reflected in Tello and Kaudry's
teaching practices. However, Angy involved her students in learning activities in most
of her lessons. The teacher should be able to engage every student in contributing to the
thinking of the class, using a variety of means.
The beliefs espoused by the teachers about their roles in an effective science teaching,
and their teacherMcentred traditional teaching styles, could be challenged by professional
development.
General Assertion 8.5
The teachers' beliefs that the teacher should play teachcrMcentred roles
of explaining, illustrating and demonstrating concepts, are not
consistent with best practices in science teaching and learning.

Beliefs about Students' Roles

The teachers in this study believe that for science teaching and learning to be effective,
the students should play mainly passive roles of listening, answering questions and
tal<lng notes. Almost all the teachers (92%) involved in this investigation agree or
strongly agree with the statement that a quiet class is needed for effective science
teaching and learning, and that it is the teacher (not the student) who should decide what
activities are to be done during lessons (71%). The following assertions about teachers'
beliefs regarding students' roles in an effective classroom were drawn from the survey
and case study data.
Assertion 4.16
The teachers' descriptions of the role of students during their last lesson indicate
that in the majority of the lessons students were mainly performing passive roles
of listening, answering questions and taldng down notes.
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Assertion 5.5
Tello believes that students are to listen, observe, ask/answer questions,
participate in all activities during lessons and be able.to read ahead oflessons.

Assertion 6.4
Angy believes that students learn best when they feel free to interact with each
other and the teacher, ask and answer questions, learn by carrying out hands~on
activities, and are adequately supervised.

Assertion 7.4
Kaudry believes that students should listen in the classroom, observe the
teacher's demonstration, ask/answer questions and take down notes.

Although the majority of the teachers (52%) indicated they believe in the importance of
student engagement in class activities, this view was never reflected in their description
of the roles played by students during their last Integrated Science lessons.

The

majority of the responses (Table 4.8) referred to students' passive roles of listening
(43%) and just answering questions (36.9%). The students in the case study classes
played mostly passive roles of listening, answering questions, observing the teacher,
and copying notes in most of their lessons. The contrast between the teachers' professed
beliefs in students' engagPment and students' passive roles during their last lessons
raises the question of whether they were not guided by their pedagogical beliefs during
the lessons described or were constrained by school factors such as large classes or lack
of facilities. Indeed, people may state (and actually believe) that they believe in one
thing but act in a different way. This Researcher, however, views the teachers' idea
about students' engagement to mean paying attention during lessons i.e. listening,
responding to questions, and copying notes, which is consistent with their espoused
beliefs that a quiet class is necessary for effective science teaching and. learning.
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Tello and Kaudry hold similar beliefs to those of the majority of the teachers regarding
students' roles during lessons; that students are to listen, observe the teacher's
demonstration, answer questions and take down notes. These beliefs that are consistent
with the traditional teaching method (Hanley, 2001) are reflected in their teaching
practices in which classroom activities are dominated by telling and listening.

Current understanding 'about students' learning indicates that ''just as telling is not
teaching, listening

is not learning" (Gillani 1994). Telling and listening approaches

tend to encourage memorisation of a set of facts and figi.,res and does not encourage
students to learn how to learn. Given the rate at which the amount of knowledge grows
in today's world teachers cannot produce scientifically literate citizens through telling

and listening (Appleton, 1992).
The science education literature is replete with evidence that changes in instructional
behaviour can improve student learning of science (Gage & Needels, 1989; Anderson &
Burns, 1989). What students learn is greatly influenced by how they are taught;
decisions about content and activities that teachers engage them in, and their
interactions with students, all affect the knowledge, understanding, abilities and

attributes that students develop (NRC, 1996).
The teachers' belief that students should adopt passive roles is not in keeping with the
curriculum they are implementing and not in keeping with the best practices in science
teaching and learning. Students should be equipped with the knowledge of how to learn
in an ever-changing world and this can only be achieved by adopting a more studentcentred approaches, so that students can learn to collaborate, find, analyse, organise,
evaluate and internalise new infonnation in the light of their own needs based on their
academic and cultural backgrounds (Gillani, 1994). Science teachers should be able to
promote classroom discourse in which students' roles should not be restricted to
listening, observing or copying notes. In addition, students should be made to respond
to, and question the teacher and one another, use a variety of tools to reason, make
coJU1ections, communicate, initiate problems and questions, and make conjectures and
present solutions to problems. The teachers did not provide the environment for these to
happen in their classes probably because they do not have a contemporary
understanding of how students learn nor the pedagogical skills to implement more
student~oriented approaches.
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Research indicates that teachers' beliefs about how people learn, whether verbalised or
not, often help them make sense of, and guide, their practice (Lorsbach & Tobin, 1998).
Current understanding about science teaching also supports the fact that students should
be encouraged to learn to verify, revise and discard claims on the basis of scientific
evidence and use a variety of scientific tools.

Whether working in small or large

groups, they should be encouraged to play the roles of being the audience for one
another's comments - that is, they should speak to one another, aiming to convince or to
question their peers (NRC, 1996). Students' roles in an effective classroom as viewed
by the Lagos State science teachers are in keeping with their traditional teacherdominated and didactic teaching styles. Though they are confronted with the problems
of coping with large classes, evidence from the survey and classroom observations
reveal that students were not deliberately involved in hands-on learning activities either
individually or in groups, in class or out of class in most of the lessons.

General Assertion 8.6
The teachers' beliefs that students should play passive roles indicate their
lack of contemporary understanding of how students learn in science.

Teachers' Pedagogy

The survey and case studies indicate that most of the teachers employ traditional
teacher-centred, didactic teaching strategies that are at variance with best practices in
science teaching and learning. The following assertions were developed from the survey
and case study data.
Assertion 4.10
The teachers' responses indicate that, on average, they spend more than half of

'

40 minutes lessons explaining concepts and giving notes to students.

Assertion 5.9
Tello's teaching style is characterised by teacher-centred, didactic activities
involving explaining, questioning and giving notes to students and is based on
knowledge of facts in science.
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,------------------------,
Assertion 7.7

Kaudry's lessons were driven by teacher-talk at a fast pace which resulted in
superficial coverage of large amounts of content and rarely made use of

questioning.

The smvey data revealed that in a 40 minutes lesson, mOre than half of the time
(62.7%) is spent on teacher explanation and giving notes to students. The teachers'

responses indicate that only 5.7 minutes on the average is spent on whole-class

discussion while smaII group activities takes only 2.4 minutes on the average. These are
indications of a highly traditional teacher-centred and didactic classroom in which the
teacher acts as information giver to more or less passive students as receivers of

lrnowledge. Similarly, the teachers involved in the case studies (except Angy, the least
experienced among them) taught mainly in a traditional manner.

Their teaching

strategies were dominated by didactic activities involving teacher explanations in a
lecture fashion and they acted as information givers while their students remained
passive most of the time. They gave most of the information at a fast pace covering
large amounts of content within the time available, and gave the impression that they
had to cover so much before the examinations.
Learners need time to experience phenomena, reflect on their experiences in relation to
what they already know, and resolve any problems that arise. Accordingly learners
need time to clarify, elaborate, describe, compare, negotiate and reach consensus on
what specific experiences mean to them. This learning process must occur within the
individuals and be supplemented by social interactions and discussions with others
(Lorsbach & Tobin, 1998). The teachers, in the study, neither encouraged students to
work together nor allowed them to share ideas and information freely with each other.
Most of the classes were driven by teacher-talk, and were based on knowledge of facts
in science. The teachers sought to transfer their knowledge, to passive students who
were to listen, answer questions and take down notes. Such teaching strategies are in
keeping with the teachers' beliefs in the transmission pedagogy and are at variance with
the best practices in science teaching and learning.
Furthermore, findings from the demographic data indicate that the majority of the
teachers (71 %) are quite experienced; having between six and 15 years of teaching
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experience. Tello and Kaudry have, respectively, had 10 and 13 years experience in
science teaching while Angy had six years experience. While Angy was more studentcentred in approaches, Tello and Kaudry, like the majority of the experienced teachers,
see1;11ed locked into the traditional teacher-centred approaches. The question is, why do
experienced science teachers employ traditional teaching methods that are not in
keeping with the current understanding about science teaching and learning? One
explanation might well be that they lack the knowledge of current practices in science
teaching and learning because of the lack of opportunity for further training of any sort
over the years.

Other likely reasons may relate to the emphasis on content in the

curriculum and constraints imposed by large class sizes.

As articulated by Piaget (1969), students learn better when they can construct knowledge
thr0ugh inquiry and experimentation instead of acquiring facts presented by the teacher in
the cl~sroom.

It is difficult for a teacher to provide that kind of environment in a

traditional classroom. In a study by Angelo (1991), on students in a large class setting, it
was found that only 20% of the students retained what the teacher discussed after the
lecture-dominated class. Students were found to be too busy talcing notes to internalise
the information. Moreover, after eight minutes of the lesson, only 15% of the students
were found to be paying attention. Project 2061 describes the perspectives of teachercentred, traditional teac~ng method when it states:

The present curriculum in science .. .is overstuffed and under nourished.

It emphasises the learning of answers more than exploration of questions,
memory at the expense of critical thought, bits and pieces of infonnation
instead of understanding in context, recitation over argument, reading in
lieu of doing ...They fail to encourage student to work together, to share
ideas and infonnation freely with each other or to use modem
instruments to extent their intellectual capabilities (AAAS, 1993 p. 17)

The fast pace at which Tello and Kaudry delivered most of the infonnation might not be
unconnected with. the fact that they had a lot to cover within the time available. The
Integrated Science curriculum might be overstuffed and to cover it, the teachers resorted
to moving quickly over content in a lecture fashion so as to cover large areas within the
time available. On the other hand, they may have done so because it posed fewer
classroom management problems for them and therefore seemed easier; the
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consequences for students notwithstanding (Ravitz et al., 2000). The Lagos State
Integrated Science curriculum may need to be reviewed because the teachers alluded to
the fact that it has not been reviewed for more than 15 years. It is obvious that the
science curriculum coupled with the teachers' didactic and textbook-guided science
classrooms in Lagos States schools does not have the· potential to bring about the
desired outcome of scientific literacy.

General Assertion 8. 7
Teaching is characterised by teacher-centred, didactic approaches, involving
teacher explanations that deliver factual information in a lecture fashion, which
limits their students to remaining passive receivers ofinformation.

General Assertion 8.8
The adoption of a traditional didactic pedagogy appears to be influenced by the
teachers' beliefs about science and effective science teaching, the lack of
recent professional development, the Integrated Science curriculum and
limitations imposed by large classes.

Classroom Management
Most of the teachers hold the view that for science teaching and learning to be effective,
the teacher should talce control of the classroom in order to provide a quiet environment
suitable for teaGher explanation. The following assertions were developed from the
survey and case study data.

Assertion 4.6
Most of the teachers believe that it is the teacher (and not the student) that
should decide what activities are to be done in the classroom and that a quiet
class is generally needed for effective science teaching and learning.
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Assertion 7.3
Kaudry believes that for science teaching and learning to be effective, the
teacher must take control of the class, have good knowledge of the subject
matter, be able to explain and allow students to be part of the teaching-learning
process.

As already pointed out, the majority of the teachers (92%) hold the belief that a quiet
class is generally needed for effective science teaching and learning and in keeping with
their traditional teaching styles, they (79%) also hold the view that only the teacher
must decide what activities are to be done during lessons. They make sense of teaching
from their traditional perspective in which science is viewed as a body of knowledge to
be learned and that their job is to explain what they know about science to their
students. The case study teachers attempt to provide the quiet environment in which
students can 'absorb' the science knowledge efficiently as they explain, illustrate with
examples and give notes to students.

Such beliefs were reflected in Tello and Kaudry's classroom practices in which they
tried to control the students in order to maintain a quiet classroom suitable for their
teacher-centred, knowledge transmission teaching styles.

Kaudry believes that the

teacher must take control of the class for science teaching to be effective (See Chapter
7). Being a traditional teacher, he took absolute control of the class, giving no room for
students' interactions. Tcllo's method of class control was a little more relaxed
considering the way the students responded to his questions. As reported in Chapter 5,
he made more use of questioning strategies and an atmosphere of good rapport and
acceptance was reflected in his lessons. Nevertheless, the lessons were teacherdominated; he asked all the questions and students had to respond only when asked to
do so. At the other end of the continuum is Angy's style of class control, which
provided an atmosphere of good rapport, friendliness and collaborative learning for her
students. Even though her lessons were slowed down because she allowed student-talk
and student-student interactions, significant learning seemed to take place (Chapter 6).
Kaudry and Tello seemed to exercise class control over students' behaviour so that the
class is quiet so that they can explain and cover large amounts of content in their usual
lecture fashion.
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Lorsbach and Tobin (1998) assert that an effectively controlled classroom, is one in
which students have opportunities to interact and collaborate as they learn. hlstead of
managing to keep students quiet and attentive in class, a classroom might be managed to
enable students to talk with one another, and utilise collaborative learning strategies.
Effective teachers interact with students in a skilful manner and are generally able to
create an environment of respect and rapport in their classrooms (Michigan State
University, 2003). Most students learn better when they are relaxed, confident and not
feeling threatened.

A comfortable abnosphere makes learning more enjoyable,

encourages individuality and creativity (Bonwell & Eison, 1991).

Adequate class control is often characterised by an abnosphere of friendliness and
humour but rarely by a teacher's domineering control. Lack of respect and rapport can
be demonstrated in many ways. Teachers may disregard or demean some students'
contributions, they may use sarcasm and put-downs or they may permit students to
engage in similar behaviour or be inappropriately friendly with their students. In such a
class, students always feel lethargic or alienated, do not invest energy in their work, and
appear to be motivated by the desire to get by, preferably with as little effort as possible.
This was particularly so in most of Kaudry's lessons observed.

He exercised an

authoritarian control over the classes and the students were unusually quiet and
apparently did not feel free to talk.

This is in contrast to a model of the teacher's role in an effective classroom developed
by Rogers (1987). In Rogers' model, the teacher's role in the classroom is to facilitate

growth, development and learning of the students. Rogers considers empathy as the
most important aspect that must be established in the classroom environment. An
empathetic teacher is one who is able to literally 'stand in other person's shoes' and
understands other person's feeling and attitudes. Empathetic science teachers can 'feet•
for students who have anxiety about science and understand the student who wants to
learn but 'holds back' for fear of peer rejection. Acceptance and trust are concepts that
convey to students that the teacher accepts each p~rson and establis~es a trusting
relationship in the classroom. An authoritarian approach to class control is an important
aspect of traditional.teaching style observed in some of these classes, providing a quiet
environment for telling and listening.
' '
',:.'
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While this Researcher does not intend to play dOwn the importance of large classes and
inadequate f~cilities, he feels that there must be a change in orientation away from the

traditior:aI styles in which the teacher creates submissive and passive students who are
just to l'Cceive knowledge, towards a more student-centred approach in which students
are encouraged to participate actively in class activities and at the same time made to

feel accepted. This has been found to lead to better retention, better transfer of

knowledge to other situations, better motivation for further learning and better problem
solving ability (McKeachie, 1994). Those who have studied the learning of science

have concluded that students learn best when they are engaged in active learning, when
they are guided to deal with observations and concepts and when they have the sense
that they are part of a community of learners in a classroom environment that is
supportive of their learning (Fraser, 1986; Fraser & Tobin, 1989; McKeachie, 1994;
Tobin et al., 1994).

General Assertion 8.9
The teachers' authoritarian style of class control provides a quiet classroom for
their knowledge transmission pedagogy; this does not facilitate effective
learning nor does it help students develop an interest in science.

Questioning
Even though the majority of the teachers surveyed indicated that they more often ask
students questions to help them- relate the concept to their own experience or to elicit
their ideas; this was not generally observed in the case study classes. Toe· following
assertion was developed from the survey data'.

Assertion 4.12
The teachers' responses indicate that they more often ask students queS:tions to.
make them relate the concepts to their own experience or to elicit students'
ideas or opinions than they do so in order to know if students have done their
homework or if they know the correct answer.
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The survey data indicate that teachers claim to more often ask questions in order to
elicit students' ideas {83%) and to make them relate what they learn to their own
experience (84.6%), rather than asking questions to know if homework has been done
(600/o) or if they know the correct answers (63%). Such espoused beliefs are not
consistent with the teacher-centredness and traditional approaches of the teachers. This
is because the most frequently reported reasons for asking questions are those that
would help provide the teacher with insights into their students' thinking i.e. going
beyond just whether the students know the right answer. Furthennore, asking questions
that elicit students' own ideas is one of the more conunon, and probably less difficult,
ways of engendering interest and thoughtfulness in a class of students (Ravitz et al.,

2000).

However, evidence from their description of their last lesson and the case studies
indicate that the majority the teachers rarely make use of effective questioning in their
teaching and when they do, they frequently ask low-level recall questions that seek to
find out if students know the correct answer and not those that would elicit student
ideas or help them relate their learning to their experience. For instance, only 1.5% of
the teachers referred to questioning in the description of their strategies during their last
lesson. In the case studies, Tello and Kaudry asked questions that were typically lowlevel recall and required short, factual responses. It is either that the teachers were
trying to express what they considered as ideal reasons for asking students questions
during lessons or that they actually hold the beliefs but were constrained to do so in
practice. They are probably aware that asking students questions to elicit their ideas and
to make them relate what they are learning to their own experience is ideal for higher
cognitive or conceptual learning but is not compatible with their traditional teachercentred teaching styles.

Since they often disseminate factual information, they

probably find it easier to ask questions that elicit factual knowledge from their students;
questions that would help them to know if students have grasped the factual knowledge.
This style of questioning may also be part of a classroom management strategy, where
questions are asked to check whether students are paying attention.
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Question types

Findings from the case study reveal that Kaudry rarely made use of questioning apart
from the review questions he used at the beginning of each lesson to check students'
memories of the previous lesson. These questions were low-level, short answer
questions which were recited over a very short time. Even though Tello asked questions
more often than Kaudry during lessons, the questions were also low-level, short-answer
recall types and based on knowledge of facts in science. Recitation of low order, short
answer questions at a fast pace was very common in both Kaudry and Tello's lessons.
However, Angy did not only make more use of questioning, she also more often asked
higher-level questions and often required students to explain their answers.

Wilen (1987) asserts that recitation is the most predominant form of oral discourse in
classrooms which are used to introduce new material and are an effective way for
students to acquire factual information. Wilen explains that recitations consist of the
teacher briefly presenting the topic and tht.'Il interacting with students by asking short,
straightforward questions repeatedly over a short period. Carlsen (1991) and Wilen
(1987) are of the view that teachers make use of recitation to maintain tea~her control
of the lesson and interactions. Gage and Berliner (1992) assert that recitation can be
effective when mixed with lecture and presentation sessions and when varied in pace
and levels. Ellis (1993) claims that many teachers do rely on low-level cognitive
questions in order to avoid a slow-paced lesson, keep the attention of the students, and
maintain control of the classmom.

For effective science teaching and learning, the teacher should be able to ask good
questions, Asking good questions fosters interactions between the teacher and his/her

students and students' understanding (Rosenshine, 1971). Wilen (1991) found that
most teachers spend most of their time asking low-level cognitive questions and
concentrate on factual information that can be memorised. Tello and Kaudry used such
questions during their lessons. For example: Who can define the term ... ? Who has
seen ... ? Who can mention ... ? What is the fonnula of... ? Wilen points out that it is
widely believed that such questions can limit students by not helping them to. acquire a
deep. elaborate understanding of the subject matter.
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Factual recall qu~tions require the students to remember specific information and rely
on rote memory. Higher-level cognitive questions (also referred to as conceptualisation
level questions) on the other hand are questions that require students to conceptualise
and use higher order thinking or reasoning skills.
Furthermore, research findings (Redfield & Rousseau, 1981; Riley, 1986; Rowe, 1969)
reveal that on the average during most lessons, approximately 60% of the questions
asked are lower cognitive questions, 20% higher cognitive questions and 20% are
procedural. Research (Samson, Strykowski, Weinstein & Walberg, 1987) also reveals
that while the lower cognitive questions are more effective than higher level questions
with young (primary level) children, and particularly the disadvantaged, increases in the
use of higher cognitive questions (to 50 percent) for older students is positively related
to increases in on-task behaviour, length of students' responses, the number of relevant
contributions volunteered by students, increases in student-to-student interactions,
students' use of complete sentences, speculative thinking on the part of the students and
speculative questions posed by students.
Reliance on recitation of low-level questions does not encourage students to use higher
order reasoning skills; it can only be effective when varied or used in combination with
higher conceptual-level questions. Teachers need not limit the use of questioning to
reviewing their previous lessons or to check students' memories of previous lessons;
questioning should be part of the entire teaching-learning process; it could be employed
at any stage to foster students understanding or to help the teacher vary his/her strategy
based on students' responses.

Wait-time
Observations from the case studies reveal that the teachers (except Angy) did not aliow
enough wait-time after they posed questions. While Tello occasionaUy paused for
students' responses or aliowed them complete their sentences, Kaudry rarely did. Angy
more often allowed sufficient wait-time. This seems to be related to the type of
questions asked; she often asked broad and open questions.
Researchers on questioning strategies (Brualdi, 1998;_Morgan & Saxton, 1991) speak
of two kinds of wait-time: ''waiMime l" refers to the amount of time the teacher allows
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to elapse after he/she has posed a question and before a student begins to speak; and
"wait-time 2" refers to the amount of time a teacher waits after a student has stopped
speaking before saying anything. Research has focussed more on wait-time 1 than
wait-time 2 (Brualdi, 1998) and evidence from various studies (Riley, 1986; Tobin &
Capie, 1980; Wilen, 1982) have revealed the following findings: the average wait-time
teachers allow after posing a question is one second or less; students whom teachers
perceive as slow 'or poor learners are given less wait-time than those he/she views as
more capable; for lower order questions, a wait-time of three seconds is most positively
related to students' achievement, with less success resulting from shorter or longer
waiMirnes; students seem to become more engaged, interact more and perform better
the longer the teacher is willing to wait for higher cognitive questions.

Only Angy seemed to allow a reasonable amount of wait-time after the majority of her
questions. The other case study teachers, Tello and Kaudry allowed little or no waittime after most questions they asked during lessons. This may have contributed to the
relative higher level of student-student interactions during Angy's lessons and probably
higher student achievement.

General Assertion 8.10
The majority of the teachers espoused beliefs that students should be asked
higher cognitive questions that would elicit their ideas or help them relate
what they are learning to their own experience, however, the beliefs are not
reflected in their teaching practices. They ask questions which are frequently
low-level recall, that elicit factual information from students and which are
in-keeping with their traditional teaching praCtices.

General Assertion 8.11
Most of the teachers make use of low-level factual questions because they
find it an easy tool to help their students acquire factual information, and to
enable them maintain effective control of their lessons, providing an
appropriate enviroriment for their teacher-centred teaching styles.
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Practical Lessons

Findings from the survey and the case studies indicate that the majority of the teachers
prescribe the procedures to follow during practicals and rarely allow students to plan
their own experiments. The following assertions were drawn from the survey and case
studies data.

Assertion 4.13
The majority of the teachers provide the students with the procedure to
follow for experiments and rarely allow students to plan their own
investie:ations.

Assertion 4.14
The teachers' responses indicate that in almost half of the schools involved
in this study, the facilities for teaching practicElls were not available or
poor.

Assertion 4.11
During 80 minutes practical periods more than half of the perio~ ·is spent
on teacher-directed activities involving teacher demonstration, explanation
of concepts and procedures or giving notes to students rather than on
students' group/individual activities.

Most Of the teachers (86%) indicate that they provide students with practical procedures
to follow most of the. time or all the time. The laboratory practicals in most of the
schools involved in this investigation involved following procedural instructions,
collecting data, interpreting it as prescribed by the teacher and submitting the practical
report for grading. The students are rarely allowed to plan all or part of their own
investigation. The teachers estimated that on average, they spend the greater part of the
time (53%) of the 80 minutes practical class on teacher directed-activities involving
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teacher demonstration, explanation of concepts and procedures and giving notes to
students. They indicated that on average, students spend 22 minutes of the 80 minutes
period on group activities during practical lessons. It is not apparent why the practical
classes were almost as teacher-dominated as nonnal science lessons described by the
teachers.

Their responses also indicate that in a little less than half (46%) of the

schools, the facilities for experimental works are very poor.

Although the pattern of data from the survey is similar in many respects to that of the
case studies, they vary a little with regards to teacher-student activities during the
practicals. Lesson observations showed that the students actually spent most of the
time engaged in hands-on activities, while their teachers were either supervising, giving
instructions, providing materials for student groups to work with, or helping groups to
set up their experiments. The practical procedures were given to the si:udents (as
indicated by the survey data) and the students were supervised through the l?rescribed
stages; taking a reading, recording data and interpreting them the way they were asked
to do so. It was not easy to estimate accurately the time spent by the teacher or the
students on each activity, since a number of different activities were going on
simultaneously.

The practical activities were not investigatory; they were aimed at confirming or
verifying facts stated in the textbook. For example, Tello's practical lesson in which he
gave the circuit diagram and other materials was on energy conversion - the light bulb
in the circuit connected by the student became hot and glowed brightly giving out light,
indicating a conversion of electrical energy to heat and light energy. Angy's practical
lessons could also be regarded as verification in many respects considering the
information given in the practical handouts in relation to some expected results at
different stages of students' investigation. For example, colour change at end-points,
expected type of curves, odour or colour of expected gas and so on were stated.
However, she tried to introduce some element of investigatory approach by directing
the students to vary some experimental conditions. Like the other case studies,
Kaudry's practical lesson _was also verification; it was aimed at the relationship
between angles of incidence and the angle of reflection using the ray of light falling on
a plane mirror.
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Practical work is unique in scienc,: teaching and learning. It involves students in first~
hand experiences to participate in science as a way of thinking and as a way of
investigation. Hackling (1998) documents that ''practical investigation provides
opportunity for students to practice and develop investigation skills and also gain
concrete experiences of natural phenomena which provide a foundation for conceptual
learning" ·(p. 5). However, the majority of the Lagos state secondary schools, as
revealed by this. study seem to emphasise carrying out routine confinnatory laboratory
exercises rather than student investigation.

Although the students were actively

engaged in observing, measuring, recording data, communicating and probably finding
meanings, which are characteristics of science inquiry (Hodson, 1990), the model is far
from being investigative.

Investigative inquiries are not tightly controlled by the

teacher, and do not necessarily need to follow a prescribed procedure or to confinn
already existing ideas.

Garnett, Garnett and Hackling (1995) describe a science

investigation as "a scientific problem which requires the student to plan a course of
action, carry out the activity and collect the necessary data, organise and interpret the
data, and reach a conclusion which is communicated in some fonn" (p. 27).

Several researchers have concluded that hands.on laboratory work can enhance student
achievement, particularly in problem solving, creativity and attitudes towards science,
but to do so, laboratories must be student·centred. They must give students opportunity
to develop and conduct their own investigations (Hodson, 1990; Hofstein & Lunetta,
1982; Pibum & Baker, 1993; Renner et al, 1985; Tobin, 1990). Tobin (1986) suggests
that increased student involvement in planning experiments, collecting and processing
data increases achievement.

Pibum and Baker (1993) recommend that science

curriculum at all levels be structured to include a substantial proportion of open~ended
laboratories where evaluation is not based upon a priori outcome but rather leads to a
spirited discussions of the dynamics involved. Hodson (1990) sums up this point of
view of hands.on science: "Perhaps the claim for its (hands·on science) motivating
power would have more validity if the practical work we engage in was exciting and
interesting. Often it is desperately dull. It also would have more validity ifwe allowed
students to pursue their own investigation, in their own way'' (p. 34). Evidence from
research suggests that doing laboratory experiments is not enough. The experiments
must be 'real' with no right or wrong answers, and directed at least in part by the
students.
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Giving the students practical procedures to follow so that they can confinn infonnation
they were given in the class or that are in the textbook are in keeping with the teachers'
traditional teaching methods. Both the practical procedures and the objectives are
consistent with teacher-centredness and an aid to knowledge transmission.

Toe

teachers ideas, from the survey data, of spending the greater part of the 80 minutes
practical period on teacher-activities leaving students who are in large groups of five or
six (apparently because of insufficient equipment) to spend 22 minutes on hands-on
activities can only limit student achievement in science. How much lmowledge or skill
will each of the students in a group be able to acquire in 22 minutes? It is either that the
surveyed teachers hold the erroneous beliefs that students learn skills by watching the
teacher's demonstration or that what they actually do in practice is better represented by
the case study data in which the students were actllally seen to engage in group
activities for the greater part of the period, though in a prescribed fashion. It is not
apparent to this Researcher however, whether the students were intentionally engaged
to that extent because those case study practicals were being observed.
Notwithstanding this observer effect, a common picture that emerged from both the
survey and case studies data is that student learning activities in the practicals are
confined to what kind of knowledge the teacher wants students to acquire and how
he/she wants it acquired, restricting students achievement, particularly in problem
solving, creativity and interests in science.
Although the surveyed teachers reported that insufficient laboratory materials were
available for teaching practicals in about 46% of the schools, the case study teachers
were not seriously handicapped by lack of materials even though their students were
made to work in large groups. Laboratory equipment is necessary for a successful
teaching and learning of practicals in science (Hodson, 1990); however, it is the view of
this Researcher that teachers' lack of ideas about open investigation, field exploration
and so on, can make them rely unduly on laboratory materials. A significant part of the
Integrated Science practical can also be taught by .field exploration. Practicals relating
to habitats, environment, community, for example, can be taught by open investigation
or fieldwork. Only one practical lesson could be observed from each case study teacher
due to time constraints, however, they were all conducted in their laboratories.
An effective practical lesson at this _level of education depends largely on the teacher's

knowledge of science and pedagogical skills, his/her ingenuity and creativity. An
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effective science teacher should be able to use the equipment and facilities that were
observed in the schools in combination with that which can be obtained in the
environment to successfully conduct Integrated Science practicals.

Assertion 8.12
Most practical lessons were teacher directed exercises designed to confirm
facts and principles, and these exercises complemented the teachers'
transmission pedagogy.

Assertion 8.13
The teachers do not engage students in open investigations, and were not
observed to conduct field exploration activities which are consistent with
current understanding of best practices in science teaching. This may be due
to lack of pedagogical skill, concern about classroom management problems
or lack of understanding about the effectiveness of these approaches in
teaching science.

Assessment
The teachers' responses indicate that assessment of students in secondary science
mainly involves paper and pencil tests and it is used for summative purposes. The
assertions below were based on findings from the teachers' survey and case studies
regarding teachers' espoused beliefs about assessment:

Assertion 4.15
The teachers' responses indicate that the majority of them assess their
students by giving periodic/continuous assessment tests, regular class
exercises, take home assignments and by tenninal examinations, and they do
so more often for summative purposes rather than fonnative purposes.
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Assertion 5.7
Tello believes that students are assessed in order to detennine their academic
achievement and for their promotion to the next class. He believes that
assessment should involve regular tests, tenninal examinations, projeCts and
class attendance.

Assertion 6.5

Angy believes that students are assessed in order to determine their academic
achievements, for reporting purposes, and. for their promotion to the next
class.

She believes that students should be assessed in various ways

provided it contributes to teaching and learning and should involve the
various aspects ofleaming i.e. knowledge, skills and attitudes.

Assertion 7.5
Kaudry believes that students are assessed in order to' ·determine their
academic achievements, promote them to the next cl~s,"' and to give
feedback to parents, and he assesses his students by giving periodic tests
quizzes, projects and temrinal examinations.

The findings from the teachers' survey and case studies data reveal that almost all the
teachers espoused similar beliefs about assessment of students in the secondary schools.
For example, the surveyed teachers ranked the purposes for assessing students-·in
schools. The highest ranked included: to test students' academic ability (115); for
promotion to the next class (74); to Irnow if the lesson objective is achieved (74); to find
out if they understand concepts (62); to evaluate one's self (51). Swprisingly the least
ranked was: to improve learning (3); (Table 4.16).

The majority of the teachers believe that students should be assessed through giving
periodic (or continuous assessment) tests (146); regular class exercises (79) take-home
assignments (75), terminal examinations (67); projects (44); assessment of skills (IO)
and so on (Table 4.17). The survey data also indicate that the teachers actually assess.
their students by giving periodic tests, take-home assignments, and tenninal
examinations, which are often used for summative purposes.
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The teachers' responses in this study reveal that they never involve students in selfM
assessment and that assessment of students' learning is mainly summative and that they
assess students more for the purposes of determining academic perfonnance in order to
judge which students are promotable to the next class than they do so in order to
improve learning. The espoused beliefs were confirmed by the observed classroom
practices of the case study teachers. Aside from questioning tactics employed by Angy·
and to a lesser extent by Tello, evidence of formative assessment was not evident in the
teachers' classroom teaching practices.
Research evidence has indicated that the mandated continuous assessment tests
procedure in the Lagos State secondary schools, in which teachers are required to carry
out "at least three assessment tests per tenn" is by no means appropriate to adequately
measure students' achievement in science. For example, in a study by Ogunjobi (2000),
there was no correlation found between students' continuous assessment scores and
school certificate results in Physics. Among the findings from the study are that teachers
limit such continuous assessment tests to their areas of interest in the syllabus, do not
always cover the entire work schedule, often set recall questions and there is a lack of
standardisation and limited use of marking guides.
The pwpose of continuous assessment tests in Nigerian schools is to give the teacher
greater involvement in the overall assessment of his/her students, provide a more valid
assessment of the child's achievement, and provide the basis for the teacher to improve
his/her instructional methods (Mkpa, 1997).

Findings from research (Michael &

Odenu, 1998; Ip aye, 1997) indicate that because of the high ratio of students to teachers

in the schools, the teachers have become apathetic towards continuous assessment; that
many of them often give short, poorly constructed summative tests that are often recall
questions for easy grading, so as to satisfy the rule. Black (2003) asserts that repeated
tests are detrimental to higher order thinking; that it emphasises the importance of tests
and encourages students to adopt test-taking strategies designed to avoid effort and
·responsibility. When tests pervade the ethos of the classroom, test performance is often
more highly valued than what is being learned and students then begin to find ways
around test-scores. Research (Ipaye, 1997) also reveals that students are rarely given
feedback from such tests apart from the terminal examination results, even though the
continuous assessment score is as high as 40% of the entire assessment scheme.
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Angy's views corroborate the research findings; she revealed during the course of the
interview that most of the science teachers have adopted "it" (i.e. the continuous
assessment tests) religiously and that most of them "do what they like just to satisfy the
rule." No assessments were conducted in any of the lessons observed. None of the
school records or curriculum documents suggested that assessment of portfolios,
projects, or any outcome·based assessments are included in the assessment schemes in
the schools.

A study by Goodrum, Hackling and Rerutle (2001) reveals that assessment of secondary
science in Australia is dominated by written tests, which are given an average weighting
of about 55% in the assessment scheme. Assignments, practical reports and other
bookwork are also commonly assessed. The study also notes that the use of portfolios
and work samples, assessment m,ethods associated with outcome·based assessment, are ,
rarely used in Australian secondary schools.

Paper and pencil testing has been, and continues to be the dominant assessment method
in fonnal edu~ation, and acquisition of content is often the dominant goal. However,
most educators acknowledge that written tests assess only a very limited range of
students' abilities and may restrict the ability of capable students to express themselves
in other mediums (NRC, 1996). Fonnal testing has also been criticised for narrowness
of content, lack of match to instruction, neglect of higher order thinking in favour of
rote learning, and the restrictiveness of multiple choice and standard fonnats (Baker,

1998; Hennan, 1989; Shepard, 1990).

Others claimed that the traditional testing

trivialises instruction, distorts curriculum and takes up valuable teaching time (Bracey,

1989; Dorr-Bremme & Hennan, 1986; Stake, 1988).

Assessment of students, fonnal and infonnal can take many forms including listening to
,students as they work individually or in groups. Diamond (1998) asserts that:
effective teachers do not limit students' assessment to the traditional paper
and pencil tests; they observe and listen to students as they work
individually and in groups; they interview students and require fonnal
perfonnance of tasks, investigative reports, pictorial work, models,
inventions and other creative expressions of understanding and examine

portfolios of students' work ... (p. 15).
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Assessment is not just the measurement of achievement; it is itself an integral part of
learning. Information about students' understanding of science is needed almost
continuously, and at any given point dwing a lesson (Astin, 1991). Frequent feedback
to students helps them to refine concepts and deepen their understanding; it also
conveys high expectations 1 which further stimulate learning (Wiggins, 1997).
Assessment tasks should not be afterthoughts to instructional planning; they should be
built into the design of the classroom teaching.

The teachers involved in this investigation outlined their views regarding the pwposes
of assessing students' learning, which included: to know their academic achievement,
for promotion to the next class, for giving feedback to parents and so on. Apparently,
none of them expressed the view that assessment is to improve teaching and learning;
they seemed to focus on assessment of /earning to the exclusion of assessment for

learning. Stiggins (2002) asserts that if assessments of learning provide evidence of
achievement for public reporting, promotion to the next class and so on, then
assessment for learning serves to help students to learn more. The crucial distinction is
between assessments to determine the status of learning and assessment to promote
learning.

It is believed that unprecedented gains in students' achievement can be

realis~d if the current day-to-day classroom assessment process is turned into a more

powerful tool for learning (Black & Wiliams, 1998; Stiggins, 2002; Wiggins, 1997).
Findings from this investigation revealed that the teachers did not espouse any beliefs
regarding fonnative assessment of students' leamingi their responses and classroom
practices never reflected an understanding of formative assessment and neither did
components of the formative assessment appear in the lessons observed. Pointing out a
disadvantage of summative assessment in relation to lower achieving students, Black
(2003) states: "Lower achieving students are doubly disadvantaged by summative
assessment. Being labelled as failures has an impact on how they feel about their ability
to learn. It also lowers their already low self-esteem and reduces the chance of future
effort and success" (p. 5). Research reveals that achievement gains are maximised in
contexts where the teachers increase the accuracy of classroom assessments, provide
students with frequent informative feedbacks (as opposed to judgemental feedbacks)
and involve students deeply in classroom assessment, record keeping, and
communication processes (Stiggins, 2002).

Students' achievements are maximised
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where teachers apply the principle of "assessment for learning" (Black & Wiliam, 1998

p. 140).

General Assertion 8.14
Assessment methods in the schools are based on short paper and pencil tests
. and terminal examinations and are mainly used for swnmative purposes;
assessment of portfolios, student work, projects and attitudes are not included
in the assessment schemes in most of the schools.

General Assertion 8.15
The teachers attitudes suggest that they are apathetic towards the continuous
assessment procedures probably because of large classes, inadequate
understanding about student assessment, and they do not seem to regard
assessment as an integral part of science teaching and learning.

Factors which Limit Effective Science Teaching and Leaming

The teachers identified several factors ranging from limited resources, large classes to
unfavourable education policies that limit the quality of teaching and learning in the
schools. The following assertion was developed from the teachers' survey data.

Assertion 4.21
The five most important factors limiting the quality of science teaching that
were mentioned by the teachers were: limited resources, lack of appropriate
textbooks, students' poor attitude towards science subjects, large classes, and
inadequately equipped laboratories.

Of the 16 limiting factors identified by the teachers surveyed, the most frequently
mentioned were limited resources, lack of textbooks, students' poor attitude towards
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science, large class sizes, inadequately equipped laboratory and unconducive teachin9learning environment.

Other factors mentioned incude inadequate job motivation,

insufficient time for each period (i.e. short time schedule for science lessons), lack of
support from parents, students' poor background, negative influence of some cultural
beliefs, and insufficient number of qualified science teachers (Table 4.22).

The case studies and the survey data corroborate each other. For example, Tello
mentioned lack of science textbooks for his students, inadequate science facilities and
equipment, large classes, and insufficient number of qualified science teachers as the
major factors limiting science teaching quality in his school. The second case study
teacher, Angy identified large classes, limited facilities, lack of textbooks, and
inadequately equipped laboratory as limiting science teaching effectiveness in her
school. She explained that there were three or four Integrated Science textbooks in the
school library which were being shared by the entire cohort of Integrated Science
students, and that only a few owned the recommended textbook. Kaudry on the other
hand emphasised that certain establishments like an international market, Local
Government secretariat; restaurants that were recently located in the vicinity of his
school were distracting the students and rendering the school environment less
conducive to science teaching and learning. Kaudry seems to emphasise social
distraction rather than a noise problem.

Other factors he identified as limiting science teaching quality in his school are lack of
motivation, irregular payment of science teachers' allowance (science teachers are paid
a science allowance in the state), lack of in-service training and insufficient number of
qualified teachers.

On the whole, limiting factors that were mentioned most often in the case studies (i.e.
identified by at least two case study teachers) are lack of textbooks, limited facilities or
resources, shortage of qualified science teachers and large classes. Others are lack of
in-service training programs, unconducive teaching-learning envirorunent, and lack of
motivation, poor students' attitudes towards science and irregular payment of science
teachers' allowances.

A survey of tlie causes of students' un~er-achievement in secondary science conducted
by STAN (1992) identify several caqses which include gross under-funding, inadequate
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reward for teaching, overloaded syllabus, low morale, inadequate knowledge of subject
matter, lack of adequate pedagogical skills, shortage of qualified science teachers, poor
attitude of students towards science, overcrowded classrooms, inadequate facilities,
negative influence of cultural beliefs and lack of provision of educational needs by

parents among other things. Research reports by Ikeobi (1995) and Ivowi (1995)
confinned the findings of STAN 1992).

Findings from a study by Jegede and

Okebukola (1993) reveals that Nigerian science teachers have low levels of motivation,
and that they genera1ly perceive administrative conditions, classroom and laboratory
facilities and students' attitudes towards science to be 'harsh' and not supportive of their
delivery of good quality science teaching.

The findings from this investigation corroborate those of research cited above and
further confirm that the problems are still lingering. This Researcher also asked the case
study teachers to proffer solutions to the identified factors limiting their science
teaching quality. For example, Tello believes that the problems would be alleviated if
the State Government would provide enough funding for the education sector so that the
Local Education Districts (LEDs) can support science authors to write Integrated
Science books, which can be made available at subsidised costs to the students. He is of
the view that the LED should encourage the organised private sector of the economy to
sponsor large-scale production of science equipment that can be made available to
schools and that the government should provide adequate incentives and job motivation
for science teachers, explaining that this would help retain those in the service and
attract more to the teaching profession.

Angy, on the other hand, believes that classes should be split into smaller units

" find a way of
comprising at most 40 students per class and that the government should
attracting more scientists to the teaching profession. She believes that the government
should involve the Parents-Teacher Association (PTA) in the provision of resource
materials for science teaching and that the government should increase funding of the
schools.

The third case study teacher, Kaudry is of the opinion that most of the

problems would be solved if science teachers are better encouraged by government and
the society, motivated in their job and provided with regular in-service training
opportunities. He is of the view that more science teachers should be employed and that
regular payment of science teachers' allowance would serve as an incentive to attract
more teachers.
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This Researcher agrees with all of the suggestions made by the science teachers,
however this investigc1.tion has revealed in addition, that the teachers' lack of adequate
pedagogical knowledge and skills for science teaching is a major factor limiting science
teaching quality in the secondary schools. This corroborates the finding by Okebukola
(1997) that most secondary science teachers were handicapped by having limited
experience in using the science resources available in the schools This Researcher
believes that the problem may be solved through in·service or re·training efforts.

General Assertion 8.16
The survey and the case study data corroborate each other in identifying limited
resources/facilities, lack of textbooks, students' poor attitude towards science, large
class sizes, and shortage of qualified science teachers as the most significant factors
limiting the quality of secondary science teaching. In addition to these factors
identified, the limited pedagogical skills displayed by the teachers significantly limit
opportunities for learning.

The Teachers' Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK)
Analysis of teaching practices of the case study teachers are based on the model of PCK

described by Cochram, DeRuiter and King (1993), which considers PCK components of
teacher's content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, knowledge of students' learning
and knowledge of social and physical environment in which students are learning. The
detailed analyses in relation to each of the case studies are presented in Chapters 5, 6
and 7, This section discusses the components or attributes of PCK that were found in
the teaching practices of the case study teachers.

Tello
The PCK components or attributes that were evident in Tello's classroom practices
include knowledge of science content, knowledge of context and

pedagogical

knowledge. From the perspective of roles, he enacted in most of his lessons observed,
these attributes can be regarded as fairly developed. Even though he gave most of the
information to his students in a lecture fashion, the infonnation was accurate aitd
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carefully organised towards achieving specific lesson objectives.

For example, he

demonstrated this ability as the tried to translate his understanding of energy and work,
in ways that students can understand; he tried to simplify the concept of kinetic energy
and work in multiple ways in his own words drawing on his understanding of context or
students' background (Reported in Chapter five). He probably was conscio1Js of the
potential difficulties the students might have in understanding the concept and decided
to draw examples which students are familiar with from the local environment.

The attributes of an appropriate content knowledge and that of general pedagogy were
demonstrated during his second lesson which was on energy conversion {Reported in
Chapter five). He was able to combine the lecture and demonstration strategies, listed
main points on the chalkboard and coupled this with guided class discussions, trying to
lead the students to the correct answer though quizzes and clear examples drawn from
the environment. He demonstrated the ability to design specific activities to reinforce
the concept taught during his lessons. For example, he was able to reinforce the concept
of energy conversion by using a circuit connection to show how the chemical energy
stored in a battery could be converted to heat and light. He gave the reason for involving
his students in hands-on activities:

I have demonstrated how the chemical energy can produce electrical
energy and heat. .. I did it for them and I now want them to practice how to
carry out the demonstration. I think that ... at the end of the activities,
they will understand the concept more ... (Post Observations Interview

with Tello, 4/3/02).

His reasonable understanding of the relationship among topics and some ability to make
connections with other content areas in some of the lessons observed suggests an
attribute of adequate understanding of the lesson topics. For example, his ability to
demonstrate the principle of the lever during a lesson on simple machines (Lesson 3)
using simple tools like the meter rule, text book and a metal object and relating the
principle to the wheel barrow, nut-cracker, claw hammer and so on exemplifies an
understanding of the science and his ability to translate it into lesson content.

His ability to draw most of his examples from the students' home and school
environments and relating the concepts being taught to their lives and local background
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also exemplifies his knowledge of context. This was particularly demonstrated during
his fourth lesson (Reported in chapter five) in which he repeatedly made reference to the
students' homes, lakes and ponds around the school as examples of habitat. In keeping
with his belief that "science is about concrete things in nature", his examples were

drawn from concrete objects which students are familiar with. His classroom practices
also reflected a general PCK associated with control and management of classroom and
discipline from the traditional teacherwcentred teaching perspective.

Even though students' participation was minimal in most of his lessons, he gave
accurate and current infonnation about the concepts that he taught. The explanations
were logical. He was able to simplify and represent Integrated Science concepts in
multiple ways in his own words; his lesson plans and practices never reflected content
errors apparent to the Researcher. He appeared fluent in scientific terminologies as he
tried to translate and simplify definitions in several ways for students to grasp the
meaning of scientific tenns.

He was able to respond promptly to students'

misconceptions, for instance, he promptly responded to clear the point when his class
was divided as to whether the wheelbarrow was a fonn of machine or lever in response
to a loosely structured question he had asked (Reported in chapter five), and was never
observed to make evasive responses to student' questions.

However, in keeping with his beliefs about students learning, Tello assigns little
responsibility to students as he described their roles in an effective classroom and this
appears to have influenced his PCK. He had responded:

ht an effective classroom, students are supposed to listen ... a quite
environment ... for instance in a class where the teacher is explaining and
demonstrating. . . Students are supposed to listen, observe, ask questions
on areas they do not understand, while the teacher should be ready to give
the answer in a precise form (Survey Questionnaire, 2.13).

This is probably why his emphasis was on teaching rather than on student learning.

Again, this might be why an attribute of knowledge of students learning (from the
constructivist perspective) was nor evident in his classroom practice.
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Because of his be1iefs, Tello did not involve his students substantively during his
lessons observed; class participation was minimal, neither did he allow them to make
their own sense of the activities they were engaged in during most of the lessons.
Tello's concern was to progress through the content of each lesson, interacting with the
students to the extent that they can grasp the knowledge of facts about science being
provided for them, and ensuring that he completed most of the work planned for the
lesson. The main goal of the lessons seems to have proper control of his class and to
cover as much content as possible within the time available.

For instance, Tello did not appear to have given enough time to treat the concept of
habitat before moving to the concepts of population and population density within the
time of one period (Lesson 4). Knowledge of current practi,;;e3 in which students' prior
understanding is considered to determine the extent to which they make sense of new
learning, appeared not to have been given priority or yet to be fully developed. He may
have been constrained in many respects by the large classes that he had to cope with
during the lessons; however, his espoused teaching philosophy, teaching practices and
strategies during the lessons observed only reflected an understanding of the teachercentred, knowledge transmission pedagogy.

Although Tello endeavoured to model good science teaching by providing multiple
explanations and simplifying the concepts for students understanding, he did not require
students to produce oral or written texts to make their extant knowledge known; there
was no effort to ascertain whether or not some students had mis9onceptions about
energy and work, the lever or the concept of habitat that he taught. Because of his
beliefs he did not seem to consider the need to examine the ideas that students brought
with them to the class.

Tello did integrate or bring together some PCK attributes like knowledge of science
content, knowledge of context and knowledge of general pedagogy, however his
traditional teaching strategies did not reflect a considerable development and complete
integration of these attributes. Veal (1998) asserts that effective teaching represents an
integration of several PCK attributes. The PCK attribute or component of knowledge of
student learning (from the constructivist perspective) was not evident in his classroom
practices.
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General Assertion 8.17
Although Tello endeavoured to model good teaching by providing multiple
explanations and simplifying the concepts for students understanding, he did not
inVolve his students substantively during his lessons; his goals were to control the
class, cover as much content as possible and'maintaiil standards.

1·.-·

General Assertion 8.18
Tello tried to bring together or integrate PCK attributes like knowledge of science
content, knowledge of context and knowledge of pedagogy (from a knowledge
transmission perspective) during some of his lessons even though these were yet to
be fully developed or integrated; however, knowledge of students learning (from
the constructivist perspective) was nor evident in his classroom practice or this
was yet to be fully develope~.

Angy

Angy's PCK reflected the ability to prepare lesson notes in which she carefully
organised lesson content in ways that science concepts can be taught for students
understanding. Her lesson notes and lesson delivery also reflected no content error
apparent to this Researcher; she led the students through activities apparently designed
to reinforce the concepts being taught and combined the lecture, demonstration and
whole~class discussions in most of the les13ons.

· Her ability to extend the science of acid and bases, and. laboratory indicators to
incorporate pigments extracted from local flowers (Reported in Chapter six) exemplifies
her· understanding of the science concept and how students learn in science. Angy's
'
PCK also reflected the ability to address students' misconceptions. She would lead the
class to correct such misconceptions or provide the corrections when it was necessary to
do so. For instance, she tactically led her student to reach a consensus about the
description of the colour change which indicated the presence of starch (Lesson two)
through interaction or
negotiation (Reported in Chapter six). Again,
the way she
..
'
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handled a student's idea that ''when iron stay long ... they become old and ... rusty''
demonstrated the ability to handle students' misconceptions and also reflected her
integrated understanding of the topic, pedagogical skills and how students learn in
science. Rather than give a spontaneous oral response, she responded by giving out both
rusted and un-rusted iron nails and pieces of iron rods to her students to observe. She
probably wanted the entire class to first of all grasp the concept of rust and then the
science about the conditions necessary for rust to occur or how to prevent it from
occurring. She had tactically led a whole-class discussion to focus on why iron rusts.

Angy r'ci:capitulated most of the lessons observed by synthesising ideas generated from
class discussions in a logical easy-to-understand form without referring to the outline in
her lesson notes. Her illustrations and analogies seemed consistent with the current
understanding about Integrated Science content.

An attribute of her PCK is her ability to design practical exercises which were aimed to
reinforce the concepts taught in other lessons and to improve students' learning of skills
through repetitive practice of discrete skills, in keeping with her espoused beliefs that
"science should emphasise learning of skills" (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02). She had
designed about nine practical exercises which the student groups carried out in a weekly
rotational basis. She adopted this practice as a way of managing with the very limited
laboratory resources in her school (Reported in Chapter six).

Her practice also reflected a knowledge about student learning in keeping with her
espoused beliefs that 0 students should learn science by doing activities" and that her
students "learn best when they are kept busy doing class assignments or hands-on

activities" (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02). She had explained:
Sometimes they want to learn by receiving every information from the
teacher... However as their teacher, I think some of us know what to
do ... giving them information will not help much; we ·are to teach them

(Interview with Angy, (8/302).
Her espoused beliefs and teaching styles indicate that she gives consideration to a
variety of w8.ys by which students can be helped to learn, rather than just giving them
infonnation. The PCK attribute of knowledge of context was also evident in Angy's
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practices. She was able to source materials from the environment; often going beyond
what the school could provide for science teaching. Her comment about what she
derives from the environment for her teaching exemplifies her understanding of context.
But we are able to get some things too ... sometimes we don't really make
use

of

chemicals

or

reagents .. ,What

of

insects,

leaves,

flowers •.. sometimes toads, lizards or fish? This environment contains a lot
·of these things. It is difficult but I know how to get many of them .. .I use
my students sometimes and they are always happy (Interview with Angy,

(8/3/02).
She was able to lead her students to air their views and drew examples that her students
were familiar with in the environment and seemed to consider students' background as
important in most of her lessons (e.g. Lessons two, four, and five). Her practice
reflected a fairly well developed attribute of pedagogical skills in her clear directions
and procedures in most of her lessons. She was able to simplify concepts and definitions
in multiple ways as she tried to make her students understand and also model good
communication.
Even though these PCK attributes or components were not yet developed substantively
or yet to be fully integrated to a level consistent with effective teaching and learning in
science as outlined in chapter 2 , she seemed to have blended her knowledge of content,
her pedagogical understanding (leading students in activities), her knowledge of context
(local environment and students' background) and her understanding of how students
learn in science in a manner consistent with both her beliefs about teaching and learning
in science and the context in which she worked. Furthennore, her classroom practices
reflected a general PCK associated with class control and management and lesson note
preparation.
General Assertion 8.19
Angy's PCK reflected some attributes of adequate content knowledge,
knowledge of students learning, knowledge of pedagogy and
knowledge of context even though these were yet 'to be fully developed
or integrated to a level consistent with effective teaching and learning
in science as outlined ih chapter 2.
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Kaudry

'

'

Kaudry• s practice reflected various components or attributes of PCK that are derived

from the traditional teacher-centred, knowledge transmission perspective. His classroom
practise also reflected a general PCK associated with classroom management, control
and discipline. An attribute of his PCK is a pedagogical style that reflected a tacit
understanding that science can best be taught in a quiet class (Survey Questionnaire
section 3.1) in which students are in total subjection to the teacher's authority. He

demonstrated this when he reiterated:
For science teaching to. be effective, the· teach~ mu~t take. ~ontrol of the

class (Interview with Kaudry, 25/4/02)
Furthennore, his teaching philosophy seems to view understanding as coming from
'
listening and. receiving explanation directly in a highly
controlled· environment rather

than as a result of active engagement in learning activities in which meaning is
intimately connected with experience. He explained his beliefs about students• roles
during the lesson:
Student are to listen, take down notes and may sometimes be allowed to
ask questions (Interview with Kaudry, 25/4/02; Survey Questionnaire, -.:-

2,13),

I,

'
Although, his practice appeared to be driven by his beliefS in knowledge trans,tilission
and dominated by teacher-talk, it reflected some PCK attributes of an appropriate
knowledge of science content and of the context of teaching/learning. His lesson
organisation seemed logical and coherent; he represented the lesson content in multiple
ways and in a simplified form for students' understanding. He gave detailed
explanations of each term and concept with appropriate examples drawn from the
environment. He also tried to relate the concept to the students• lives. These attribute
were particularly demonstrated during his second and fourth lessons Which were on
'

simple machines and elements and compounds respectively. Kaudry explained:
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You may not realise that some of the things you use in the house.. .!
mean ... your homes are actually machines .. .! mean things like ... knives
hoes, axes or even the wheelbarrow (Lesson Observation, 20/5/02)
He tried to represent or translate the concept of simple machinC"S in the ways that the
students would understand. He also tried to represent the co:.icepts of element and
compounds in a simplified fonn for students to understar.d drawing examples that
students are familiar with in their environment. He had explained:
, ..•the sodium chloride i.e. your table salt and the water are ·not elements
(wrote their formulas on the board; they are compounds because they can
be broken down into simpler fonns ... (Lesson Observation, 12/6/02).
'

He also displayed the ability to design practicals to reinforce the concepts taught in his
classes. His practical lesson was apparently designed to provide opportunity for his
students to carry out some guided activities in a somewhat prescribed fashion in order to
reinforce the concepts oflight rays and reflection he had taught in previous lessons.
His ability to give detailed and accurate information and draw examples from the
students' home environment and background exemplifies appropriate knowledge of
content and an understanding of context. His ability to develop the relationship between
the concept of simple machines and simple home tools e.g. hoes, knives, axes (Second
Lesson) that may exist in his students' homes also exemplifies an attribute of adequate
understanding of science content. Moreover, Kaudry was fluent, confident and coherent
as he tried to translate scientific terms without referring to the textbook or the lesson
notes on his table. The majority of examples he gave during lessons, analogies outlined
and relationships drawn among topics reflected an integrated understanding of science
content and the context of the teaching and learning.
While .Kaudry's practice demonstrated appropriate content knowledge and knciwledge
of context, pacing and content coverage in the lessons were obviously not suitable for
students; opportunities were not provided for closure and the rush to cover large a,reas
of content without regard to student understanding created an atmosphere of boredom
particularly during the second and fourth lessons observed.
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Kaudry's beliefs in knowledge transmission pedagogy and his PCK seem to have a profound
effect on his practice. Because of his beliefs in knowledge transmission, he made few efforts to
elicit students' representations and was unaware of how students were making sense of what
they were to learn. He did not react to most of the students' responses and maintained a
distance from them. By maintaining a distance from his students and relying on transmission of
facts he was not conscious about his failure to anticipate probable misconceptions and to
address them during the lessons. In addition, he did not encourage student interaction to
facilitate their learning because he believed that he needed to have control over coverage of
content to ensure efficient learning and maintain high standards. His beliefs that students learn
by being given all the information about what they need to know; that "telling simply translates
into teaching" was demonstrated in his classroom practices.
From the perspective of the roles he played as a traditional teacher,

it can b~ inferred that

Kaudry's PCK included knowledge of content and an understanding of context, even though
these attributes are yet to develop significantly or fully integrated. His PCK, however, did not
include an understanding of students' leami~g from the constructivist perspective or this was
yet to be developed.

General Assertion 8.20
Kaudry' s PCK included knowledge of content, understanding of context and
knowledge of pedagogy (derived from ~owledge transmission perspective);
however, it did not include an understanding of students learning :from the
constructivist perspective.

Shulman (1987) claims that teachers derive their PCK from their understanding of
content, their teaching practice and from their own school experience; and that PCK. is
influenced by content knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge and knowledge of
learners. Although scholars have different conceptualisations of PCK, all agree it
differs considerably from content knowledge, and that it is developed through an
integrative process during classroom practice (Van Driel, Verloop, & De Vos, 1998).
Cochran, DeRuiter_ 8.Ild King (1993) in their revision of Shulman's original model of
PCK assert that their own version is more consistent with a constructivist perspective of
teaching and learning. They described a model of PCK that results from an integration
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of four major components of teachers' knowledge, which include teachers' content
knowledge, teachers' pedagogical knowledge, knowledge about students' learning and
abilities, and knowledge of the social and physical environment in which students are
learning. This study focuses on such a model of PCK because of its relevance ·to the
constructivist perspective of science teaching and learning which also considers
teachers' knowledge of how students learn and an unde'rstanding of the environment in
which they learn ...

Cochran. DeRuiter and King (1993) point out the strong connection between a teacher's
beliefs and his/her PCK; they assert that the teacher's level of PCK informs his/her
beliefs about science teaching and students' learning, and hence informs his/her
instructional decision-making. Schoenfeld (1998) asserts that teachers' beliefs about
subject matter, learning process, and teaching process including the roles of various
instructional strategies and about students' learning affect teachers' classroom actions
and should be examined in a comprehensive model of teaching. There is a growing
body of literature that suggests that the beliefs teachers hold impact on both their
perceptions and judgements, and that these in-tum influence their behaviour in the
classroom. Further, changing these beliefs systems is an essential part of improving
both teachers' PCK and teaching effectiveness (Ashton, 1990; Brookhart & Freeman,
1992; Cole, 1989; Goodman, 1988).

As professionals, each teacher has his/her characteristic beliefs, PCK and teaching
goals. Beliefs about teaching, learning and subject matter, for example, are rooted in
experiences, are strongly held and difficult to change (Pajare, 1992). Similarly, PCK is
characteristic of individual teachers; it relates to his/her knowledge of content, of
students, of the context and pedagogy. The interactions between the teacher's beliefs

(in relation to subject matter, teaching and learning), and PCK shape the characteristics
of the teacher and these in tum shape what he/she does; particularly classroom teaching
practice (Gray, 1999).

The relationship between teachers' beliefs and PCK is depicted in the conceptual
framework of this study (see page 68) based on the work of Schoenfeld (1998), which
shows that there is an interaction between teachers' beliefs, PCK and classroom
behaviour and that together they shape the teacher's pedagogy.
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For example, Kaudry's PCK which comprises adequate knowledge of content, teachercentred pedagogy, traditional ideas about student learning and knowledge of context are
underpinned by his beliefs about science, science teaching and learning including his
beliefs in elitist purposes for science teaching, knowledge transmission pedagogy,
teacher-centredness, class control and summative student assessment. His traditional,
teacher-centred classroom practices are shaped by the interaction between his beliefs
and PCK. His beliefs and PCK are therefore important characteristics that describe or
identify him as a science teacher, which in turn give meaning to what he does in the
classroom.
Gray (1999), and Pardhan and Wheeler, (1998) argue that PCK is one of the most

important teacher characteristics; therefore teacher development programs should focus
on it. Efforts to improve teachers' PCK through in-service or pre-service training wi11
lead to a change in teachers' beliefs and ultimately improve teaching quality. Similarly,
efforts to change teachers' beliefs through, for example, provision of in-service training,
may enable teachers to acquire more sophisticated PCK and hence improved teaching
quality.
A study by van Driel, Valoop and de Vos (1998) finds both support and change in

teachers as a result of developing their PCK. They found through an empirical study
that there might be a value to having prospective teachers study subject matter from a
teaching perspective. Studies conducted by Capenter, Fennema, Peterson and Carey
(1988) and Feiman-Nemser and Parker (1990), have shown that new teachers have
superficial levels of PCK; that a novice teacher tends to rely on urunodified content
knowledge that is often directly extracted from the cuniculum or textbook and may not
have a coherent framework or perspective from which to present the information in the
classroom, and low levels of PCK have been found to be related to frequent use of
factual and simple recall questions (Carlsen, 1987); and that teachers having low levels
of PCK struggle with how to transfonn and represent science concepts and ideas in
ways that make sense to the specific students they are teaching (Wilson, Shulman &
Richert, 1987). Wilson (1992) documents that more experienced teachers have a better
overarching view of content and pedagogical lrnowledge on which to base teaching
decisions.
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This section of the investigation does not focus on attempts to classify the teachers in
relation to high or low levels of PCK but rather to understand the components or
attributes of it that manifest in their teaching practices. It can be inferred from the ongoing discussion that those that rely on factual knowledge, simple recall and recitation
questions possess low levels of PCK.

The revelation from this study, which is in

contrast to Wilson's (1992) assertion that experienced teachers have a better
overarching view of content and pedagogical knowledge, is that experienced teachers,
who are not current with the ever-changing knowledge and pedagogical ideas, may also
have limited knowledge about effective science teaching and learning and pedagogical
skills and hence limited PCI{.

The majority of the teachers involved in this investigation have not had the opportunity
to keep abreast of current ideas about science teaching and how students learn in
science. Tello and Kaudry's teaching practices reflect pedagogical knowledge and
skills, and knowledge of student learning derived from the traditional knowledge
transmission pedagogy which are not in-keeping with current understanding and best
practices in science teaching and learning. Their teacher-centred practices are consistent
with their beliefs in the traditional, knowledge transmission strategies and ideas about
how students learn in science. Angy's teachings practices on the other hand, included a
variety of strategies, which indicate an understanding of some student-centred teaching
strategies which complement her generally teacher-centred approach to science teaching
and learning. Her teaching practices seems to reflect some knowledge of student
learning com,istent with the constructivist perspective in which students are encouraged
to construct meaning from their experiences using previous understandings.

It is the view of this Researcher that teacher education programs can enhance the
development of PCK in pre-service teachers by modelling and sharing teaching
decisions and strategies with students both by science and education faculties. Contexts
that promote active simultaneous learning about many components of teaching in
science can also promote the development of PCK. The contexts provided for preservice teachers programs should be similar to classroom environments and field-based
opportunities should be incorporated into teacher programs. Field experiences may
include real teaching, contacts with experienced and reflective teachers, reflection and
feedback (Hausfather, Outlaw & Strehle, 1996). A teacher education program that
balances attention to the process of science learning with the content of what is being
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learnt can help teachers to understand better both the science content and how their
students should learn. Teacher education programs in Nigeria may have overemphasised the learning of science content without any attention to the process of
learning it.

Furthermore, teacher educators need to first model approaches that lead their students to
understand content deeply and to view content and process as inseparable aspects of
knowledge construction (Hausfather et al. 1996). For instance, even when it becomes
necessary to employ a lecture, it

can begin from a group's prior experience and

concerns; stories could be used to set and create contexts for understandings. This will
enable teachers to gain higher level of PCK in relation to student learning and also gain
the perspectives and abilities to move their own students to deeper understanding of
science. Prospective tea~hers should be treated as learners in a manner consistent with
the vision of how teachers should treat students as learners; they should be grounded in
learning and reflections about classroom practices.

General Assertion 8.21
The teachers' practices reflect accurate knowledge of content and an
understanding of the social and physical environment in which their students
are learning.

General Assertion 8.22
Teilo and Kaudry's teaching practices reflect pedagogical ideas and knowledge
of student learning consistent with the traditional knowledge transmission
pedagogy that are in keeping with their teacher-centred beliefs.

General Assertion 8.23
The teachers' reliance on knowledge transmission pedagogy may well be due
to their lack of opportunities to update their knowledge of science teaching
strategies and of how students learn in science, and as a consequence possess
low levels of these attributes of pedagogical content knowledge.
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General Assertion 8.24
Teacher educators need to model teaching approaches that lead their students
to understand science content deeply and provide teaching contexts in a
manner consistent with the vision of how teachers should teach in secondary
schools.

Summary
This study has revealed a situation in which the Lagos State junior secondary science
teachers, within their capability, are trying to provide quality science education to their
students, but are limited by their beliefs, pedagogical content knowledge and school
constraip.ts. The teachers hold narrow and elitist views of the purpose of science
teaching and objectivist/realist views of the nature of science. The majority of the
teachers believe in the teacher-centred, knowledge transmission pedagogy in which
lessons are driven by a strict class control and teacher-dominated activities, while
students are to play mainly passive roles of listening and copying notes.

The case study teachers' classroom practices demonstrate accurate knowledge of
science content, however, pedagogical knowledge and skills, and knowledge of student
learning derived from the traditional knowledge transmission pedagogy were evident in
the case studies. Major constraints to effective science teaching in the schools include
limited resources, lack of textbooks, students' poor attitude towards science, large
classes, shortage of qualified science teachers, and lack of professional development.

The conceptual framework for this study, first presented on page 67 has been elaborated
as Figure 8.1 to illustrate the main findings of the study.
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Knowledge of
student learning
derived from
knowledge
transmission
Traditional,
knowledge
transmission
pedagogical
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learning
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content
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Traditional teacher
centred, didactic
classroom
behaviour
Figure 8.1 The relationship between teachers' beliefs, teachers' PCK, limiting factors
and teachers 'pedagogy.
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CHAPTER9

LIMITATIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Limitations
This study involved a survey of the entire 70 junior secondary science teachers from
two of the 20 Local Education Districts of Lagos State, Nigeria; 65 of them completed
and returned the survey questionnaire and three of these teachers were pwposively

selected for in-depth case study. A major limitation is that the research findings cannot
be generalised beyond the two Local Education Districts covered in this investigation.

It was not possible to observe every lesson taught by the case study teachers.
Unfortunately only three practical lessons (one from each case study teacher) were

observed. Observation of more practical lessons would have provided a richer data and
probably revealed more infonnation in relation to whether or not the teachers engage
students in a variety of practical work like open investigation, field work or field
exploration and so on; even though no school records suggest that they ever did.
Inferences about teachers' PCK have been derived from observations of teachers'
classroom behaviour. Further observational data would have enriched the findings
regarding teachers' PCK.

Conclusions
The. purpose of this study was to gain insights into Lagos State's junior secondary
science teachers' beliefs about science teaching and learning, their pedagogical content
knowledge and how these influence their classroom behaviour. The research findings
are swnmarised in relation to the research questions of the study.
Research Question I: What are Nigerian junior secondary science teachers' beliefs
about effective science teaching?
The case study teachers generally hold an elitist view of the purpose of science teaching
and learning in the secondary schools; they shared a common view that science is taught
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in schools in order to produce science-related professionals (General Assertion 8.1). For
example a case study teacher, Kaudry, is of the view that teaching science will help
produce future leaders (Assertion 7 .2).

The majority of the science teachers do not have a complex understanding of the nature
of science. Even though many of them agree or strongly agree that science theories are
revised as new evidence is generated and that scientific knowledge is dynamic, a large
majority view science as a collection of facts about nature and a good number also hold
the view that science is a study of "concrete and realistic things" rather than a way of
investigating and developing understanding about the natural world (Assertions 4.3, 5.1,
6.1 & 7.1). Overall, findings indicate that the teachers have a narrow understanding
about the nature of science, and focus on science as being a body of knowledge. Their
narrow view of science appears to underpin their emphasis on factual knowledge rather
than science processes and skills in their teaching (General Assertion 8.4).

The majority of the teachers espoused beliefs about effective science teaching and
learning that are consistent with teacher-centred, knowledge transmission pedagogy.
They espoused beliefs that for effective science teaching the concept being taught must
be adequately explained and to be able to do this the teacher must have good knowledge
of subject matter (Assertion 4.18). They believe that science teachers' roles are to
explain with illustrations and examples, relate the concepts to students' lives and give
notes for students to copy (Tables 4.9 & 4.18). Their teacher-centred views of science
teaching were reiterated in their responses describing their roles in their last Integrated
Science lessons. Most of the lessons described were dominated by teacher activities of
explaining, demonstrating, giving examples, while the students played mainly passive
roles of listening and copying notes (Assertion 4.9).

The case study teachers, Tello and Kaudry also hold similar beliefs and these were
reflected in their classroom teaching practices. However, the third case study teacher,
Angy espoused beliefs about teaching and learning that are more student-oriented. She
believes that for science teaching and learning to be effective, both the teacher and
students must engage in the teaching-learning activities and that the teacher should be
able to explain and demonstrate the skills involved, guide the students to carry out
hands-on activities and encourage them to practice skills on their own.
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The teachers also espoused beliefs regarding students' roles when science teaching and
learning is most effective. Most of them believe that students should listen, answer
questions and take down notes during lessons (Assertion 4.16). They are of the view
that a quiet classroom is generally required for effective science teaching and learning
and that it is the teacher (and not the student) who should decide what activities are to
be done during lessons (Assertion 4.6).

With regard to class management, the majority of the teachers hold the belief that for
effective science teaching the teacher must take control of the classroom in order to
provide a quiet environment for their teacher-centred, knowledge transmission
pedagogy. The teachers' notion of providing a quiet environment for science teaching
and learning, and that only the teacher should decide what activities to do, are in
keeping with their beliefs in the traditional teacher-centred teaching styles. They seem
to make sense of science teaching from an objectivist perspective in which science is
viewed as body of knowledge to be learned and that the teacher's job is to explain what
they know about science·content to their students.

The majority of the teachers believe in the paper-and-pencil assessment methods, which
are mainly for summative purposes. Their views are that students are assessed in order
to detennine their academic achievements, for making judgements about which students
should be promoted to the next class, keeping records in the school and to give feedback
to parents. They rely mostly on tenninal examinations and the entirely summative
mandated continuous assessment procedures.

Research Question 2: What are the characteristics of the science teachers'
teaching behaviour?

The survey and the case studies data indicate that most of the teachers employ
traditional teacher-centred, didactic teaching strategies that are at variance with best
practices in science teaching and learning. InMkeeping with their teacher-centred beliefs,
most of the classes are characterised by teacher-dominated activities involving
explaining, giving examples and giving notes to students. For instance, the survey data
revealed that in a 40 minutes lesson, more than 25 minutes is spent on teacherexplanation and giving notes to students. The data indicate that only about 6 minutes on
the average is spent on whole-class discussion while small group activities take two
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minutes on the average (Tab1e 4.11). These are indications of highly traditional teachercentred and didactic classroom in which the teacher acts as information giver to more or
less passive students acting as receivers of knowledge.

The teacher-centredness was reflected in the classroom behaviour of the case study
teachers; their teaching strategies were dominat,ed by didactic activities involving
teacher explanations in a lecture fashion. They rushed through lessons at a fast pace,
covering large amounts of content within a short time while their students often
remained passive. For example, Kaudry's lessons were driven by teacher-talk as he
struggled to deliver the science content at a fast pace to his students in a lecture fashion.
Tello was also locked into the traditional teaching strategy giving scientific facts,
explanations and notes for his student to copy. Angy, however, combined some studentcentred activities with her overall teacher-centred teaching styles. In-keeping with her
espoused beliefs, she was more student-centred in her teaching. She tried to engage her
students in learning activities, creati:ad a classroom environment in which students freely
expressed their views and asked questions. She often employed the combination of the
lecture, whole-class discussion and questioning strategies in most of her lessons

observed (Assertion 6.8 & 6.9)

Both Tello and Kaudry tried to control their classrooms so as to maintain a quiet
classroom suitable for their teacher-centred teaching styles. For example, Kaudry gave
no room for student interaction. Tello's class control was a little more relaxed; he asked
more questions and an atmosphere of good rapport seemed to exist in most .:,f his
lessons, even though he asked all the questions and students were to respond only when
asked to do so.

Although the majority of the teachers reported that they often asked questions during
lessons in order to elicit students ideas, evidence from their description of their last
lesson and the case studies indicate that they rarely make use of questioning in their
teaching, and when they do, the questions are frequently low-level recall that seek to
find out if students know the correct answer, and not such questions that would elicit
student ideas or help them relate their learning to their experience. For example, Tello
and Kaudry frequently asked low-level recall questions that required short, factual
responses. Because they often give out factual infonnation, they probably find it easier
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to ask questions that elicit factual knowledge from their students; questions that would
help them to know if students have grasped the factual knowledge.

Most of the teachers prescribed the procedure to follow during practical lessons and
rarely allowed students to plan their own investigations. Science practicals in most of
the schools were mainly laboratory exercises which involve carrying out procedural
instructions, collecting data, interpreting it as prescribed by the teacher and submitting
the report for grading.

Even though the teachers estimated that on average, they spend the greater part of the 80
minutes practical class on teacher-directed activities involving teacher demonstration,
explanation of concepts and procedures and giving notes to students (Assertion 4.11),
lesson observation revealed that both the teacher and students were simultaneously
engaged in activities the greater part of the period. While the students were engaged in
hands-on activities (in groups), the teachers were either supervising, giving instructions,
providing materials for student groups to work with, or assisting them to set up their
experiments and many activities were going on simultaneously. The students were
usually supervised through the stages of talcing readings, recording data and interpreting
them.

The practical exercises were aimed at confirming existing scientific facts and principles.
For example, Tello's practical lesson was to demonstrate a conversion of electrical
energy to heat and light energy; Kaudry's was to demonstrate the relationship between
angles of incidence and reflection using light rays falJing on a plane mirror. While
Angy, attempted to introduce some investigatory approaches by asking students to vary
experimental conditions, her practical lesson was largely confirmatory in many respects
considering the fact that she gave the students expected results i.e. colour change at
endpoints, expected cwves, odour or colour of expected gas at different stages of the
exercise.

Although students were actively engaged in observing, recording data, communicating
and probably finding out meanings, which are characteristics of science inquiry

(Hodson, 1!.19C), the n:iodel may not be classified as investigatory.
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Assessment methods in the schools are based on short paper and pencil tests and
terminal examinations. The teachers• responses indicate that the majority of them assess
their students by giving periodic/continuous assessment tests, regular class exercises,
take home assignments and by terminal examinations, and they do so often for
summative purposes. They do not involve students in self-assessment and evidence of
formative assessment was not evident in their classroom practices. No assessments
were conducted in any of the lessons observed and none of the school records or
curriculum documents suggested that assessment of portfolios, projects, or any
outcome-based assessments are included in the assessment schemes in the schools.

Research Question 3: What aspects of the teochers' pedagogical content knowledge
are manifested in their classroom behaviour?

The science teachers' classroom behaviour reflected various aspects or attributes of
pedagogical content knowledge some of which have developed to varying degrees. The
teachers' PCK reflected the attributes of adequate knowledge of science content and
knowledge of context of teaching and learning, however, appropriate understanding of
students learning from the constructivist perspective and current understanding about
pedagogical skills in science were not evident in the case study teachers' classroom
practices. Components or attributes of PCK found in their classroom practices are
presented below.

Tello
The PCK components or attributes that were evident in Tello's classroom practices
include knowledge of science content, knowledge of context and knowledge of
pedagogy. From the perspective of the roles he enacted in most of his lessons observed,
some of these attributes can be regarded as fairly developed. For instance, even though
he gave most of the information to his students in a lecture fashion, the information was
accurate and carefully organised towards achieving specific lesson objectives.

He

demonstrated this ability as he tried to translate his understanding of energy and work,
in ways that students can understand. He tried to simplify the concept of kinetic energy
and work in multiple ways in his own words drawing on his understanding of context or
students' background (Reported in Chapter five). He probably was conscious of the
potential difficulties the students might have in understanding the concept and decided
to draw examples which students are familiar with from the local environment.
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The attributes of an appropriate content knowledge and that of general pedagogy were
demonstrated during his second lesson on energy conversion (Reported in Chapter five).
He was able to combine the lecture and demonstration strategies, listed main points on
the chalkboard and coupled this with guided class discussions, trying to lead the
students to the correct answer though quizzes and clear examples drawn from the
environment. He also demonstrated the ability to design specific activities to reinforce
the concept taught during his lessons. For example, he was able to reinforce the concept
of energy conversion by using circuit connections to show that chemical energy stored

in a battery could be converted to heat and light.
His reasonable understanding of the relationship among topics and some ability to make
connections with other content areas in some of the lessons observed suggests an
attribute of adequate understanding of the lesson topics. For example, his ability to
demonstrate the principle of the lever during a lesson on simple machines (Lesson 3)
using simple tools like the meter rule, text book and a metal object and relating the
principle to the wheel barrow, nut-cracker, claw hammer and so on exemplified an
understanding of the lesson content.

His ability to draw most of his examples from the students' home and school
environments and relating the concepts being taught to students' lives and local
background also exemplifies his knowledge of context.

This was particularly

demonstrated during his fourth lesson (Reported in chapter five) in which he repeatedly
made reference to the students' homes, lakes and ponds around the school as examples
of habitat. In keeping with his belief that "science is about concrete things in nature"
his examples were drawn from concrete objects which students are familiar with. His
classroom practices also reflected a general PCK associated with control and
management of classroom and discipline from the traditional teacher-centred teaching
perspective.
Even though students' participation was minimal in most of his lessons, he gave
accurate and current information about the concepts that he taught. The explanations
were logical. He was able to simplify and represent Integrated Science concepts in
multiple ways in his own words; his lesson plans and practices never reflected content
errors apparent to the Researcher. He appeared fluent in scientific terminologies as he
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tried to translate and simplify definitions in several ways for students to grasp the
meaning of scientific terms.

He was able to respond promptly to students·

misconceptions, for example, he promptly responded to clear the point when his class
was divided as to whether the wheelbarrow was a form of machine or lever in response
to a loosely structured question he had asked (Reported in chapter five), and was never
observed to make evasive responses to students' questions.
However, in keeping with his beliefs in knowledge transmission Tello assigns little
responsibility to. students. This is probably why his emphasis was on teaching rather
than on student learning. Again, this may indicate that this attribute of knowledge of
students learning (from the constructivist perspective) was not developed appreciably in
hisPCK.

Because of his beliefs he did not involve his students substantively during his lessons
observed; class participation was minimal, neither did he allow them to make sense of
their own of the activities they were engaged in during most of the lessons. Tello's
concern was to progress through the content of each lesson, interacting with the students
to the extent that they can grasp the knowledge of facts about science being provided for
them, and ensuring that he completed most of the work planned for the lesson. The main
goal of the lessons seems to have proper control of his class and to cover as much
content as possible within the time available. For instance, Tello did not appear to have
given enough time to treat the concept of habitat before moving to the concepts of
population and population density within the time of one period (Lesson 4).

Although Tello endeavoured to model good science teaching by providing multiple
explanations and simplifying the concepts for students understanding, he did not require
students to produce oral or written texts to make their extant knowledge known; there
was no effort to ascertain whether or not some students had misconceptions about
energy and work, the lever or the concept of habitat that he taught. Because of his
beliefs and PCK, he did not seem to consider the need to examine the ideas that students
brought with them to the class.

Tello did try to integrate or bring together some PCK attributes like lmowledge of
science content, knowledge of context and knowledge of general pedagogy; however his
traditional teaching strategies did not reflect a considerable development and complete
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integration of these attributes. The PCK attribute of knowledge of student learning
(from the constructivist perspective) was not evident in his classroom practices
(Assertion, 8.17; Asse11ion, 8.18).

Angy

Angy's PCK was evident in her ability to prepare lesson notes in which she carefully
organised lesson content in ways that science concepts can be taught for students
understanding. Her lesson notes and lesson delivery also reflected no content error
apparent to this Researcher; she led the students through activities apparently designed
to reinforce the concepts being taught and combined the lecture, demonstration and
whole-class discussions in most of the lessons.

Her ability to extend the science of acids and bases, and laboratory indicators to
incorporate pigments extracted from local flowers (Reported in Chapter six) exemplifies
her understanding of the science concept and how students learn in science. Angy's
PCK was also reflected in her ability to handle students' misconceptions. She would
lead the class to correct such misconceptions or provide the corrections when it was
necessary to do so. For instance, she tactically led her student to reach a consensus
about the description of the colour change which indicated the presence of starch
(Lesson two) through interaction or negotiation (Reported in Chapter six). Again, the
way she handled a student's idea that "when iron stay long ... they become old and
... rusty" demonstrated the ability to handle students' misconception and also reflected
her integrated understanding of the topic, pedagogical skills and how students learn in
science. Rather than give a spontaneous oral response, she responded by giving out both
rusted and un-rusted iron nails and pieces of iron rods to her students to observe. She
probably wanted the entire class to first of all grasp the concept of rust and then the
science about the conditions necessary for rusting to occur or how to prevent it from
occurring. She had tactically led a whole-class discussion to focus on why iron rusts.

Angy recapitulated most of the lessons observed by synthesising ideas generated from
class discussions in a logical easy-to-understand fonn without referring to the outline in
her lesson notes. Her illustrations and analogies seemed consistent with the current
understanding about Integrated Science content.
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An attribute of her PCK is her ability to design practical exercises which were aimed to
reinforce the concepts taught in other lessons and to improve students learning of skills
through repetitive practice of discrete skills in keeping with her espoused beliefs that
"science should emphasise learning of skills" (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02). She had
designed about nine practical exercises, which the student groups carried out in a
weekly rotational basis. She adopted this practice as a way of managing with the very
limited laboratory resources in her school (Reported in Chapter six).

Her PCK also reflected a knowledge about student learning in keeping with her
espoused beliefs that "students should learn science by doing activities" and that her
students "learn best when they are kept busy doing class assignments or hands-on
activities" (Interview with Angy, 8/3/02). Her espoused beliefs and teaching styles
indicate that she gives consideration to a variety of ways by which students can be
helped to learn, rather than just giving them information. The PCK attribute of
knowledge of context was also reflected in Angy's practices. She was able to source
materials from the environment; often going beyond what the school could provide for
science teaching.

She was able to lead her students to air their views and drew examples that her students
were familiar with in the envirorunent and seemed to consider students' background as
important in most of her lesson,; (e.g. Lessons two, four, and five). Her PCK reflected a
fairly developed attribute of pedagogical skills in her clear directions and procedures in
most of her lessons. She was able to simplify concepts and definitions in multiple ways
as she tried to make her students understand and also model good communication.

Even though these PCK attributes or components were not yet developed substantively
or yet to be fully integrated, she seemed to have blended her knowledge of content, her
pedagogical understanding (leading students in activities), her knowledge of context
(local environment and students' background) and her understanding of how students
learn in science in most of her lessons observed (Assertion, 8.19). Furthermore, her
classroom practices reflected a general PCK associated with class control and
management and lesson note preparation.
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Kaudry

Kaudry's PCK reflected various components or attributes that are derived from the

traditional teacher-centred, knowledge transmission perspective. His classroom practise
also reflected a general PCK associated with classroom management, control and
discipline. An attribute of his PCK is a pedagogical style that reflected a tacit
understanding that science can best be taught in a quiet class (Survey Questionnaire

section 3.1) in which students are in total subjection to the teacher's authority.
Furthennore, his teaching philosophy seems to view understanding as coming from
listening and receiving explanation directly in a highly controlled envirorunent rather

than as a result of active engagement in learning activities in which meaning is
intimately connected with experience.
Although his practice appeared to be driven by his beliefs in knowledge transmission
and dominated by teacher-talk, it reflected some PCK attributes of an appropriate
knowledge of science content and of the context of teaching/learning. His lesson
organisation seemed logical and coherent; he represented the lesson content in multiple
ways and in a simplified fonn for students understanding. He gave detailed explanations
of each term and concept with appropriate examples drawn from the environment. He
also tried to relate the concepts to the students' lives. These attributes were particularly
demonstrated during his second and fourth lessons, which were on simple machines and
elements and compounds (Reported in Chapter seven). He tried to represent or translate
the concept of simple machines in ways that the students would understand. He also
tried to represent the concepts of element and compounds in a simplified form for
students' understanding drawing examples that students are familiar with in their
environment.

He also displayed the ability to design practicals to reinforce the concepts taught in his
classes. His practical lesson was apparently designed to provide opportunity for his
students to carry out some guided activities in a somewhat prescribed fashion in order to
reinforce the concepts of light rays and reflection he had taught in a previous lesson.

His ability to give detailed and accurate infonnation and draw examples from the
students' home environment and background exemplifies appropriate knowledge of
content and an understanding of context. His ability to illustrate the concept of simple
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machines using examples of simple home tools e.g. hoes, knives, axes (Second Lesson)
that may exist in his students' homes also exemplifies an attribute of adequate
understanding of science content. Moreover, Kaudry was fluent, confident and coherent
as he tried to translate scientific tenns without refening to the textbook or the lesson
notes on his table. The majority of examples he gave during lessons, analogies outlined
and relationships drawn among topics reflected an integrated understanding of science
content and the context of the teaching and learning.

While Kaudry's PCK reflected appropriate content knowledge, knowledge of context
and knowledge of pedagogy (derived from the teacher-centred, knowledge transmission
perspective), pacing and content coverage in the lessons were obviously not suitable for
students. Opportunities were not provided for closure and the rush to cover large areas
of content without regard to students' understanding created an atmosphere of boredom
particularly during the second and fourth lessons observed.

From the perspective of the roles he played as a traditional teacher, Kaudry's PCK
reflected knowledge of content, understanding of context and knowledge of pedagogy
(from knowledge transmission perspective) even though these attributes are yet to
develop significantly or fully integrated (Assertion, 8.20). His practice, however, did
not reflect the PCK attribute of an understanding of students' learning from the
constructivist perspective.

Research Question 4: What factors inhibit or pr"event the junior secondary science
teachers from achieving teaching effectiveness in science?

Of the various factors identified by the teachers surveyed as limiting their effectiveness
in science teaching, the most frequently mentioned were: limited resources, lack of
appropriate textbooks, students' poor attitude towards science subjects, large classes,
and inadequately equipped laboratories (Assertion 4.21). Other factors mentioned are
inadequate job motivation, insufficient time for each period (i.e. short time schedule for
science lessons), lack of support from parents, students' poor background, negative
influence of some cultural beliefs, and insuffici~nt number of qualified science teacher

(Table 4.22).
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The case studies and the survey data corroborate each other. For example, Tello
mentioned lack of science textbooks for his students, inadequate science facilities and
equipment, large classes, and insutlicient number of qualified science teachers as the
major factors limiting science-teaching quality in his school. The second case study
teacher, Angy identified large classes, limited facilities, lack of textbooks, and
inadequately equipped laboratory as limiting science teaching effectiveness in her
school. She explained that there were three or four Integrated Science textbooks in the
school library which were being shared by the entire cohort of Integrated Science
students, and that only a few owned the recommended textbook. Kaudry on the other
hand· noted that an international market, Local Govenunent secretariat and restaurants
that were recently located in the vicinity of his school were distracting the students and
rendering the school environment less conducive to science teaching and learning.
Other factors he identified as limiting science teaching quality in his school are lack of
motivation, irregular payment of science teachers' allowance, lack of in-service training
and an insufficient number of qualified teachers.

The lack of in-service training opportunity appears to be a major factor limiting the
quality of teaching. The consequence of this is their lack of contemporr;ry
understandings about science teaching and learning. The majority of them seem locked
into knowledge transmission, teacher-centred teaching styles that limit students'
development of deep conceptual understandings, investigation skills and positive
attitudes towards science. The limited pedagogical skills displayed by the case study
teachers are capable of limiting opportunities for learning. A lack of in-service training
is a major factor preventing the teachers from achieving effectiveness in their science
teaching.

Research Question 5: To what extent do teachers' classroom behaviours appear to
be influenced by their beliefs about effective science teaching and by their
pedagogical content knowledge?

Like beliefs, PCK is characteristic of individual teachers; it relates to his/her knowledge
of content, of students, of context and pedagogy. The interactions between the teacher's
beliefs and PCK shape the characteristics of the teacher and this in-turn shape his/her
classroom practice (Gray, 1999).
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Tello and Kaudry are both traditional teachers and espoused similar beliefs about
science teaching and learning. For example, they hold a positivist view about science,
the elitist view about the purpose of science teaching and learning, believe in knowledge
transmission pedagogy, and believe in an authoritarian style of class management.
These characteristics (or elements of them) are reflected in Tello and Kaudry's PCK
observed in their teaching practices. For instance, their classroom teaching practices
reflected pedagogical ideas and knowledge of student learning derived from the teachercentred and didactic teaching perspective that are consistent with their espoused
traditional knowledge transmission beliefs. For example, because of his beliefs Tello
did not involve his students substantively during his lessonsj class participation was
minimal, neither did he aliow them to make their own sense of the activities they were
engaged in during most of the lessons. His concern was to progress through the content
of each lesson, interacting with the students to the extent that they can grasp the
knowledge of facts about science being provided for them, and ensuring that he
completed most of the work planned for the lesson. The main goal of the lessons seems
to have proper control of his class and to cover as much content as possible within the
time available.

Similarly, Kaudry's PCK which reflects adequate knowledge of content, teacher-centred
pedagogy, traditional ideas about student learning and knowledge of context was underpinned
by his beliefs about science, science teaching and learning including his beliefs in elitist
purposes for science teaching, knowledge transmission pedagogy, teacher-centredness, class
control and summative student assessment. His traditional, teacher-centred classroom practices
are influenced and shaped by the interaction between his beliefs and PCK. Because of his
beliefs in knowledge transmission, he made few efforts to elicit students' representations and
was unaware of how students were making sense of what they were to learn. He did not react to
most of the students' responses and maintained a distance from them. By maintaining a
distance from his students and relying on transmission of facts he was not conscious about his
failure to anticipate probable misconceptions and to address them during the lessons.

In addition, he did not encourage student interaction to facilitate their learning because he
believed that he needed to have control over coverage of content to ensure efficient learning
and maintain high standard. His beliefs that students learn by being given all the information
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about what they need to know; that "telling simply translates into teaching" was demonstrated

in his classroom practices. His beliefs and PCK are therefore important characteristics that
describe or identify him as a science teacher, which in-tum give meaning to what he does in the
classroom (General Assertions, 8.20; 8.22).

Angy on the other hand, espoused more student-oriented beliefs. She espoused the
belief that students learn best by doing activities and that students should be encouraged
to practice skills on their own (Assertion 6.3). Her teaching practices combined some
student-centred approaches with an overall teacher-centred pedagogy and she displayed
a wider range of pedagogical knowledge and skills than Tello and Kaudry. Her PCK
reflects an understanding of various pedagogical approaches and knowledge about
student learning. Her espoused beliefs are more student-oriented, and her teaching
reflected various pedagogical skills and knowledge that student learn by doing
activities. Such beliefs and PCK have shaped her teaching practices.

Implications
The implications arising from this study are outlined in this section. The findings from
this study have implications for science curriculum planing, teacher education,
professional development, and secondary science teaching in Nigeria.

Implication for Curriculum Planning
Secondary science curriculum refonn efforts in Nigeria have not been able to profile a
science-teaching purpose consistent with the provision of scientific literacy as they do
in many developed countries of the world. Because the purpose of science education is
very central to evaluation, a statement of purpose for science education in the
curriculum should be concise, cogent and clear for the sake of any administrator, and
particularly the teachers so as not to give it a variety of interpretations. Purposes of
science teaching ought to have a link with educational practice; ultimately as teacher's
professional reflection deepens and experience accumulates, the link between science
teaching purposes should become .:'ully realised in observed teaching practice.

For example, the case study teachers in this study hold the view that science is taught in
schools in order to produce science-related professionals or future leaders, rather than
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providing scientific literacy for all. Their elitist views may result from lack of clarity
about goals in the science curriculum statement for science education.

Other countries like Australia, the United States, United Kingdom and Canada have
defined their own purposes of science teaching in tenns of what scientifically literate
individuals should be able to do. It is the view of this author that the purpose of science
educatio11. as presented in the Nigerian secondary science curriculum, should be a clear
expression .of national values in relation to skills and competences expected of
individuals when they are scientifically literate. It should reflect a National mission
statement; a benchmark for all science teaching activities and a reference point for all
assessments. This will give clearer direction to the science teachers, impact on their
belief systems, and over time they will align their practices towards achieving the
general goal.

Furthennore, the curriculum seems to be overloaded, content-oriented, and examination
focussed. This may have been the reason why most of the teachers adopt teachercentred lecture styles in order to cover the content within the available time. The science
curriculum needs to be reviewed and in doing so, the science teachers should be
involved. Ivowi (1998) documents the exclusion of classroom teachers in curriculum
planing and developments in Nigeria as a serious flaw. The curriculum's pedagogical
intent should be outcome based, and based on student-centred and inquiry strategies, in
keeping with current understandings in science teaching and learning. However, the
challenge for teachers to navigate a transition from a content-oriented didactic syllabus
to a more student-centred and inquiry-oriented syllabus will be daunting, and calls for
serious planning and efforts on the part of the teacher educators and education
ministries.

Implicatioo for Teacher Education

The teachers involved in this investigation emphasised factual knowledge of content in
their teaching. The teacher education programs in Nigeria need to closely examine their
own curricula to detennine the extent to which they model integration of content and
pedagogy. The science and education faculties in the Universities and Colleges of
Education need to encourage cooperative learning, challenge students• prior knowledge,
and discourage a transmission view of knowledge in their teacher training. A
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compilation of broad knowledge should not be emphasised over in-depth study that
would challenge student misconceptions. Both education and science faculties should be
able to plan and implement courses linking strong disciplinary preparation with methods
and content of pedagogical studies.

A teacher education that balances attention to the process of learning with the content of
what is being learned can help teachers to better understand both their content and the
teaming of their students. Too often content is taught without any attention to process in
most of the Colleges of Education. The teacher educators must first model approaches
that lead their students to understand content deeply and to view content and process as
inseparable aspects of knowledge construction (Hausfather et al., 1999). This will
enable prospective teachers to gain the perspectives and abilities to move their own
students to deeper understandings of science. For example, lectures can be started from
a group's prior experiences and concerns; stories may be used to create contexts for
understandings.

The teacher education programs should be able to provide opportunities for pre-service
teachers to learn within cooperative or discourse groups, providing a guide to their own
teaching; they should be taught and treated in a manner consistent with the vision of
how they are expected to teach their own studentsi they should be grounded in learning
and reflections about classroom practices.

Implication for Professional Development

The demographic data reveal that 76% of the teachers (Table 4.2) involved in this
investigation had at least three-year professional teaching qualifications, or at least four
years of pre-service teacher education either from the Colleges of Education or from the
Universities and at least six years of teaching experience. Despite their content
knowledge competence and detailed lesson notes, their lesson explanations were more
didactic than conceptual and their overall teaching styles remained teacher-centred and
traditional. The teachers have not had the opportunity for professional development for
many years and they shared a common view that lack of professional development was
a factor limiting the quality of their science teaching.
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Professional development is a process whereby teachers or educational professionals
regularly enhance their academic knowledge and pedagogical understandings, as weI1 as
question the purposes and parameters of what they do (Braimoh & Okedeyi, 2001;
Fallan, 1995). Teachers' professional development ought to be viewed as a process of
renewal and change since, as the professional knowledge base expands, new types of
expertise are also acquired (Fallan, 1995). Stagnation of expertise development is a
common phenomenon in Lagos State schools and this may have resulted in the current
shortage of science teachers because many of them have had to quit the teaching
profession for more lucrative ones. Furthennore, it may well be that the shortage of
science teachers in the schools is resulting from unemployment in the system; there may
be many qualified science teachers out there that are not employed by Government.

Becoming an effective science teacher is a continuous process that stretches from preservice experiences in undergraduate years to the end of professional career. Teacher
development is a process of growth in expertise about teaching throughout the teacher's
career. Apart from personal characteristics, factors in the working environment and
external development opportunities and interventions influence teacher development.

Development interventions should link closely to the working environment i.e. the
schools in order to be effective. The school-working environment is very influential in
professional growth and the establishment of teaching styles and routines. Teachers'
professional development efforts should involve the schools. There is ample evidence
that teacher development can often best take place in the school. This form of situated
learning needs school support because it will have some jnfluence on nonnal classroom
practice. Again, without a supportive culture, teachers' newly acquired knowledge and
skills have little chance of having a lasting impact on their practice. Indeed, teacher
professional development efforts should be linked with organisational development of
schools or science departments in order to have far-reaching effects. Teachers are the
most important influence on the emotional, moral, aesthetic and intellectual qualities of
education; school improvement is closely related to teacher development.

The teachers involved in this investigation have been able to define (though in various
ways) their own standards for effective science teaching and learning. While these
findings may be applicable to other similar situations, this author is of the view that it
would be appropriate to have a consensual agreement between teacher training
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institutions, ministries of education and the teachers themselves in relation to standards
of good classroom practice. A standard for teacher certification is not synonymous with
standards of what constitutes good quality classroom practice. Science teachers
collectively have to be able to demonstrate their ability to define what is meant by good
quality practice in relation to current understandings.

•

Professional development of science teachers should therefore be driven by a well
defined image of effective classroom learning and teaching; provide for teachers to
build their knowledge and skills; model the strategy teachers will use with their
students; provide links to other parts of the education system and strive to build a
learning community. The science teachers need to experience for themselves the science
learning they will want their students to do. Just as students deepen their knowledge of
science through communication, so too do their teachers learn through follilulating,
sharing, and challenging what they and their colleagues think they know.

Furthennore an urgent need exists to enhance the science teachers' pedagogical content
knowledge. Expert teachers possess excellent PCK (Harrison, 2002) and this study
reveals that experience alone is no substitute for expert PCK. It cannot be taught but is
learned in cooperative teaching contexts and develops as teachers use various
knowledge dimensions including content knowledge, knowledge of pedagogy,
knowledge of students as individuals and as social groups, learning theory, cuniculum
dispositions and assessment practices, to plan and implement interesting activities and
explanations that challenge their students (Harrison, 2002). PCK rarely develops in
isolation; teachers best develop their PCK in mentor-mentee relationships or collegial
groups.

Again, teachers' beliefs about science teaching and student learning are instrumental in
defining teaching and learning tasks, in selecting cognitive tools, in planning for
instruction and in adopting teaching strategies. Teacher's personal beliefs about
teaching lie in the heart of his/her teaching practices; changing such beliefs is an
essential part of both professional and teaching effectiveness (Ashton, 1990; Cole,
1989). Teachers' beliefs about science teaching and student learning can only be
changed through professional development and intervention programs deliberately
planned to challenge such beliefs. Because of the strong relationship between teachers'
beliefs and PCK, changing the teachers' beliefs prepares the ground for developing their
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PCK through cooperative, collaborative practicCjs and teaching experiences. Indeed,
when teachers' beliefs are challenged, they gain more understanding about teaching and
may drop their old practices; and their PCK also increases to higher levels. This will
bring about better quality of science teaching and student learning.

The Lagos State science teachers plan atld teach in sem~-isolation; many of them seem
to consider it risky exposing their teaching to scrutiny by other teachers or visitors. Any
developmental intervention should encourage a culture of in-school collaboration.

The teachers obviously need to be provided with opportunity to undergo continual
renewal in such a way that they change their focus and orientation away from the
behaviourist view of how students learn; away from the traditional teacher-dominated
method of teaching, and towards student-centred practices using the constructivistrelated approaches which is not to transmit information, but rather to encourage
knowledge construction and formation and development of meta-cognitive processes for
judging, organising and acquiring new information (Bruning, 1995). The Local
Education Districts might begin to organise seminars, workshops, and exhibitions and
so on, for the teachers in collaboration with the State's University and Colleges of
Education because these institutions are particularly relevant since most of the teachers
received their teacher training from them in the first place.

Implication for Science Teaching

The findings from this study indicate that understanding about how students learn can
be a valuable asset to guide teacher's instructional planning and delivery. The
significance of the findings in relation to the teachers' strategy is that most of the
teachers, operating in less-than-adequate circumstances (by western standards) and
within their abilities are struggling to provide a rich science education for students;
however their efforts and creativities are blunted by their beliefs and demands for more
formal, traditional teacher-centred teaching geared towards examination performance.

Again, teacher-centredness in science teaching is not peculiar only to Nigerian
.secondary schools. The support for more student-centred approaches to science teaching
is derived from research findings, which indicate that students achieve better in science
through student-oriented teaching/learning approaches.

Notwithstanding the wide
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support, teacher-centredness is still employed to various degrees in secondary schools in
most part of the world including the developed western world. But the TTh1SS
(OECD/PISA, 1999) results indicate that students from these countries are achieving
better in science. It may well be that teacher-centred approach is more widely practiced
in Nigerian secondary schools or that it has been compounded by other problems arising
from the teachers' limited PCK, large classes, lack of professional development and
limited facilities.

What students learn is greatly influenced by how they are taught; decisions about
content and activities that teachers engage them in, and their interactions with students,
all affect the knowledge, understanding, abilities and attributes that students develop
(NRC, 1996).

A more contemporary approach to teaching is to adopt classroom

practices or learning activities that align with the findings of research. Teachers who use
only one teaching style day after day may limit students who may learn more effectively
through a variety of approaches. The common perception is that, over time, traditional
lecture methods become boring to students. Telling and listening approaches tend to
encourage memorisation of a set of facts and figures and do not encourage students to
develop interest in learning science.

Students should be equipped with the knowledge of how to learn in an ever-changing
world and this can only be achieved by adopting more student-centred approaches, so
that students can learn to collaborate, find, analyse, organise, evaluate and internalise
new information in the light of their own needs based on their academic and cultural
backgrounds (Gillani, 199,f). In addition, students should be encouraged to respond to,
and question the teacher and one another, use a variety of tools to reason, make
connections, communicate, initiate problems and questions, make conjectures and
present solutions to problems in a risk-free environment.

Practical lessons should involve more investigative and field exploration exercises. An
effective practical lesson at this level of education depends largely on the teacher's
knowledge of science and pedagogical skills, his/her ingenuity and creativity.

An

effective science teacher should be able to use the equipment and facilities that were
observed in the schools in combination with that which can be obtained in the
environment to successfully conduct integrated science practicals.
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Findings from this investigation revealed that the teachers did not espouse any beliefs
regarding formative assessment of students' learning; their responses and classroom
practices never reflected an understanding of formative assessment and neither did
components of the formative assessment appear in the lessons observed. Assessment is
not just the measurement of achievement; it is itself and integral part of learning.
lnfonnation about students' understanding of science is needed almost continuously,
and at any given point during a lesson (Astin, 1991). Frequent feedback to students
helps them to refine concepts and deepen their understanding; it also conveys high
expectations, which further stimulate learning (Wiggins, 1997).

Assessment tasks

should not be afterthoughts to instructional planning; they should be built into the
design of the classroom teaching.

Research reveals that achievement gains are maximised in contexts where the teachers
increase the accuracy of classroom assessments, provide students with frequent
informative feedbacks (as opposed to judgemental feedbacks) and involve students
deeply in classroom assessment, record keeping, and communication processes
(Stiggins, 2002). Assessment of portfolios, student work, projects and attitudes should
be included in the assessment schemes of the schools.

Implication for further Research

The purpose of this study was to gain insights into Lagos State's teachers' beliefs about
science teaching and learning, and their pedagogical content knowledge, and h_ow these
characterise their teaching approaches, using data from the survey and classroom
observations. For the sake of generalisability, this study could be replicated in other
states of the federation in order to get a general picture of Nigerian science teachers'
ideas about science teaching and learning, how they teach and why they teach the way
they do. Again, because of the uniqueness of this type of research because of its focus
on teaching-learning activities and teachers' knowledge in the classroom setting, it
could be incorporated into the national research project in order to have a more
comprehensive coverage of this core area of science education. Ogunleye (1996) and
Ivowi (1998) document the dearth of science education research focused on classroom
interaction, teacher's knowledge/aptitude in Nigeria.
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While similar studies sugge.;ted above would improve the generalisability of findings
from this study, more focused research can address the specific issues such as:

•

Teacher preparation in the Nigerian Universities and Colleges of Education in
relation to the education, science and methodology content in -their teachertraining programs.

•

Engaging all stakeholders including the teacher educators, ministries of
education and the science teachers in developing a vision of what constitutes.an
acceptable quality teaching standard.

Such a consensual vision of what an

acceptable quality standard is, can then become a benchmark that can be looked
upon in relation to the current status of science teaching and learning in Lagos
State or in Nigeria as a whole.
•

Assessment methods, particularly the mandatory continuous assessment
procedure in relation to teachers' knowledge of assessment methods and
practices.

•

Student achievement {based on learning outcomes) in teacher-centred and more
student-oriented classrooms, and the perception of such students of their schools
and teachers.

•

The impact of the current curriculum on teaching and learning.

Contribution of this Study

This study makes a contribution to the knowledge and understanding of beliefs about
science and science teaching held by science teachers in an African setting. It also
reveals understanding about their pedagogical knowledge, their classroom teaching
practices and the reasons for adopting such teaching stracegies. The quality of the
findings is enhanced because the data sources included a survey, personal interviews,
classroom observations and analysis of school documents.

This triangulation of

infonnation improves the credibility of the data.

With regard to teachers' beliefs, the study reveals that the science teachers hold a
narrow, elitist view about the pwpose of secondary school science teaching, a narrow
and realist or objectivist view of the nature of science, and a teacher-centred knowledge
transmission view of science teaching.
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The study reveals that the teachers' teacherRcentred, didactic classroom practices m'e a
reflection of their espoused beliefs and their pedagogical content lmowledge that have
n~t changed over the years due to lack of professional development. This investigation
reveals that what the teachers do in the classroom best describes what they say they
believe in; there are instances when teachers say one thing in theory or on paper and do
another in the classroom reality. The ;LagOS State science 'teachers are mostly traditional
teachers, employ knowledge transmission pedagogy; students play passive roles in most
of their lessons; assess their students mainly for summative J)urposes. There .are
shortages of science teachers and science textbooks and the classes are large.

Finally, this study reveals that experience alone is not a panacea for higher levels of_
pedagogical content knowledge of teachers. Experienced teachers who are not current
and reflective about science teaching and learning may become lo~ked i~fo the
traditional Imowledge transmission pedagogy and their PCK may neve~ develop wiless
a retraining -"opportunity is provided.

/;
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

'
Nig~rian
Science Teachers' Beliefs about Effective Science Teaching

INTRODUCTION:

•

This questionnaire asks for your opinions about effective science
teaching and learning and factors which support or inhibit your current
teaching practices. The findings of this research will be used to
develop recommendations to improve the teaching and learning of

science in our schools.
•

It should take about 20 minutes to complete the questionnaire.

• All information given by you is strictly confidential and anonymous.
All responses will be aggregated and summarised, and when reported
no person or school will be identified.
• No personal information gathered in this study will be accessible to
your employer, school authority or anyone in this country.
•

The summarised findings of the study will be made available on

request to all particir,iants.
•

This study has been approved by the Ethics Committee of Edith
Cowan University, Western Australia.

Thank you very much for your participation in this study
SECTION 1: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Instructions: Please answer these questions by ticking the most appropriate response in
the boxes.
Location of your school:

Rural

-1 I Urban
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YOUR AGE:··

20yrs & below

Sex:

MALE.

21-30 yrs

31-40yrs

41-SOyrs

sf~.& above·

FEMALE.

4. (i) What are your academic qualification?:

1Ncsl8~1PGDE

I §J EJ I P.hD 11~----~
Oilie,s:
::"J

(ii) Your major subject area in your qualification:

5.Years·ofTeaching Experience: r - ,- - ,- - - , . - . . . , .- - - - - - - - ,
0-5. 6-10
1

6. This tenn I am teachinJ

Only ·science

j

.- 11-15
1

1· Mostly

16-zo'

21 &above
1

Science

Some science, but mostly
(please state):

SECTI0N2

Please express your views on the following questions.
2.1 Briefly describe the last Integrated science lesson you taught? (Please include what

you were doing during the lesson).

2°.2 What were the main teaching strategies you used?
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"
2.3 What was/were the roie(s) of the. students duririg the lesson?.

2.4 GiVC the reasons why you consider the lesson effective or not effective?

2.5 Was this lesson typical of the lessons you teach? (Please give the reason)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.6 If not please explain what would be the features ofa typical lesson you teach? _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2,7 For the lesson descn'bed in 2.1 briefly desi:ribe: (a) Class sitt:

(b) Classroom environment and facilities:

(d) The resources you used in·your teaching:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ -

2.8 In a typical 40 minutes science lesson, please estimate the time spent on the following:
(a) Teacher explaining-------·------(b) Giving notes to students-----·---------

(c) Supervising students work-----------(d) Whole class discussion-···········--·-·
(e) Small group discvssion ----·-·······-···
( f) Students re!'iding text books -·····--··-··-···
2.9 In a typical double period of BO minutes practical lesson, please estimate the time spent on the ,
following activities:
(a) teacher demonstration :_ _ _ _ _ __
(b) students' group work/activities:-----

( c) individual student's activities:---~(d)Teacher explaining:--------(e) Whole class discussion:-------(f) Giving notes to students: - - - - - - -

2.10 How often do you give the experimental procedure.'s for students to follow
during their practical investigations? Please tick (as it applies to you):
(a) AU the time.

(b) Most of the time

(c) Some time

(d) Never,

2.11 How often do students plan their own practical investigation: Please tick (as it
applies to you).
(a)Allthetlme.

(b)Mostofthet,lme.

(c)Sometime. (d)Never.

2.12 How adequate are the faC.iiities for teaching practical lessons? Please tick (as it
applies to you).
(a) very good.

(b) adequate

(c) very poor,

(d) not available at all,

2.13 I believe science teaching and learning is most effective when:
(a) the teacher does the following:

! __________________

~

2

3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(b) The students do the following:

l--------'-------------2_ _ _ _ _ _ _, -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_____________________

).

2.14 List four major factors (in order of importance) that inhibit or limit the
effectiveness of your science teaching?
'

l·-------------------~-------

2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2.15 List in order of importance, the purposes of assessing students in your school? (The
reasons why you assess your students).

2.16 List in order of importance, the assessment methods you nonnally use in science:

SECTION 3

Statements about beliefs regarding science teaching and learning are given below in
a 5-point scale. Please indicate the degree to which you agree with the statements by
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putting a circle round the number that corresponds to your beliefs about that

Beliefs about science teaching

Strongly

Dis-

Unde-

disagree

agree

-cided Agree

Strongly
agree

statement.

I. A quiet class is generally needed
for effective learning.

I

2

3

I

2

3

5

4

'

2.It is better when the teacher- not
the students - detides what acti-

4

5

4

5

vities are to be done.
3. Students will take more initiative to
learn when they feel free to move
around the room during class.

I

2

3

I

2

3

I

2

4. Students should help establish criteria
that will be used to assessed them.

4

5

4

5

5. How much students learn depends the
relevance of the lesson to students'
lives.

3

6. One of the most important factors
influe.icing what a student learns
in science is his/her existing knowledge

I

2

3

4

5
296

and beliefs about the topic.
7. Scientific knowledge does not change.

1

2

3

4

5

8.Science is a collection of facts about nature
I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

9. Science is a way of
investigating and developing
understandings about the natural
world.
10. Science theories are revised as new
evidences are generated

SECTION4

Questions a-f below are based on your desired goals in asking students questions

and your level of attainment of teaching effectiveness. Please tick the appropriate
response applicable to you.
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SECTIONS

This section is based on your beliefs about science curriculum organisation and your
integrated science curriculum in particular. Please tick the appropriate response

My goals for asking students questions

SomeNever

during science lessons are:

times.

Very
Often

often

(a) To see if student~ know the correct
answer.
(b) To see if they have done their homework.

( c)To elicit the students ideas or opinions.
(d) To get the students to explain their
reasoning.
(e) To make students relate what they are
learning to their own experience.
applicable to you.

Strongly Dis-

Un-

disagree

decided

agree

Strongly
Agree

,,

agree

1. I believe that the science
curriculum should emphasise
content knowledge.
2 I believe that the science
curriculum should emphasise
methods of inquiry in science.
'

3. I believe that the cuniculum
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.

content should be based on societal
issues

.
.

4. I believe that the science
curriculum should be relevant to

.

students' environment and lives.

.

5. I believe that the content of the
Lagos State Integrated Science
Curriculum:

!

I

0

...

(a) is comprehensive.

.

(b) is current.

'
>

.

( c) relevant to students' needs.

..
. (d) objectives are achievable.
.

(e) is flexible enough to enable
.

·me.use various teaching
methods.

:'

.

.

.

1·."

Please check if you have left out some questions.

·Thank you.
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW GUIDE
Interview Questions
Demographics

I, School:
2. Age of participant:

3, Educational qualiflcation:
4. Years of teaching experience in science:

5. Data of interview:
6, Time of interview:

Structured Interview

•

What do you believe are the characteristics of effective science teaching and
learning?
(Prompt: When a lesson is described as being effective, what are teacher's
roles? What are the students' roles?)

• To what extent do you believe that your science teaching is effective or not
effective? What do you do well? What aspects need improving?
•

Please outline three most important factors which inhibit your attainment of
effective science teaching and learning in your school?
(Prompt: Can you name them in order of importance?)

•

How do you think that such factors can be addressed?

•

How do your students prefer to learn?

•

Tell me how you assess your students?
(Prompt: What aspects of learning do you assess and how often? What methods

do you use and why?)
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•

What are your views regarding the nature of science?
(Prompt: How would you want your students to view science?)

(Prompt: Why do you think science is taught in the school?)

,,

1/i

m

,,

0
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APPENDIX C ':

Classroom Teaching Observation Guide Sheet
Time of visit
Date of visit:
Teacher:
School:

Visit No:
Class observed:

Description of science lesson
Focus on lesson observation:

Time

Teacher's
activities

Students

activities

Teacher's
gestures,

Researcher's
comments,teac- notes
hin st les etc

(;'
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•,'/

~x·

-

.-,_-~ :, -.- ..

Table of observable teaching/learning b.fhaviours
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APPENDIX E: LETTER OF REQUEST FOR PARTICIPATION

2 Bradfords street,
Mount Lawley, WA
6050.
Perth,
Western Australia.
30'" May, 2001.

Dear colleague,
I am undertaking a research as part of my PhD thesis which involves a study of
science teaching and students' learning behaviour in the junior secondary level. I
write this letter to seek your assistance and your consent to participate in the study

which will involve interviews and classroom observation sessions.
The purpose of the study is to investigate science teachers' beliefs about effective

science teaching, classroom teaching practices and students' learning behaviours in

science. I would like to observe you teaching science for about five lessons; interview
you for about 30minutes regarding your beliefs about science teaching; and look

through your curriculum document and program. I should also like you to meet with
some other teachers involved in the study to discuss the findings of the research,

The following guidelines will apply to your participation in this study:
•

Participation is strictly voluntary; you have the right to withdraw from the study at
anytime.

•

All information given by you will be confidential and will not be used for any
purposes other than to gain understanding of science teaching and learning in our
schools and for the purpose of this research. All infonnation gathered from the
questionnaires, observation of your lessons, from any document used by you in
your science teaching or your teaching strategies will remain confidential and will
not be disclosed.
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•

Your identity and that of your school will not be disclosed to anyone. Names of
.~chools and that of the participants will be replaced with codes and pseudonyms
'·respectively in order to maintain anonymity of all participants in the study.

•

Any interpretations I make of your comments will be returned to you so that you
can verify that they are accurate and reflect your thoughts.

•

Your participation will not in anyway affect your position as a science teacher.

You are therefore invited to participate in this study. You may also be invited to take part
in the second part, which will involve five science teachers.
Should you have any questions regarding this research project or any aspect of its
procedures, please feel free to contact me at these addresses during the course of this
study: (a) School of Science, Adeniran Ogunsanya College of Education, Ijanikin, Lagos.
(b) Block 93 flat 2, Iba Estate, Ojo, Lagos. These addresses are quite close to your school.
If you would like to discuss this research with an independent person, you may contact

my supervisor: Associate Professor Deruris Goodrum by phonf:l (0011 61 89273 8677) or
by e-mail (d.goodrum@ecu.edu.au).
Would you please read and complete the consent form attached to this letter.
Many thanks,
Benjamin, M. Ayinde.
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APPENDIXF

Consent Form

I
have read the information regarding
this research and I have been informed about all aspects of the study and all questions
I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in the
activity, realising that I can withdraw from the exercise, ifl wish, at any time.

I may also be invited as one of the five teachers who will take part in the second part
of the study.
I also agree that the data gathered from this study might be published provided that
my name, my school and my students are not identifiable.

Participant,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: ........... .

Benjamin, M. A-----'---------
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APPENDIX G: CODING MANUAL

CODING MANUAL FOR SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE.

COLUMN
SECTION I
A(Sn).
B (u_r)

QUESTION

CODING

I

Subject Number = 65
Urban =1; Rural =2.

C(Age)

2

<20 =1; 21-30 =2; 31-40=3; 41-50 =4; < 50 =5.

D (sex)

3

Male =1; female =2.

E (Qua!)

4 (i)

F (P.qual)
G (major)

(ii)
5

Non-teaching qual =O; NCE = 1; B.Sc +
PGDEIB.Ed = 2; NCE + B.Ed/B.Sc = 3 .
None = 0 M.Sc only= I; M.Ed = 2; M.Sc
+PGDE=3
Int.Sc +Biology/Chemistry/Physics/Maths. =1;
Biology;Biology + Agric/Chemistry =2;
Physics;Chemistry; Agric; Physics+Chemistry =3

H (tn.expr)

6

5 =1; 6-10 =2; 11-15 =3; 16-20 =4; > 20 =5.
I (subj)

Only Sc. =1; Mostly Sc. =2; Some sc. but
mostly... =3.
SECTION 2,

2.1 &2.2

J (explng)
K(dernonst)
L(guid)
M (discuss)
N (defin).
O(charts)
P(ask_ans)
Q (surnrnar)
R (example)
S (g_note)
T(activit)
U(mod_spe)

,.·

2.3
V(listen)
W(ask_qn)
X(ans_qn)
Y(g.aotivi)
Z(i.activi)

Explaining/describing/Classifying =1
Demonstrating =1
Guiding/Supervising =l
Discussing =1
Defining terms =1
Using charts/diagrams =1
Asking/answering questions =l
Summarising =1
Giving examples =1
Giving notes =1
Giving class activities =1
Using models/objects/specimens =1.
Students Roles
Listening =l
Asking questions =l
Asnwering questions =1
Performing group activities =1
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AA(observ)
AB (discus)
AC (tnote)

Perfonning individual activities =l
Observing· specimens/models =1
Discussing =1
Taking notes =1
2.4

AD (eff_not)

Effective =I; ineffective =2.
Reasons for being effective:
(a) Students respond to questions =1
(b) Students contribute to discussion =I
(c) They participate in demonstration =I
(d} Students show interest in concept =1
(e) They observe real objects =1

AE(respons)
AF discu
AG (p_demon)
AH (interest)
Al (observe)

2.5&2,6

Reason for ineffectiveness:
(a) Large class =1
(b) Poor sitting arrangement =l

2.7 (A)

Typical Lesson?
Yes =1; No =2.
Reason for "No":
In this lesson real objects were used =1
This lesson involved practical =l
This lesson involved abstract concepts which
students find difficult = 1

AJ (Large)

AK (siting)

ALy_n
AM(r_obj)
AN(practi.)
AO(abstract)

AP (size)

(B)
AQ (environ)
2.8

AR(exp!ain)
AS (g_notes)
AT (superv)
AU(wcdisc)
AV (sgdisc)
AW(readng)

AX(t_demons)
AY(gwork)
AZ(is_act)
BA (t.expain)
BB(wcdisc)

2.9

Class size.
>30 =1; 31-40 =2; 41-50 =3;.51-60 =4; 61-70 =5;
71-80 =6; 81-90 =7; 91-100 =8.
Classroom Environment.
(a) Good enough =I
(b) Averagely okay =2
© Inadequate =3
Typical 40 minutes lesson.
(including zero time)
(a) Explaining
(b) Giving notes
©Supervising
(d) Whole class discussion
(e) Small group discussion
(f) Students reading text.
Typical 80 minutes practical.lesson.
(including zero time)
(a) Teacher demonstration
(b) Students' group work/activities
(c) Individual student's activities
(d) Teacher explaining
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(e) Whole class discussion
(I) Giving notes.

BC(gnote)

BD{proced)

2.10

BE(s_invest)

2.11

2.12
BF (facility)

How often do you give experimental
procedure/s to students?
(a) All the time aa4
(b) Most of the time =3
©Sometime =2
(a) Never=!.
How often do students plan their own
investigation?
(a) All the time aa4
(b) Most of the time =3
© Some time =2
(d) Never=!
How adequate are the facilities for teaching
practical lessons?
(a) Very good aa4
(b) Adequate =3
©Very poor =2
(d) Not available at all=!.

2.13(a)
BG(demo)
BH(explain)
BJ(doing)
BJ(good_kn)
BK(t_skill)
BL (findout)
BM(ask_an)
BN(a_intres)
BO(control)
BP(exer_ex)
BQ(simple)
BR(robject)
BS (cl_disc)
BT(topic)
BU(supwork)

Teaching is effective when the teacher does ••••?
1. Demonstrates the concept he is teaching
before the class =1
2. Explains the concept effectively=!
3. Ensures that students learn by doing
activities =I
4. Has good knowledge of subject matter =1
5. Uses various teaching skills during his

lesson =l
6. Encourages students to find out by
themselves =1
7. Encourages students to ask/answer
questions =1
8. Can arouse students' interest in the
concept. =1
9. Directs and takes adequate control of the
class activities =1
10. Gives enough exercises and examples in
class =1
11. Organises his/her lesson from simple to
complex =l
12. Uses real objects/specimens =l
13. Engages the students in class discussion
=!
14. Gives notes to the students on each topic
taught=!
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15. Supervises individual student's work
regularly =I
16. Effectively manages the classroom =1
17. Takes into account the developmental
level of the students =l
18. Has the ability to improvise teaching
materials where necessary =1
19. Relates the concepts to students' lives =1
20. Gives the topic out to students ahead of
the lesson. =1
21. Makes use of appropriate evaluation
methods 1.
22. Allows studens' participation in the lesson
23. Makes use ofintructinal aids=l
24. Plans well ahead of the lesson =l

BV(classmgt)
BW(stlevel)
BX(improvi)
BY(stlives)
BZ(n_ahead)
CA(evaluatn)
CB(partcipn)
CC(instr_ ma)
CD (Pl_ahead)
2.13 (b)
CE(list_at)

Teaching is effective when the students do ••• ?

CF(engaged)
CG(apply)
CH(f_out)
CI(obs_tr)
CJ(aanswer)
CK(goodnot)
CL(assgmts)
CM(intr_sc)
CN(relate)
CO(keen)
CP(discusn)

CQ-First.a
CR - Second.a
CS-Third.a
CT-Fourth.a

2.14

1. Listen attentively and follow instructions
during the lesson =1
2. Are adequately engaged in class activities
=I
3. Can apply previous knowledge to tackle
new problems =1
4. Find out things on their own =1
5. Can adequately observe teacher's
demonstration =I
6. Ask and answer questions in class. =1
7. Keep good notes.
8. Do all assignments= 1
9. Show interest in the study of science =1
10. Relate very wen with their teacher. =1
11, Are keen to know more and to explore
more=l
12. Contribute during class discussion.
Factors that limit teaching effectiveness

1. Limited teaching materials/resources.
2. Poor attitude of students towards
science
3, Inadequate laboratory.
4. Lack of current sci(;nce text books.
5. School does not allow students to be
taken out of class to learn science.
6. Unconducive teaching/learning
environment .
7. Lack of support from parents.
8. Inadequate motivation /incentives for
science teachers.
9. Too large classes.
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2.15

CU -First.b
CV - Second.b
CW-Third.b
CX-Fourth.b

1O. Insufficient number of qualified
science teachers.
11. Insufficient time for each period.
12. Cultural beliefs of the community.
13. Lack of stable government educational
policies.
14. Poor background of students in
science.
IS. Too much work load ..
16. Non-provision of lab.
Assistance/technician.
17. Inadequate number of periods.
18. Insufficient free-hand/freedom.

Purpose of assessing students.
1. To know if lesson objective is

achieved.
2. To test students' ability/learning

outcome.
3. To find out the problem areas in the
scheme of work.
4.

For their promotion to the next class.

5. To encourage students to study
harder.
6. To give a feedback to their parents.

7. To evaluate ones- self as the teacher.

2.16

CY-First.c

DZ-Second.c
DA-Third.c
DB- Fourth.c

I

SECTION 3.
DC(q_cass)

2

8. To keep record of individual student'
performance in the school.
9. To find out if students understand the
concept being taught.
10. To detennine students'scores.
11. To improve teaching.
Assessment methods
1. Terminal examinations.
2. Regular class exercises.
3. Periodic tests/continuous assessment.
4. Take-home assignments.
5. Projects.
6. Attendance in class.
7. Grading of practical notes.
8. Assessment of skills during practicals.
A quiet class is generally needed for effective
learning.
(a) Strongly disagree =I
(b) Disagree =2
©Undecided =3
(d) Agree=4
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(e) Strongly agree-5
DD (tr_activ)

It Is better when it is the teacher who decides
what activities to be done.

3
DE(initiat).

(a) Strongly disagree =I
(b) Disagree =2
©Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5

Students will take more initiatives to learn

when they are free to move round the class,

4
DF(assesmt)

(a) Strongly disagree =l
(b) Disagree =2
(c) Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Stronglyagree=5
Students should help establish criteria that will

be used to ·assess them.

5.
DG(r_lives)

(a) Strongly disagree =I
(b) Disagree =2
© Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5

How much students learn depends on the
relevance of the lesson to their lives.

6
DH(ex_knw)

7.
Dl(sc knw)

8.

(a) Strongly disagree =l
(b) Disagree =2
(c) Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5
An important factor affecting what a student
learns is his/her existing knowledge and
beliefs.
(a) Strongly disagree=!
(b) Disagree =2
©Undecided =3
(d) Agree=4
(e) Strongly agree =5
Scientific knowledge does not change.
(a) Strongly disagree =I
(b) Disagree =2
© Undecided =3
(d) Agree=4
(e) Strongly agree =5

DJ(sc_nat.)

Science is a collection of facts about nature.

-

DK(sc inv)

9.

(a) Strongly disagree=!
(b) Disagree =2
©Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5
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Science is a way of investigating and
developing understanding about the natural
world.

DL(sc_theo).

(a) Strongly disagree =I
(b) Disagree =2
©Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5

IO.

Science theories are revised as new evidences
are generated.
(a) Strongly disagree=!

(b) Disagree =2

(A)

SECTION 4.
DM(cor_ans)

©Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5

To see if students know the correct answer.
(B)

DN(hwork)

(a) Never=!
(b) Sometimes =2
© Often=3
(d) Very often =4

To see if they have done their homework.
(i) Never=!

(ii) Sometimes =2
(iii) Often =3
(iv) Very often= 4
DO(St_idea)

To elicit the students' ideas or opinions.

(D)
DP(st_reas)

(i) Never=!
(ii) Sometimes =2
(iii) Often =3
(iv) Very often =4

To get the students to explain their reasoning.

(E)

DQ(st_expr)

(i) Never =I
(ii) Sometimes =2
(iii) Often =3
(iv) Very often-4

To make the students relate what they are
learning to their own experience.

I

SECTIONS.
DR(cnt_knw)

(i) Never=!
(ii) Sometimes =2
(iii) Often =3
(iv) Very often =4

I believe that science curriculum should
emphasise content knowledge.
(a) Strongly disagree=!
(b) Disagree =I
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DS(inquiry)

© Undecided =2
(d) Agree=3
(e) Strongly agree =4

2

I believe that science curricu1um should
emphasise methods of inquiry in science.
(a) Strongly disagree=!.
(b) Disagree =2.
(c) Undecided =3.
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5

3.
DT(soe_iss)

I believe that curriculum content should be
based on social issues.
(a) Strongly disagree =1
(b) Disagree =2
© Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5
I believe that science curriculum should be
relevant to students' environment and lives.
(a) Strongly disagree =1
(b) Disagree =2
(c) Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5

4.
DU(envi_liv)

5 (a)
DV(compreh)

, DW(currnt)

I. believe that the content of the Lagos State

(b)

©

DX(relevt)

(d)

DY(ach_obj)

1,t. Science:
Is comprehensive.
(a) Strongly disagree =1
·, (b) Disagree =2
! (c) Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5
Is current.
(a) Strongly disagree =1
(b) Disagree =2
(c) Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5.
Is relevant to students' needs.
(a) Strongly disagree =1
(b) Disagree =2
(c) Undecided =3
(d) Agree =4
(e) Strongly agree =5.
Its objectives are achievable.
(a) Strongly disagree =1
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(b) Disagree =2
(c) Undecided =3
(d) Agree ='4
. (e) Strongly agree =5 .
. .
iS flexible enough to enabie·me use·variolls ...
teaChing methods,
·
·
·

· ,,Dz(11exib:l
,. ,·. ''
,,:·
'

.·.;-::'
':\·

--

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
. (e)

:

Strongly disagree =I
Disagree =2
Undecided =3
Agree ='4
Strongly agree -5.
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APPENDIX H: AN INTERVIVEW

INTERVIEW WITH TELLO (8102/02)

Good morning Tello; you are welcome to this interview section or session. Please can
you respond to these demographic questions?, Your name, your age, your school and
educational qualification.
My name is Tello, my school is Lagos State Model College, Ojo, I am 35 years old, I

have B.Sc in Bio Chemistry and PGD in Education.
I have been teaching science for about 10 years now.

Today date is 8/02/2002; the time now is 9.25am. We will go into the structured

interview, which we discussed about now. I am going to ask you a few questions
relating to your experiences in this school and your classroom science teaching in

particular.
Qn: What do you believe are the characteristics of effective teaching and learning of
science?
Res: The characteristics of an effective teaching and learning in science is that. .. in a
situation whereby in a class the teacher is giving the precise instruction, he is moving
round to check whoever is lagging behind and he is also giving them whatever they
desire to get out of the class .... In such a situation the teacher's role is to give precise
instruction ... precise and correct information ... I mean clear and detailed explanation
of... in which he should move round his class to ensure that no one is being left behind.

Prompt: Please can you explain further?
Res: Because being effective at any particular time means that everyone ... is doing the
right thing in the classroom i.e. the teacher is giving out. .. and the students are ready to
take ... it is not a situation whereby Some of the students are not ready to get what the
teacher is giving to them in form of knowledge. The teacher can only be said to be_
effective when he/she and the students are both involved in the learning process .. .I
. mean adequate explanation ...with examples and demonstration ... the teacher should be
able to prepare the mind of the students too, so that they can be ready and willing to
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learn ... in a situation like that it is effective in the sense that the two tiers which are
involved in learning process; the teacher and learners are busy doing there work very

well.
Qn: In such an effective science classroom, please let us be more specific on the roles
the students will play?
Res: Students should ask and answer questions in class, participate fully in all class
activities and be able to read ahead of lessons ... For instance in a class where the
teacher is demonstrating ... say the concept of the physical changes ... students are
supposed to observe, ask questions on areas they do not \lllderstand while the teacher
should be ready to give answers in precise fonns ... You see, because they know that I
am very open ... and I think they trust me ... and because of my close relationship with
them, their attitude ... I mean many of them have changed over the years, they seem to
have more interest in science now

Qii: Thank you very much. Mr Tello. Let us look at your students now; how do you
think your students learn best?
Res: They learn best when the atmosphere is conducive i.e. they are ready... as students
they should be ready to ask questions and the teacher should be ready to answer the
questions because I have been with them for almost two years now ... I started with
them when they were in JSSl; 1 already know them, so when they are asking the wrong
questions I know how to tailor them to the right answers so, 1 have studied them for
sometime.... as I said , they are sensitive ... they are always watching you, especially
when you are somehow close to them. I folllld that they learn best when you make the
learning environment conducive by relating well with them ... that is, when you make
them !eel important and ... maybe, relaxed ... especially when you do not ignore
them ... you encourage them to come up ¥lith ideas and questions and you do not caution
them when they give wrong ideas.'.. I know when they are ready for learning and at
that time they are always coming up with questions because the topic are always given
to them ahead of the class.
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Qn. What you are saying is that they .learn best when they ask questions? Can I say in
·a relaxed atmosphere too?
Yes.

Qn. To what extent do you believe your science teaching is effective?
Res: I believe my teaching has been effective because at the end of each lesson I
always observe the expressions on the faces ofrny students. When I feel they are
happy and satisfied it gives me innate pleasure that I have done something
fine ... Like on· a few occasions when I got to their class and I got to know through
their actions that they were not quite ready... or when I felt that they might not
gain much from the lesson ifl began to coerce them .. .instead what I do is that I
change the plan by giving some story to lighten up ... the stories are always related
to the topic that I want to teach them. For instance when I was going to teach the
nervous system .. .I gave a story of somebody stepping on a sharp nail. .. asking
them how they would feel if they were the victim of such an accident ...then a
discussion

on

sensory

nerves

opened

up ... everyone

was

trying

to

contribute ... Because I already understand how they behave because many of
them may not really like to learn science ... so I have to present it to them in a
way ... so as to try and get the best out of them.

Qn. Tliank you ve,y much Tello. What I would ask you again is a related question.
What do you do very well in your classroom teaching?
Res: What I normally do very well is explanation, 1 tried as much as possible to explain
every details of the subject contents to the hearing of the students and 1 do also try to get
them own response as regards their questions and a times they may ask irrelevant
questions; ..but 1 would make sure 1 convert that irrelevant question to be relevant
because I know out of every irrelevance there is relevance aspect of it ... so, those are the
things 1 tried to do and 1 counsel them too to in order to know what they are in the
school for."
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Qn. Is there any aspect ofyour work that needs improving?
Res: Yes in the aspect of notes writing, 1 am not good at giving notes but 1 trust
whatever 1 am giving to the student so that is why I always give them the topic ahead so
that whatever 1 am now giving them will now serve as .. , ways of assisting them so that
they will understand. However in terms of giving notes 1 know 'am very poor and even
in writing notes.

Qn. Are there any other areas that requires improvement?
Res: Some other areas which I think 1 should improve upon is that the time allotment to
explanation because of the fact that I am not very good in writing notes 1 now seize the
opportunity to explain even more to cover that gap and in that attempt I may exceed
nonnal duration of lessons. I think that is what I should get corrected.

Qn: What are your views regarding the nature of science. Lets talk about science
itselfnow; what are your views regarding the nature ofscience?
Res: Science is the study of the natural world; things that exists in nature. These things
are concrete .. .I guess it has to be made concrete or real as we teach it so th~t the
students, whom we are teaching, should be able to get something out of it. This is
because of the fact that it is the study of nature and in some cases it can appear to be
abstract. .. so, I guess the more we concretize issues in science the better these students
will get the best out of it.

Qn: How would you want the students... these ones you teach here to view science?
Res: I want my students to view science like I said earlier ---- because in science
there no two ways about it...it is.the study of nature. They should always view it as
something they can see and be able to explain some of those things. Naturally, for
them to be able to do this it must be made concrete.... That is the moon and that is
the sky ... they are parts ofnature ... both can be seen by the students; they can talk
about them ... but to be able to do so, we need to concretise them as we teach ... and
I would advise our curriculum planners... and the school to try and provide
instructional materials that will help us present these things to our students in a way
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they can easily understand and make sense of it , so that we can make science
learning easier for the students.

W!,at you are saying, if I get you right, is that you try to make it real for them. Let us
go to the students again.
Qn: Why do you think science is taught to these students in school?
Res: I think science is taught t these students in the school so that they will be able to
know the realities about the world ... Knowing about the realities about the natural world
will enable them to appreciate the work of nature ... aesthetic feelings will be aroused in
them ... so that they can get to know scientific facts ... for example, what happens to the
food they eat in their body•.. how digestion takes place and knowledge of many things
they make use of in their daily lives. We must not forget the fact that we also teach
science to them in order to prepare them for science-based professions in future life.

Qn: I would ask you again could you please outline'" 3 most important factors, which
inhibit your attainment of effective science teacl,ing and learning in this school?
Res: One; inadequate science equipment; two; inadequate teaching aids

Prompt: Are you naming them in other of importance?
Res: Yes and lastly the lack of adequate textbooks for the students if you take the other
way... because we don't have enough equipment, there some practical aspect of the
subject that we are not able to try out in the laboratory. This is because, the student too
did not have the right text book they will not be able to read something ahead and
science you cannot do everything at the same time in the laboratory... it is not possible,
there are some aspect of it you need to go and sleep over and you need to have the
required texts to prepare ... and there are some aspects that need practicals ... so that
when they see it they will find it easier to understand.

Qn: You have just mentioned 3 factors, which limit your attainment of effectiveness
in your teac/ring; please can you suggest how th'ese factors can be addressed?
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Res: I think the government allocation into the educational funds should be increase,
and by increasing it, lliey will now be able to provide and assist some scientific oriented
authors to produce books at subsidized rates to the masses or to provide books for the
students ... this will make science teaching and learning easy... then they can as well
allow some organized private sector to sponsor the production of science equipment
which will now be made available to us. Inadequate manpower is also one of the
problems because the teachers that are employed too have to be taken care of so that
they can give their best to their students.

Qn: Let me take you back a little; did you say inadequate manpower is one of the

problems or shortage ofscience teachers?
Res: Inadequate manpower is one of the problem, for instance, in my schOol 1 have
handle mathematics for the last 3 years 1 handle further math's and at the same time
integrated science ... ifthere 's no problem of manpower that could not have happened.
The tum out in our Universities now I don't know if you are conversant with it the
statistics as of now, you find out we tum out more of Arts and Social science than
scientist so ... those things are now affecting most ofus ... that is the reason some people
who did science as minors are being given physics for example to teach. Above all the
most important thing is that the government should try and increase the allocation of
fund for science teaching in the school system.

Qn: Let us come back to your own students; how do they prefer·to learn?
Res: My students preferred to learn when the atmosphere is conducive ... as I said, they
are sensitive ... they are always watching you, especially when you are somehow close to
them. I found that they learn best when you make the learning environment conducive
by relating well with them ...that is, when you make them feel important and ... maybe,
relaxed ... especially when you do not ignore them ... you encourage them to come up

with ideas and questions and you do not caution them when they give wrong. ideas.
They are happy when you illustrate whatever you are giving them or concretize them
.. may be with charts or drawings on the board.
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Qn: Are you saying the students are happy or happier when the teacher gives
illustration and makes the concepts real?

Res: Yes, you are putting into practice the use of two of their sense organs for instance
they see it ... you are now showing it to their brain ... they can visualize it, you have
made it real to them and they will be able to remember the concept anytime ... and that is
what makes students happy and this will make your teaching easier and you will need to
prepare less notes.
Qn: How do they bel,ave in such a situation?

Res: Then they will appreciate what you are doing ... you know we did a bit of
psychology during our teacher training courses ... and even in and out of the class my
students are always happy with me ... because whatever I am teaching them I try as
much as I can to make it real and they always feel happy.
Qn: Why do you assess your students and how do you assess them?

Res:

They are assessed in order to know how much knowledge they have

acquired ... their ability and most of the time because they have to be promoted to the
next class ... as for me ... I always assess the cognitive aspect of knowledge and
skills ...because I believe that the skill they acquire now will be useful sometime in the
future; the subject content will also enable them use the skill better
Being a scientist myself .. .indeed I did my major in the pure science and then went to
do the PGDE in education ... I always assess the cognitive aspect of their knowledge
and their skills ... because I believe that the skills they acquire now are what they are
going to use in the future. The subject content will also enable them to use the skill
better... so, which is why I always assess their skill and their knowledge of the subject
content.
Qn: What are the methods you use in assessing them?
Res: The methods that I use most of the time are: I grade students' attendance in all my
classes, their participation in the practical works, their continuous assessment /regular
tests and also their examination which is the ultimate because they have to be promoted
to the next class at the end of the school year. Concerning their skills, I group them and
give them practical works or projects and I record the names of members of each
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group ... sometimes up to 13 groups ... and I assess the presenta~ion of their projects or
.group works .. .I give scores based on how best each group presents their work.
Basic.ally because it's practicnl work they always score above average marks.

In the examinations I always give them written questions, which they will be required to
answer at a given time frame.

Thank you very much Tello, I look forward to seeing you again when you come
back from this break. We will meet again in your classroom for the observation
sessions.
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APPENDIX!

,,

··, Time-table for School Visitations

DATE

VISITS

4/9/01

Submitted letters ofrequest to Ojo and Amuwo LEDs.

5/9/0J

Collected the Letter of Approval from Amuwo LED.

12/9/01

Schools in Oja school complex: Oja secondary school; Oja High
School, and Model College.

13/9/01
14/9/01

Amuwo Secondary school & Festac college.

Schools in Alimosho (Used for the Pilot Study,

10/9/01-3/10/01 All secondary schools in Ojo LED
All secondary schools in Amuwo LED
10/10/01

Administered the Survey Questionnaire

17/10/0122/10/01

CoI1ected the Survey Questionnaire

15/10/01 •

Collected the letter of approval from Ojo LED.

8/102

Case Studies Started.
Visit Amuwo Secondary School, Ojo High School, Model
College, and Awori College.
Interview with Tello.

8/2/02
28/2/02
4/3/02
8/3/02
JJ/3/02
19/3/02
8/4/02
18/4/02
2214/02
25/4/02
28/4/02
10/5/02
15/5/02
20/5/02
28/5/02
3/6/02:
12/6/02
19/6/02

Lesson observation with Tello.
Lesson observation with Tello.
Interview with Angy.
Lesson observation with Angy.
Lesson observation with Angy.
Lesson observation with Angy.
Lesson Observation with Tello.
Lesson observation with Angy.
Interview with Kaudry.
Lesson observation with Tello (Practical).
Lesson observation with Angy (Practical).
Lesson observation with Kaudry
Lesson observation with Kaudry
Lesson observation with Angy
Lesson observation with Kaudry (Practical)
Lesson observation with Kaudry.
Lesson observation with Kaudry.
END OF DATA COLLECTION
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